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Abstract 

This thesis explores the development and importance of the salmon fishing industry of 

the inner Moray Firth region of Scotland in the period from 1500 to 1800. This region has 

hitherto been under-represented in the historiography and, although it is the confluence of 

multiple salmon rivers, the role of this industry in the regional and national economies has 

also been largely overlooked. The timescale of the study has permitted the exploration of the 

regulatory framework, structure, management and organisation of the industry over a 

prolonged period, and thus to identify, and determine reasons for, a move from monastic and 

lordly ownership of fishings to the domination of the industry by distant entrepreneurs. 

This study has identified that the salmon-rich rivers ‘benorth the Spey’ were 

commercially exploited from an early date, not primarily for domestic consumption but for 

sales in English and European markets. The produce of these rivers accounted for a large 

proportion of the country’s salmon exports throughout the period, and the industry was 

proportionately more important in the regional economy than it was in that of many, perhaps 

all, other parts of Scotland, and contributed substantially to its commercial development. 

The region’s salmon trade was of such importance that by at least the sixteenth century men 

from Aberdeen, Dundee and Edinburgh, some of whom had or developed strong familial 

and terrestrial, as well as commercial, ties with the region, were conducting a substantial 

trade in the region’s salmon alongside local merchants.  

The salmon fishing industry continued to be economically important throughout the 

period, but the eighteenth century saw developments which changed the nature and 

organisation of the industry in the region. The new preservation techniques of kitting and ice 

preservation, and closer links with England following the Union of 1707, shifted the focus 

of Scotland’s salmon trade from European markets to the more lucrative and accessible 

London market, and attracted men of expertise, capital and enterprise from outside the region 

to establish these new techniques, and to manage and develop the fisheries of the Moray 

Firth.  Throughout the period of study, as far as the salmon industry was concerned, the 

Moray Firth was no peripheral outlier but part of, even central to, the national picture. 
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Glossary of terms 

£ (pound) Scots: The Scottish pound was divided into 20 shillings, with 12 pennies to each 

shilling. By the late fifteenth century the pound Scots was worth only a 

quarter of the pound Sterling, and was further devalued until one Scots pound 

was worth only one-twelfth of the pound Sterling by the early seventeenth 

century. Monetary values are frequently expressed in both currencies in 

documents and, even after the Union of 1707, rental values etc. were 

frequently expressed in Scots pounds. A merk, both a coin and an accounting 

measure, was equivalent to two-thirds of £1, thus 13s 4d, and half a merk was 

6s 8d. 

Annual rent: Interest charged on money debts 

Cautioner: Guarantor that a person will honour an agreement e.g. repay a loan, be of 

good behaviour 

Cess: Tax, either local or national 

Doric: The rich and diverse Scots language as spoken in the north-east of Scotland 

Feu:  Permanent disposal of property in return for a fixed annual sum and an entry 

fee or grassum. 

Fiars: Grain prices, legally fixed on an annual basis in each county. 

Heritor: Proprietor of a heritable property. 

Meat: Wages in kind paid for personal subsistence in lieu of board. This was an 

amount agreed at hiring and was usually paid in grain, but salmon fishers 

were paid a proportion of the catch as ‘meat fish.’   

Mounth:  The upland area north of Aberdeen and south of the Cairngorms. 

Roup: (v.) Selling or letting by auction, and (n.) an auction. 

Tack: A lease granting tenancy of property, land or fishings. 

Teind: As English tithe. One-tenth of produce, including salmon, payable to the 

Church for its support. 

Wadset:   Agreement under which property was handed over to money lenders as 

security for loans. The property could be redeemed on payment of the capital 

sum plus annual rent or interest at a specified time, but was frequently 

completely forfeited. 
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Introduction 

 

Fig. 1: Detailed view of the inner Moray Firth and environs from Scotia Regnum, Willem Blaeu 1635. 

Reproduced by kind permission of the National Library of Scotland. 

Online:https://maps.nls.uk/view/00000203 

‘The salmon is accounted the king of freshwater fish,’ wrote Izaak Walton in 1653, and 

he was not alone in celebrating its nobility, majesty and regal nature.1 Its different forms and 

colours, its departure from rivers for the sea, and its later return to its natal stream to 

surmount impossible obstacles en route to its spawning grounds, gave salmon a magical 

quality. In returning to Scottish rivers in early spring as food supplies were running low, this 

remarkable fish must have seemed to be a gift from God to the people of Scotland. 

Scotland has a strong and ancient relationship with salmon, evidenced on prehistoric 

Pictish stones, in myths and legends, verse and song. It was greatly valued, and revered and 

 
1 Izaak Walton and Charles Cotton, The compleat angler (1653) (London, n.d.), p.128. 

https://maps.nls.uk/view/00000203
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respected in a way no other commodity appears to have been. It was an item of prestige, 

forming centrepieces of sumptuous feasts and being used as gifts to impress.  Salmon paid 

for papal dispensations, and was presented to royalty as a tribute from at least the time of 

David II (1340s) right up to the early eighteenth century when the exiled, uncrowned, James 

VIII received a gift of Spey salmon from the Duke of Gordon.2 Salmon also served as a 

reliable and stable alternative currency in a barter economy, and brought scarce and sought-

after specie into Scotland through trade. 

Scottish salmon was plentiful. Travellers and commentators from the fifteenth to the 

nineteenth century rarely failed to acknowledge the abundance of the fish in Scotland’s 

rivers. In 1527 Scottish chronicler Hector Boece wrote, ‘fische is mair plenty in Scotland, 

speciallie of salmond, than it is in any uthir partis of the warld’ and, in the seventeenth 

century, well-travelled William Lithgow celebrated the fact that the rivers of his native 

Scotland were ‘ingorged with salmon.’3 The salmon of the north of Scotland often attracted 

special comment. In the early seventeenth century the Privy Council of Scotland recorded 

that ‘one of the special temporall blessings whairwith it hath please God to inriche and 

beautifie the north parts of this kingdome consists in the salmound fishing within the same.’ 

English angler Richard Franck delighted in ‘the abundance of salmon’ during his stay in 

Scotland in 1658, exclaiming on his visit to Inverness, ‘truly I stood amazed to see such 

companies of salmon in these northern parts.’4 This regional abundance was still attracting 

comment in the eighteenth century when Swiss-born Guy Miege remarked that, whilst 

salmon was abundant throughout Scotland, ‘the greatest store’ was in the rivers of the north.5 

The quality of these fish was also remarkable, and the French were said to have held the 

 
2 David Ditchburn, ‘Salmon, salt and the internationalisation of Aberdeen’s economy in the later middle ages’, 

in Las sociedades portuarias de la Europa Atlantica en la edad media, (2016) pp.49-66, p.56; NRS:  

GD44/43/7 
3 Hector Boece, The history and chronicles of Scotland (London, 1821) I, pp.xliii, xxxi; William Lithgow, The 

total discourse of the rare adventures and painefull peregrinations of long 19 years travayles from Scotland to 

the most famous Kingdomes in Europe, Asia and Affrica (Glasgow, 1906), p.432 
4 RPCS 2nd series, I, p.617; Richard Franck, Northern memoirs calculated for the meridian of Scotland, 1658 

(Edinburgh, 1821), pp.133, 205 
5 Guy Miege, The present state of Great Britain and Ireland (London, 1723), p.10 
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produce of the salmon fisheries between Montrose and Cromarty in the highest esteem, 

especially those from the ‘belles pêcheries’ on the southern shore of the Moray Firth.6 Franck 

claimed the northern rivers were ‘the riches of the country’ and, fifty years on, the 

Convention of Royal Burghs agreed, fearing that as ‘the greatest and most valuable salmond 

fishings’ lay in the north of Scotland, should these fall into decay it would ‘sensibly affect 

the wholl nation.’7 Northern Scotland, whose other attributes were sometimes described in 

disparaging, but probably exaggerated, terms was, undoubtedly, grateful for this heaven-sent 

bounty.  

In the relatively sparsely populated northern Scotland of the early modern era the seasonal 

abundance of salmon far exceeded local demand. As Iain Robertson noted, ‘it had always 

been the case that the Scottish population was too small to absorb the quantities of salmon 

available from Scottish rivers’ and, from the Middle Ages, this resulted in an active trade in 

the fish.8 By 1500, alongside primary produce such as hides, skins and wool, salmon was a 

key item of the country’s trade with England and Europe, enriching both the owners of 

fishings and, through customs duties, the Crown.9 Historians have suggested that in general 

Scotland’s early trade was ‘of very little significance to the foreigner’ and, in providing ‘little 

that was regarded as scarce or vital in overseas markets,’ its goods were ‘peripheral to 

European consumption.’10 However, evidence suggests that salmon was at least one 

 
6 Henri-Louis Duhamel du Monceau, Traité general des pesches et histoire des poissons (Paris, 1769, 1772), 

II, p.272. 
7 Franck, op. cit., p.205; RCRB, IV, pp.432-3, 482. 
8 Iain A Robertson, The salmon fishers: a history of the Scottish coastal salmon fisheries. (Ellesmere, 2013) 

p.15.  
9 Richard C Hoffmann and Alasdair Ross, ‘This belongs to us!: competition between the royal burgh of Stirling 

and the Augustinian abbey of Cambuskenneth over salmon fishing rights on the river Forth,’ I: History 

Scotland, 18, 1, (Jan/Feb 2018), pp.16-21; II: 18, 2, (Mar/Apr 2018), pp.44-47. 2, p.45; Athol Murray, 

‘Customs revenues and ports, 1621,’ pp.94-95 and ‘Foreign trade and Scottish ports 1471 and 1542,’ pp.74-75 

in Peter McNeill and Ranald Nicholson (eds.), An historical atlas of Scotland c.400-c.1600 (St Andrews, 1980); 

Martin Rorke, ‘Scottish overseas trade 1275/86-1596.’ Unpublished PhD thesis, University of Edinburgh 

(2001) 
10 T C Smout, Scottish trade on the eve of the Union, 1660-1707 (Edinburgh, 1963), pp.28-9; T M Devine, 

Independence or Union: Scotland’s past and Scotland’s present (2016), p.13; Gordon Jackson, ‘The economy: 

Aberdeen and the sea,’ in E Patricia Dennison, David Ditchburn and Michael Lynch (eds.), Aberdeen before 

1800: a new history (East Linton, 2002), pp.159-180, p.169; Alexander Stevenson, ‘Trade with the south 1070-

1513,’ in Michael Lynch, Michael Spearman and Geoffrey Stell (eds.), The Scottish Medieval Town 

(Edinburgh, 1988), pp.180-206, p.193. 
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exception to this as European markets welcomed Scottish salmon as stocks in their rivers 

became depleted. From the Middle Ages Scotland was virtually alone in pursuing an active, 

commercially orientated, salmon fishing industry and was able and willing to satisfy the 

demands of continental Europe.11  

Scottish people valued salmon as an item of prestige, currency and diet, but primarily as 

a commodity to be traded, and the salmon fishing industry which made this possible deserves 

a prominent place in the history of the nation.  

Rationale and aims 

Numerous scholarly, and popular, monographs have explored salmon in all its guises, and 

one might be forgiven for thinking that the subject had been covered sufficiently well.12 

However, the focus of many, if not most, of these volumes is ecological rather than historical 

and none considers Scottish salmon fishing in any detail. In spite of the historical importance 

of Scottish salmon fishing, there is a dearth of material on the subject. 

The historiography of fishing industries in general is weak, and A R Michell attributed 

this poor coverage, at least in part, to the lack of consistent and comprehensive records and 

source material across Europe.13 Those who have written on the subject bemoan this lack of 

coverage, stating ‘fishing is a comparatively sparsely documented industry,’ to the extent 

that, ‘one can read many standard textbooks on modern British history and never realise that 

 
11 Richard C Hoffmann: ‘A long voyage to the banks of Newfoundland: how medieval European fisheries went 

overseas,’ in Peter C Mancall and Carole Shammas (eds.) Governing the seas in the early modern era (San 

Marino, 2015), pp.17-40, p.25, ‘Salmo salar in late medieval Scotland: competition and conservation for a 

riverine resource,’ Aquatic Sciences (2015), 77, pp.355-366, pp.355-6, ‘Frontier foods for late medieval 

consumers: culture, economy and ecology,’ Environment and History7/2 (May 2001), pp.131-167, ‘Economic 

development in aquatic ecosystems in medieval Europe,’ The American Historical Review, 101, 3, (June 1996), 

pp.631-669, ‘A brief history of aquatic resource use in medieval Europe,’ Helgoland Marine Research 

(04/2005), pp.22-30, p.25, ‘Medieval fishing,’ in Paolo Squattriti (ed.), Working with water in medieval 

Europe: technology and resource use (Leiden, 2000), pp.331-392; Isabel Guy, ‘The Scottish export trade 1460-

1599 from the Exchequer Rolls.’ Unpublished MPhil thesis, St Andrews (1983), p.111. 
12 Peter Coates, Salmon (London, 2006); Nicholas Mink, Salmon: a global history. (London, 2013); Mark 

Kurlansky, Salmon: a fish, the earth and the history of a common fate (London, 2020); Michael Wigan, The 

salmon (London, 2014); Derek Mills, Saving Scotland's salmon. (Ellesmere, 2009); Derek Mills, Scotland’s 

king of fish (Edinburgh, 1980); Richard Shelton, To the sea and back: the heroic life of the Atlantic salmon 

(London, 2010); Anthony Netboy, The Atlantic salmon: a vanishing species? (London, 1968), The salmon: 

their fight for survival (Boston, 1974), Salmon: the world's most harassed fish (London, 1980). 
13 Michell, ‘European fisheries,’ p.134. 
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her fishing industry was, for a long time, the largest and most successful the world had 

seen.’14 Furthermore, salmon fishing, if it appears at all in the coverage, takes third place to 

herring and white fishing.15 Malcolm Gray, in The fishing industries of Scotland 1790-1914, 

wrote, ‘Scotland’s fishing history is almost entirely to be written in terms of…the herring, 

the haddock and the ‘great fish’ such as cod and ling,’ and although he touches on whaling 

and lobster fishing, Gray makes no mention of salmon in his misleadingly titled 

monograph.16 A lack of interest in the Scottish salmon fishing industry may be of long-

standing as, in 1709, ‘a gentlemen’ (probably local to the Moray Firth) complained that 

although a ‘person of eminence and quality’ was keen to encourage fishing for cod, ling and 

white fish, ‘he has spoke nothing at all to the salmond fishing, which yet deserves to be more 

particularly taken notice of, because we daily reap advantages of [this]…our native and 

peculiar stock.’17 While herring and white fishing were hugely important in the social, 

economic and cultural history of Scotland, centuries before Scots took to the sea in great 

numbers they were harvesting salmon from rivers, estuaries and coastlines, and making a 

marked contribution to the history and economy of the country. As Bruce Walker rightly 

states, ‘the catching of salmon formed the only consistently successful Scottish fishery’ until 

the late eighteenth century and, even at the height of the nineteenth century herring fishing 

boom James Bertram wrote that, although net gain was greater from herring and white 

fishing, ‘the individual salmon is our most tangible fish and brings to its owner a larger sum 

 
14 Maryanne Kowaleski, ‘The commercialisation of the sea fisheries in medieval England and Wales,’ 

International Journal of Maritime History XV, 2, (2003), pp.177-231, pp.177-8; J M Steane and M Foreman, 

‘Medieval fishing tackle,’ in Michael Aston (ed.), Medieval fish, fisheries and fishponds in England (Oxford, 

1988) pp.137-186, p.137; Robb Robinson, ‘The common North Atlantic pool,’ in David J. Starkey, Chris Reid 

and Neil Ashcroft (eds.), England’s sea fisheries: the commercial sea fisheries of England and Wales since 

1300 (London, 2000), pp.9-17, p.9. 
15 Inter alia A R Michell, ‘The European fisheries in early modern history’, in E Rich and C H Wilson (eds.), 

The economic organisation of early modern Europe (Cambridge, 1977), pp.133-184; James D G Davidson, 

Scots and the sea: a nation’s lifeblood (Edinburgh 2005); T C Smout (ed.) Scotland and the sea (Edinburgh, 

1992) 
16 Malcolm Gray, The fishing industries of Scotland 1790-1914 (Oxford, 1978) 
17 A letter from a gentleman in North Britain to the Right Honourable the Earl of Seafield concerning the 

improvement of the salmon fishing of North Britain (Edinburgh, 1709) 
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of money than any other member of the fish family.’18  Salmon fishing deserves to be more 

than a footnote in fishing history. 

The salmon fisheries of Scotland, despite their importance, are not only neglected in 

fishing histories but are also mentioned only incidentally in general and popular histories, 

and even social and economic studies, of the country. Although earlier historians, such as 

Henry Hamilton and Isabel Grant, did find a place for salmon fishing in their volumes, 

coverage in the last 50 years or so has been sparse.19 Why should this be the case? Is the 

topic now unfashionable, or has it simply fallen out of the Scottish consciousness? As a well-

established industry salmon fishing perhaps holds less appeal for historians than new, 

emerging, and superficially more dynamic enterprises, but this study demonstrates that 

salmon fishing showed remarkable resilience and, far from being static, displayed its own 

dynamism in its changing ownership, adaptability to new markets, and development of new 

products. Perhaps salmon fishing has been neglected because it does not sit comfortably in 

most studies, being an activity which is neither agricultural nor industrial, neither entirely 

urban nor entirely rural, and one which spans riverine, coastal and maritime 

environments.20As it does not fit neatly into other socio-economic studies, only a single 

industry study such as this does justice to the subject. Such studies relating to the early 

modern period, and in a Scottish context, have also received little scholarly attention, with 

Alastair Durie’s work on the eighteenth-century linen industry, and Christopher Whatley’s 

 
18 Bruce Walker, ‘ “Full reid and sweit and of the rycht bind of Montrose”: the salmon industry,’ in Gordon 

Jackson and S G E Lythe (eds.) The port of Montrose: a history of its harbour, trade and shipping (Tayport, 

1993), pp.180-199, p.180; James G Bertram, The harvest of the sea: a contribution to the natural and economic 

history of the British food fishes, 3rd ed. (London, 1873), p.141. 
19 R W Cochran-Patrick, Medieval Scotland. (Glasgow, 1892); I F Grant, The economic history of Scotland. 

(London, 1934); I F Grant, The social and economic development of Scotland before 1603 (London, 1930); 

Henry Hamilton, An economic history of Scotland in the eighteenth century. (Oxford, 1963). Inter alia. T M 

Devine, The Scottish nation, 1700-2000 (Harmondsworth, 1999); Michael Lynch, Scotland: a new history 

(London, 1997); Alistair Moffat, Scotland: a history from the earliest times (Edinburgh, 2015); T C Smout, A 

history of the Scottish people, 1560-1830 (1969). 
20 Bruce Lenman, An economic history of modern Scotland, 1660-1976 (London, 1977); S G E Lythe, The 

economy of Scotland in its European setting 1550-1625 (Edinburgh, 1960); Smout, Scottish trade; Christopher 

Whatley, Scottish society 1707-1830 (Manchester, 2000); Margaret Sanderson Scottish rural society in the 

sixteenth century (Edinburgh, 1982); Ian Whyte, Agriculture and society in seventeenth century Scotland 

(Edinburgh, 1979); T M Devine,  The transformation of rural Scotland: social change and the agrarian 

economy, 1660-1815 (Edinburgh, 1999). 
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study of the salt industry being rare examples.21 The early modern salmon fishing industry, 

which was of equal if not greater importance, and was certainly more enduring, deserves 

similar coverage. 

Although the historiography of salmon fishing has generally been weak, some works have 

provided something of the richer coverage the subject deserves. Richard Hoffmann’s 

illuminating research has provided a European, and specifically Scottish, perspective on 

freshwater fisheries, sustainability, and the expansion of commercial fishing in the medieval 

period.22 The earlier studies of James Coull contributed substantially to the corpus, and he 

was unusual in taking his studies north of the Mounth, while Bruce Walker’s brief but 

interesting picture of the industry in Montrose, and David Summers’s broad view of the 

subject from the Middle Ages to the twentieth century have provided valuable foundations 

for further studies.23 By far the most important, extensive and recent contribution to the 

historiography of Scottish salmon fishing has come from Iain Robertson whose in-depth 

research on the salmon fisheries of the River Tay and Scottish coast during the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries is impressive.24 However, Scottish salmon fishing in the early 

modern era has received scant attention from historians, and this study builds on Hoffmann’s 

work with its medieval focus, and Robertson’s late modern studies, to bridge the gap between 

the two and illuminate this neglected period.  

Central to any study of salmon fishing is knowledge of the rivers in which the fish spawn 

and are generally caught. Rivers are popular in the media at present, with extensive coverage 

 
21 Alastair J Durie, The Scottish linen industry in the eighteenth century (Edinburgh, 1979); Christopher A 

Whatley, The Scottish salt industry 1570-1850. (Aberdeen, 1987) 
22 See fn. 11; Hoffman and Ross, op. cit. 
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on network television, and popular works and recent scholarly studies hitting the presses.25 

This coverage has provided important comparative material and insights into riverine 

environments, and has been complemented by antiquarian titles, and those aimed at anglers, 

which have supplied local detail that has been fundamental to this project.26  

Local context is essential for the regional approach which has been adopted for this study. 

This approach has particular advantages as it allows for close, in-depth research into a region 

which has been marginalised in previous works, and to which the subject is particularly 

pertinent. Although recent years have seen the publication books and articles which have 

improved coverage of the region’s history, in spite of the evident abundance and active 

commercial exploitation of salmon in the rivers of the inner Moray Firth, and the fact that 

these fisheries probably ‘had an importance that pre-dates the beginnings of recorded 

history,’ these studies have largely failed to explore this subject.27 Whilst there has been an 

acknowledgement that the region’s salmon fishings were ‘highly desirable,’ ‘lucrative,’ 

‘apparently big business,’ and that they provided useful additional income for burghs and 

‘substantial cash income’ for estate owners, only David Alston devotes more than a 

paragraph or two to the subject.28 This coverage does not reflect the local value of the salmon 

fisheries, or their national importance as, far from being peripheral to the national picture, in 

this aspect of the economy the inner Moray Firth was central to developments in the industry. 

In exploring this industry in a region in which it was of considerable significance, this study 
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makes a substantial contribution to understanding this important, yet neglected, aspect of the 

social and economic history of the country as a whole.  

Time and place 

During the period 1500-1800 over which this study has been conducted, Scotland 

transitioned from the medieval to the modern era, experienced changes in government, 

religion, society and economy, and lost her status as an independent country. The whole of 

Europe experienced social, political and religious upheaval, and Scotland’s relationships 

with these nations, her allies, enemies and trading partners, waxed and waned. In particular 

the country’s relationship with her ‘auld enemy’ England was transformed, although not 

overnight, into a closer though tentative friendship, by regal and later Parliamentary union, 

and this irrevocably altered political and economic alliances and the orientation of Scotland’s 

trade. In addition, the religious upheavals of the Reformation and the intellectual and 

improving movements of the eighteenth century had significant impacts on the society and 

economy of Scotland. The salmon fishing industry was no mute bystander to the changes 

and developments in the period, but was, on the contrary, heavily influenced by them, as this 

study demonstrates. 

The timespan of this study is extensive and, while this has posed problems in marshalling 

large quantities of material, socio-economic studies conducted over lengthy periods result in 

better and more complete results. Although the period of study has made it impossible to 

focus on the impact of short-term external factors such as changes in politics or even inter- 

and intra-national conflicts to any great extent, this 300-year period has facilitated the 

identification, monitoring, and contextualisation of patterns and changes, and enabled the 

construction of a broader and fuller picture of the industry during periods of dynamic change.  

These centuries have been selected not only because they bridge the gap between the 

medieval studies of Hoffmann and the later modern research of Robertson, but also because 

they mark a period of both continuity and change in the salmon fishing industry. The industry 
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has been widely considered static prior to the introduction of stake and bag-netting in coastal 

waters in the nineteenth century, and there was continuity a-plenty with no marked 

developments in legislation or fishing methods over the period, but it was far from being an 

industry which stood still. The period began, in 1500, with Scotland’s salmon fishers 

deploying traditional methods in fisheries under monastic, lordly and burghal control, and 

disposing of the catch, in modest amounts, primarily in Europe; it culminated, in 1800, with 

the employment of new preservation techniques and the domination of the industry by distant 

entrepreneurs who used increasingly destructive fishing practices in the search for profits, 

mainly in English markets. During the period of study, changes and developments in the 

industry, and in the salmon trade, unlocked the potential of the region’s fishings, and indicate 

a degree of dynamism which has, hitherto, not been acknowledged. This study explores the 

development of the industry, and tracks and seeks to account for changes which occurred 

during these 300 years ˗ changes which laid the foundations for the final shift to 

commercialisation in the nineteenth century. 
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Fig.2: Rivers of the Moray Firth. 
© 2021 Richard Thomas. Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-SA 4.0) licence. 
(Licence url: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/) Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database right 2021. Ordnance 

Survey (OS) data is licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0. (Licence url: http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-
government-licence/version/3/)  
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The inner Moray Firth, the geographical area selected for this study, encompasses the 

river systems joining the Firth from the Helmsdale on the northern shore to the Spey on the 

southern shore.29 These two rivers form natural borders of an exceptionally salmon-rich area 

which has been severely under-represented in the historiography of the nation, making it an 

ideal locus for this study. This region was neither at the centre of the country’s commercial 

activity, which was focused on the central belt, nor too far distant from that area to be 

inaccessible. Historians have often included the Moray Firth littoral as part of the eastern 

trading seaboard, and Marinell Ash considered the Cromarty Firth of the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries as ‘the northern-most outlier of the east coast “Golden Fringe” of 

trading burghs’ which stretched from the Firth of Forth via Aberdeen.30 An outlier maybe, 

but the inner Moray Firth was a busy trading zone, with vessels from Edinburgh, Dundee, 

Aberdeen and elsewhere visiting regularly. From at least the sixteenth century not only 

salmon but also hides and skins, surplus grain from it fertile shores, and later timber from 

extensive woodlands in the upper reaches of the rivers, were destined for export.31 Inverness 

and Elgin were the only major settlements in the region, and the small to medium-sized 

villages and burghs which studded its shores provided little of the infrastructure required for 

successful trade, but trade flourished because of the importance of the salmon, skins, grain 

and timber rather than the convenience of the location.  

Whilst not a single unit, much of the region was part of the former Province of Moray 

and recent historiography has demonstrated that there was much which bound the 

communities of the Firth together.32 Common factors linked the north and south shores, not 

 
29 The area ‘beyond Spey’ was viewed as the administrative north by the authorities. 
30 Lenman, Economic history, p.18; Smout, Eve, pp.3, 4; Ash, op. cit., p.143 
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32 The Province encompassed the present county of Moray and extended west and north beyond Inverness. 
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least the navigable waterway that stood between them which acted, as water tended to do, as 

a channel and a highway rather than barrier.33 The journey across the Firth between Findhorn 

and Helmsdale was only 30 miles (98 miles overland), and regular and extensive ferry traffic 

plied the waters of the inner firths until modern times.34 The Firth served, ‘as a bridge 

whereby landowners established links in both directions,’ and facilitated the development of 

‘a network of Moray and Ross magnates, many of whom were connected by kinship.’35 This 

network was extensive, encompassing Urquharts, Gordons, Roses, Dunbars, Munros, 

Grants, Mackenzies, Brodies and Calders, and also enduring, being a constant feature of the 

Firth communities throughout the early modern period. Commercial connections were strong 

too. The burgh records of Elgin and Forres in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries show 

regular trade across the Firth, and merchants from Inverness, Elgin, Findhorn and Portsoy 

dominated the trade of both shores.36  

The inhabitants of the Moray Firth littoral probably formed more of a community with 

each other than with inhabitants of the inland parts of their official jurisdictions, who were 

distinctly different. Kennedy identified that ‘the major kindreds of the eastern seaboard did 

not tend to view themselves as Highlanders,’ and Inverness thought of itself as ‘emphatically 

Lowland,’ but surrounded by Highlanders whom they viewed with ‘contempt and derision, 

tinged with a measure of fear,’ an ‘internal “other.”’37 Gaelic speaking, often Catholic, 
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landward people may have been distinct from the coastal dwelling, Presbyterian, Lowland 

Scots, but many of these Lowlanders were bilingual, observed Highland traditions, and still 

identified with Highland culture so, even if not close, they were connected.38 

The primary reason for selecting the Moray Firth as the locus for study is that it forms the 

confluence of more than a dozen pellucid, essentially non-navigable, salmon-rich rivers and 

their tributaries, creating the richest salmon fishing region of the country. Flowing from 

north, west and south to join the Firth, these rivers are diverse, ranging from the volatile 

mighty River Spey which meanders and floods its way through 110 miles of the former 

counties of Inverness-shire, Banffshire and Moray, to the six-mile-long Ness with its 

notorious loch, the Shin and Beauly which negotiate dramatic linns and falls, and smaller, 

gentler, fordable streams on both sides of the Firth. The relatively sparse population and lack 

of substantial urban development resulted in rivers in which the main threat to salmon stocks 

were the fishers themselves. They were comparatively unpolluted. There was an awareness 

in Scotland that salmon stocks could be compromised by activities such as tanning, flax 

steeping and timber felling and floating from an early date and, from the eighteenth century, 

agricultural improvements such as liming, moss clearing and field draining were also 

condemned for their negative effects on salmon stocks, but these activities do not appear to 

have had a significant impact on catches in the rivers of the relatively sparsely populated 

region prior to 1800.39 These rivers also suffered only minimal disruption from water-mills 

which, at least in the region’s main burgh Inverness, were constructed only with caution.40 

The region’s second burgh, Elgin, was probably alone in making full use of the motive power 
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of the considerably smaller River Lossie. There was no commercial salmon fishery on the 

Lossie during the early modern era and this, in the nineteenth century, was attributed directly 

to the large number of mills that had, for centuries, been located along its lower reaches, 

although other factors such as the thriving leather and dyeing industries undoubtedly 

contributed.41  

On their way to the sea, these salmon rivers encountered diverse populations, from Gaelic 

speaking shepherds and farmers eking out a living in Highland straths, to wealthy merchant 

burgesses speaking lowland Scots or Doric on the region’s fertile coastal plains. The fishings 

had different proprietors too ˗ ecclesiastical institutions and clerics, landowners great and 

small, and burghs ˗ but almost all delivered abundant catches. It was not only Duhamel du 

Monceau who thought the ‘belles pêcheries’ of the Moray Firth warranted a special 

mention.42 Scottish commentators and travellers alike noted that the Findhorn, Nairn, 

Beauly, Shin, Brora, and particularly the Ness and the Spey, played host to an abundance of 

the finest, largest and best salmon they had encountered, and boasted ‘very considerable,’ 

‘great’ and ‘valuable’ fisheries yielding large catches.43 Local historian, Lachlan Shaw, 

wrote of the Province of Moray that, ‘no country affords better fish than what is taken in the 

rivers Spey, Findhorn, Ness and Farrar or Beaullie to the value of several thousands of 

pounds yearly,’ and these fish formed ‘a considerable article’ of trade.44 

There were actively exploited fishings in most of the rivers of the region in the early 

modern period. Earnings from salmon fishings were said to have accounted for ‘a large part’ 
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of the income of the region’s monastic proprietors before the Reformation, and, no doubt 

aware of this, those assessing ecclesiastical incomes after the Reformation (1561/2) were 

suspicious of the modest incomes declared by the houses of Kinloss and Beauly, and the 

Bishops of Moray and Ross from their fishings.45 Earnings from Moray Firth salmon fishings 

have been identified as being ‘useful additional sources of income’ for burghs possessing 

fishing rights, and they often made ‘a significant contribution’ to estate finances, with some 

proprietors, such as the Lords Lovat (Beauly) and the Earls of Sutherland (Brora, Helmsdale 

and Strathnaver rivers), apparently relying on the annual income from their fishings to keep 

the wolf from the door.46  

Trade in salmon from the region’s rivers was strong, and salmon remained ‘a considerable 

article,’ of the region’s trade throughout the period, and the innovations embraced by the 

Firth’s proprietors and tacksmen during the eighteenth century ensured the industry 

remained relevant and important.47 In 1773, it was reported that Inverness had ‘not much 

trade excepting the exportation of the salmon caught in the river, the quantity of which is 

considerable,’ and this must have contributed to its being ‘populous and flourishing’ 20 years 

later.48 Fuelled by strong demand in the London market, salmon fishing became even more 

central to the local economy during the eighteenth century. In the 1760s Pococke noted that 

both Thurso and Fochabers were ‘chiefly supported’ by the salmon fisheries in their local 

rivers and, at the time of the OSA, more than 130 men were employed in the Duke of 

Gordon’s Spey fisheries, many of whom relied on their employment in the industry to pay 
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their rents.49 Salmon was probably proportionately more important in the economy of the 

Moray Firth than in that of in many, if not all, other regions of Scotland. 

The inner Moray Firth region ˗ away from major commercial and industrial centres and 

yet still connected, and encompassing a range of environments, settlements and people ˗ is 

an ideal subject of study. The interesting recent studies by Alston, Clough, Mowat, 

Worthington and Miller have provided a strong foundation for further research of a region 

which played host to more salmon rivers than any other part of Scotland, and the country’s 

‘greatest and most valuable salmond fishings.’50 Contributing substantially to both the local 

and national economies, these rivers and fisheries demand attention. 

Scope and structure 

The focus of this thesis is salmon fishing as an industry, a commercial enterprise. The 

parameters of the project ˗ the large geographical area and 300-year timespan ˗ as well as 

time and word count limitations have prohibited an exhaustive study of salmon fishing per 

se. Although there is evidence which might facilitate an investigation of the impact of the 

region’s fishing on the sustainability and resilience of the species, and an exploration of the 

subject ethnographically, this has not been practicable. These are for another day, another 

project.  

This thesis provides a detailed overview of the important, and hitherto largely 

disregarded, salmon fishing industry in five main sections. These explore the legal 

background, management and organisation of the fisheries, and the practical considerations 

of catching, preserving and disposing of the fish, to provide a comprehensive survey of the 

industry, identify aspects of continuity and change, and assess its value and importance to 

the region and the nation.  
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In Chapter One, the regulation of the region’s salmon fishings is considered through an 

exploration of legislation and enforcement, ownership, rights, disputes and lawbreaking. 

Scottish salmon fishing was subject to early legislation that clearly embodied a concern for 

conservation of the species ‘many centuries before this could even remotely be considered 

necessary for white fish or herring,’ and no other fish was singled out for such special 

treatment.51 This legislation has been credited with playing a role in the conservation of the 

species in Scotland, but evidence suggests that it was not the long-term future of the species 

which concerned the legislature but short-term commercial interests, and the laws were 

widely ignored and difficult to enforce.52  

Reluctance to comply with the laws stemmed from the lucrative nature of salmon fishing, 

and their lack of effectiveness owed much to the system of ownership of Scottish fishings. 

Unlike in other parts of the British Isles and much of Europe, Scotland’s salmon fishings 

were in private hands, and there was no public right to fish for salmon in any of Scotland’s 

rivers. Rights, devolved from the Crown, were acquired by monasteries, other ecclesiastical 

organisations and burghs, but primarily by landowners who had, by the mid-seventeenth 

century, gained complete control over the region’s prime salmon stocks. Private rights to 

fishings were sought after, jealously guarded and forcefully asserted across Scotland, and 

disputes between competing interests, which were ‘a dominant theme in salmon fishing for 

as long as records have existed,’ are discussed in this chapter.53 Private ownership of fishings 

by a powerful elite also had a considerable bearing on the framing of laws ̠  as one nineteenth 

century commentator noted, it was ‘difficult and dangerous to interfere with private rights’ 

˗ and, furthermore, the agents of law enforcement were invariably proprietors of fishings, or 

their kindred, and vested interests generally took precedence over respect for the law.54 The 
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laws were repeated and re-issued but were probably never fit for purpose, and, as they were 

not reviewed or reformed until the nineteenth century, they became increasingly less so. The 

mechanisms of law enforcement were weak, and the system relied on ‘legislative optimism 

rather than reality,’ and this chapter discusses whether there is more than ‘reasonable doubt’ 

that the salmon fishing laws were obeyed or enforced.55  

 Private rights also had an influence on the management of fishings, and probably 

accounted for their early commercialisation. Scotland’s fishings were organised on 

capitalistic lines from an early date and it has been asserted that Scotland was virtually alone 

in the Middle Ages in pursuing an active salmon fishing industry.56 Chapter Two provides a 

detailed picture of the organisation and management of the fishings of the Moray Firth region 

throughout the period, and discusses internal and external factors which saw them firstly 

engrossed by a narrow elite and, during the eighteenth century, fall under the control of a 

small group of entrepreneurs from outside the region. The Reformation and 

contemporaneous feuing movement saw fishings move out of monastic and burghal control, 

and their later use as collateral for loans resulted in the permanent alienation of many to 

service the debts of increasingly cash-strapped landowners.57 Further major changes in 

ownership, but primarily in management, came in the eighteenth century against a backdrop 

of changes in the intellectual and commercial environments which accompanied the Scottish 

Enlightenment. ‘A climate of opinion conducive to innovation and the pursuits of economic 

ends’ prevailed, and encouraged landowners to derive extra income from their estates from 

both new and existing sources, including their salmon fishings.58 The incorporating Union 
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(1707) opened up English and colonial markets in an unprecedented way, and in the early 

1700s innovations in salmon preservation resulted in products which was more palatable for, 

and even sought after, in these markets. External capital and expertise were required to 

establish these new techniques and products in the region’s fishings and, to capitalise on the 

region’s salmon wealth, ‘distant monopolisers’ (as they were disdainfully labelled by John 

Knox) took on leases of its prime fisheries resulting in changes in their management and 

organisation.59 The domination of the industry by these entrepreneurs, unparalleled in other 

industries of the period, continued until the end of commercial salmon fishing in Scotland, 

and their role in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has been discussed by Robertson, 

Summers and others. What has not been documented or discussed, and is explored in this 

chapter, is how and when these men gained control, and the impact this had on the 

management, organisation and success of fisheries. The biographical details of some of the 

‘distant monopolisers’ who came to be such important players in the industry are in 

Appendix C which complements this chapter. 

Until the fisheries fell under new management in the eighteenth century, fishing methods 

remained relatively, and remarkably, static, and, using historical, archaeological and 

secondary sources, those most commonly used on the rivers and on the shorelines of the 

inner Moray Firth have been detailed in Appendix D. Prior to the eighteenth century, 

although the salmon trade was substantial, demand, and the capacity of curing vats, were 

finite and there had been no cause, or inclination, to modify or change traditional fishing 

methods fishing methods, but during the eighteenth century proprietors and tacksmen 

responded to the prospect of increased profits from London sales ‘with a degree of avarice 

that lead to the capture and sale of almost everything that bears the shape of a fish,’  and 

looked to fishing methods and practices to increase catches.60 Nevertheless, in spite of 

 
59 This term was used by Knox to refer to the Berwick Co. regarding their tack of the Ness fishings: A view of 

the British empire (London, 1785) p.428 
60Bertram, op. cit., (1873), p.142 
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contemporary references to ‘the modern method of fishing’ and ‘new fashioned tackling,’ 

the latter half of the eighteenth century did not see the introduction of new fishing methods, 

but rather changes to where, and how, existing methods were applied ˗ more intensively, in 

a more ‘assiduous and accurate’ manner and, at times, less than legally.61 The nature and 

impact of these changes and modifications is discussed in this chapter. 

As a  perishable product, available in large quantities for only a limited period, salmon 

requires almost immediate preservation and, as Jackson stated, ‘it was the ability to preserve 

fish and thereby extend markets that made fishing into a trade.’62 Chapter Three 

(complemented by Appendix F) explores the preservation of the salmon caught in the 

region’s rivers, and the nature, importance and shortcomings of methods used. The nature of 

salmon preservation changed over the period, and Kowaleski believes historians have paid 

too little heed to the impact changes in curing techniques had on the fishing industry, and 

most have failed to acknowledge widespread evidence that curing developments had a 

transformative effect on the industry.63 Kurlansky, Cutting, Locker and others have provided 

important detail of the processes involved in salting and brine-barrelling of fish for home 

use and export, but salted salmon was not to everyone’s taste and, from the 1730s, changes 

in preservation methods employed in Scottish salmon fisheries transformed the industry.64 

The first of these changes, kitting, involved parboiling salmon which were then preserved in 

a vinegar solution, sometimes with spices, in small containers known as kits. This process 

 
61 CM 25.6.1760; R J Adam (ed.), John Home's Survey of Assynt (Edinburgh, 1960), pp.xxxviii, 93; Rev Dr 
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62 Gordon Jackson, ‘State concern for the fisheries 1485-1815,’ in Starkey, Reid, Ashcroft, op. cit., pp.46-53, 

p.47. 
63 Maryanne Kowaleski, ‘The early documentary evidence for the commercialisation of sea fisheries in 

medieval Britain,’ in James H Barrett and David C Orton (eds.), Cod and herring: the archaeology and history 

of medieval sea fishing (Oxford, 2016), pp.23-41, pp.23, 35; Kowaleski, ‘Commercialisation of the sea 

fisheries,’ p.227; Hoffmann, ‘Aquatic resource use,’ p.27; Wendy Childs, ‘Fishing and fisheries in the Middle 

Ages: the eastern fisheries,’ in Starkey, Reid, Ashcroft op. cit., pp.19-23; Maryanne Kowaleski, ‘The expansion 

of the south-western fisheries in late medieval England,’ Economic History Review LIII, 3 (2000), pp.429-454, 

pp.439-440; Ditchburn, ‘Salmon, salt and the internationalisation,’ p.62. 
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has been both misunderstood and overlooked, with most writers, including Cutting, treating 

it as a passing trend of little interest, but the appeal of the new product to the London market 

transformed the industry. This method, employed in Scottish fisheries for more than a 

century, had a profound impact, not least in changing the nature of their management and 

organisation (Chapter Two), and was especially important for the fisheries of the north of 

Scotland which were unable to take advantage of a burgeoning trade in fresh salmon until at 

least 1786 when fresh Scottish salmon was first transported, primarily to London, in ice.  

Ice preservation, which has received considerably greater attention than kitting, increased 

demand and raised salmon prices, and circumstances allowed for its early adoption in the 

Moray Firth.65 However, although many writers have suggested that ‘within a few years, 

icehouses sprang up at river mouth fisheries all along the coast’ of Scotland, there is 

surprisingly little evidence for this.66 This chapter explores the impact of the introduction of 

ice preservation in the region and, challenging these assumptions, argues that there was no 

widespread adoption of this innovation until the advent of more intensive fishing by stake 

and bag-nets, and the certainty of rapid transit with the introduction of steam transport in the 

nineteenth century. This chapter explores, in detail and for the first time, the impact of 

developments in preservation techniques on the salmon fishing industry and makes a 

significant contribution to knowledge of the subject. 

Both Chapters Four and Five discuss the disposal of the region’s catches. Salmon was an 

important commodity throughout the 300-year period of study, and this is evident from the 

detail presented in these chapters, but with no consistent records of catches for any of its 

rivers, it is impossible to assess with any accuracy the quantities of salmon at the disposal of 

proprietors and tacksmen of the region. However, contemporary accounts suggest abundant 

catches from very active, commercially exploited, fisheries, and these chapters aim to 

 
65 The pioneer of this method, John Richardson, held the lease of the Spey fishings at the time. 
66 A C O'Dell and K Walton, The Highlands and Islands of Scotland. (Edinburgh, 1962), p.185; Summers, 

‘Salmon fishing,’ p.338.  
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determine who was consuming these fish and demonstrate the enduring importance of 

salmon to the society and economy of Scotland. Chapter Four focuses on the utilisation and 

consumption of salmon at home, exploring the role salmon played in the society and 

economy of the region throughout the period. In spite of the valuable work of Hoffmann 

regarding the role of fish in the households of medieval Europe, and Petra van Dam’s work 

on the Dutch experience, these aspects of salmon consumption have been rather neglected.67 

Evidence suggests that Scottish salmon was regarded as a special fish. Rights to its capture 

were sought after and fought over, it was used as an alternative currency in a barter economy, 

and salmon took pride of place on the tables of the wealthy as they entertained influential 

and important guests, to whom it was also presented as tributes and sweeteners. These 

aspects are explored in this chapter, but salmon was, primarily, food. It is difficult to 

reconcile the picture of salmon as an item of prestige with the oft-repeated tale of servants 

and apprentices bargaining to limit their intake of the fish to two or three times a week ˗ an 

anecdote which has led many to assume considerable, if not excessive, consumption of 

salmon by the ordinary people of Scotland.68 The view that there was widespread domestic 

consumption of salmon has been challenged by, among others, Hoffmann, Smout and 

Gibson, and evidence presented in Chapter Four further challenges the assumption that 

salmon was ever a major element of the Scots diet, and also discusses its decreased 

availability as a result of the eighteenth century changes to preservation and management.69  

Although, as Coull stated, ‘there is no means of telling how the volume of exports 

compared with home consumption,’ Gemmill and Mayhew, and Alexander Stevenson, were 

 
67 E.g. Hoffmann, ‘Aquatic resource use,’ Hoffmann, ‘Economic development’;  Petra J E M van Dam, ‘Fish 

for feast and fast. Fish consumption in the Netherlands in the late middle ages,’ in Louis Sicking and Darlene 

Abrieu-Ferreira (eds.), Beyond the catch: fisheries in the North Atlantic, the North Sea and the Baltic, 900-

1850 (Leiden, 2009), pp.309-336. 
68 Maisie C Steven, ‘Diet and health in Scotland,’ in John Beech, Owen Hand, Mark Mulhern  and Jeremy 

Weston (eds.), The individual and community (Edinburgh, 2005), pp.133-153, ; Maisie Steven, The good Scots 

diet: what happened to it? (Aberdeen, 1985), pp.48, 49, 51; Smout, Scottish trade, p.220; Coull, ‘Salmon-

fishing,’ pp.33-4. 
69 Hoffmann, ‘Salmon salar,’ p.361; A J S Gibson and T C Smout, Prices, food and wages in Scotland 1550-

1780 (Cambridge, 1995), p.231, and ‘Scottish food and Scottish history 1500-1800,’ in R A Houston and I D 

Whyte (eds.), Scottish society 1500-1800 (Cambridge, 2005), pp.59-84, p.71. 
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of the opinion that, during the Middle Ages, while sea fish dominated the Scottish domestic 

fish market, most salmon and grilse were exported.70 Evidence presented in Chapter Four 

suggests that this was indeed the case in the Moray Firth region, and Chapter Five looks at 

the nature, pattern, organisation and importance of this trade which has, hitherto, not been 

well-documented. Salmon was a key Scottish export throughout the period, and the northern 

burghs in particular are said to have concentrated on this trade from an early date ˗ between 

them possibly exporting more salmon than Aberdeen whose pre-eminence in the salmon 

trade is generally accepted.71 In the seventeenth century, and probably throughout the period, 

salmon was ‘the dominant commodity’ amongst the customable goods exported from ports 

north of the Spey, and was evidently a significant element in the commercial life of the 

region deserving of more attention.72  

Evidence of what was clearly an important trade for the region is far from abundant, but 

this chapter draws heavily on the analyses of Scottish customs returns conducted by Athol 

Murray, Isabel Guy, Martin Rorke and Jennifer Watson, along with Aberdeen’s Shore Work 

Accounts and Dundee’s shipping lists, all of which have proved invaluable in providing 

detail, and a context for the region’s salmon trade.73 The papers of Dundee merchant David 

Wedderburne and the letters of Bailie Steuart of Inverness have provided rich detail about 

merchants and traders during the period, whilst Haldane’s small volume based on the papers 

of John Richardson of Perth has provided detail about the salmon trade in particular.74 This 

chapter explores the mechanisms, nature, patterns and organisation of the region’s salmon 
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trade, and charts, for the first time, its re-orientation from the traditional markets of England, 

the Low Countries and France, to Southern Europe and finally to London and the Empire, 

and illustrates that, far from being static and unadaptable, the salmon trade was flexible and 

dynamic. The role of merchants, both local and distant, are also explored, adding to the 

impressive, and growing, body of work centred around the mercantile community.75 This 

chapter makes an important and original contribution to our knowledge of the important and 

lucrative trade in Scottish salmon, which although asserted to be ‘one of the principall 

benefits whereby trade is menteyned and money brought in the kingdom,’ has been almost 

entirely neglected thus far.76 It also contributes to our knowledge of Scottish trade in general 

in the early modern period, and raises awareness of the scope for further study, particularly 

using foreign archives. 

Methodology and sources 

The work of fishing historians has been frequently hampered by an absence of primary 

source material. Contemporaries also struggled with a lack of information, particularly with 

regard to ‘the extent of the salmon fishery in the scale of our national wealth.’ In spite of 

lengthy testimonies from a large number of witnesses who appeared before the Select 

Committees of the 1820s, one commentator wrote:  

We shall look in vain…for the amount of salmon caught in one year…the rent 

paid for the fisheries, the capital engaged in the trade, or the number of 

individuals employed…We are left in ignorance as to the price of the article in 

 
75 E.g. T M Devine, ‘The merchant class of the larger Scottish towns in the later seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries’, in George Gordon and Brian Dicks (ed.), Scottish urban history (Aberdeen, 1983), pp.92-111 and 
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the market in different years, and the fluctuations to which it is subject 

throughout the different months of each year.77 

Tacksmen and proprietors were frequently reluctant to share details, and Coull bemoaned 

the lack of comprehensive quantitative records and also the generally fragmentary nature of 

sources. Michell also lamented the lack of source material noting, ‘the history of early 

modern fishing has to be built up precariously like a jigsaw from many scattered sources.’78 

The geographical scope of this thesis, the 300-year timespan, and the regional and riverine 

approaches adopted, have particularly necessitated the use of a wide-ranging and eclectic 

mix of sources, and whilst the jigsaw will never be complete, and many of the scattered 

sources may only provide parts of the sky, others are of considerable value.  

Scottish government records are an important, though limited, source, supplying the 

legislative, administrative and regulatory background to the industry, and many are in whole, 

or in part, in print and/or online and freely available.79 These records, and formal legal 

documents such as charters and wills, provide valuable structural detail, although they shed 

little light on the organisation and operation of the fisheries which is at the core of this study. 

A key source for this is the collection of parish surveys which form the Statistical Account 

of Scotland (OSA). Written by local ministers and published in the 1790s, the OSA provides 

a snapshot of the whole country at the close of the period and, although the reports are 

variable, at their best they provide, in context, rich detail, parish by parish, of the nature, 

organisation and local importance of the salmon fishing industry. The OSA was followed by 

county agricultural surveys in the 1790s and 1810s, and a full review, the New Statistical 

Account (NSA), in the 1840s, and these, too, have proved valuable.80  

 
77 Reports from the Select Committees on the salmon fisheries of the United Kingdom 17 June 1824; 30 March 

1825; 3 June 1825; 31 May 1827, in Extracts from Quarterly Review.  
78 Coull, Sea fisheries, pp.1-2; Michell, ‘European fisheries,’ p.134. 
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An unexpectedly rich, under-used, source are transcripts of legal cases brought before the 

Court of Session, many of which spanned several years.81 These cases, mostly dating from 

the litigious eighteenth century, resulted from disputes over boundaries and fishing methods 

in rivers across Scotland and, as the transcripts often include evidence of lawyers and 

witnesses as presented to a distant court unaccustomed to the subject matter, they are 

frequently full of detail. A profusion of information emerges about fishing rights, the nature 

and organisation of fisheries, fishing methods, previous disputes and the prevailing mood of 

the time. These transcripts have proved to be one of the most useful collections of sources, 

and certainly the most surprising. Of a similar nature are the reports from Parliamentary 

committees convened to enquire into or investigate the future of fisheries in general and 

salmon fisheries in particular. While the later ones focus primarily on the stake and bag-net 

debate, the witness statements and questioning reveal a great deal about the industry, 

opinions and abuses, and they contributed to the framing of future laws.82 

These reports and legal cases are a great resource for economic and social historians, who 

also owe a considerable debt to antiquarian collectors of the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries who transcribed, edited, published, and thus made accessible, large amounts of 

primary material, much of which was never intended to be part of the public record. These 

collections include not only official records, such as kirk and burgh records and government 

papers, but also less formal documentation ˗ contemporary accounts, diaries, letters, family 

archives and details of mercantile activities.83 The printed burgh records of Inverness, Banff, 

Aberdeen, and Dingwall, and the letters and ledgers of David Wedderburne, Bailie Steuart 

and Andrew Halyburton’s have proved invaluable for detail about the management of 

 
81 See bibliography. Several available online, by subscription, through Historical Texts - 
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fishings and trade, while the letters of the Dunbars and other families, and the dips into the 

charter chests of the Frasers, Gordons, Grants and Rosses of Balnagown provide a 

fascinating insight into the lives of the landed families of the region.84 Whilst not antiquarian 

in nature, the transcriptions undertaken by Louise B Taylor of the Aberdeen Council letters 

and the harbour’s shore work accounts have been especially illuminating and these, and the 

antiquarian collections enrich and complement the official record, and are all the more 

valuable as much of the material relates to the earlier part of the period for which other 

sources are scarce. 

In addition to material found in antiquarian collections, contemporary histories and 

accounts many of which were published for the edification of the reading public in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, have proved a great source of informal views and 

opinions. The contemporary histories of Scotland of Hector Boece and Bishop Leslie from 

the sixteenth century, and the eighteenth-century overview of the region by Lachlan Shaw 

have proved particularly interesting and useful.85 In addition, travellers and visitors, 

fascinated by this terra incognita, recorded their observations, ‘discoveries’ and encounters 

in the form of letters, journals or staged conversations, many of which are rich in detail and 

hugely entertaining. Although many travellers did not journey beyond the Highland line and 

yet were inclined to speculate about what lay there, several of those who did venture north 

engaged with local people, were inquisitive about what they saw, and often recorded detail 

the inhabitants would have overlooked. Notable among these are the accounts of Richard 
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Franck (1658), Edmund Burt (1720s), Thomas Pennant (1769, 1772) and the Rev Hall 

(1807) whose time spent in the region and acute observations contribute substantially to our 

knowledge of the times and the area.86  All these accounts are subjective and must be treated 

with caution, but they have proved to be an important source. 

Also rolling off the presses in considerable numbers in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries were accounts presented as Observations, Views and Remarks on subjects 

including fisheries, manufactories, and the country in general. Everyone appears to have had 

a view on the development of west coast fisheries in the latter half of the eighteenth century, 

most notably John Knox, P White and James Anderson, and in the nineteenth century 

attention was focused on salmon fisheries as stake and bag-netting came under parliamentary 

consideration.87 Although opinion pieces, these detailed accounts represent particular 

schools of thought, in response to, or influenced by, policies and, in turn, may have been 

influential themselves and should not be dismissed. Some of the opinions expressed in these 

pieces were popularised further by the press, and Scotland was fortunate in having its own 

newspapers from the early eighteenth century. Reports in the Caledonian Mercury (founded 

1720) and the local Aberdeen Journal (founded 1747) have provided invaluable detail of 

estates and fishings for sale or let, and news of salmon cargoes, in the latter half of the 

eighteenth century.88 Although there are significant gaps in the digitised collections, the 

Aberdeen Journal in particular diligently recorded, in its ‘Domestic occurrences’ column, 
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the traffic of the port, reporting arrivals and departures of cargoes which have provided 

snapshots of the region’s trade. 

The sources highlighted thus far are widely available in print and online, but at the core 

of this thesis is a range of original manuscripts from local and national archive collections. 

These have been immensely important to the project. Worthy of particular mention are the 

burgh and kirk records and material relating to Findhorn fishings lodged in the Moray 

archives (MHC), the map and manuscript collections of the National Library of Scotland 

(NLS) and the National Records of Scotland (NRS) in Edinburgh. The burgh court books of 

Forres, which possessed fishings in the Findhorn, have provided useful glimpses into the 

management of burgh fishings in the sixteenth century, but by far the richest source is the 

Gordon family muniments in the NRS which have proved exceptional, providing a unique 

insight into the industry in the mid- to late eighteenth century. It is fortunate indeed that 

many of the fishing ledgers and accounts for several of the Gordon Spey fishings have 

survived for the period 1765-1782 and these have provided a unique insight into the industry.  

The greater availability of accessible eighteenth-century sources has inevitably led to a 

strong focus on the latter part of the period, and although this appears to have been the period 

of most dynamic change in the industry, there is a risk that the perception of stasis in earlier 

centuries has been exaggerated as a result of poor documentation. Linguistic and practical 

limitations have precluded the use of Latin and Gaelic source material, and also the 

exploration of foreign archives which would undoubtedly have contributed substantially to 

the study. In spite of gaps however, it has been possible to take advantage of rich source 

material beyond the desk. To improve my knowledge of the geography of  the region, its 

people and its rivers, museum and field visits have proved invaluable and have helped 

enormously to contextualise the subject. Salmon fishing has left little physical footprint on 

the landscape, but viewing the extant cruives on the Beauly, and the hint of braes and dykes 

on the Spey, has contributed to an understanding of the fishings. The icehouses, bothies, corf 
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houses and stake-net posts of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries are more in evidence  ̠

and the ‘large lofty edifice’ which formed the fishing station at the mouth of the Spey at the 

time of the OSA is still impressive. To walk where the fishers walked, to see the twists and 

turns of their rivers, to view and handle the equipment they used and to engage with salmon 

fishers and their families, past and present, has, perhaps, been as enlightening as many 

primary or secondary sources. 

Summary 

The Rev. Dr John Walker, joint founder of the Royal Society of Edinburgh and Moderator 

of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, wrote: 

The salmon may be accounted the most important fish that is found in the fresh 

waters of Europe. There is none preferred to it as an article of food, and it is the 

only fresh-water fish that affords an interesting article of trade and revenue to a 

country.89 

Although penned at the turn of the nineteenth century, the Reverend could have been 

writing at almost any point in history, and yet the salmon fishing industry of Scotland, which 

was once described as ‘one of the most valuable branches of trade in Scotland,’ has been 

largely overlooked by historians.90 In the north of Scotland where salmon was the dominant 

commodity this industry was of considerable value, and its role in the society and economy 

of the locality, and the nation, deserves more consideration ˗ to be more than a footnote in 

history. This thesis aims to redress the balance. 

 
89 Walker, ‘Natural history,’p.346. 
90 RCRB IV, p.429. 
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Chapter One: Regulating the fishings 

Introduction 

Salmon fishing was the subject of legislation in Scotland from a very early date and was 

unique in receiving such attention, with no other fish being singled out for special treatment.1 

Hoffmann suggests the nature and extent of the Scottish laws may have been material in 

maintaining its salmon stocks whilst those in other European countries declined, and praises 

medieval Scots for identifying ‘one resource in particular, salmon, as requiring public 

attention.’2 Wigan also praises the Scottish ‘legislative achievement’ which, he believes, 

helped to keep Scotland’s salmon stocks ‘in good heart’ until the industrial revolution.3 But 

the Scottish laws were not unique. Salmon fishing was the subject of early legislation across 

western Europe, French laws regulated the fishing season from the time of Charlemagne, 

annual close times were introduced into England from 996, and most western European 

salmon producing countries probably boasted protective legislation by 1400.4  

Summers suggests the existence of the early laws in Scotland may be an indication that 

‘salmon fishing may have already approached something of a saturation level,’ but although 

the legislation clearly embodied concern for the conservation of the species and, if properly 

enforced, these laws would have had considerable conservational implications, the 

motivation behind this legislation was the intrinsic value of the fish rather than the 

preservation of the species for posterity.5 Salmon was large, valuable, and easy to catch and, 

in the face of depleting stocks in European rivers, legislative measures were taken to ensure 

an adequate supply of the fish for the medium term, for consumption or, in the case of 

Scotland, to be traded for ‘the common profit of the realm.’6 Forte and Coull noted that in 

 
1 Forte and Coull, op. cit., p.173 
2 Hoffmann, ‘Salmo salar,’ and ‘Economic development.’ 
3 Wigan, Salmon p.156 
4 Netboy, Harassed fish pp.72-4; Harvey Osborne, ‘The preservation and poaching of salmon: fresh 

perspectives on nineteenth century poaching crime.’ Unpublished PhD thesis. University of Lancaster (2000), 

pp.38-9; Hoffmann, ‘Economic development,’ pp.657-8; Netboy, Fight for survival. 
5 Summers, ‘Salmon fishing,’ p.331-2 
6 RPS online: 1490/2/21; 1597/11/39 
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early modern Scotland, although showing recognition of the danger of over exploitation, 

‘regulation went hand in hand with a clear policy of promotion and development of the 

taking of salmon.’7 Scottish legislators were aware that destructive fishing practices, and 

pollution from, for example, lint steeping and leather working, had an impact on the numbers 

of fish, and early time-limited restrictions suggest time was being allowed for numbers to 

recover, however, the primary concern of the legislature was not the future of the species but 

the immediate interests of the ‘commonweal’ of the kingdom and the state of the royal 

coffers.8 In 1669, the capture of unspawned fish was considered ‘very prejudicial and 

destructive to the interest of fishing,’ because it not only threatened catches the following 

year, but also because unspawned fish ‘spoils others that are packed with them,’ and ‘brings 

the market very low when they are sent abroad.’9 In 1597, earlier legislation was being 

repeated because, ‘the greatest hurt and damage is sustained by his majesty through want 

and lack of a great part of his highness's patrimony of the custom of salmon’ and, in 1700, 

non-enforcement of the laws was said to have resulted in ‘great prejudice to his majesty’s 

revenue.’10 Concern for the ultimate future of the species was nowhere to be found in this 

legislation. 

Regardless of motivation, the effectiveness of Scottish salmon fishing legislation is 

debatable. These laws were repeated, reissued and reaffirmed frequently, and this very 

repetition is sufficient to suggest ‘reasonable doubt that statutes were well obeyed or 

enforced.’11 Coates acknowledged that, although the laws represented ‘one of the earliest 

efforts to regulate the use of a natural resource…the amount of enforcement is entirely 

 
7 Forte and Coull, op. cit., p.174 
8 RPS online: 1424/10, 1428/3/7, 1450/1/2, 1458/3/34, 1504/3/117, 1579/10/42, 1685/4/47; RPCS  3rd series 

VI pp.407-9 
9 RPS online: 1669/10/131 
10 RPS online: 1597/11/39; 1700/10/54 
11 Netboy, Atlantic salmon p.227  
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another matter.’12 The nature and extent of legislation, and the mechanisms for, and 

infrastructure of, law enforcement are considered in this chapter.  

Primary responsibility for the enforcement of the salmon fishing laws, and also for the 

day-to-day regulation of fisheries, lay with proprietors. From the Middle Ages, Scottish 

monarchs used grants of salmon fishing rights to reward loyal, and placate troublesome, 

subjects and to endow religious houses and burghs. The nature of these grants differed from 

those in other parts of Europe as, in Scotland, salmon fishing rights were conveyed by 

specific grant, rather than being tied to ownership of adjacent river-banks, perhaps, it has 

been asserted, because of the ‘great pecuniary advantages’ attached to such fishings.13 It was 

quite usual for Scottish proprietors to possess salmon fishings in rivers distant from their 

landed estates, while those with land on river-banks might have no legal rights to fish for 

salmon. As a result of the system of rights, the most lucrative Scottish fishings, those situated 

in estuaries and on adjacent coasts, were exclusively private property, whereas in most of 

Europe the right to fish in the lower, navigable, reaches of rivers belonged to the public. As 

Geraint Jenkins observed, ‘in Wales, as elsewhere, commercial salmon fishing is carried on 

in waters where the right of fishing is public. Generally speaking, in coastal waters and 

estuaries everyone is entitled to fish, and no-one has an exclusive right.’14 Scotland departed 

from the European norm, and nowhere in the country was there a general, legal, public right 

to fish for salmon. The system of ownership and rights that prevailed in Scotland had a direct 

impact not only on the management and organisation of its fisheries, but also on their 

regulation, as will become evident in this chapter. 

Salmon fishing laws  

The salmon fishing laws of Scotland broadly dealt with protecting the young salmon or 

fry, and regulating  both the time when salmon could be caught, and the equipment used for 

 
12 Coates, Salmon pp.110-111 
13 Charles Stewart, A treatise on the law of Scotland relating to the rights of fishing (Edinburgh, 1869), p.73 
14 J Geraint Jenkins, Nets and coracles (Newton Abbot, 1974), p.19 
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doing so. The life cycle of salmon was not fully understood until the twentieth century, and 

parr, generally considered to be a different species, had no legal protection and were caught 

in vast numbers for animal feed and, during the nineteenth century, for angling bait. The 

early laws focused on preserving the breed by prohibiting salmon fishing during spawning 

time, a close season, which was widely known as the ‘forbidden time.’ This coincided with 

the time when salmon were believed to spawn in Scottish rivers and, although there were 

periodic variations, for much of the period this ran from the Feast of the Assumption (15 

August) to Martinmas (11 November).15 Fish caught in ‘forbidden time’ were referred to as 

black fish (spawned fish, kelts or kippers), or red fish, (unspawned salmon named from the 

colour of the spawning male), as opposed to clean fish caught during the season. It was not 

illegal to catch these fish during the fishing season, and they were accepted in payment of 

rent by the Bishop of Dunkeld in 1510, by the Duke of Sutherland for personal consumption 

in 1811 and, in Inverness, kelts were treated as a perquisite of the fishers and sold in the 

market or bartered ‘for a dram.’16 From the early Middle Ages, legislation aimed to punish 

those who fished in ‘forbidden time’ (black fishers) and those who caught fry and smolts at 

any time, with harsh penalties, including execution, threatened.17 

In addition to the annual close time, from the late twelfth or early thirteenth  century a 

weekly close time was introduced, with the act stipulating, ‘that all wateris be fre and that 

within them na man sall slay fisch fra the Saturday efter the evin song, or evening prayeris, 

until Monday efter the sone rising.’ This prohibition of Sunday salmon fishing, as it applied 

to cruives and other barriers, became known as the Saturday Slap, or Slop, in reference to 

the opening required to be made in these structures on Saturday nights in order to comply 

with this law. This early weekly restriction would have had considerable benefits for the 

 
15 During the nineteenth century there was debate about the timing of the season. 
16 Robert Kerr Hannay (ed.), Rentale Dunkeldense: accounts of the Bishopric AD 1505-17 (Edinburgh, 1915), 

p.38; R J Adam (ed.), Papers on Sutherland estate management 1802-1816 (Edinburgh, 1972)  I, pp.114-5; 

Culduthel v. lower heritors 1765; Reports from committees 1824, p.29; Mackay, Records of Inverness I, p.8. 
17 RPS online: 1401/2/11 
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species if enforced by providing a window in which the fish were free to ascend the rivers 

to spawn. 

Scottish regulation of fishing methods focused on fixed engines ˗ cruives, dykes, braes, 

yairs and other barriers ˗ which prevented the ascent of salmon up rivers to their spawning 

grounds. The building of these barriers was restricted by charter, with specific grants 

required to possess and use them. Yairs were designed to catch fish by trapping them in 

coastal and estuarine waters as the tide ebbed and flowed, whilst the other fixed engines, 

situated in rivers, aimed to stall the fish in their progress upstream, allowing them to be 

netted or speared in the pools at the base and, in the case of cruives, also trapping them in 

gridded cruive boxes built within the structures (Appendix D). These fixed engines were 

recognised as particularly effective, and thus destructive, methods of catching large numbers 

of fish and were accordingly subject to regulation and restrictions. These restrictions 

included, from the early thirteenth  century, a stipulation that a gap should be left in the 

centre of the stream to allow some fish free passage upstream ̠  the King’s Gap. The wording 

of this act, passed by Alexander II, is unusual and suggests both a lack of uniform 

measurements, and a recognition of the points of reference of the intended audience: 

The midst of the water sall be fre, in sa mekill that one swine of thre zeir auld 

and weill fed, is of lenth, and may turn within it, in sic a maner, that neither his 

gruinzie nor his tail tuich ony of the sides of the cruives that are built on ilk side 

of the water.  

The effectiveness of this law would have depended on the width of the river, and it is 

unclear if it was ever implemented. Although repeated on several occasions, this law was no 

longer observed by the seventeenth century and, in 1665, the Lords of Session deemed it to 

be ‘wholly in desuetude,’ and after that time the King’s Gap could no longer be insisted 
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upon.18 Further regulations limited the location of these structures to non-tidal waters, and 

stipulated a minimum distance of three inches between the rungs (bars) of the hecks of the 

boxes in cruive dykes to allow the smaller fish to pass through.19  

 

Fig. 3: Cruive box, Spey. Petitions Alexander Duke of Gordon to the Lords of Council and Session, 1776, 

1777. 

 

Some laws may not have been applied or fallen out of use, and others were shrouded with 

uncertainty, the Sabbath fishing legislation being a case in point. This legislation applied to 

all modes of fishing, at least initially, and its enforcement was one of the matters addressed 

at chamberlain ayres, or justice sessions, during the fourteenth century.20 Although 

observance was probably patchy, there is evidence of compliance as, in 1542, the ‘mair’ of 

the Earldom of Ross claimed dues for ‘outputting of ye cruvis upon ye watter of Connan 

weikly’ during the fishing season. However, in 1451, Aberdeen successfully applied for a 

papal dispensation to allow their fishers to fish for salmon on Sundays and feast days during 

five months of the season on the grounds that herring fishers already had that privilege under 

common and canon law due to the seasonal availability of the fish.21 This suggests that the 

Sabbath fishing legislation was not a conservation measure, and that the primary motivation 

for this regulation was religious and, by way of penance, Pope Nicholas V stipulated that the 

first salmon caught in each of  Aberdeen’s fishings on the days covered by the dispensation 

 
18 Decisions of the Court of Session  XXV-XXVI (Edinburgh, 1811), p.10842; Reports of cases decided in the 

House of Lords upon appeal from Scotland from 1753 to 1813  IV (Edinburgh, 1854), p.285 
19 RPS online: 1318/13, 1424/11 
20 Ancient laws and customs of the burghs of Scotland, I, (Edinburgh, 1868), p.145 
21Macgill, Old Ross-shire p.108; Calendar of entries in the papal registers, papal letters 1447-1455 X (London, 

1915), pp.536-7 
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was to be given to maintain the fabric of the parish church, and the coble fishers of Dee paid 

‘the haly dais fische’ well into the seventeenth century.22  

In spite of the long-standing prohibition of Sabbath fishing, there is evidence that after 

the Reformation proprietors openly ignored the regulations, or were genuinely uncertain as 

to whether they still applied. In 1576 the council of Glasgow agreed that ‘for observeing of 

the Saboth Daye, that na salmon be tane, nor salmond cobles be lauborit nor usit for taking 

thairof, upone Sondayis in tyme cumyng,’ but no reference was made to legislation, and it 

was agreed that all should observe this ruling ‘els non,’ and no penalties were detailed for 

failure to comply.23 However, in the north of Scotland, failure to observe the legislation 

resulted in an Act of Privy Council in 1602: 

The Sabbath day, quhilk be the lawis of God and be divers guid Actis of 

Parliament is commandit to be keipit holy, is nochtwithstanding verie fer 

prophanit and violat in the north pairtis of this realme be the awnaris and 

possessouris of the fischeingis upoun the watteris of Dee, Done, Dovirne 

[Deveron], Spey, Finderne and Nes, quha, without feir and reverence of God or 

regard of his majestie and his lawis and mony admonitionis fra tyme to tyme 

gevin to thame be thair pastouris and ministeris, usis a frequent and commoun 

fischeing within the said watteris upoun the Sunday.24 

It was further alleged that the fishers were not even stopping fishing for the preaching and 

prayers, and the religious motivation for the regulation is, again, evident.   

In spite of this act, Aberdeen clearly continued to exercise its ‘right’ to fish on Sundays, 

and when challenged to stop by the Kirk Session in 1606 the salmon fishers ‘plainlie refussit 

 
22 Extracts from the council register of the burgh of Aberdeen, I, (Aberdeen, 1844), pp.46, 199, 363, 365; II, 

(Aberdeen, 1848) p.104 
23 Extracts from the records of the burgh of Glasgow 1573-1642 (Glasgow, 1876) p.48 
24 RPCS 1st series, VI, p.485 
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to forbear’ until there was an Act of Parliament forbidding it.25 It appears the original acts 

had been forgotten, or the lack of observance had made them a dead letter. It came as a bitter 

blow to the burgh in 1630 when, following a petition by the General Assembly, it was 

mooted that, by way of Sabbath observance, salmon fishing on Sunday be prohibited. 

Aberdeen Council, with the Earls of Caithness, Sutherland, Moray and Dunfermline, Lords 

Lovat, Gray, Ogilvie and Sinclair, and the burghs of Perth, Dundee, Montrose, Banff, 

Inverness, Forres and Nairn, drafted a lengthy statement in opposition to this proposal 

(Appendix A), from which it is clear that Sabbath fishing was continuing unabated, at least 

in the north of Scotland, with the justification that it was ‘ane work of necessitie.’26 

Although the king entered the fray, condemning Sabbath fishing as a ‘barbarous custome’ 

in 1632, the debate continued for several years.27 Aberdeen Council made further 

representations in 1633 when their commissioner to Parliament was instructed to resist any 

proposal to abolish Sabbath salmon fishing ‘be all the meanes and moyen ye can.’28 Four 

years on, no decision had been made and the ‘haly dais fische’ was still being paid in 

Aberdeen in 1637, with the Council allocating the tacksman’s fee of £44 6s 8d to the lights 

of the parish church of St Nicholas.29 Others entered the debate at around this time, with 

Aberdeenshire angler Arthur Johnston penning his well-known poem, A Fisher’s Apology, 

in which he pleaded, ‘let me keep the day in my own way.’30 In August 1639 the burghs and 

others having interests in the situation were asked to give reasons for and against the proposal 

to prohibit Sabbath fishing, and several submitted overtures to Parliament ‘for the toleration 

of salmon fishing upon Sunday.’31 This was a sensitive issue, not least because it involved 

some of the country’s major landowners as proprietors of fishings. The Earl of Dunfermline, 

 
25 Robert Cox, Sabbath laws and Sabbath duties (Edinburgh, 1853), p.313; The Book of Bon Accord (Aberdeen, 

1839) p.250 
26 ACL I pp.334-337 
27 RPCS 2nd series, V p.28 
28 ACL I p.384  
29 Extracts council register Aberdeen III, p.122 
30 Sir W D Geddes (ed.), Musa Latina Aberdonensis, I (Aberdeen, 1892) pp.147-8 
31 RPS online: 1639/8/5, 1639/8/7, 1639/8/8; RPCS,1st series, V, pp.28-9 
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James Stewart Earl of Moray and Sir Robert Innes of Innes, proprietors of Spey fishings, 

were among just a few who were specifically approached for feedback on the subject, 

indicating the importance of those fishings.32 Dunfermline must have been slow to respond 

as in September 1639 decisions were postponed to allow him, Sir John MacKenzie and 

others having interests ‘to be advertised and heard thereupon.’33 It seems unusual that such 

consultation should precede legislation, but Parliament was wary of treading on the powerful 

toes belonging to those who owned the fishings. The final Act of Parliament prohibiting 

Sunday salmon fishing was passed in June 1640.34 As an enforcement of Sabbath 

observation this was late, with Sunday markets and ‘handy labour and working’ being 

prohibited since 1579.35 The prohibition of the working of salt-pans and mills on the Sabbath 

was also passed in 1640, with these occupations probably also having been previously 

regarded as ‘works of necessity.’36 The debate continued into the nineteenth century when 

proprietors fought the application of the legislation to stake and bag-netting as ‘puritanical 

fancies’ and ‘to the prejudice of interests and comforts of society,’ with no reference being 

made to the preservation of the species.37 

The nature of Scotland’s salmon fishing rights and its powerful proprietors proved central 

to the framing of its laws. Private ownership made legislation difficult and, as one 

commentator noted, the nature of both the ownership and owners of Scotland’s salmon 

fishings meant the legislature often favoured private interest over public good and the future 

of the salmon stock.38 Law-makers were accused of too frequently treating salmon as private 

 
32 RPS online: 1639/8/28 
33 RPS online: 1639/8/5, 1639/8/4 
34 RPS online: 1640/6/26 
35 RPS online: 1579/10/23; 1593/4/25 
36 RPS online: 1640/6/30; ACL, I, pp.334-337 
37 Remarks on the proposed changes in the laws regulating the salmon fishery of Scotland (London, 1836), 

p.36 
38 Statement relative to the Tay, p.13 
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property, but it was, nevertheless, acknowledged that it was ‘difficult and dangerous to 

interfere with private rights.’39  

Law enforcement   

The laws outlined above formed the basis of the regulation of Scottish salmon fishing for 

centuries, but, as Robertson correctly asserted, ‘the problem…was not so much a lack of 

statutes as a general tendency to ignore them.’40 In the early nineteenth century one 

commentator noted that the ‘well-judged laws concerning the salmon fishery would be 

effectual to preserve it from falling into decay were they but duly enforced’ and, in 1824, 

Home Drummond blamed ‘the want of attention to the laws’ for declining salmon stocks in 

Scotland’s rivers.41 The Scottish legal system, and the marked failure of the legislature to 

amend or update the laws to take account of changing circumstances, were also issues, and 

a combination of these factors ensured the laws largely failed to regulate the salmon fishings.  

There is considerable evidence of a lack of effective enforcement of the salmon, and many 

other, laws for much of the early modern period, and the frequency with which they were 

repeated and strengthened suggests a lack of compliance. Re-enactments were generally 

accompanied by complaints of lack of enforcement and, in 1661, in spite of seven, listed, 

previous acts dating from the time Alexander II, it was complained that owners of cruives 

and yairs were still allowing them to stand during ‘forbidden times,’ ignoring the regulations 

regarding the hecks of the cruives, and failing to observe the Saturday Slap.42 The 

transgressors were accused of ‘taking advantage of the troubles of the times’ and ‘the neglect 

of the…sheriffs and bailies in not putting to due execution the said acts of parliament.’ The 

times may have been ‘troubled’ (and this was frequently the reason given for non-

 
39 Young, Natural history, pp.83, 102-3 
40 Robertson, ‘Tay salmon fisheries,’ p.44 
41 Similar issues arose in England, Ireland and in parts of Europe. Walker, ‘Natural history,’p.376; An inquiry 

into the present state and means of improving the salmon fisheries including a digest of the evidence taken by 

a Select Committee of the House of Commons (London, 1827), p.57; Reports from committees 1824, pp.118-

9; Netboy, Harassed fish pp.73-4; N O. ‘On salmon fishing, and the decline of salmon in many of our rivers,’ 

New Sporting Magazine July 1833, 5, 27. pp.165-170, p.166 
42 RPS online: 1661/1/402. 
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enforcement) but, in truth, law enforcement had rarely, if ever, been effective and the 

chances of being brought to justice for such offences were remote, particularly as the law 

enforcers were generally also the transgressors. 

The sheriffs, specifically blamed here, possessed considerable powers if they chose, and 

were able, to use them. An act of 1490 empowered ‘all sheriffs, bailies and stewards to 

destroy, tear down and remove’ all prohibited cruives within their bounds, ‘immediately 

[and] without any delay,’ with failure to do so within 40 days incurring a penalty of £20.43 

However, shortcomings of sheriffs and their deputes were a constant source of complaint.44 

The office of sheriff was hereditary until 1747, and its occupants were not necessarily the 

best people to exercise the powers vested in them. In 1574 Alexander Dunbar of Cumnock, 

Sheriff of Elgin and Forres, was put to the horn (denounced as a rebel), having ‘usurpit ane 

tyrannical jurisdictioun of the…Scherefship’ by, among other things, forcibly ejecting 

legitimate tenants from, and taking possession of, some of the Spey fishings.45 The office of 

sheriff was so little regarded by its incumbents that, in 1619, John Dunbar of Westfield, the 

hereditary sheriff of Elgin and Forres, wadset the office (and some lands) to Edinburgh 

merchant David Kinloch in return for a loan of 9820 merks. Kinloch, who regularly traded 

with, and lent money to, landowners on both sides of the Firth, had failed to take up the 

office by 1622, acknowledging himself unsuitable to do so. As a result, Simon Lord Lovat, 

also unsuitable in many ways, was given repeated commissions to carry out the duties of the 

office until 1630 when it was conferred on another branch of the Dunbar family.46 In a 

similar case, the estate, and rights to the hereditary sheriff-ship held by Thomas Urquhart of 

 
43 RPS online 1490/2/21. 
44 Johan Findlay, All manner of people: the history of the justices of the peace of Scotland (Edinburgh, 2000) 
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45 RPCS 1st series, II, pp.353-4 
46 William Cramond (ed.), The Records of Elgin (Aberdeen, 1903, 1908), I, pp.241-2, 250; RPCS 1st series, 
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Cromarty, were awarded to his main creditor, Sir Robert Farquhar of Mounie, merchant of 

Aberdeen, in 1646.47  

Most sheriffs had no legal knowledge, their mundane duties were frequently neglected, 

and their positions abused. In the 1720s, the Earl of Cromartie used his authority as Sheriff 

to evade his many creditors, which was seen by the government as ‘proof of the persistent 

ungovernability of the north of Scotland under the prevailing legal system.’48 In addition, 

the office of sheriff, and later that of Justice of the Peace, were dominated by members of 

the region’s ‘largest and most dominant kindred’ who were often salmon fishing proprietors 

themselves, or related to and mixed in the same social circles as those who were, and thus 

would have been adversely affected by the enforcement of salmon laws.49 Their impartiality 

was questionable in the days of close kinship ties and, commenting on the appointment of 

Lord Fraser of Lovat as sheriff of Inverness, it was said that ‘a Macdonald or a Mackenzie 

would have small chance of justice from a Lovat…in a dispute with a Fraser.50 In general, 

the impartial administration of justice could not be guaranteed, and well into the seventeenth 

century bribing judges or court officials and the intimidation of witnesses and juries was also 

not uncommon.51   

The weaknesses of the system were acknowledged, and in 1579 Parliament called upon, 

‘our sovereign lord's lieges to rise, concur and assist…sheriffs, stewarts, bailies and their 

deputes, provosts, aldermen and bailies of burghs and their officers’ in enforcing the latest 

salmon fishing acts ‘concerning the destruction of cruives and yairs.’52  Regrettably, 

proprietors were unlikely to ‘destroy, tear down and remove’ prohibited cruives in which 

they had vested interests. 

 
47 David Stevenson, King or Covenant? Voices from the Civil War (East Linton, 1996), p.122 
48 Richards and Clough, op. cit., p.54 
49 Kennedy, ‘Barbarous country,’ p.606 
50 Burton, Lovat and Forbes, p.163 
51 Findlay, All manner p.30 
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Some aspects of the law were, however, more readily enforced. A considerable amount 

of action was taken against poachers and black fishers, undoubtedly because their activities 

directly affected the livelihoods of the proprietors, but also because fines could be claimed. 

In 1597, following the passing of an Act of Parliament which made landowners responsible 

for the actions of their tenants, Aberdeen insisted landowners in the headwaters of the Dee 

and Don should regularly register their agreement, before the Privy Council, that they and 

their tenants would not ‘slay any salmon fish in forbidden time…with coble, net, spear, 

wand, creel, pock, herriwater, or other kind of engine,’ and pay large sums to guarantee 

this.53 Other proprietors took action through burgh and baronial courts. In 1724 the bailie of 

the regality court of Grant received a ‘list of kipper (kelt) killers in Inverallan parish,’ and in 

December 1725 William McCulloch was fined ‘for eating and recepting kipper fish in 

forbidden time.’54 The Duke of Gordon actively pursued black fishers on his Spey fishings 

and burghs protected their interests by dealing with poachers in their courts.55 This was not 

always easy to accomplish, however, and, in July1587, Forres petitioned the king, sheriffs, 

deputies, and Parliament to pass another Act of Parliament to curb poaching as the current 

ones were being broken so frequently. The burgh complained that it had  previously enjoyed 

a ‘gryt tak of salmond fisches quhilk was to commoditie nocht onely of us but alsua of ye 

remanent burrowis and commone weill of zour realme,’ but now poachers were taking fry, 

smolts and red fish in prohibited time ‘in hundredth thousands and greyte quantities at thair 

plessour,’ leading to the ‘rowyne and decay of our said burche.’ The authorities of Forres 

felt powerless to prevent this and hoped a new law would ensure the perpetrators would be 

made to face justice at the hands of the ‘barronis and landit men’ responsible for them.56  

 
53 RPS online: 1597/11/39; RPCS 1st series, VI, pp.625-638, VII various 
54 William Cramond(ed.), The court books of the regality of Grant. No details. pp.25, 26 
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During the seventeenth century some proprietors and burgh magistrates sought judicial 

commissions to tackle poaching in rivers within their areas of jurisdictions. The applications 

for these commissions stress the poor state of the rivers due to the increase of poaching.  This 

application of 1622, by the Earl of Moray, the tutor of the Earl of Dunfermline, and Sir 

Robert Innes of that ilk, for a commission to tackle poaching on the Spey and Findhorn, is 

typical. It was claimed that since the death of the late Earl of Dunfermline and the expiry of 

his commission: 

The former wicked abuse of slaughter of blackfish, smoltis and fry of salmond 

within the watteris foirsaid and their branches…is renewit…whiche hes madde 

such spoyle of the fishes within the saidis wateris as now the same watteris ar in 

maner become voide and barren of fishis.57  

These commissions were usually time-limited, with this one issued for two years, although 

the commission granted to the Earl of Moray in 1669 permitted him and his heirs and 

successors to act as ‘justices in that part’ for the water of Findhorn.58 The commissions were 

restricted in their remits, relating only to the pursuit and punishment of those guilty of the 

slaughter of black and red fish, and sometimes fry and smolts. Reasonable force was 

probably routinely employed to achieve these ends, but the commission issued to Lord Lovat 

in 1624 included the ‘special provisioun that the punishments stryke nather upoun lyff nor 

member,’ perhaps reflecting the Privy Council’s knowledge of Lovat’s character. This did 

not bode well for the people of Elgin and Forres for whom he was acting sheriff at the time.59 

The fact that these commissions were necessary, and acknowledged as such, indicates that 

the system of law enforcement was not fit for purpose. When the Earl of Moray’s 

commission of 1669 was issued it was stated that offending had increased, ‘there being now 
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no justice in that part to put the (laws) into execution,’ in spite of the fact that there was a 

serving sheriff, Patrick Dunbar of Balnaferry, in office at that time.60  

A clause common to the special commissions was the allocation of a share of the fines 

gathered from transgressors. Financial inducements to enforce the Acts of Parliament had 

been offered as early as 1579, when sheriffs etc. were promised a share of the fines taken,  

‘two parts to the king's majesty's use, and the third part to themselves for their travails.’61 

This proportion had increased by 1696 when ‘his majesty and estates of parliament (for the 

more effectual discovery of the persons guilty of killing of kipper or black fish, and 

destroying the fry and smolts of salmon) do hereby allow the half of the fines to be 

imposed…to be paid to any person who shall make discovery of the delinquents.’62 This may 

have encouraged efforts to enforce the acts, and was possibly quite lucrative. In 1614, 

George, Marquis of Huntly, when leasing his fishings on the Spey, retained responsibility 

for dealing with the slayers of black fish, with the right to half the fines, and, in 1701, his 

descendant the Duke of Gordon fought a legal battle with Aberdeen to collect fines from 

poachers on the Dee and Don who lived within his jurisdiction.63  

Whilst financial inducements may have helped, what was needed was feet on the ground. 

Historians have noted a marked improvement in law enforcement in Cromwellian Scotland 

due to the presence of a standing army, and Smith believes the backing of armed forces may 

have been the only practical way to implement new and unpopular laws in the early modern 

state.64 The support of troops who were willing to bring ‘killers of black fish and young frie’ 

to justice does appear to have been effective. In July 1709 the Convention of Royal Burghs 
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commented that, despite ‘many good laws’ for preventing the killing of black fish, ‘the end 

hitherto hath not been attained’ and, acknowledging the success of Colonel Grant’s regiment 

‘in discovering the killers of black fish and young frie’ in the Highlands, petitioned the 

Queen to increase numbers in Lieutenant Colonel Campbell’s regiment, to work alongside 

Justices of the Peace, to the same effect.65 By 1711, these troops were credited with having 

revived the Dee and Don fisheries after years of decline resulting from previous failures to 

enforce the acts.66 Although effective, this solution was impossible to reproduce across 

Scotland and short-lived. State support could not be expected on a long-term basis to protect 

what were considered to be the private interests of citizens. In the nineteenth century Scottish 

proprietors looked with envy at the support provided by the Irish police and coastguards in 

enforcing their 1842 legislation, made possible due to the public rights obtaining in their 

fishings, and furthermore, whilst the Irish state footed the bill for poachers imprisoned for 

failing to pay fines, Scottish proprietors were liable to maintain those imprisoned at their 

instance, rather discouraging prosecutions.67 

With the introduction of the prohibition of Sabbath fishing from 1640, the Kirk became 

the body mainly responsible for its enforcement. It seems to have taken some time for both  

church authorities and the public to acknowledge this new responsibility. Although 

complaints were made to the Synod of Moray in 1641 regarding the ‘prophanation of the 

Lord’s Day’ by salmon fishing, in 1648 an act of the Presbytery on the subject had an air of 

novelty about it and, even in 1660 when the Synod of Moray registered an act, ‘for 

preventing the scandal by fishing on the Lord’s day in special on the waters of Spey and 

Findhorn,’ it felt unqualified to determine when the Sabbath day began and ended, but 

suggested ‘there be no fishing betwixt sky and sky’ (sunrise and sunset).68  
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These were not the only difficulties as, in parts of the Moray Firth region, there was no 

effective reformed Kirk, or Kirk Sessions, for much of the period. Gaelic speaking areas 

were poorly served as suitable ministers were few and far between, but the Kirk also had 

minimal presence and effectiveness where Roman Catholicism, or at the very least 

Episcopalianism, lingered long and strong, notably in Gordon lands in Moray and 

Banffshire. It was still the case in the early eighteenth century that Bellie parish, the site of 

the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings, found it impossible to maintain a functioning Kirk 

Session. In the 1720s the minister at Bellie was unable to celebrate communion ‘through the 

daily troublesome and vexatious practice of the papists’ who obstructed him at every turn, 

and he noted, with exasperation,  ‘how little of the discipline be got to bear in this popish 

corner.’69 In adjacent Rathven parish the heritors refused to accept the return to 

Presbyterianism after the ‘Glorious Revolution,’ and, until 1716, prevented Presbyterian 

ministers appointed to the charge from accessing the church, and supported and maintained 

illegal Episcopalian ministers both in the church and meeting houses.70 There was still no 

‘legal eldership’ in the parish in 1718, at least half of the population being described as 

‘Popish’ or apostate Protestants who refused to submit to Kirk discipline.71 

Even when Sessions were active and discipline enforced, the moral sanctions of the 

reformed church were probably insufficient to deter Sabbath salmon fishers. The moderator 

of the Presbytery of Aberlour in January 1641, reported that, ‘frequentlie upone the Sabbothe 

day their ar gryt meittings at streams vpon the watter of Spey for slaying of salmond fishes 

whilk they cannot get restrained and therfor required the advyse off the Synod,’ which body 

merely confirmed that ‘all such prophaners of the Lord’s Sabbath (were) to be censured.’72 

Church authorities dealt repeatedly with cases of Sabbath fishing, both by individuals and 

groups, who may have been fishing as part of their employment rather than on their own 
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account and, in July 1659, the Presbytery of Aberdeen ruled that, ‘the maisters of the 

salmond fishers upon every Saturday night should take the oares and nets from the fishers 

and keep them till Monday in the morninge.’73  

Kirk Sessions had little real power and, in Speymouth parish, despite threats of ‘sharp 

censure,’ Sabbath fishing continued and, in 1734, the Session was forced to appeal to the 

bailie of the barony of Garmouth to assist in enforcing the statutes.74 On occasions, civil 

authorities did lend weight to the church’s censure. At Banff, in March 1695, to ‘curbe all 

sin and wickedness,’ and enforce the Acts of Parliament the Council ‘strictly prohibit and 

discharge all persons whatsomevir to…goe to the watter syd of Dovrone or sea syd or craigs 

or to fish,’ or be fined £10 Scots.75 Such support was not always forthcoming, and Kirk 

Sessions across Scotland must have struggled to enforce the law, the ‘sharp censure’ they 

threatened proving little deterrent for determined transgressors.  

Although proprietors and burgh authorities actively pursued black fishers and poachers, 

nothing suggests they ever acted against other breaches of the laws unless they affected their 

own fishings. A system of law enforcement which relied on self-interested powerful 

personnel was destined to be ineffective and, even if there had been a will, as Wormald 

commented, ‘the machinery to enforce (laws) did not exist.’76 The mechanisms of law 

enforcement were weak, the system relied on ‘legislative optimism rather than reality,’ and, 

into the nineteenth century there was ‘difficulty, trouble and expence in putting (the laws) 

into execution.’77 There is ‘reasonable doubt’ that salmon fishing laws were obeyed or 
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enforced, and the failures of the system seem to have allowed proprietors to fish largely as 

they pleased, unhindered and with impunity.78  

Law enforcement and direct action 

Private ownership contributed to the problems of day-to-day regulation of fishings. 

Boundaries were difficult to distinguish when they did not correspond to land marches, or 

were not well-defined in charters. When charters did delineate boundaries landmarks were 

often lost, or altered, after years of meandering, flooding and sedimentation, and rivers 

frequently changed their courses, particularly the sandy-bedded ones along Scotland’s north-

east coasts –the mouth of the River Nairn, for example, constantly varied in the early modern 

period, with a distance of almost a mile between its westernmost and easternmost courses.79 

Many rivers contained fishings belonging to several proprietors and in the eighteenth century 

six shared the fishings of the lower Findhorn and neighbouring seashore, and four, including 

the Earls of Moray and Fife and the Duke of Gordon, shared rights on the lower Spey. Issues 

were sometimes compounded by the leasing of neighbouring fishings belonging to different 

proprietors to a single tacksman (lessee) as this often led to the blurring of what may once 

have been well-defined boundaries. In such circumstances, from the Middle Ages proprietors 

frequently found it necessary to assert their rights to ensure they were not eroded or 

encroached upon. Larger rivers, and those with the most lucrative fishings, were most 

affected, but boundary disputes occurred on almost all shared rivers at one time or another. 

The Earls and Marquises of Huntly, and their descendants the Dukes of Gordon, were 

involved in boundary disputes on the lower Spey which spanned more than 170 years from 

at least 1588 to 1761, and the issue formed one element in a quarrel which led to the murder 

of the ‘Bonny Earl’ of Moray in 1592.80 The issue periodically raised its head in the 
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following centuries, although it did not always reach such fever pitch as, between 1719 and 

1723, tacksman Major Alexander Gordon merely symbolically fished the Tugnet fishings in 

the Spey estuary annually to establish, or maintain the rights of the Duchess of Gordon. 

These actions took place in the presence of a notary, so the Duchess thereafter had it on 

record that they ‘did kill salmon and grilses thereat and fish the same peaceably without 

being interrupted hindered or impeded there in any maner,’ and neither did anyone ‘object 

any-thing in the contrary.’81  

Although boundary disputes were a perpetual issue, there is evidence that they became 

more of a concern from the later seventeenth century, probably as fishings became more 

valuable. In 1684 the Earl of Strathmore actively asserted his fishing rights in the South Esk 

by commencing fishing there for the first time and commented that although it had not 

previously been of much concern, ‘now everie on(e) of the proprietors keep ther fishing and 

maintain it within ther own bounds.’82  Similarly, just as Major Gordon had formally asserted 

rights on the Spey, in 1738 the Laird of Brodie’s lawyer urged him to continue fishing off 

the Nairn coast in an area of disputed rights, ‘to maintain his right in every place.’83 Actions 

such as these were necessary as, under Scots customary law, physical possession 

consolidated titles and, when these were genuinely uncertain or disputed, legitimate titles 

could be established through immemorial, peaceful, and uninterrupted possession.84 The 

Scottish legal system thus encouraged, even necessitated, the assertion of rights and this 

often involved the interruption of peaceful possession. In the case of salmon fishings, formal, 

legal, interruption involved the suspension of the process of fishing in particular locations, 

or whilst employing particular methods, and the issue of a legal notice of interruption or 

suspension by a notary. For example, on 2 June 1720 Sir Harry Innes of that Ilk and the Earl 
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of Moray served a notice of suspension on the Duke of Gordon regarding encroachments on 

their Spey fishings.85  

Such actions were often the first step on the road to legal action and, if they failed to 

resolve the issue, physical interruption was frequently resorted to. In 1738 the Laird of 

Brodie, unable to resolve his dispute with the town of Nairn regarding marches, was advised 

by his lawyer that, if the town’s fishers fished within Brodie’s marches, ‘they ought to be 

interrupted and this may be done by cutting their nets or ropes but rather the ropes because 

I am for avoiding violence as much as possible.’ This physical interruption was perhaps little 

more than symbolic, as was often the case, but threats and force of arms were sometimes 

involved and, as the issue remained unresolved, Brodie asked his factor to ‘attend my fishing 

sometimes yourself with some sturdy fellows to protect them.’ 86  

Disputes often arose as a result of the use of particular fishing methods, as in a Findhorn 

case in the 1750s and 1760s. Brodie of Lethen had introduced new, larger, nets of a different 

construction, and used in a different manner, than was traditionally the case. In June 1760, 

the pursuers alleged a right to limit the size and construction of these nets, but this right was 

questioned by the Court of Session as they had never ‘attempted to exercise that right by 

cutting their nets.’87 However, in 1762, dissatisfied with the loss of this case, the pursuers’ 

men disturbed and harassed Lethen’s fishers in the disputed waters, cut, tore or removed nets 

and ropes, and on one occasion cut the fishers’ boat to pieces with an axe. Lethen asserted 

his opponents were, ‘unhappily at the head of very powerful clans in that part of the country, 

and therefore able to maintain by force what they cannot acquire by law.’ He threatened to 

take up arms in his own name to avenge these actions, which would almost certainly result 

in, ‘a great deal of bloodshed and animosity which might continue for many generations.’88 

However, these incidents were not the first signs of a descent into lawlessness as Lethen 
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suggested they were, but rather customary interruptions of fishing resulting from disputed 

rights. 

The cutting of nets was a recognised form of interruption, as was the destruction of 

structures which threatened to impact on the fishings of other proprietors. Hoffmann and 

Ross identified that, as early as the 1360s, burgesses and fishers destroyed cruives on the 

River Forth belonging to the Abbey of Cambuskenneth which threatened the viability of 

their fishings.89  Centuries later, in 1607 and 1608, on the Findhorn, as part of an ongoing 

dispute regarding the fishing sights from which fishers watched for approaching salmon 

(Appendix D), Samuel Falconer, representing the Earl of Moray: 

accompaneit with the number of fourtie or fyftie personis under elude and silence 

of nicht, bodin in feir of weir, violentlie cast down and dimolischit (Thomas 

Urquhart of Burdsyards’) sichtis of the…fishing and howkit and havid his furdis 

quhilk was the sicht to sie the fischis cum throw the water, without the quhilk na 

fisching can be.90 

Urquhart claimed the fishing sights had been in operation ‘be the space of divers monethis 

preceding,’ and their loss had cost him more than two barrels of salmon. Countering this, 

Falconer claimed the structures ‘wranguslie stoppit and impedit’ the fish in their progress 

upstream to the Earl of Moray’s fishings. The structures had, he claimed, allowed Urquhart 

to catch fish ‘in great abundance nor evir he did befoir…(And) with sindrie great lang stingis, 

stalffis and stowries [his fishers] paittit dang and held down with great violence the hail 

remanent of the salmon fischis’ so they could not get upstream, rendering the Earl’s fishing 

‘almaist unproffitabill.’91 Urquhart, who had hoped to get compensation for the damage he 
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had sustained through the loss of his ‘sichts’ found the tables turned. Falconer was absolved, 

and Urquhart was required to prove his right to the structures. 

A case which eventually ended up in the Court of Session began with similar direct action 

which involved the systematic demolition, over a period of years, of controversial braes, 

dykes and cruives constructed on the River Spey by the proprietors of the lower fishings. 

Most of these structures formed solid barriers right across the river and some, constructed 

by tacksmen, were described as ‘scandalous’ in construction even by the proprietor.92 The 

majority of the barriers were solid structures, containing no or few cruive boxes, and where 

these were in place the rungs of the hecks were not only too narrowly spaced, at two inches, 

but were also said to be covered with nets. The Saturday Slap was also ignored.93 These 

structures not only seriously interrupted the salmon in their ascent upstream, but also 

hindered the floating of timber down the river, a lucrative business for the owners of forests 

in the headwaters. There was a clear conflict of interests and disputes were inevitable. 

At least eleven of these braes or cruive dykes were in place in a twelve mile stretch of the 

lower Spey in the 1750s when Sir Ludovick Grant of Grant challenged the right of one of 

the proprietors, Sir Robert Gordon of Gordonstoun, to erect them. Evidence given by 

witnesses in this legal case provides rich detail about the barriers, and the responses of the 

local people to them. Many recalled their involvement in destructive raids on these braes 

dating back some 50 years. A typical account comes from George Coupar, a servant of 

Captain James Grant of Wester Elchies, who recalled that, around 1708, his master had 

requested he join a party raised at the instigation of Alexander Grant, apparent of Grant, ‘to 

break down the braes’ on the lower fishings of Spey: 

This party, which…might (have been) about thirty men in arms, came down, and 

broke down the braes wherever they found them….they took away the nets and 
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fish to be meat for them, which was made ready for them at the Boat of 

Bridge….All the party were in highland dress, armed also with swords, pistols 

and durks. 

The raids were always night-time outings, generally ending ‘about the time that the 

laverocks begin to sing,’ or ‘betwixt day-break and sun rising, that they might get the nets 

and fish before the fishers themselves should draw them’ (suggesting they were fixed nets). 

The distance covered by the raiders was considerable, sometimes involving a round trip of 

40 miles, and several barriers were targeted in a single night as the bands worked their way 

down the Spey. The parties consisted of up to 60 men, often in Highland dress, speaking 

Gaelic, and armed, ‘some with guns, some with broad swords, pistols and durks, as they 

could afford.’ It was claimed that to be armed ‘was the custom of the country at that  time, 

when people went from home on their ordinary affairs,’ and this may have been the case, 

but it is doubtful whether the ‘corn forks’ carried by some at ‘dinging down the braes’ at 

Inchberry would have been the usual form of self-protection, and they may well have 

doubled up as salmon spears. Although Highland dress was not proscribed at the time of the 

raids, as Lethen had done, the defence lawyers were probably playing on pervading anxieties 

following Culloden. The fact that many of the raiders spoke Gaelic was also highlighted for 

the same reason, although when challenged to speak English all but one could and did do so. 

The experience must have been quite terrifying for the six to eight fishers left to guard the 

braes, and there were reports of gun shots, blows exchanged and even a death, but most of 

the fishers at the braes wisely took to their heels. Although intimidating, resistance to raiding 

parties was sometimes forthcoming. Following a raid on one of the Spey braes in 1729 or 

1730, the fishers were joined by the people of Fochabers, who had been summoned by 

bagpipes, to see off a raiding party, some members of which were pursued for more than ten 

miles though not apprehended. 
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Such raids have more than a tinge of lawlessness, and the excitement of the endeavour 

probably guaranteed enthusiastic participation. Some raids were undertaken ‘without a head 

or a back, that is, the presence or countenance of any gentlemen,’ just for sport , or, as fish 

were usually taken as a prize they were possibly motivated by hunger. When similar raids 

occurred on the Ness the cruive proprietors dismissed them as merely actions of the ‘cross-

grained people’ from Borlum and Glengarry, again playing on the pervading fear of lawless 

Highlanders to denigrate their actions.94 Kennedy interpreted physical interruptions of 

fishings on the Conon and Bonar in the 1670s as ‘competition for…resources spilling over 

into violence,’ and possibly as an element of wider clan feuds and, while this may have been 

the case, such actions were by no means confined to the Highlands and they were, in fact a 

legitimate means of law enforcement.95 

Whilst there was some lawlessness, what appear to modern eyes to be illegal acts were 

enabled by the Scottish legal system, and were generally instigated by proprietors, 

sometimes following the advice of lawyers. Some of the Spey raiders acknowledged their 

reluctance to participate when they thought the actions had not been sanctioned by the laird 

as, although the lack of salmon and problems floating timber were cited by several, others 

were aware that ‘the gentlemen’ called for the actions because ‘there was an act of parliament 

against close braes.’ These raids were important precursors to, and used in evidence at, later 

court cases. Sir Robert Gordon lost this Spey case in early 1761, but appeals, and the 

involvement of other cruive owners, meant the case rumbled on into the 1780s, and these 

raids continued to be used as evidence that the proprietors ‘had never had any peaceable 

possession of dykes of any kind.’96 

When customary methods of resolution, such as interruptions, failed, disputes such as 

those on the Spey, increasingly came before the courts. Such cases were frequently 
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acrimonious and might last many years, and their sheer numbers reflect the value of salmon 

fishings. Cases sometimes involved boundary disputes, such as that relating to the boundary 

between fishings at the mouth of the River Findhorn which involved five proprietors and 

lasted more than a decade (1758-1769), but the nature and employment of fishing equipment 

was also an issue.97 However, even if fishing methods were contrary to law the Scottish legal 

system permitted only parties directly affected by breaches of regulations, and possessed of 

appropriate salmon fishing rights, to mount legal challenges to errant proprietors. Before Sir 

Ludovick Grant could proceed with his case against Sir Robert Gordon in the Court of 

Session, he was required to prove, at some length, that he possessed fishing rights sufficient 

to entitle him to do so.98 Similarly, when four of the upper proprietors on the River Ness 

brought a case against the cruive owners on the lower river, as three of the complainants 

were either unable, or unwilling, to produce charters of entitlement to salmon fishings, 

Alexander Fraser of Culduthel was forced to continue the case on his own.99 These cases 

were, at least, able to proceed but, in 1801, William Chisholm, a proprietor on the upper 

reaches of the Beauly, was informed that, as his title only allowed him angling, and not full 

salmon fishing, rights, he could not insist on the legal regulation of the cruives on the lower 

river belonging to Archibald Fraser. The case was dismissed unheard.100  

The system which excluded some proprietors from obtaining legal redress for grievances 

also excluded members of the public. However, it is possible that the system of private rights 

meant the public had little interest in the activities of fishing proprietors as one nineteenth 

century writer commented, with regard to the stake-net dispute, ‘as it is notorious that a 

salmon fishery in Scotland is a private right held by special grant from the Crown, the public 

in general never could be interested in (such) a controversy.’101 Nevertheless, the legal pre-
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requisite of possession of appropriate rights limited the effective application of the law, and 

allowed many proprietors to do as they pleased.  

Law breaking ˗ braes, dykes and cruives 

The Spey braes dykes and cruives which Sir Ludovick Grant challenged by both direct 

and legal action almost certainly contravened Scottish salmon legislation against fixed 

engines, and similar structures regularly caused consternation to superior proprietors and 

other river users across Europe.102 They were a particularly destructive form of fishing and, 

as such, were heavily regulated, and possession was limited to those with specific grants. 

Few rights were granted after 1600, but the Duke of Gordon, perhaps as a result of his 

Catholic proclivities, was granted rights to his Spey cruives late, in 1684. If applied properly, 

these laws would have allowed free passage upstream for some fish at all times, and all fish 

for a short period each week but these laws were incredibly difficult to enforce, especially 

as those charged with the task were those most likely to benefit from breaches.  

Although cruives and similar riverine structures were vigorously opposed by other 

proprietors and river users from an early date (as evidenced by the actions of the Forth fishers 

at Stirling) and were the source of dispute and conflict throughout the early modern period, 

the courts of the eighteenth century were filled with cases which challenged the rights to and 

operation of cruives in Scotland’s rivers. The proliferation of cases no doubt reflects a certain 

partiality for litigation at the time, but it is also a mark of the increased value of fishings 

which lead to increased fishing effort and abuse of what were already contentious structures 

(see Chapter Two). Abuse of the regulations was so commonplace that, in 1762, it was 

claimed that,  
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it is a most certain truth, that there is scarce one instance in all the cruive fishings 

in Scotland where these regulations have, in fact, been observed, either as to the 

Saturday’s slap or the wideness of the hecks.103  

The eighteenth-century court cases highlight common irregularities, and in some cases 

cruive proprietors were guilty of them all: 

• failing to observe the Saturday Slap i.e. not allowing free passage up stream by 

removing or opening the hecks between Saturday night and Monday morning ˗ Don, 

South Esk, Forth, Ness, North Esk104 

• reducing the number of cruive boxes, and/or the locating these above the riverbed  ̠

Forth, North Esk, Deveron, Spey, Ness 

• placing nets or other materials over the hecks  ˗ Spey, South Esk, Ness105   

• spacing of the rungs of hecks less than three inches apart (the statutory minimum)  ̠

Spey, Forth, Deveron, Beauly, Don, Ness, North Esk 

• constructing hecks horizontally rather than perpendicularly ˗ Forth, Ness, North Esk  

• altering the riverbed below the cruive dyke to deter ascent  ˗ Deveron 

• filling gaps in dykes with stones when the cruive boxes were removed in close time 

˗ Deveron  

• erecting additional and unconventional structures to act as further obstructions ̠  Ness 

Although Alex Hale suggested that the fishers of Inverness modelled their cruives in a 

manner which demonstrated that they ‘obviously knew the value of allowing some fish to 

reach their spawning grounds’ it is extremely unlikely that they, or any other proprietor did 

so.106 In fact the narrow channels at the sides of the Ness cruives which prompted Hale to 

conclude this were left to allow for timber floating and not for the passage of salmon. 

 
103 Petition Callander of Craigforth. 
104 Where the Saturday slap was not observed the fish would still enter the cruive boxes but, because the fishers 

did not work on the Sabbath, they would not be removed until Monday morning, by which time these fish 

would not have been in the best condition. Culduthel v lower heritors. 
105 On the South Esk sheets daubed with pitch were set over the cruive boxes in the early eighteenth century, 

Decisions Council and Session June 1678 to July 1712. II. On the Spey the Duke of Gordon made use of 

‘harden’ cruive cloths and in 1773 made payments ‘to 2 men pulling broom to put into the cruive dyke,’ NRS: 

GD44/52/110/1. Gorse was used in the Deveron cruives and this, and the use of cruive cloths, were later 

forbidden by law. Reports 1860; Stewart, Treatise p.177 
106Alex G C Hale, ‘Fish traps in Scotland: construction, supply, demand and destruction,’ Pamatky 

Archeologicke - Supplementum 17, Ruralia V, (2005), pp.119-126. p.126. 
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Furthermore, these channels were frequently dry and when they were not fish were often 

speared and netted there.107 

The common irregularities in salmon fishing structures served to make them ever more 

impenetrable and there was a growing tendency to operate cruive dykes simply as barriers 

rather than salmon traps. In a Deveron case it was complained that: 

the defenders have diminished the number of cruives…placed in the cruive dyke, 

not with the intention to improve the cruive fishing but with the manifest 

intention to convert their cruive dyke into a barricade to prevent the passage of 

fish up the river.108 

This barrier ensured that salmon were able to progress upstream only following a spate, but 

even this was sometimes insufficient as, following considerable rainfall in 1813, large 

numbers of salmon entered the Deveron as it swelled and, ‘some hundreds’ massed in the 

pool below the dyke to the extent that their heads and backs were visible above the water. 

Extremely large numbers were caught, but by net and coble, not in the cruive traps.109  

Problems remained well into the nineteenth century and, in 1847, Scottish cruives were 

still said to be ‘so constructed that their intention is evidently not to entrap but to detain or 

keep down the salmon so that they cannot get beyond them,’ and, in 1860, William Dunbar 

stated, ‘I have examined many cruives, but I never saw any of them fairly worked; it is the 

propensity of all people who have got fishings to kill as many fish as they can.’110 Although 

the public complained, and the OSA and other works are full of comment on the subject, 

salmon fishing proprietors and tacksmen evidently continued to fully exploit their fishings 

by fair means or foul unless or until forced to do otherwise.  

 
107 Culduthel v. lower heritors 1765. 
108 Appeal Earl of Fife v Lord Banff  
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Eighteenth century proprietors seem to have felt no guilt or shame in having cruives that 

did not comply with statutory requirements, and those which were ‘regulated’ according to 

the law appear to have been the exception, and only occurred as the result of legal challenges. 

This process was cumbersome and not always successful. Following some ten years during 

which the Duke of Gordon’s right to cruives on the Spey was under question, in 1772 he 

received a polite letter from proprietors on the upper river, who, whilst still challenging his 

right to cruives, requested that he might at least ‘open a free passage for the fish to get up…in 

a manner prescribed by law.’111 This was ignored, and legal proceedings followed. The 

Duke’s right to cruives was confirmed by the courts but, as these structures were still 

unregulated, the upper heritors were forced to resort to the law again to insist on their 

regulation according to the law, which the Duke opposed vigorously over the course of a 

number of years.112 During the legal process the Duke of Gordon sent representatives to view 

the ‘regulated’ Don cruives, and purchased an example of these in 1775. The Duke’s cruive 

boxes had previously been made on site and it is unlikely they conformed to any particular 

standard.113 

The legal process followed in the Spey case was frequently replicated for other rivers 

during the eighteenth century, with similar attempts to impose regulated cruives on the 

Deveron, Don, Forth, Ness, and North Esk. Defence arguments frequently cited breaches of 

the laws on other rivers, stressed the inconvenience of operating regulated cruives, and 

argued that, rather than being stifled, inventiveness should be encouraged as it was in other 

industries. Proprietors also asserted that the value, importance and beneficial nature of their 

business, to both themselves and the country, should override legal considerations. There 

was minimal respect for the laws, decried by Scott of Brotherton as simply regulations 

‘devised by our ancestors in former ages when, in matters of trade, they were extremely rude 

 
111 NRS: GD44/35/12/1 
112 E.g. Petitions Duke of Gordon 1776, 1777; NRS: GD44/35/16; GD44/35/12/1. 
113 NRS: GD44/52/110/1 
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and barbarous.’ They were not, he asserted, ‘useful or necessary for the publick interest of 

the fishing in general.’ Personal gain was paramount and Callander of Craigforth declared 

he ought to be allowed to configure his cruives in the most beneficial manner for his fishings 

˗ with hecks placed horizontally  ̠  as ‘there is scarce one in twenty fishes caught in the 

cruives that would not pass between the hecks perpendicularly placed at the distance of three 

inches,’ that is, if he were obliged to obey the law.114 Fortunately, the legislature did not 

always favour private interest over public good and the future of the salmon stock when 

settling these cases.115  

Failure to comply with the Saturday slap was cited in most eighteenth century legal cases 

by which time its purpose, as it applied to fishing barriers, was understood to be to allow 

fish to ascend the river so proprietors upstream got a share. In their 1760s legal case, the 

proprietors of the lower Ness fishings dismissed the weekly close time as being, ‘not a 

regulation of public concern, introduced for the breed of salmon, but of private concern, 

introduced for the purpose of distributing the salmon of a river more equally amongst the 

proprietors of the salmon fishings.’116 This view continued into the nineteenth century when 

one commentator stated its sole object was ‘to limit the exclusive privilege of the cruive 

owners, and to benefit the upper fishers…(by) allowing some fish to run up,’ and noted that 

‘in those rivers where the cruive owner is the sole proprietor of the right of fishing…the slap 

has seldom been observed.’117  

Hoffmann considered Scotland’s Saturday Slap, in allowing a more equitable distribution 

of fish, may have met with fairly good levels of compliance, but unfortunately this does not 

seem to have been the case since it was more often circumvented than complied with.118 By 

the eighteenth century it was common practice for Scottish cruive proprietors to negotiate 

 
114 Petition Scott of Brotherton; Craigforth v Earl of Murray 
115 Statement relative to the Tay, p.13 
116 Culduthel v lower heritors 1766. 
117 Remarks on proposed changes, pp.33-4  
118 Hoffmann, ‘Salmo salar’, p.364 
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away the Saturday Slap and, in the 1760s, the lower Ness proprietors considered the upper 

proprietors were free to ‘dispose of their interest arising from such a regulation at pleasure; 

they may enter into contracts concerning it; they may sell or renounce it as they think proper,’ 

and condemned them for not wishing to do so.119 Where upper proprietors were amenable, 

not only the Saturday Slap but also other troublesome regulations were negotiated away as 

cruive owners reached agreements to allow them to operate unregulated cruives. In 1744, 

Scott of Brotherton (North Esk), while expressing disgust that the proprietor upstream was 

no longer prepared to enter into such an agreement, claimed these were ‘customary and 

practised in other salmon rivers in Scotland,’ and ‘dispensed with nothing that was useful or 

necessary for the publick interest of the fishing in general,’ but only regulations which stood 

in the way of ‘a very flourishing and beneficial branch of trade.’120 On the Deveron, for over 

30 years the cruive owners leased, but did not fish, the upper fishings at five times their real 

value ‘to purchase an indemnity from litigation,’ and Don proprietors paid a similar annual 

indemnity for the privilege of using cruives which breached regulations.121 Although the 

Court of Session decided in the 1760s that the Saturday Slap must be observed on the Ness, 

by 1791 the cruive owners were paying rent of £230 a year for their own fishings, and a 

further £100 to the upper heritors as compensation for ignoring the laws.122  

Breaches of the salmon fishing legislation relating to fixed structures abounded in the 

eighteenth century, but a Court of Session case of 1538 regarding the width of rungs of the 

hecks and the Saturday Slap in the Ness cruives casts doubt as to whether these laws were 

ever effectively enforced.123 At the point when inconvenient regulations could be negotiated 

away, and that process defended vigorously in the courts as a right, and recorded in a matter-

 
119 Culduthel v lower heritors 1766. 
120 Petition Scott of Brotherton 
121 Pennant, 1769; OSA XIV, p.332; Earl of Fife v Lord Banff 1781. 
122 The court’s ruling stated, ‘we are not so learned in the natural history of salmon as to be able to pronounce 

clearly that the Saturday’s slap is a public benefit for the salmon fishing in general, but we see it enjoined by 

many statutes as publicly beneficial’, Decisions of the Court of Session,10742;  OSA XVI, p.88. 
123 Robert Kerr Hannay (ed.) Acts of the Lords of Council in public affairs 1501-1554 (Edinburgh, 1932), p.476 
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of-fact manner in the OSA, respect for the law and its processes must have been at a very 

low ebb.124 

Law breaking ˗ poaching 

It is probable that the salmon fishing laws, ‘like so many government initiatives…did 

not…meet with the approval or the all-important co-operation of the wider public,’ so 

compliance was likely to be limited.125 Whilst the only efforts at enforcement were directed 

at poaching, there was, nevertheless, ‘a cavalier attitude’ towards these laws too that enabled 

what was considered an intrinsic part of Scottish life to continue.126 There was widespread 

feeling that these laws were unjust, and contravened the basic rights of the people. The 

Gaelic saying: ‘Breac a linne, maid a coille, is fiadh a fireach, meirle as nach do ghabh duine 

riamh naire,’ (A fish from the pool, a tree from the wood, and a deer from the mountain are 

thefts of which no man was ever ashamed), suggests a belief that these activities were 

morally justified despite the laws. In the nineteenth century James Loch, factor to the Duke 

of Sutherland, complained: 

To preserve the breed of this valuable fish, strict orders were given to prevent 

the rivers being poached upon at any time, but especially during the close season. 

It was difficult to convince the people that such a regulation was meant to be 

effectual; for…such a pursuit (was) one of their chief employments, and the 

checking of it almost appeared to them to be interfering with a vested right.127 

 
124 E.g. OSA XIV, p.332, XVI p.88 
125 Anne Crone and Fiona Watson, ‘Sufficiency to scarcity: medieval Scotland 500-1600,’ in T C Smout (ed.), 

People and woods in Scotland: a history (Edinburgh, 2005) pp.60-81, pp.70-1 
126 Robertson, Tay salmon fisheries, p.81 
127 James Loch, An account of the improvements on the estates of the Marquess of Stafford (London, 1820), 
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Across Scotland the people considered ‘hunting and fishing were privileges handed down to 

them by their ancestors,’ and they saw restrictions not as the law, but as a whim of the lairds, 

curbing the ‘inalienable rights of the free born Scot.’128  

This attitude to poaching was shared by many in the rest of the UK and Ireland and, in 

the gàidhealtachd (Gaelic speaking area of Scotland), the concept of dùthchas supported 

claims of heritable rights over the beasts of the field, loch and stream. In England, ‘the 

majority of the rural population clung to the belief everyone had an equal and moral right to 

wild birds, animals and fish,’ and a Welsh protagonist declared he had a right to salmon as 

much as any of the Queen’s subjects, and the bad laws, which did not ‘suit us in 

Wales…ought not to be obeyed.’129 With such attitudes prevalent, anti-poaching laws were 

always going to be difficult to enforce and many proprietors were complicit in the crimes. 

In the Western Isles it was said that ‘the fish of even the larger rivers are permitted to be 

poached and destroyed at the spawning time by every person who chooses to employ his 

time in that pernicious amusement,’ and where the fishings were of no commercial value, or 

the proprietors were not resident, they ‘appeared quite unconcerned who fished their waters 

and when.’ 130  

Poachers had a poor reputation among inhabitants of the burghs and with estate owners, 

and they were variously described by contemporaries as, ‘slight and deboshed 

people…pypers, violars, tinclars, broustars, millnars and contemptuous persones,’ of ‘the 

lower orders of the peasantry,’ and ‘men of desperate character,’ but poaching was far from 

limited to men of this kind.131 ‘Lordly poaching’ was an issue on the Forth before the 
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Reformation and, in 1530, Aberdeen Council determined to stop paying a pension to Lord 

Forbes for safeguarding the spawning grounds of the Dee and Don as, far from doing so, he 

were chiefly responsible for fishing there in forbidden time.132 Many years later, in 1709, a 

correspondent of the Earl of Seafield stated that, as well as the ‘rascality kind of 

people…even a great many gentlemen, inhabitants by the rivers, are guilty’ of catching 

spawning fish in forbidden time.133   

If poaching was pursued by all classes, justice, as ever, was neither impartial nor fair and 

only the lower orders paid the price. In the seventeenth century it was said of the Dulnain, a 

tributary of the Spey: 

There comes no salmon in this water, but extraordinary much kipper, that is 

salmon in forbidden time, which are in such abundance that a gentleman thinks 

nothing to kill two hundred and sixty in a night. (The gentlemen)…feast the 

sheriff…and escape the fine; but the commonalty pay some little thing.134 

Aside from custom, recent studies have identified that key motives for poaching in 

England and France were poverty, profit, protest and sport.135 Were these motives similarly 

evident in the inner Moray Firth region? Black fish have been identified as common famine 

food and in Strathspey ‘scarcity of victual’ drove John Grant Oure to fish for salmon in 

‘forbidden time’ in 1757, as he had ‘neither meal nor bread about his house at that time.’ He 

claimed the only other time he had fished illegally had been in 1740, ‘which was also a 

 
132 Extracts council register Aberdeen I, p.136 
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scarce year.’136 Both these years did have poor harvests and research is likely to find a 

correlation between poaching crime and dearth in the wider Moray Firth region. 

Hunger probably was a major motivating factor, but where there was a ready market and 

there were easy outlets, salmon poaching could be lucrative and the scale of illicit trade 

substantial. In England and parts of Scotland sales were key motivating factors for poaching, 

and kelts, although widely regarded as unwholesome, were said to ‘answer very well for 

pickling and mixing with others,’ requiring ‘a good judge to distinguish them from what are 

called clean fish.’137 There was a considerable trade in close season fish on the Tay, with 

many tacksmen involved, and much of the illicit catch was kippered, salted or cured for kits. 

This relied on the participation of people beyond the circle of the fishers and ‘two or three 

people in Perth…had no other means of support than by selling…foul fish.’138 In small 

fisheries in the upper reaches of the Spey some close season catches were ‘barrelled and sent 

off with the rest of the salmon to the merchants,’ and some residents, or opportunists from 

outside the area, were even said to be ‘concerned in the black fish business.’139  However, in 

most of the region’s rivers, curing and merchandising were the province of large proprietors 

and tacksmen at estuarine fisheries and it would not have been possible to profit substantially 

from sales of illegally caught fish. There were fewer outlets and opportunities for sales in 

the region and merchant-tacksman William Berry stated that poaching on the Beauly was 

not a serious problem as it was on the Tweed.140 Charles St John believed Badenoch poachers 
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fished for sport (see below), not profit, although the haul may have been sold ‘in (a) brouster 

hous’ as those fish poached on the Dee, Don and Ness frequently were.141 

From the late fifteenth century, protest was a key motivating force behind poaching 

activities in England, Wales and France as changes in land use, enclosure, and restrictions 

on rights to hunt and gather sparked protest movements which utilised poaching as a means 

of expression.142 Scottish society certainly underwent its own changes, and Davidson has 

identified that in the seventeenth century a growing resistance to feudal exactions elicited 

protests, including poaching on lordly estates, but although feudal services were associated 

with salmon fishings, notably the building and repair of cruives and yairs exacted by 

proprietors of the Conon and Findhorn fishings, there is no evidence of associated 

poaching.143 However, by the eighteenth century, the intensive fishing of ‘overgrown 

monopolizers’ near river-mouths deprived people upstream of ‘their natural right,’ and 

possibly as a result of this the inhabitants of the upper reaches of rivers felt justified in taking 

whatever salmon they could get.144 Hall claimed that intensive fishing on the lower reaches 

of rivers meant that sympathetic proprietors in headwaters ‘wink at their tenants for 

destroying as many of (the spawning salmon) as they can,’ and, in the nineteenth century, 

some of these proprietors, Mr William Dunbar and Sir George Grant Dunbar, admitted 

netting kelts in the upper Spey to give to the poor as a protest against over-fishing on the 

lower river by the tacksman, Hogarth of Aberdeen.145 These poachers were not part of a 

wider protest movement, but they probably were cocking a snook at downstream proprietors 
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and tacksmen. There is no evidence, however, that poaching was an important tool in the 

armoury of Scots protesters.  

Aside from other motivations and justifications, poaching was widely regarded as sport, 

and Muge suggests it ‘fulfilled a need for recreation in the lives of the working-class poor’ 

of England (more at Appendix B).146 In Scotland, too, the salmon poaching activity known 

as blazing or burning the water, a common pastime as early as 1579, was almost universally 

regarded as sport.147 Sir Walter Scott’s hero in Guy Mannering indulged (albeit reluctantly) 

in a session of blazing the water as part of a week of sport which also involved hare coursing 

and shooting.148 Blazing the water involved catching salmon on their spawning grounds, at 

night, by the light of flaming torches, generally using spears or leisters. This was a group 

activity, the mood was convivial with banter and drinking, and ‘rude mirth and song were 

usually the order of the night.’149 Outside observers and participants usually enjoyed the 

experience, in spite of initial reservations, and Stoddart wrote, ‘among the amusements of 

the lower orders of Scotland’ this was ‘by far the most exciting…a manly and vigorous 

sport,’ whilst others described it as ‘capital fun’ and ‘exhilarating.’150 Although most 

frequently documented in a Scottish context, fishing spawning grounds by torchlight on 

winter evenings was also common practice in England, Wales, Ireland, France and Germany, 

and the use of lights to catch fish at night was a worldwide practice.151 In Scotland and 

elsewhere, ‘burning the water…was more a picturesque way of poaching than a means of 

adding illegitimately to the produce of fisheries as a branch of commerce,’ and fish captured 

using the extremely large, multi-pronged spears, would have been damaged, and difficult to 
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sell legitimately or store, so family and friends were probably the main beneficiaries.152 The 

fish were not the real prize.  

Poaching was, to some extent, tackled by those responsible for law enforcement, 

undoubtedly because it directly affected their livelihoods. Proprietors obtained special 

commissions, sought the assistance of troops, and some poachers were taken to task in burgh 

and baron courts. By the nineteenth century poaching was widely blamed for declining 

salmon stocks, with Alexander Morrison asserting that it was so rife that this ‘great national 

fishery’ will soon decline ‘unless proper regulations in this respect are not only established, 

but rigorously enforced.’153 It may be that ‘the killing of red, or spawning fish, a practice too 

common among the country people in the vicinity of almost every river in the kingdom,’ did 

‘prove extremely destructive to the propagation of salmon,’ but it is unclear whether the 

scale of poaching in the Moray Firth region was extensive enough to affect seriously the 

spawning stocks there.154 There is little evidence large scale intervention there, and in fact it 

was asserted that, by the nineteenth century, it ‘was no rare thing in a northern Scottish 

magistrate’ to be not only reluctant to prosecute, but also to actively encourage poaching.155 

Poaching was a traditional activity, with much community support, and people of all classes 

‘were guilty of poaching or condoning poaching.’156 It was always going to be difficult to 

enforce acts that were unpopular and considered unjust. Even with perfect laws, and effective 

mechanisms of enforcement, the vast, remote catchment areas of northern Scottish rivers 

made policing them very challenging. As Mackenzie said, Highland poachers were ‘Lords 

of the wastes’ who ‘act as they please for there is no eye to see them.’157 
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Conclusion 

 Scottish legislation clearly embodied concern for the conservation of the salmon species 

from an early date but the main motivation of the legislature was medium term consumption 

and profit rather than posterity. Scottish salmon laws were repeated, reissued and reaffirmed 

frequently, in itself sufficient to suggest ‘reasonable doubt’ that they were obeyed or 

enforced, and these laws were not amended or updated to take account of changing 

circumstances until the Salmon Acts of the nineteenth century.158 The organisation and 

mechanisms of law enforcement were weak and flawed, and there is considerable evidence 

of complicity in the breaking or bending of the laws at the highest level as many perpetrators 

of crimes were themselves the law enforcers.  

The near complete failure to enforce the salmon fishing laws, private rights and the 

Scottish legal system enabled proprietors and their tacksmen to fish as they pleased with 

impunity. Although poachers were widely blamed for depleting salmon stocks, there were 

many other factors involved, and greater responsibility must be laid at the doors of the 

proprietors themselves and the ‘distant monopolisers’ who took control of their fishings in 

the eighteenth century. (Chapter Two) 

The salmon laws were well-intentioned, and it is probably true that the legislature ‘cared 

for the fish, not always wisely nor altogether well, but better than if it had not cared at all.’159 

Unfortunately, however much the legislature might have cared, the poor enforcement and 

observation of these laws meant they were largely ineffectual. 

 
158 Netboy, Atlantic salmon p.227  
159 Russel, Salmon, p.6 
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Chapter Two: Managing the fishings 

Introduction 

From at least the fourteenth century the abundant produce of Scotland’s salmon fishings 

was destined primarily for export to answer the strong European demand for preserved fish.1 

The focus on production for export set salmon fishing apart from other aspects of the Scottish 

economy where the priority was, first and foremost, to satisfy local, and if possible regional, 

needs. Salmon fishing was also unique within fishing. Hamilton, one of very few historians 

to comment directly on the subject, stated correctly that ‘it is an oversimplification to speak 

of the fishing industry as if it were a single industry,’ identifying that salmon fishing had 

always been ‘organised on more capitalistic lines than other branches.’2 It might be argued 

that this mercantilist approach meant salmon fishing, and the production of salted, pickled, 

barrelled salmon for export, was one of Scotland’s earliest industrial, and commercial, 

enterprises, and one which was willing and able to adapt as circumstances changed.  

Scotland’s abundance of salmon was insufficient on its own for the establishment of 

successful commercial fishing as capital, resources, commitment and ‘intimate links with 

shipping and merchant interests’ were also essential.3 This chapter outlines the organisation, 

management and operation of the salmon fishings of the inner Moray Firth region between 

c.1500 and c.1800 with a view to establishing to what extent the ingredients for successful 

commercial fishing were present and if potential was realised. The role and impact of internal 

and external factors on the region’s salmon fishings is explored, including developments 

which occurred as a result of the penury of local landowners and burghs during the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries, and those of the eighteenth century which followed the Union of 

1707 and were influenced by the intellectual, social and economic changes of the day. The 

 
1 E.g. Hoffmann, ‘Economic development’; Hoffmann, ‘Aquatic resource use’; Hoffmann, ‘Frontier foods.’ 
2 Hamilton, Economic history, pp.112, 360. 
3 Michell, ‘European fisheries,’ p.133; Michael Haines, ‘Local diversity in Wales c.1530 to 1880,’ in Starkey, 

Reid, Ashcroft, op. cit., pp.87-91. 
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eighteenth-century changes and developments ensured the fisheries of the Moray Forth 

remained relevant and profitable, but the long-term cost of a successful salmon fishery could 

be considerable. However valuable the various changes and developments may have been to 

individual, commercial fisheries, and to the economy of the region, they were not without a 

cost to communities, to other proprietors, and to the salmon breed. This chapter explores 

their impact, both positive and negative. 

Ownership, traditional organisation and management 

Proprietors 

The organisation of Scottish salmon fisheries was determined, to a large extent, by the 

nature of their ownership. There was no public right of salmon fishing in Scotland and the 

country’s fishings were, at an early date, granted by the Crown to a relatively small, select, 

group of landowners, royal and ecclesiastical burghs, and religious institutions. This 

privileged group became even smaller and more select from the mid-sixteenth century as 

clerics, even before the foundation of the new church in 1560, began to dispose of 

ecclesiastical property to safeguard their futures and those of their families. In the early 

sixteenth century the Abbey of Kinloss began to feu its Findhorn fishings and in 1539 

permanently alienated a substantial portion of them to the burgh of Forres and two individual 

burgesses.4 In 1544 Lord Lovat bought Ness fishings and lands around Inverness from the 

Bishop of Moray, and Alexander Dunbar, Prior of Pluscarden, began to alienate the Priory’s 

Spey fishings and other property to his Dunbar relatives from 1554 ˗ the remainder passing, 

at the Reformation, to the commendator of the Priory, Alexander Seton later Chancellor of 

Scotland, Lord Fyvie and Earl of Dunfermline.5 Also around the time of Reformation, 

Alexander Ross of Balnagown exerted a certain amount of pressure to acquire the lands and 

fishings of Ardgay and Kincardine from the Bishop of Ross, and the fishings of the yair and 

 
4 MHC: ZBFo A37/1/1-19 
5 Fraser-Mackintosh, Antiquarian notes (1865), pp.102, 224-5; S R MacPhail (ed.), History of the religious 

house of Pluscardyn (Edinburgh, 1881), pp.121-126; Sir Thomas Innes of Learney, Inventory of the principal 

progress-writs of the barony of Innes 1225-1767 (Edinburgh, 1948), p.25-6 
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Ness of Easter Fearn and the River Bonar fishings from the Abbey of Fearn.6 The Abbot of 

Fearn, Nicholas Ross, ensured not only his kinsman Balnagown, but also his own recently 

legitimised offspring were well provided for with church property and possessions.7 Soon 

after the Reformation, in 1567, the burgh of Inverness acquired the fishings which had 

formerly belonged to the burgh’s Black Friars to add to their existing Ness fishings, and, in 

1571, with the support of the Marquis of Huntly and by means of a substantial loan, Lord 

Lovat received the feu of extensive lands and salmon fishings on the River Beauly from the 

Priory of Beauly.8  

The privileged group of proprietors of salmon fishings had thus become even more 

exclusive by the later sixteenth century and, largely as a result of the pressing need for 

money, it narrowed still further in the following decades. Inverness, Dingwall, Nairn, Forres 

and Banff all possessed fishings in adjacent rivers. Burgh fishings could be particularly 

lucrative and it was advantageous for burghs, and their merchants, to have such a valuable 

resource under their control when the produce of periodically unstable hinterlands was less 

reliable.9 Some burghs such as Stirling and Glasgow were proactive in the management of 

their fishings well into the seventeenth century ˗ employing and housing burgh fishers, 

defending their rights and regulating the fishings using water bailies and courts.10 However, 

although Banff had also employed and regulated fishers on the King’s water fishings in the 

Deveron in the 1540s, the majority of Moray Firth burghs do not appear to have had this 

level of involvement in or control over their fishings.11 In Forres the burgh’s Findhorn 

fishings were periodically rouped (auctioned) and set (leased) for relatively short periods. 

 
6 R J Adam (ed.), The Calendar of Fearn: text and additions 1471-1667 (Edinburgh, 1991), pp.123, 127; W R 

Baillie (ed.), Ane breve chronicle of the Earlis of Ross including notices of the abbots of Fearn and of the 

family of Ross of Balnagown (Edinburgh, 1850), p.22-3 
7 Ash, op. cit., pp.21, 28; Adam, Calendar of Fearn p.196 
8 Lovat received Huntly’s support in return for a bond of manrent. E C Batten, The charters of the Priory of 

Beauly (Edinburgh, 1877), pp.264-268; Miscellany of the Spalding Club IV (Aberdeen, 1849), pp.227-228. 
9 Ditchburn, ‘Salmon, salt and internationalism,’ p.55. 
10 Extracts Glasgow records  (Glasgow,1876), I, pp.37, 133; Extracts from the records of the royal burgh of 

Stirling (Glasgow, 1889), II, pp.18, 81, 94,  151, 159 
11 Cramond, Banff, I, p.23 
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This process allowed for periodic rent increases and when the Dee fishings belonging to 

Aberdeen were rouped in this manned they yielded more than half of burgh’s revenue.12 

Theoretically the process also allowed for changes of ownership but, in practice, the highest 

bidders were always drawn from a select group of prominent burgesses ˗ usually merchants 

and frequently councillors ̠  or neighbouring landowners. The burghs, through their councils, 

retained ultimate control of these fishings, but in Forres at least they appear to have had little 

to do with their management and regulation.  

In spite of possessing potentially lucrative fishings the burghs of the inner Moray Firth 

always seemed to be short of funds.13 The poverty of burghs across Scotland seems to have 

worsened in the sixteenth century and, unable to rely on capital reserves and estates, burghs 

looked to their property for other sources of income. The Convention of Royal Burghs 

encouraged them to do just this. At a meeting of the Convention on 14 April 1589, it was 

resolved that burghs’ common property should be, ‘valuit roupit and put to the uttermost 

awaill and profeit it micht be f(o)und to be worth, quhairby the common gud of the said 

burght micht be advancit and augmentit,’ and their financial difficulties alleviated. On 19 

June 1591 disappointment was expressed that many burghs had not acted on this earlier 

resolution, ‘to the grit hurt and hinderance of their common weill,’ and they were accordingly 

directed to, ‘with all possible diligence, caus valour, roup, and put the samin to the utermaist 

awaill and profeit, for the advancement of thair common weil…be setting the samin aither 

in tak or few…as thai sall find maist profitable for thair weill.’14 Church and Crown had 

feued property from the fourteenth century, and the process received official encouragement 

with Acts of Parliament of 1457/8 and 1503/4, but the middle decades of the sixteenth 

century saw an intensification of feuing.15 The emphasis of the Convention’s resolutions was 

 
12 Summers, op. cit., p.336. 
13 Although their pleas may have been exaggerated, the region’s burghs often failed to send representatives to 

the Convention on account of poverty, and none was ranked very high on its tax rolls. 
14 RCRB I, pp.303-4, 361-2. 
15 Grant, Scotland before 1603, pp 266-279; Whyte, Society and economy p.30 and Agriculture and society, 

pp.29-30; William Mackay Mackenzie, The Scottish burghs (Edinburgh, 1949), p.167; Margaret H B 

Sanderson, ‘The feuars of kirklands,’ Scottish Historical Review, 52, 154, Pt. 2 (Oct 1973), pp.117-136, p.117 
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on leasing, and it cannot be said to have been wholeheartedly behind the ‘feuing movement’ 

of the sixteenth century but, as part of this wider movement, burgh fishings were, gradually, 

permanently alienated through the granting of perpetual, hereditary, feus in return for an 

initial sum (grassum) and fixed annual payments.  

Feuing was always financially motivated, and ‘the provision of a stabilised revenue in 

ready money would…figure as an advantage,’ at a time when there was no concept of rising 

property values.16 Aberdeen obtained a licence to set its Common Good property in feu-farm 

in 1551, and when its fishings of Dee and Don were feued in 1553 for an annual payment of 

£27 7s 8d Sterling it was said to be for ‘for the common good of our burgh, and for the 

increase of our yearly rental.’17 Feuing was often initially quite valuable to cash-strapped 

burghs, but inflation and debasement of the coinage meant the fixed annual payments 

became almost worthless and ‘tended to the permanent impoverishment of the burghs.’18 

When Nairn’s finances came under scrutiny by the Convention in 1751 it was stated that, 

‘there are some trifling feu duties payable to the town, so small that they have not been 

exacted in memory,’ and the feu duty of £27 7s 8d paid for Aberdeen’s fishings paled into 

insignificance against their annual produce which, by 1819, totalled £10,000 a year. 19 

Without the benefit of hindsight, the sixteenth century feuing movement continued apace. 

There is evidence that some fishings belonging to Moray Firth burghs had become 

hereditary, and were probably already feued, by the mid-sixteenth century. This was the case 

with the Ness fishings from at least 1562 and, in 1580, the magistrates, with consent of the 

burgess community, enacted that if any of ‘the common tackis of wattir…fallis and chanses 

to becum in our handis be inleaik (failure) of airis maile lauchfullie gottin of his bodie 

 
16 Mackenzie, Scottish burghs, p.167 
17 Mackenzie, Scottish burghs, pp.168-9; Peter John Anderson, Charters and other writs illustrating the history 

of the royal burgh of Aberdeen, 1171-1804. (Aberdeen, 1815), pp.52-68. 
18 Fraser-Mackintosh, Letters, p.100. 
19 Mackenzie, Scottish burghs, p.169; Bain, Nairnshire, p.314 
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allanerlie,’ they should be allocated to nearest of blood of the same surname.20 At the same 

period, the burgesses of Forres frequently resigned the Findhorn fishings they held in favour 

of others, not only family members but also those to whom they owed money, and, beyond 

recording these transactions in the court books the burgh seems to have played no part in 

these transactions, suggesting these fishings had already been feued.21 Banff began to feu 

the town’s fishings, ostensibly to ensure they did not fall into the hands of neighbouring 

lairds who habitually harried the town as leases became vacant. In 1581 the burgh 

complained that these men, ‘hoping to acquire the profits for themselves did trouble and 

molest the burgh, and gave no rest nor peaceable life to the burghers.’ To avoid further 

threats Banff was granted the right to feu its lands and fishings to resident burgesses only, 

but when the time came to put this into effect in 1595, the reasons given by the Council for 

doing so were quite different however: 

 on account of the wars and troubles, the dearth of the country, and scantiness of 

victual, with exorbitant stents and taxations raised on the burgh and inhabitants 

for supporting the war, the public works, and the upholding of the kirk, tolbooth, 

and calsays (roads) had been neglected in time past, so that now without great 

loss the same could not be built, mended or repaired, and brought to good estate, 

they therefore granted a commission to certain of their own number to set off in 

feu the lands and salmon fishings of the burgh.22 

Such lengthy justification was deemed unnecessary when, on 29 July 1592, the provost, 

bailies and council of Forres, referring directly to the Act of Convention of 19 June 1591, 

‘statut and ordanit…that thair haill commound landis and vatteris suld be sett in few to ye 

present possessours thereof for ane resonabill gressum to be payt…with ane resonabill 

 
20 This applied only as long as candidates were burgesses and guild brethren, and inheriting the fishing did not 

increase their holdings to more than one 40s fishing Mackay, Records of Inverness, I, pp.76, 283-285. 
21 MHC: ZBFo B2/1. 
22 Some of the burgh’s fishings seem to have been alienated by long leases as early as 1470 OSA XVI, pp.18-

19. Cramond, Banff, I, p.18; II, pp.248-249. 
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agmentatione.’23 The burgh records suggest some of its fishings had been feued already, but 

these new feus related to at least two and a half of the burgh’s seven 16-day salmon fishings 

on the Findhorn, and all their interests in the salt-water stell fishings in Findhorn Bay.24 The 

burgh did not benefit a great deal from this process as, although grassums of between 40 

merks and £40 (Scots) were paid for individual fishings, the feu duties were set at the rate of 

existing rents. 

Although many if not all of the Ness fishings were probably hereditary and may well have 

been feued from the mid-sixteenth century, any that remained in the burgh’s hands would 

have been feued along with the burgh’s mills between 1590 and 1613.25 As superiors, 

Inverness and the other burghs retained some interest in and authority over fishings which 

was, initially, exercised. However, burgh records of both Forres and Inverness include fewer 

references to, and apparently less interest in, their fishings as the seventeenth century 

progresses, and their level of involvement appears to have diminished.26 Feuing effectively 

broke the link between burghs and their fishings and, when the council of Inverness tried to 

assert some authority over the Ness fishings in 1775, the Court of Session ruled that they 

had ‘been long since denuded of all their right of salmon fishing in the water of Ness by the 

grants made by the town in favour of the feuers.’27  

Feuars of burgh fishings tended to be the elite. In 1719 the fishings of Inverness were 

held by the principal merchants and magistrates of the town, including Forbes of Culloden, 

and William Duff sr., and in 1746 they were still in the hands of the ‘four of the heads of the 

town’ (magistrates), one of whom was ‘no less than a baron.’28 The initial intention was that 

feuars should be resident burgesses but in Forres the early years of the seventeenth century 

saw the Findhorn fishings change hands frequently and, by 1616, seven of the nine feuars of 

 
23 MHC: ZBFo B2/2.  
24 MHC: ZBFo B2/1. 
25 Mackay, Records of Inverness, I, pp.76, 230, 283-286; II, pp.104-7; Fraser-Mackintosh, Letters, p.99 
26 Mackay, Records of Inverness, II, pp.74, 133, 152; MHC: ZBFo B2/2, ZBFo B2/3. 
27 Decisions of the Court of Session XXXIII-XXXIV (Edinburgh, 1811) 
28 NRS: GD23/3/36; Journey England and Scotland, p.169. 
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the burgh’s Findhorn fishings were local landowners, the other two being a father and son 

who were councillors.29 Banff’s anxiety about encroachments by overmighty neighbours 

appears to have been justified and it seems to have been powerless to resist. By 1700 its 

fishings were feued not to resident burgesses but to ‘private country gentlemen,’ and a 

century later  Hall reported that ‘two great men, that happened to live in the neighbourhood, 

like crows on an old horse, have picked the town to the very bones.’ 30 By 1835 it was 

reported of Banff that, ‘the condition [of feuing burgh property to resident burgesses only] 

having never been observed, or soon disregarded, the greater part of the property was 

acquired by the neighbouring noble families of Findlater, Fife and Banff.’31 In Nairn too, 

local, and even distant, landowners not only dominated the ownership of the burgh’s 

property, including its fishings, but also the council until the 1832 reform act.32 By the 1760s 

even the less lucrative, un-feued, stell fishings of Dingwall were leased by local landowner 

Roderick Mackenzie of Fairburn, whilst the Cromartie estate vied for control of its Conon 

fishings for over 150 years.33  

Burgh fishings had always been the preserve of the burgh elite who could outbid the rest 

but, by the mid-eighteenth century, most were in the hands not of burgesses but landowners. 

Largely ‘denuded of all their rights,’ the burghs of the region reaped little benefit from their 

ownership of salmon fishings by the eighteenth century, and the select group of proprietors 

consisted, almost exclusively, of ‘private country gentlemen.’ 

During the sixteenth century, political and financial considerations forced the change of 

ownership of church and burgh fishings, and money problems had similar consequences for 

 
29 Namely: John Dunbar of Westfield, Thomas Urquhart of Burdsyards, Patrick Dunbar of Blervie, Mr James 

Dunbar of Dunphail, Alexander Tulloch of Tannachy, Mr Samuel Falconer of Kincorth, Mark Dunbar of 

Grangehill, and Frances and Arthur Forbes, burgesses. MHC: ZBFo B2/2.   
30 Cramond, Banff, I, p.171; Hall, Travels p.335 
31 General report of the commissioners appointed to enquire into the state of municipal corporations, Scotland, 

1835 quoted in Andy Wightman and James Penman, Common Good land in Scotland: a review and critique. 

Common weal working papers no. 5, (2005), p.6. 
32 Bain, Nairnshire 
33 The rights to some Conon fishings were the subject of legal dispute from the 1720s to the mid-nineteenth 

century. Dingwall won the case but was left with legal expenses totalling £5000. Macrae, Dingwall, pp.225, 

227, 231, 248-251; Scottish Jurist 26.1.1829  
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land-owning proprietors. Indebtedness was an accepted, and problematic, characteristic of 

Scottish landowners from the late sixteenth century, with conspicuous consumption and a 

‘propensity for running up eye-watering debts’ ‘virtually ubiquitous’ in the Highlands.34 

There was a tendency to use profits from estate produce ‘to support  increasingly ambitious 

and elaborate lifestyles’ rather than to invest in estates, and income from salmon fishings 

could and did act as a buffer in difficult times.35 When fishing rents and salmon sales were 

insufficient, anticipated profits and the fishings themselves could be used as collateral.36 

Borrowing was, as Mowat stated, ‘a standard feature of the economic life of the gentry’ of 

the region in the early modern period, and the lenders were usually the very merchants on 

whom these men relied to dispose of their salmon catches and grain rents.37 Money-lending 

was an integral part of mercantile activities and the cash-poor, asset-rich proprietors of 

salmon fishings were ideal borrowers.38   

Large sums of money were advanced to proprietors in anticipation of future catches, and 

the frequency with which these deals occurred indicates both the importance of salmon 

fishings to proprietors and also the value of the salmon trade to merchant-money lenders. 

Proprietors commonly repaid these debts by means of a ‘forehand block’ by which they 

agreed to sell the whole or part of their salmon ‘crop’ for a fixed, generally low, price to 

merchant-creditors ‘ay and quhill thai wer compleitlie satisfeit and payit.’39 If this also 

proved insufficient the fishings themselves could be used as collateral, with the result that 

these were sometimes forfeited. In 1588, notorious spendthrifts the Earl and Countess of 

Moray agreed to repay their substantial debt to Dundee merchant Robert Fletcher in salmon 

 
34 Allan I Macinnes, Clanship, commerce and the House of Stuart, 1603-1788 (East Linton, 2000), p.224; 

Douglas Watt, ‘‘The laberinth of thir difficulties’: the influence of debt on the Highland elite c. 1550-1700,’ 

The Scottish Historical Review LXXXV, 1, 219, (April 2006), pp.28-51; Keith M Brown, ‘Noble indebtedness 

in Scotland between the Reformation and Revolution,’ Historical Research 62, 149, (1989) pp.260-275; 

Kennedy, Governing Gaeldom, p.39. 
35 Ash, op. cit., p.145; Richards and Clough, op. cit., p.24 
36 Macinnes, Clanship p.224 
37  Mowat, Easter Ross, p.21; Brown, ‘Noble indebtedness.’ 
38 Devine, ‘Merchant class,’ p.106 
39  RPCS 1st series, IV, pp.190-2 
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from their Spey fishings but, in 1590, their initial arrangement having failed to cover their 

original debt and further borrowing, they signed over their Spey fishings to Fletcher, 

probably as a wadset agreement.40 Such arrangements were commonplace and ‘northern 

nobles and lairds…resorted to wadsetting of their property on an unprecedented scale in the 

early seventeenth century.’41 The landowners of Ross-shire are prime examples. In 1647, 

having inherited an estate encumbered with debt and making matters worse with his own 

extravagances, Thomas Urquhart of Cromartie was forced to forfeit his estate, complete with 

fishings and hereditary sheriff-ship, to his main creditor Aberdeen merchant Sir Robert 

Farquhar of Mounie.42 The fishings at least must have been redeemed as, in the 1660s, Sir 

John Urquhart of Cromartie, together with his Ross-shire neighbour Sir George McKenzie 

of Tarbat, borrowed extensively from Elgin merchant Thomas Calder, with Calder agreeing 

to be repaid in salmon from their Conon fishings. Thomas Calder’s son, Sir James, was still 

pursuing Tarbat for repayment of his debt in the 1680s, whilst Inverness merchant William 

Duff (sr.), who had also lent Tarbat considerable sums, eventually received Tarbat’s Conon 

fishings in wadset.43  

Throughout the early modern period lands and fishings were acquired by others, primarily 

merchants, in this manner.44 Wadsetted property was sometimes redeemed, but for others 

the loss was permanent. For merchants the money problems of landed proprietors were a 

route not only to guaranteed supplies of salmon at attractive prices, but also to the 

management and even ownership of fishings and control over the means of production in a 

manner which was not always possible in other industries.45 Initially the beneficiaries were 

men from Edinburgh and Dundee who were heavily engaged in the trade of the region, but 

 
40 NLS: Ch13747,8,9, 
41 James J Brown, ‘The social, political and economic influences of the Edinburgh merchant elite, 1600-1638,’ 

Unpublished PhD thesis, University of Edinburgh (1982), p.332 
42 Stevenson, King or Covenant? p.122 
43 NRS: GD305/1/139/7, 8, 9; GD305/1/153/10, GD305/1/149/164; Fraser-Mackintosh, Antiquarian notes 

(1865) p.59 
44 Sir Robert Gordon of Gordonstoun did, however, manage to acquire lucrative Spey fishings on wadset from 

Cuming of Earnside in 1702 Calendar of state papers, domestic series, I,  1702-3, (London, 1916) pp.451-2 
45 Davidson, Scottish revolution, p.37. 
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latterly merchants from the southern shores of the Moray Firth, such as the Duffs, also 

enhanced their property portfolios in this way (see Appendix C).46 Money-lending as a 

method of acquiring property of all kinds was greatly favoured by the extended Duff family 

and was the foundation of the later large-scale global trading enterprises.47 

The pre- and post-Reformation disposal of church property, and feuing movement of the 

sixteenth century, had led to the permanent alienation of most of the ecclesiastical and 

burghal fishings of the region, while the financial difficulties of proprietors, both north and 

south of the Moray Firth, changed the pattern of ownership of salmon fishings. Merchant 

money-lenders played a key role in ‘managing’ the problems as they affected landed 

proprietors, with a direct impact not only on the ownership and management of fishings, but 

also on the nature of the region’s trade. Salmon fishings remained private property, but the 

pattern of ownership had changed substantially by the late seventeenth century. 

The motivation for landowners and merchants to acquire fishing rights was purely 

financial. When merchants acquired fishings they gained full control of a valuable 

commodity, and for landowners who were fortunate enough to retain and/or acquire other 

salmon fishings, these could contribute substantially to estate incomes. Landowners across 

Scotland relied on their salmon fishing income, and this was perhaps, particularly the case 

where income from other sources was limited.48 For Moray Firth landowners it was 

frequently the case that the value of their fishings exceeded that of their land. Lord Lovat’s 

Beauly fishings were said to be ‘the prime jewel’ of the properties he acquired from the 

Priory in 1570, and he was said to have received ‘little in the form of rent from his land’ but  

‘derived a considerable revenue’ from the export of his Beauly salmon.49 Mora than a 

 
46 Mowat, Easter Ross , p.21; Sanderson, ‘Edinburgh merchants’; Calendar of writs of Munro of Foulis 1299-

1823, I, (Edinburgh, 1938); Adam, Calendar of Fearn; Richards and Clough, op. cit., p.44; MHC: ZBFo B2/1, 

ZBFo B2/2. 
47 Allan I Macinnes, ‘Union, empire and global adventuring with a Jacobite twist’, in Allan I Macinnes and 

Douglas J Hamilton (eds.), Jacobitism, Enlightenment and Empire, 1680-1820 (Oxford, 2016), pp.123-140, 

pp. 133-4 
48 Statement fisheries Tay, p.18 
49 Burton, Lovat and Forbes, p.142 
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century late, in the 1690s, the rental paid for the Conon fishings was the largest of any on 

the Cromartie estate.50 On the other side of the Firth the Spey fishings, undoubtedly the most 

valuable in the region, were of considerable relative value to their owners, with those 

pertaining to Speymouth parish alone accounting for over 47% of the  valued rent of the 

parish in 1747 and, by the time of the OSA, their real rent was said to be ‘considerably greater 

than that of the lands in the parish.’51 To some, it seems, the value of salmon fishings was of 

greater importance than all other concerns. In 1703 Sir Hugh Campbell of Cawdor 

condemned Sir James Calder of Muirtown for attempting to rebuild the village of Findhorn 

after it had been swept away ‘by the hand of God.’52 Campbell believed Calder should ‘bear 

the loss’ and cease his building work as this activity threatened to ‘spoyle [Brodie of] 

Lethen’s fishing of nyne hundredth or a thousand punds [Scots] rent.’53 In 1707 Lethen took 

Sir James to court, the ‘new town’ and harbour having ‘damnified and impaired his fishing,’ 

but Sir James asserted that ‘commerce and navigation is of greater interest to mankind than 

a private fishing.’ The court decided on compromise.54 

Profits from salmon fishings were by no means guaranteed, however, and losses were not 

infrequent. Although Lord Lovat possessed particularly rich fishings in the Beauly, variable 

catches and deals with merchants meant he often spoke ‘with exultation or 

disappointment…of the year’s contract for the sale of his salmon.’55 In 1655 the Earl of 

Sutherland despaired of being able to pay his bills ‘for our salmone doth ws no good this 

year’ but in 1660, he was hopeful that the year’s salmon sales would relieve him of some 

difficulties and help to pay his servants’ wages.56 Early modern salmon fishing has been 

 
50 Batten, op. cit., p. 270; Richards and Clough, op. cit., p.28. 
51 The Speymouth fishings accounted for less than half of the lower Spey fishings, the remainder falling in 

Bellie parish. William Cramond, (ed.), The church of Speymouth (Elgin, 1890), pp.66-7; OSA XVI, p.661. 
52 The Findhorn had changed its course and forced the abandonment of the existing town. 
53 Cosmo Innes (ed.), The book of the Thanes of Cawdor (Edinburgh, 1859), p. 398. 
54 Decisions of Lords of Session 1678 to 1712 pp.363-5 
55 Burton, Lovat and Forbes, p.142 
56 Fraser, Sutherland II, pp.175, 182 
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described as a precarious business, and, at the Reformation it was claimed of the fishing of 

Beauly Priory: 

It is uncertane, sumtymis les, sumtimis mair, and uther tymis verie lytill, and thir 

twa yeiris bygaine hes scairslie givin 2 lasts 6 barrels.57 

Although not entirely believed by those charged with assessing ecclesiastical incomes at 

the time, catches, and income, were notoriously variable in this and every river, as 

demonstrated by the following figures detailing profits and losses in the Earl of Fife’s 

Deveron and Spey fishings, 1767-1773:58  

 Profit/loss Deveron Profit/loss Spey 

1767 £  801 £  53 

1768 £1089 £149 

1769 £  165 - £  57 

1770 £1346 £  36 

1771 £  590 - £184 

1772 - £  155 - £106 

1773 £  368 £  88 

Even in Aberdeen uncertain catches were frequently reported and the catch didn’t always 

cover the expenses, ‘in respect of the great number of people that must be about the work 

and the lairge expenses debursit thairupon.’59 Ross of Balnagown was disappointed when 

income from his Bonar and Strathoykell fishings fell below estimations in both 1771-2 and 

1772-3, whilst the annual profits from Sir Harrie Innes’s Spey fishings between 1716 and 

1723 ranged from £762 7s 8d to £2870 5s 2d. 60  The Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings made 

losses of -£256 7s 4d in 1774 and profits of £891 5s 11½d the following year, but the 

uncertainty of returns did not deter the Duke and his partner from investing £1067 19s 9d in 

a suite of new buildings at the Tugnet fishing station between 1772 and 1777. 61 This was a 

 
57 Kirk, Books of assumption p.649 
58 Ibid, pp.465, 466-7, 626, 651; Cramond, Banff, II, p.258  
59 ACL II pp.32, 40-41, 55 
60 Macgill, Old Ross-shire p.180; NRS: GD44/35/1/4 
61 NRS: GD44/52/110/1 
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real demonstration of commitment and confidence in future returns which would have been 

impossible for anyone without substantial capital and assets.62 By 1780, however, forced to 

address his increasing debts, the Duke resolved to lease his Spey fishings, along with his 

forests of Glenavon and Gaick.63  

Not all proprietors had the wherewithal to invest in their fisheries and bear losses in bad 

years so some fishings lay un- or under-exploited. Even when exploited effectively some 

fishings did not prove successful or lucrative and those who took on the Duke of Gordon’s 

Lochy fishings seem to have been plagued with problems. In July 1776 the tenants of those 

fishings complained of persistent poaching and uncooperative magistrates and, in 1782, 

another set of tenants complained of ‘difficulty in procuring the necessary materials’ for the 

fishing and the cost of freight to and from Fort William. By 1803 even fishing magnate John 

Richardson found it had been ‘uniformly a losing concern to us since we were tacksmen.’64 

He agreed to continue in the hope of improvement but not all fishings were worthy of 

investment. 

Day-to-day management 

Hamilton attributed the ‘capitalistic’ organisation of Scotland’s salmon fisheries to their 

private ownership and it is difficult to envisage how the same level of commercial focus 

could have been achieved had public rights prevailed.65 Private ownership concentrated 

fisheries in the hands of a few and inevitably resulted in the alienation of a local resource 

from the community, but it did ensure an interest in, and motivation for, the continuing 

success of fisheries, and to a degree guaranteed the availability of a certain amount of capital 

to establish, develop and maintain them. Substantial sums were required to build and 

maintain buildings, purchase and maintain fishing equipment, curing and packing materials, 

pay fishers, curers, coopers, overseers and other employees, and also to cover losses and 

 
62 NRS: GD44/52/110/1 
63 NRS: GD44/51/405 
64 NRS: GD44/43/165; GD44/43/267; GD44/35/8. 
65 Hamilton, Economic history, p.360. 
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account for bad years. Irish fisheries, where public rights prevailed, were compared 

unfavourably with those of Scotland and, in 1842, were declared to be in a ‘very neglected 

state,’ partly because the fishers were of ‘the poorer class who have not capital or means for 

the adoption of improved systems.’66 The management of fishing on a daily basis could also 

be complex where public rights prevailed. In the nineteenth century the system of licensing 

in the Cheshire Dee made it difficult to prevent encroachments by unlicensed Flintshire 

miners and, in parts of Ireland and Wales, boats and crews, following complex traditional 

rules, queued up and took turns to cast their nets. Although catches from public fisheries 

were sold, these methods were closer to competitive artisanal than commercial fishing.67  

The day-to-day organisation and management of Scottish fisheries depended to a large 

extent on the pattern of ownership. In waters where more than one proprietor had interests, 

the question of boundaries was a perennial problem and resulted in disputes and legal 

action.68 The settling of boundaries, even after legal action, was problematic as watery 

environments do not easily accommodate boundary markers. In 1761, at the culmination of 

the 170-year long dispute regarding the boundary of the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings, it 

was decreed that, for the avoidance of doubt, the agreed boundary should be marked by 

march poles. The Duke of Gordon quite rightly suggested that these poles were unlikely to 

stand for long on the shifting gravel banks on which they were set and, whether removed by 

accident or design, it was necessary for surveyor Peter May to re-erect them in 1774.69  

However impractical boundary markers were, they do appear to have been used regularly 

to delineate different fishings. Pennant noted their use on the Tweed in 1769, and they 

featured strongly in a boundary dispute on the coast of Nairn in the 1790s.70 As the result of 

 
66 Hore, op. cit., pp, 3, 14. 
67 Email communication with Dr Chris Lewis 14.5.2021; Lawrence Taylor, ‘ “Man the fisher:” salmon fishing 

and the expression of community in a rural Irish settlement.’ American Ethnologist 8 (4) (Nov 1981), pp.774-

788, p.783; Jenkins, Nets, pp. 146-7, 160. 
68 See Chapter One 
69 Petition Duke of Gordon 1761; Ian H Adams (ed.), Papers on Peter May land surveyor 1749-1793 

(Edinburgh, 1979), pp. 197-198. 
70 Pennant, 1769, p. 39; Brodie v magistrates of Nairn et al 1795; NRS: RHP1429/1-2. 
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a dispute in 1574 ‘meiths, cairns, march trees and march stones’ had been erected to the east 

of the River Nairn, forming a march line sighted ‘upon a plantation on the north side of the 

Murray Firth’ which ran northwards from a march stone on land at King’s Steps and 

culminated at a cairn ‘in the greit sey.’ At the time of its erection it was directed that this line 

should ‘stand, bide and remane perpetually in all tyme cuming unremovit changit or flittit 

be aither of the…parties’ but, understandably, most of these markers were no longer visible 

in the 1790s.71 The eighteenth-century defendants claimed that, rather than adhering to this 

fixed line, the practice was to set the boundary at the beginning of each season, its position 

being dependant on the location of the ever-shifting channel of the River Nairn. This 

practical expedient was rejected by the Court of Session however which decided the 

permanent march line should be re-instated and maintained and should form the boundary 

of the disputed fishings thereafter.72  

Boundary markers were not always necessary where proprietors were amicably inclined. 

In 1616 the proprietors of the 16-day freshwater fishings of the Findhorn reached an 

agreement, recorded in the burgh court books, as to who should fish where and when.73 This 

pragmatic approach was also followed by the riverine fishers of Nairn where those employed 

by the two proprietors fished on alternate days, and on the Don where the two ‘cavels’ either 

fished the same water alternately, or fished in different locations, with timings scheduled 

according to tides ‘to give both cavels an equal chance for fish.’74 The proprietors of the 

Ness fishings also took a practical and even-handed approach, with the four different cobles 

working the four ‘shots’ in the river in rotation so they each had a fair share of the prime 

fishings.75 For at least one year (1711-12) one of the proprietors of the Ness fishings, William 

 
71 NTS Brodie Castle – NRAS 770/Box54/Drawer3. 
72 Decisions of the Court of Session from November 1792 to July 1796 (Edinburgh, 1798) 
73 MHC: ZBFo B2/3 
74 Brodie v magistrates of Nairn et al 1795; Bain, Nairnshire, p. 247; OSA XIV, p. 331 
75 Culduthel v lower heritors 1765. 
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Duff sr., acted as manager for all the proprietors, ordering supplies and equipment, arranging 

sales, preparing accounts and allocating profits according to the shares held.76  

The day-to-day management of salmon fishings was often not the preserve of proprietors 

themselves but third parties to whom they were leased, or set in tack. Tacks guaranteed 

proprietors a fixed income regardless of catches and removed the burden of management, 

whilst for the tacksmen the benefit was a ready supply of salmon to be traded for profit. The 

leasing of fishings was practical measure, especially for burghs and monasteries and where 

fishings was distant from proprietors’ estates. In 1508 the Priory of Pluscarden granted a 

nine-year lease for the fishing of two of its cobles on the River Spey, some 15 miles away, 

to Robert Innes of Rothmakenzie, John Dunbar, alderman of Forres, Alexander Catour, 

burgess of Elgin, Robert Murray of Fochabers and James Tulloch of that ilk. The rent 

payable for this privilege was 200 merks and one barrel of salmon per annum and, although 

similar tacks of the period suggest a much larger proportion of rent was usually paid in kind, 

the small number of monks at Pluscarden were apparently more interested in the great 

‘utilitie and profit’ and ‘augmentatioune’ of rental that resulted from this arrangement than 

a large quantity of salmon.77  

 The leasing of fishings was also practical where a number of proprietors held interests 

on the same stretch of a river. In the 18th century, the proprietors of the Ness fishings stated 

that ‘for their mutual conveniency (they) had been in use to concur in granting joint tacks.’ 

The same arrangement was frequently in place on the ‘west bank’ of the Spey and, on 

occasion, even the Duke of Gordon, the difficult neighbour on the ‘east bank,’ was party to 

such an agreement.78 The management of fishings by a single tacksman not only avoided 

conflict over boundaries but also simplified the day-to-day organisation of fishing and 

avoided duplication of effort, equipment and personnel.  

 
76 NRS: GD23/3/36 
77 MHC: ZBFo B2/1, ZBFo B2/2; MacPhail, Pluscardyn, pp.236-7 
78 Culduthel v lower heritors 1765; Duke of Gordon v. Earls of Murray and Fife 1760.  
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Tacks varied in duration from one to 21 years, with some agreements allowing the tenant 

to withdraw at certain stages of the lease should circumstances change. Whilst individual 

burgesses were able take on tacks of burgh fishings, which were sub-divided into smaller 

lots such as the 16-day fishings of Forres and the 40-shilling fishings of Inverness, tacksmen 

of large, prime fishings on major rivers required either considerable personal capital or 

access to it. Tacksmen were frequently small landowners local to the fishings, sometimes, 

as in the case of the Pluscarden lease, in partnership with merchants.79 From the late 

seventeenth century mercantile involvement in Moray Firth fisheries increased markedly as 

merchants became not just purchasers of fish but, sometimes as the result of the default on 

loan repayments of impecunious owners, also lessees and owners of fisheries. From the 

1680s merchant-money lenders William Duffs sr. and jr. and James Calder held the tack of 

the Earl of Callander’s Spey fishings, Duff sr. simultaneously leased Newhall’s Conon 

fishings, and Calder later leased the Duke of Gordon’s tugnet fishings of Spey.80 In 1686 

these three men, along with Walter Stewart (Provost of Banff), William Fyfe (Bailie of 

Banff) and William Calder (James’s brother and merchant of Elgin), took on a ten-year lease 

of the Earl of Airlie’s Deveron fishings in exchange for an advance payment of £14,000 to 

alleviate Airlie’s financial difficulties.81 Calder, the Duffs and other local merchants also 

gained ownership, not just leases, of fishings at this time, and became key figures in the 

region’s salmon fisheries (Appendix C). 

Ownership and leasing of salmon fishings guaranteed these Moray Firth merchants a 

supply of salmon, and their keenness to be involved in these fisheries in the late seventeenth 

and early eighteenth centuries suggests that the salted salmon trade was buoyant at this time 

and the region’s fisheries were a sound investment. Further research might show a 

 
79 Mark Maver of Maverston leased the tugnet fishings to the east and west of the Spey belonging to the Earl 

of Dunfermline and the Marquis of Huntly from at least 1608. NRS: GD94/79, GD44/35/1/1/2 
80RPCS 3rd series VII p.490; NRS: GD44/51/459/4, GD44/35/1/2, GD305/1/152/94, GD305/1/152/107, 

GD305/1/152/112, GD305/1/155/10, GD305/1/156/112 
81 NRS: GD16/26/1/146, GD 16/28/646 
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simultaneous shift towards mercantile management of salmon fisheries elsewhere in 

Scotland, but it is possible that Moray Firth merchants were at the beginning of a trend 

which, by the mid-eighteenth century, saw merchants increasingly leasing Scottish fishings 

not to fish them personally, but to ensure and control the supply of salmon.  

Eighteenth century changes and developments 

The salmon industry, and the salmon trade, had been economically significant from the 

Middle Ages, accounting for 6.4% of the total export duties paid in 1504/5, and in 1707 

salmon fishing could still be described by the Convention of Royal Burghs as ‘one of the 

most valuable branches of trade in Scotland.’82 However, the eighteenth century saw a 

decline in salted salmon sales which could have threatened the viability of Scotland’s salmon 

fisheries (Chapters Three and Five), but these fisheries were far from experiencing their 

death throes and, as Jackson commented, ‘as far as salmon was concerned, the last quarter 

of the eighteenth century was a period of novelty and excitement,’ with the exploration of 

new fishing grounds and the introduction of new curing techniques changing the face of the 

industry.83 Whilst I take issue with Jackson regarding timing, there is no denying the 

importance of the eighteenth century changes for the salmon fishing industry.  

The trigger for the changes and developments was the introduction into Scottish fisheries 

of the new curing technique of kitting (Chapter Three). This required expertise as well as 

capital, and a new breed of merchant-tacksmen with the requisite skills began to take control 

of Scottish fisheries. Demand for kitted salmon was high, particularly in London, and the 

fisheries, which had always been organised along ‘capitalistic lines,’ became even more 

commercially orientated and fishing effort increased to meet the demands of the market. The 

eighteenth century saw a transformation of many Scottish salmon fisheries.  

 
82 Guy, ‘Scottish export trade,’ Thesis, p.111; Stevenson, ‘Trade with the South,’ p.200; RCRB, IV, p.429 
83 Jackson, ‘Economy,’ p.175. 
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These developments occurred in a more settled Scotland, and against the backdrop of 

changes following the incorporating Union of 1707 and new economic and intellectual 

environments. The eighteenth century saw a re-orientation of trade away from Scotland’s 

traditional European markets towards those in England and the Empire, while the practical 

focus of  the Scottish Enlightenment encouraged improvement and mercantilism.84 Emerson 

believes that ‘shamed by their apparent backwardness, but patriotically resolved to improve 

their circumstances in every way, Scots intellectuals, entrepreneurs and some politicians 

resolved to better conditions in their country.’ Improvement became an intellectual 

movement in itself, there was a realisation that mankind could understand and control his 

environment, and a mercantilist desire to maximise the use of indigenous resources 

prevailed.85 Landowners across Scotland, ‘enthusiastic supporters of the new economic 

order,’ became determined to derive extra income from their estates, from both new and 

existing sources, to implement agricultural improvements and to establish new, and develop 

existing, industries.86 They re-evaluated their estates ‘in purely economic terms,’ and 

‘commercial landlordism’ took root even in the remoter parts of the Highlands, often at the 

expense of traditional customs and obligations.87  

Scotland enjoyed a new commercial confidence and saw a transformation of its society 

and economy, ‘unparalleled in the Europe of its time in its speed, scale and intensity.’88 

 
84 Christopher A Whatley, The industrial revolution in Scotland (Cambridge, 1997), p.4; R H Campbell, 

Scotland since 1707: the rise of an industrial nation (Edinburgh, 1992), pp.36-7; Whatley, Scottish society, 

p.120 
85 Roger Emerson, ‘Contexts of the Scottish Enlightenment,’ in Alexander Broadie (ed.), The Cambridge 

companion to the Scottish Enlightenment (Cambridge, 2003), pp.9-30, p.13; Devine, Clearance, p.8; Devine, 

Transformation, p.65; Arthur Herman, The Scottish Enlightenment: the Scots’ invention of the modern world 

(London, 2001), p.137; Campbell, ‘Enlightenment and economy,’ p.21; Rosemary Gibson, The Scottish 

countryside: its changing face, 1700-2000 (Edinburgh, 2007), p.2; Anand C Chitnis, The Scottish 

Enlightenment: a social history (London, 1976), p.4. 
86 Devine, Clearance, pp.7, 45; Devine, ‘Scotland,’ in Floud and Johnson op. cit., p.393; Devine, ‘Scotland’, 

in Clark, op. cit., p.157; R H Campbell, ‘The Scottish improvers and the course of agrarian change in the 

eighteenth century’, in L M Cullen and T C Smout (eds.), Comparative aspects of Scottish and Irish economic 

and social history 1600-1900 (Edinburgh, 1977); T C Smout, ‘A new look at the Scottish improvers,’ Scottish 
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87 Eric Richards, Debating the Highland Clearances, (Edinburgh, 2007), p.38; Macinnes, Clanship, pp.210-
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88 Harris, ‘Herring fisheries,’ p.56; Devine, ‘Scotland,’ in Floud and Johnson op. cit., p.398-9 
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‘Buoyant markets’ for certain goods introduced ‘new imperatives for profit,’ and contributed 

to the commercialisation of Highland society during the eighteenth century.89 It was against 

this backdrop that Scottish salmon fisheries, which had always been commercially 

important, even vital, for some northern proprietors, were developed. Despite widespread 

discussion about contemporaneous developments in agriculture and other industries 

however, the impact of the changes in the Scottish salmon fishing industry has never been 

discussed.  

It is not entirely clear whether the main impetus to develop the region’s fisheries came 

from proprietors keen to ‘increase the size and diversity of the income streams generated 

from their estates,’ or from entrepreneurs seeking new commercial opportunities.90 It is 

apparent that landowners in northern Scotland were aware that not only their lands but also 

their salmon fishings had potential for development to enhance estate incomes. The Duke of 

Gordon, although tardy in improving other parts of his estate, showed a commitment to the 

development of his salmon fishings at the mouth of the Spey, investing in a new suite of corf 

houses, fishers’ accommodation and stores there in the 1760s.91 There was also a realisation 

that outside help might be required to develop estates and release their potential. To attract 

tenants to improve and manage their estates and salmon fishings landowners across Scotland 

made extensive use of the local and national press. For example: 

 

Fig. 4: Sutherland estate fishings, Caledonian Mercury 25 June 1760 
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An advert for the let of the Bonar fishings on the Balnagown estate in 1768 stated they, 

‘may be greatly improven,’ and, in 1773, Lord Reay’s coastal, and riverine fishings on the 

Hope, Durness and Laxford, were offered for let, stating ‘the salmon-fishings can admit of 

great improvement, as they have never been managed in the modern methods.’92 The 

following advert for the ‘unimproved’ Shin fishings acknowledged both the potential of the 

fishings, and what was required to develop and improve them:  

 

        Fig. 5: Shin fishings, Caledonian Mercury 28 January 1775 

Whilst most of these adverts were placed in Scottish newspapers only, in 1782, when the 

Duke of Gordon wished to lease his lucrative Spey fishings to address his increasingly 

precarious financial situation, he was evidently aware there would be widespread interest. 

Hoping to attract the best offer and most appropriate candidate he advertised, over a period 

of two months, not only in the local and Scottish press, but also in London and Newcastle 

papers.93  

The ‘pull’ from landowners was certainly there, and in the early nineteenth century the 

Duke of Sutherland was particularly proactive in finding appropriate southern merchants and 

entrepreneurs to develop the fisheries, and other industries, on his estates. In April 1805 the 

Duke, keen to ensure his salmon fisheries remained profitable, advertised for new tenants 

 
92 CM 14.12.1768, 15.5.1773 
93 The Duke placed adverts in the AJ, CM, Newcastle Chronicle, Morning Chronicle,  London Chronicle and 
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for his Naver, Torrisdale, Helmsdale and Brora fishings almost two years before the existing 

lease was due to expire (Candlemas 1807).94 The rich fishings of the Moray Firth were ideal 

investment opportunities however, and proprietors certainly did not find it necessary to offer 

monetary inducements to encourage entrepreneurs to become involved, as had proved 

necessary in the establishment and development of other industries.95 Entrepreneurs may 

have been on the look-out for opportunities, and their capital, expertise and enterprise were 

essential to take initiatives forward, but it seems likely that proprietors took a lead in enticing 

these men to their fishings, and at the very least facilitated changes and developments.  

Innovations, new markets, new management 

Salmon prices rose in the latter half of the eighteenth century, largely as a result of the 

further opening up of English markets with their vigorous demand for fresh, and later kitted 

and ice-preserved salmon. Prior to that time, although the salmon trade was substantial, 

demand, and the capacity of curing vats, were finite and there had been no cause, or 

inclination, to modify or change traditional fishing methods. The main legal method of 

fishing for salmon in Scottish rivers was by draft seine net and coble and, where practical, 

this method was used on all salmon fishings in the region from the upper reaches to the 

estuaries. Fixed and stell nets were also deployed in locations where rights existed and for 

reasons of practicality. Fish traps ˗ coastal (yairs and stells), and riverine (braes, dykes and 

cruives) ̠  were also used, but these were legal only where rights were held, and their method 

of construction and operation was regulated by law. The buoyant market for salmon in the 

latter half of the eighteenth century encouraged proprietors and tacksmen to take a fresh look 

at their salmon fishings to see how they might be improved, or at least how returns might be 
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increased, but it is noteworthy that these improvements did not involve major changes to 

fishing methods and equipment.  

 Hoffmann wrote, ‘almost all the techniques for catching fish before 1900 were known to 

medieval Europeans’ (see Appendix D) and, in spite of contemporary references to ‘new 

fashioned tackling,’ ‘modern methods,’ and ‘more killing modes of capture’ the 

improvement of fisheries in the latter half of the eighteenth century did not involve new 

fishing methods and these broadly remained the same until the advent of stake and bag nets 

in the nineteenth century.96 However, there is evidence that existing methods were modified 

in order to improve catches, as John Richardson noted in 1799:  

In the mode of fishing, nothing has of late been discovered. Some alterations 

indeed have been made in construction of nets, and in adapting them to the state 

of the river, according to its size, and at different situations; As where it is 

shallow and the current rapid, a net is used different from that where it is deep 

and runs slow. Achievements of this kind are chiefly owing to the ingenuity and 

attention of the fishermen in constructing and applying nets proper for the 

stations and varying them according to the rising and falling of the river. As the 

fishery became more valuable, greater attention and diligence may be supposed 

to have been bestowed.97  

This greater understanding of ‘the art of fishing’ which led to the use of modified 

equipment yielded larger catches and higher profits, and allegedly made the fisheries less 

precarious, but the changes were not universally welcomed.98Modified tackle was in use in 

Alexander Brodie of Lethen’s Findhorn Bay fishings in the 1750s in the shape of new styles 

of nets. Neighbouring proprietors, expressing their opposition in a legal case, believed the 
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new, longer, nets, described as draught or herry water and hang nets, captured more fish, 

deterred others and threatened their very livelihoods.99 These nets, made by fishers from 

Berwick and Aberdeen who were employed by John Burnet jr. on the Findhorn fishings, 

were similar to those used on the Tweed and Dee so they were not new per se. Brodie of 

Lethen’s lawyers accused the pursuers of conservatism and trying to create, ‘a perpetual bar 

to every beneficial invention and improvement of every manufacture’ instead of embracing 

new methods themselves. In his defence they further attempted to capture the improving 

mood of the country and the time, stating: 

It is happily known by experience in this country that great improvements are 

made by progress of time in all arts and manufactures by new methods, 

discovered by ingenuity and practice, which tend to increase the manufacture, or 

to lessen the labour and expense that produces it. Every one of these discoveries 

is pro tanto a gain to the country; and whatever tends to suppress or discourage 

them, must be contrary to popular utility, and, in so far derogatory to the 

happiness of the subjects.100 

Many improvers did believe ‘radical change would be beneficial to the entire society,’ 

but, as Hunter identified, it was commonplace for ‘perpetrators of atrocities,’ to claim they 

were ‘acting in the cause of human progress.’101 Whether genuinely committed to 

improvement for its own sake or not, the eighteenth-century environment allowed them to 

justify changes as part of a ‘more broadly ideological mission to ‘improve’ and modernise 

Scottish society.102Whether or not Lethen was truly inspired by patriotism and the improving 

spirit of the time or, as is more likely, motivated by the pursuit of profit, the Court of Session 

found in his favour, permitting him to exercise his fishings ‘without any limitation as to the 
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dimensions of the cobles [or] length of nets,’ and this ruling stood in spite of subsequent 

appeals.103 The permissive nature of this decision, and the arguments for the defence, were 

seized upon by fishery proprietors across Scotland and the Findhorn case was cited in 

defence of the use of questionable practices in a number of later legal cases.104 In 1773, on 

conclusion of the case following appeals, the Duke of Gordon’s lawyer advised, with a note 

of jubilation, that the Duke might, ‘tell Tannachy [the Duke’s partner and manager in the 

Spey fishings] to get his tackling ready for as many boats and nets to ply the Tugnet fishing 

as he pleases…(as) there does not remain now a doubt but the Duke may improve his Tugnet 

fishings in the most beneficial manner.’105 Also used frequently in legal cases, the phrase 

‘most beneficial manner,’ clearly referred to the fortunes of the proprietors and not the 

salmon. 

The legality or otherwise of Lethen’s nets is by no means certain, but there may have 

been some truth in the allegation of conservatism he levelled at opponents who played the 

‘custom and practice’ card throughout the court case. There is evidence of resistance to 

change amongst Highlanders, and fishers in general have been described as ‘notoriously 

conservative in matters professional’ into the nineteenth century. 106 The people of Assynt 

were less than willing to try new salmon fishing methods when, in the 1760s, one or two 

‘skilful men with their new-fashioned tackling’ arrived from the Moray Firth to develop the 

fisheries on the estate, the factor complaining that ‘any-thing new is ill-received in remote 

corners.’107 Knox agreed, observing that, to Highland men, ‘every object appears 

impracticable on which they have seen no experiment.’108 Nevertheless, the people of 
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Badenoch, which might be considered by many to be ‘remote,’ have been shown to be far 

from averse to change and were, on the contrary, drivers of improvements and innovations 

and keen to maximise the commercial potential of their assets during this period.109 Extreme 

conservatism on the part of the Findhorn complainers seems unlikely, and no doubt 

proprietors, tacksmen and fishers would have adopted new methods themselves had they 

proved beneficial. Most proprietors and tacksmen were only too eager to adopt ‘more 

accurate’ and ‘more severe’ fishing methods if they increased catches and profits.110 

Nets were not the only modified tackle that was being deployed. Although cruives and 

other fishing barriers had occasioned complaints on European rivers for centuries, even when 

operated legally, evidence suggests that, as fishing effort increased in the latter half of the 

eighteenth century, there was an almost universal disregard of legislation designed to 

regulate these structures (Chapter One).111 Barriers became ever more impenetrable, and 

cruives regulated according to the law became a rarity as cruive proprietors, like net and 

coble fishers, were fishing ‘to the utmost.’112 Unregulated cruives proved to be very effective 

fish-catching instruments and valuable to proprietors. Callander of Craigforth bemoaned the 

loss of his unregulated cruives as of ‘considerable pecuniary moment’ to him, claiming that 

his catches had been reduced to one-twentieth of their former size, and this may have been 

no exaggeration.113 Prior to regulation according to the law, the average annual catches at 

the Duke of Gordon’s Spey cruive fishings amounted to 7549 salmon and grilse but, in the 

year following regulation in 1775, only 135 fish were caught, and catches for the remaining 

years up to 1782 (for which there is evidence) never reached more than 1500.114 It would 
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seem the ‘modern methods’ of fishing involved not just ‘some alterations’ to existing 

methods and equipment but outright abuse.115 

In addition to modifying nets and cruives, there were changes to how existing methods 

were applied ˗ more intensively, in a more ‘assiduous and accurate’ manner and, at times, 

less than legally.116 On the Deveron, nets and cobles were ‘wrought more diligently’ and, by 

the time of the OSA, Spey fishers worked around the clock in 12-hour shifts.117 High salmon 

prices ‘proved a strong inducement to employ new and more destructive modes in capturing 

the fish,’ encouraged ‘those who fish in a legal way to exert themselves to the utmost in 

catching the fish at all times,’ and ensured that ‘every station that would pay was fished to 

the utmost.’118 Proprietors and tacksmen alike fished with ‘great industry,’ employed ‘close 

fishing’ and fished in a ‘more assiduous and accurate manner.’119 Furthermore, fishings 

which had been neglected or ‘not much attended to,’ such as the stells on the west side of 

Findhorn Bay and the fishings belonging to the burgh of Dingwall, were actively fished from 

mid-century, whilst some had cause to lament disposing of their fishings too cheaply before 

the increase in trade and prices.120 The latter half of the eighteenth century also saw 

proprietors and tacksmen expand their sphere of activity. As Hall noted in 1807, 

‘salmon…fisheries on the rivers, as well as the sea-coasts of Scotland, are more and more 

becoming an object of concern; and nets, boats and casks and fishers are almost everywhere 

to be seen.’121 Coastal fishing had always been a feature of salmon fishing in the region, with 

yairs and stell fishings particularly prominent in the inner firths, but the eighteenth century 
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saw these proliferate as existing riverine and estuarine fishings extended along adjacent or 

nearby coasts and coastal fishings were established in new locations.122  

Salmon fishing began expanding into locations along the Moray Firth coast from at least 

the 1730s when improving landowner the Earl of Findlater ‘set up a fishing boat at the burn 

mouth of Boyndie and had, by his tenants and servants, fished salmon there,’ to the concern 

of the burgh of Banff which considered it had ‘a right of property’ there.123 West of Banff, 

in 1769, coastal salmon fishing rights were granted to John Gordon of Cluny opposite his 

lands near Buckie (later leased by the Duke of Gordon) and, in 1770, the Duke of Gordon 

added to his existing coastal fishings (by tugnet) with the introduction of stell fishing on the 

coast east of the Spey and at the mouth of the Lossie, having acquired the rights to these 

c.1760.124 There was interest in establishing a coastal fishing between Burghead and 

Findhorn in 1777, in 1781 George Stewart of Tannachy was granted salmon fishing rights 

in the sea adjacent to his property near Portgordon and, in 1789, grants were made to Charles 

Mackenzie of Kilcoy, Ross, in the sea adjacent to Kilcoy, Muiren and Wester Kessock.125 A 

similar pattern of expansion into the sea occurred elsewhere, particularly along the coasts of 

Aberdeenshire, and when Lord Reay advertised his fishings for lease in 1773 he stated, ‘it is 

very probable that salmon-fishing may be established in different parts alongst the sea-coast, 

and in the bays where no trials have hitherto been made to fish salmon.’126  

Coastal fishing rights were not well defined until the mid-nineteenth century when the 

stake-net cause brought the issue to the fore and, until then, it was assumed that, unless there 

was an existing grant, landownership conferred a right to salmon fishing on the adjacent 
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coast.127 Thus coastal fishings were frequently established without grants, and this is clear 

from evidence given to the Committee of 1860. The true number of new coastal fishings is 

impossible to establish, but it is certain that this was a growing trend. 

Evidence suggests that initial catches in these sea fishings were not large, with those off 

Fraserburgh being given up after a trial, those off Lonmay described as only ‘tolerably 

successful,’ and Robert Forsyth commenting in 1806 that catches off the Aberdeenshire 

coast were generally ‘inconsiderable.’128 In the inner Moray Firth region the four stell 

fishings at the mouths of Tynet and Gollachy burns (east of Spey) yielded only c.£24 a year, 

catches in Forbes of Culloden’s stell fishings off the coast of Petty were said to be ‘not 

considerable,’ and the Duke of Gordon’s stell fishings were also insignificant when 

compared with those from his river fishings, with only 60-80 fish caught in the Lossiemouth 

stells each year.129 Nevertheless, every fish counted at this time, and every opportunity was 

looked to, the author of the OSA report for Avoch suggesting a stell fishing could be tried 

off the coast there if only the shore were more convenient for drawing nets.130 The Scotland-

wide trend of expansion of salmon fishing into the sea continued, presaging and laying the 

foundation for the introduction of stake and bag nets in the nineteenth century. 

The modifications of fishing gear, and expansion of fishing into new waters, were not 

true innovations but built on traditional practices. They were, however, largely a response to 

the first real innovation, the preservation technique known as kitting. In the decades after the 

Union fisheries in the south of Scotland were able to send fresh salmon direct to London in 

the cool spring months. Demand and profits were high, but distance prevented proprietors in 

the Moray Firth region from taking advantage of this lucrative market until kitting was 

introduced, from south of the border in Berwick, in the 1730s. Kitted salmon appealed to a 

newly accessible, and apparently insatiable, London market and, as its consumption spread 
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‘among all ranks of people,’ ‘fishmongers’ were encouraged to ‘extend (their) trade to the 

extremity of Scotland,’ and this transformed the salmon fisheries of the north.131 It was kitted 

salmon that encouraged the full exploitation of Moray Firth fisheries using ‘modern 

methods,’ and substantially affected fisheries in the Moray Firth. 

Originating in Berwick and known as the ‘Newcastle cure,’ the ‘kitting’ of salmon 

involved new skills, equipment and considerable investment. The process seems to have 

been more involved than superficial descriptions suggest, and these new skills were not 

learned through literature and experimentation but directly from those experienced in the 

craft, Berwick coopers. When Irish fisheries tried to master the technique without the 

involvement of experienced, skilled, men, contemporary news reports condemned the ‘very 

inferior curing’ which resulted, and fishers were urged to obtain instruction from Newcastle 

(actually Berwick) curers to make their kits competitive.132 Almost 100 years after its 

introduction into Scotland kitting was still described as an ‘operation…of considerable 

nicety; a mystery is still made of the business; the men serve an apprenticeship of seven 

years, and the best of them are bred at Berwick-on-Tweed.’133 

In utilising the skills and knowledge of strangers, Scottish salmon fisheries were part of 

a wider trend which swept the country during the eighteenth century. As early as 1605 Sir 

Thomas Craig showed considerable foresight when he wrote regarding the sea and salmon 

fisheries of Scotland: 

In all of these the fishing is so easy and profitable that if the English were to 

introduce their faculty of commercial organisation (wherein we confess 

ourselves their inferiors) and to adventure capital in it, there is no fishery in the 

world which would yield better returns.134 
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By the early eighteenth century it was widely acknowledged that there was a ‘chronic 

shortage of indigenous technical and business know-how’ in Scotland, and that the country 

was ‘comparatively under-resourced and under-capitalised and…lacked a competitive edge 

in manufacturing and skilled labour.’ Scots recognised that men would need to be trained if 

the economy were to be improved, and technology transfers from elsewhere played a crucial 

part in the development of many Scottish industries and agriculture.135 Furthermore, Article 

4 of the Union agreement, in allowing the free-flow of capital across the border, encouraged, 

English involvement in Scottish enterprises.136 The importance of southern trained men in 

introducing changes in, and developing and improving agriculture, and the timber, iron and 

linen industries of the Moray Firth has been acknowledged and discussed, but their role in 

transforming the region’s salmon fisheries has, hitherto, been overlooked.137 Evidence 

suggests that the coopers and merchants who brought their skills and enterprise to the 

region’s fishings were quite unlike the ‘imported’ spinners, weavers and agriculturalists who 

were encouraged to settle and share their expertise. More akin to industrialists, the 

motivation of salmon fishing entrepreneurs was to profit from the exploitation of a natural 

resource and not to benefit the wider community or nation.138 

Walker stated that, in the eighteenth century, ‘the evidence suggests that the merchants 

were gradually taking over the control of the curing process from fishing proprietors and the 

self-employed master coopers’ in Scottish salmon fisheries.139 This shift was, however, both 

more profound, and less general, than Walker implies, being directly linked to the 

introduction of kitting. Scottish landowners and merchant-burgesses had traditionally been 
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the dominant figures in the salmon industry, but the advent of kitting resulted in merchant-

coopers from Berwick working alongside Scottish proprietors or tacksmen to introduce the 

new process. The activities of these merchant-coopers were not confined to the curing and 

packing of salmon and they were also involved in the salmon trade on a large scale. By the 

1760s a group of coopers had established The Berwick Shipping Company, entirely ‘for the 

ready conveyance of salmon fish, manufactured [in Berwick] for the London market’ using 

fast-sailing sloops and smacks and, by 1801, the whole Berwick to London fish trade was 

‘in the hands of coopers.’140 Capitalising on their expertise and involvement in Scottish 

fisheries, and their access to fast-sailing vessels, Berwick merchant-coopers went far beyond 

‘taking over control of the curing process.’ They extended their domination of the salmon 

trade north of the border and, often in partnership with others, leased fisheries and used their 

experience of the new technology and business know-how to develop and change them. 

Their curing activities gradually took second place for these merchant-coopers and by 1813 

it was said that ‘all the (Berwick) fish are sold to a very respectable fraternity of traders in 

Berwick named coopers, from their former business making kits and boiling fish, which is 

now entirely discontinued.’141 Berwick coopers such as William Berry, Anthony Forster, 

George Hogarth, John Steavenson, James Landles, and Philip Redpath were amongst those 

who became merchant-tacksmen of fisheries, many of them in the Moray Firth (see 

Appendix C for biographical details). 

The extent of involvement of the newly influential coopers of Berwick in Scottish salmon 

fisheries was unprecedented and, as craftsmen, these men would traditionally have been 

considered an inferior class in conservative Scottish burghs. They were not welcomed 

everywhere and there was opposition to the employment of Berwick coopers in Perth when 

kitting was first introduced in the 1740s, and the resulting court case prevented the 
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introduction of the new technique there for a number of years.142 However, perhaps because 

the predominantly rural Moray Firth fisheries were less bound by the restrictive practices of 

Royal Burghs which obstructed progress in Perth, but also out of necessity, skilled outsiders 

had always been important to the operation of salmon fisheries in northern Scotland. For 

instance, in the 1650s John Forbes of Culloden sent ‘coupers and factors,’ to pack the Earl 

of Sutherland’s Helmsdale and Strathnaver salmon which he had purchased and, in the 

1720s, Bailie Steuart sent Inverness coopers to pack the salted salmon he had purchased 

from Assynt and Gairloch fishings. Later in the century, Inverness coopers regularly packed 

the Beauly and Conon salmon, and an Aberdeen cooper was brought in to oversee the 

packing of the Duke of Gordon’s Spey salmon.143 Salmon fishers were mobile too and, even 

before the introduction of kitting, the Laird of Culloden brought ‘expert salmon fishers’ from 

the north of England to apply their skills to develop the fishing of his yairs at Petty and 

Alturlie Point.144 ‘Skilful men with their new-fashioned tackling’ from the Moray Firth were 

employed on the Assynt estates to develop its fisheries in the 1770s, and the Duke of Gordon 

employed Nairn men to introduce stell fishing at Speymouth and on the coast near the Lossie, 

accommodating them in purpose-built lodgings.145 Nairn men, as skilful fishers and net-

makers, appear to have been particularly mobile and served in fisheries from the Spey to the 

Bonar.146 The northern fisheries’ apparent acceptance of skilled men from elsewhere may 

have facilitated the introduction of kitting to the region while it faced opposition elsewhere. 

Kitting had been introduced into some Moray Firth fishings by the mid-1740s, with a 

boiling house operating on the lower Findhorn fishings by 1746, and Banff and Inverness 

could also boast facilities by 1750 and 1758 respectively.147 All these fishings were leased 
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by Aberdeen merchants John Burnet sr. and/or jr., in partnership with or input from Berwick 

men. By the 1760s, under the management of John Burnet jr., Findhorn had become a centre 

for kitting in the area, processing salmon from a number of Findhorn fishings, and catches 

from the rivers Spey and Nairn.148 At Findhorn, Berwick cooper, Mr Hogarth, oversaw a 

team of Berwick coopers in the kitting operations, whilst Aberdeen and Berwick fishers, 

paid more than the usual rate, trialled new fishing methods.149 Also working with Burnet at 

Findhorn was William Forbes and he later formed a lucrative and enduring salmon trading 

partnership with Hogarth, operating from a base in Aberdeen (see Appendix C). Burnet 

seems to have established Findhorn as a hub for regional operations and, in addition to kitted 

salmon, he dealt in salted salmon not only from the Findhorn but also from Nairn and the 

rivers of Sutherland and Caithness.150  

Burnet’s was no minor operation and he also had leases of  fishings on the Ness, Dee and 

Ythan, at least some of which were in partnership with Berwick men. From 1758, John 

Burnet jr. took on the tack of the lower Ness fishings, alongside Messrs. Cockburn and 

Hogarth, merchant-coopers of Berwick, and London merchant Thomas Wilkinson.151 

Between them these men guaranteed a local contact, kitting expertise and a London outlet. 

Despite the mix of personnel these tacksmen were known locally as ‘The Berwick Co.,’ and 

they not only introduced kitting to the Ness fishings, with a boiling house situated ‘about 

300 to 400 yards below the bridge,’ but they also employed both fishers and coopers from 

Berwick. They established new working practices, and modified fishing methods (Berwick 

fishers built new cruive chests as soon as the new lease was in force), and the new approaches 

undoubtedly made a substantial difference to these fishings.152 It was said of the Ness 

fishings that ‘the works [cruive dykes] are more substantial, and in better order, when under 
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the direction of the Berwick fishers than they were while conducted by the country people’ 

and ‘their value has been greatly increased by the superior skill of the fishers, whom the 

lessees of the fishings have brought from Berwick-on-Tweed.’153 The Berwick Co. retained 

the lease of the Ness fishings until at least 1791 and considerably increased their value during 

their tenure.154 

Kitting had substantial and far-reaching effects on Scottish salmon fisheries, and the 

introduction of ice preservation by John Richardson of Perth in 1786 was equally 

transformative, although not immediately so.155 Richardson had purchased salmon from the 

region for decades and, from the 1780s, began to take on leases of fishings there too, 

including, from 1783, that of the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fisheries. Following the erection 

of a rudimentary icehouse at the Spey in 1786, an early, if not the earliest, trial of ice 

preservation was carried out from there, and its success led to the construction of a more 

substantial structure, completed in March 1787.156 Other fisheries in the region did follow 

suit, but only tentatively and the full impact of ice preservation was not felt in the Moray 

Firth until the nineteenth century when the introduction of stake nets and steam 

transportation made it viable.157  

The development of the region’s salmon fisheries by southern entrepreneurs had 

transformed the salmon fishing industry in many parts of the Moray Firth region by the end 

of the eighteenth century. It had also resulted in in the establishment of enduring monopolies 

which others were unable to challenge, as the OSA report for Dyke and Moy (Findhorn) 

indicates: 
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The trade has been much monopolised by an Aberdeen company, who took the 

leases of all the fishings they could get throughout the north and bought up the 

fish caught by other lessees.158 

By the turn of the nineteenth century the management and organisation of salmon fishing 

in northern Scotland had been transformed entirely as the leases and/or the produce of these 

fisheries had fallen into the hands of just a few men and companies whose enterprise and 

capital were central to their success (Appendix C). Most notable amongst these were John 

Richardson and Co. (Perth), the Hogarths (originally from Berwick but settled in Aberdeen), 

the Forbeses (Aberdeen), the Arbuthnots (Peterhead), and the Steavensons (originally from 

Berwick but settled in Fortrose). When George Hogarth gave evidence to the Select 

Committee of the House of Commons enquiring into the state and means of improving the 

salmon fisheries (1824), he claimed a lifelong involvement in salmon fisheries, and was at 

that time, as part of Forbes, Hogarth and Co.,  lessee in 15-20 rivers in the north of Scotland, 

namely the North Esk, Bervie, Dee, Don, Ugie, Ythan, Spey, Findhorn, Nairn, Ness and 

neighbouring stations on the Moray Firth coast, Shin, Coiltie, rivers draining into the 

Dornoch firth, Brora, Helmsdale, Berriedale, Thurso, Naver and Forss. He also owned half 

of the Nether Don fishings and one-eighth of the Don cruives, and had formerly managed 

one stake-net at the mouth of the Don and two at the mouth of the Spey.159 The shift from 

monasteries to monopolisers had taken place. 

Impact of eighteenth-century changes and developments 

In 1749, one commentator stated that, as a result of the strong demand in London for 

salmon in its fresh and kitted forms: 

The price of fish was considerably raised…proprietors of salmond 

fishings…found a great increase in rents and tack duties, new fishings were 
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erected, the old ones more diligently fished, great numbers of new hands 

employed, and the proportion of fish now to what were taken formerly was 

nearly four to one.160 

Callander of Craigforth, just a few years later, claimed that ‘salmon-fishings…have been so 

advanced and improved, that it is now become one of the chief staple commodities of this 

country, the source of great riches and one capital branch of foreign trade.’161 

The impact of eighteenth-century changes was considerable, and was possibly felt more 

keenly in Moray Firth fisheries which were able, as a result of the new methods of 

preservation, to take advantage of the lucrative London trade for the first time since the 

Middle Ages, and, furthermore, were probably able to corner the early kitted salmon market 

(see Chapters Three and Five). The salmon fishings of the region had always made a 

significant contribution to mercantile and estate finances. Income from salmon exports 

undoubtedly contributed to the fortunes of the Calders and Duffs, while profits from his 

prized Spey fishings may well have helped finance the Laird of Innes’s new house (1640-

1653), which cost a total of £15,266 Scots. Salmon income was uncertain though, and it 

failed to provide a sufficient buffer to prevent the Innes estate falling deeply into debt by 

1692, or to keep the creditors from Sir James Calder’s door in the early eighteenth century 

(Appendix C).162 By the late eighteenth century however, the development of fisheries as a 

consequence of the introduction of kitted and later chilled salmon, and the insatiable 

demands of the London market and faster sailing vessels, had increased the value of both 

salmon and fishings. Proprietors enjoyed a more certain income from sales and high rents, 

with the lease of the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings rising from £1,530 a year in 1783 to 

£6,300 a year in 1803, albeit for a slightly expanded ‘portfolio’ of fishings.163 This Duke’s 

Spey fishings almost certainly helped to fund the building of Gordon Castle and the 
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rebuilding of Fochabers (Moray) at a time when his income from other sources was often 

found wanting, and the ‘very handsome revenue’ that the Duffs received from his Deveron 

fishings undoubtedly contributed to the construction of their William Adam-designed home, 

Duff House, in the 1730s and the Earl of Fife’s later development of the planned village of 

Macduff (Banffshire).164 

The development of its salmon fisheries also conferred commercial benefits on the whole 

region, not least in increasing contacts with the British capital. ‘Improved’ fisheries required 

more hands, and many of these were recruited locally, making salmon fisheries even more 

central to the economy of northern Scotland than they had been previously. In the 1760s, 

Pococke noted that both Thurso and Fochabers were ‘chiefly supported’ by the salmon 

fisheries in their local rivers (although by the 1790s herring fishing was of much greater 

importance to the people of Thurso).165 By at least the eighteenth century, the making of nets 

and ropes for salmon, and herring, fishing provided additional income not only for the 

inhabitants of Nairn (whose fishers were renowned for their skill at both fishing and net-

making), but also fishers from the Black Isle peninsula of Ross and Cromarty who supplied 

nets to fisheries around the Moray Firth (see Appendix D).166 In 1783, a roup (auction) of 

the stock of John Shand, a merchant in the small village of Garmouth at the mouth of the 

Spey, consisted mainly of goods related to what was clearly the dominant industry of his 

Speymouth parish: 

A large quantity of salmon and herring casks, and salmon kitts, with some 

materials for making casks, particularly a considerable quantity of haill and half 

ware hoops, and a compleat set of coopers tools. A large quantity of rosin cut 

corks and cork wood. A considerable quantity of herring nets, new hemp ropes 
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and skenzie of different sizes and machinery for rope and twine manufacture. 

Two large sea boats fit for lighters from vessels at sea; a new mainsail for a 

sloop, and a cable.167 

Mr Shand’s stock also included chopin bottles (c. one quart or 1.14 litres), native salt, 

flour, meal, bear, pease, timber ‘and sundry other articles,’ suggesting he served the needs 

of the whole community, but a community dominated by fishing. At the time of the OSA, 

upwards of 130 men were employed in the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fisheries, quite apart 

from female packers, local carriers etc., at a time when the population of the local village of 

Fochabers was only 935.168 By the 1830s the estimated value of the salmon fisheries of 

Moray and Nairn combined was £25,000 per annum, with those of the Ness and Beauly 

valued at a further £3,000.169 The changes in curing and management enabled salmon fishing 

to maintain and enhance its important role in the economy of the region, and it was probably 

proportionately more economically important in the Moray Firth than in that of in many, if 

not all, other regions of Scotland. 

Although salmon fishing in the region had undergone something of a transformation by 

the end of the eighteenth century, as with other ‘improvements’ of the time, not all fisheries 

were improved at the same rate. Fisheries on the northern shore of the Moray Firth, and on 

the inner firths, were slower to change than their southern counterparts and the reason for 

this is unclear. Mowat has identified that many Easter Ross proprietors were far from 

wealthy, frequently absent and ‘(cared) little for intensive economic exploitation,’ but whilst 

they may have been reluctant or unable to invest personally, it does not seem that they were 

reluctant to improve their salmon fishings, or even that they failed to engage with or 

encourage the southern entrepreneurs who might have developed them.170 Proprietors on the 

northern shore frequently advertised their fishings for let, for example, the estate of 
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Redcastle on the Beauly Firth, with its ‘considerable salmon fishing,’ still in its, ‘natural 

state and capable of great improvement’ was advertised for sale on at least five separate 

occasions between 1785 and 1790.171 It is not known why Redcastle failed to find a 

purchaser, but if there was a reluctance to invest in the area and this might to explain why 

few fisheries on the northern shores of the Moray Firth were developed by the end of the 

eighteenth century. Few had kitting facilities or icehouses even in the 1790s, with no 

facilities beyond ‘a very good corfehouse [with] vats and tubs for salting salmon’ on the 

Bonar fishings of the Balnagown estate when they were advertised for lease in 1793 and 

1798.172 The Sutherland fishings, too, remained largely unimproved until the 1790s when 

the new tacksmen erected a boiling house on the Helmsdale to process fish from there and 

the Brora.173 For many fisheries on the north shore potential for improvement was recognised 

but not yet realised. The reasons for this warrant further investigation. 

Whilst the impact of the eighteenth-century changes and developments was not 

experienced across the region, where it was felt, it can be attributed almost exclusively to 

the merchant-tacksmen who took on the management of the fishings, and were also the main 

beneficiaries of their success. The input of the southern entrepreneurs into Scotland’s salmon 

fishing industry is undeniable and there is no doubt that fisheries across Scotland, ‘greatly 

benefitted by the skill and industry of these strangers from the English border.’ Of Montrose 

it was said, ‘the salmon trade was…developed to a great extent by the enterprise of Berwick-

on-Tweed companies who…leased all the principal fisheries and commenced the boiling 

and kit trade.’174 The Tay fishery was described as ‘a considerable source of prosperity to 

Perth…the greatest in all Scotland, and improved to its full extent by the ingenuity and 

enlarged views of Mr Richardson.’175 There is no doubt that Moray Firth fisheries were 
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developed during the eighteenth century because of the involvement of ‘distant 

monopolisers,’ and it was the business acumen and contacts of these merchant-tacksmen 

from Aberdeen, Perth, Peterhead and Berwick which helped to create a more commercial 

and competitive environment in the region and made its salmon fishings more profitable. 

The ‘great industry’ of these monopolisers ensured that, while fishing methods remained 

much the same as they had been in the Middle Ages, ‘the art of fishing’ did not remain 

stationary, and their achievements in this sphere were celebrated by many as indicative of a 

greater understanding of the art, ingenuity, and enterprise.176  

For some merchant-tacksmen, involvement in salmon fisheries served as a basis for 

expanding their interests into other areas. The final decades of the eighteenth century saw 

several of these men take over from lairds and factors as managers of, or contractors for, sea 

fisheries in the north and off the west coast of Scotland, with many possessing interests in 

white, herring and lobster fishing, whaling and also kelp production (Appendix C).177 The 

Berwick Co. expanded its interests into white fishing, George Hogarth of Marshall Meadow 

not only dominated the salmon fishing industry of northern Scotland but was also involved 

in whaling and the trans-Atlantic trade, the Arbuthnots of Peterhead began their fishing 

interests with salmon tacks and contracts but, by the 1790s had become involved in ship 

ownership and kelp production, particularly in Sutherland, and the tacksman of the Ythan 

salmon fisheries, probably Hogarth or Forbes, also dealt in cod and ling caught off the 

Aberdeenshire coast during the winter months, pickling and barrelling them for London or 

the Mediterranean.178 Contemporaries rightly judged that these ‘established company(ies) 

with a good capital,’ had a ‘better chance of success than small adventurers who cannot 
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afford to lay in stock of salt and barrels, much less keep them unused in unfavourable 

seasons.’179 

In addition to their personal involvement in other fisheries, it is possible that the 

experience and success of the merchant-tacksmen of Moray Firth salmon fisheries provided 

inspiration for other entrepreneurs. From the later eighteenth century, just as such men had 

earlier transformed Moray Firth salmon fisheries, it was merchants, middlemen and curers 

‘of capital and experience,’ and with market contacts, who took on the organisation of, and 

were responsible for, the development of other fisheries of the north of Scotland.180 From 

the 1770s specialist merchant houses such as the Falls of Dunbar, Selby and Cresswell of 

London and the Northumberland Fishing Company of Beadnell, became instrumental in 

developing white, herring and later lobster fishing in the north of Scotland.181 The 

involvement of large merchant houses in these sea fisheries would have been encouraged 

not only by existing trading links developed by the earlier trade in salmon as Alston 

indicated, but also, at least in part, by the similar, earlier, developments and changes in 

Scotland’s salmon fisheries. 

It was far from being the case, however, that the impact of the eighteenth-century changes 

and developments was entirely positive. As a result of the involvement of ‘distant 

monopolisers’ the value of, and profits from, the region’s salmon fisheries certainly 

increased, but much of that money lined their own pockets. Merchant-tacksmen were by far 

the main beneficiaries of improved fisheries, accruing fortunes sufficient to invest in land, 

property and other businesses (Appendix C). Many of these entrepreneurs were indeed 

‘distant’ and had only remote connections with the area. With interests across Scotland, the 

controlling hands in salmon fisheries were increasingly removed from the process of fishing. 
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Anthony Forster, merchant-cooper of Berwick, claimed that by the 1760s it was already the 

case that merchants, and curers, leased Scottish fishings not to fish them personally, but 

merely to ensure a supply of salmon since it had ‘of late years become so valuable.’182 This 

trend increased and was not confined to Scottish fisheries as, when questioned about his 

lease of an Irish salmon fishery at Foynes in 1862, London fish factor Mr Edward Bateman 

stated, he had never been to Ireland, had no idea where his fishery lay, the terms on which it 

was held, the rent paid or how it was fished. He provided the finance for the fishery and its 

materials and sold the fish and that is where his interest ended. He referred all his questions 

to his manager, Mr Browne, claiming, ‘I have no idea’ where this fishery is located, ‘all I 

can say is that I sell the fish when they are caught, but how they are caught I could not tell.’183 

This distant capitalist had no concern for the fishery itself, and in fact knew nothing about 

fishing. 

The ‘distant monopolisers’ frequently came under criticism personally. John Burnet was 

described as ‘hard at a bargain,’ and the Rev. Hall was full of condemnation for the 

unscrupulous nature of John Richardson and his fellow monopolisers, who, he said, justified 

their practices as ‘fair competition in trade,’ although it was, in truth, ‘against nature and 

even a warfare against the bounty of Providence.’ Hall labelled Richardson, disparagingly, 

‘The great fishmonger of the Tay,’ and described him as a Leviathan who had swallowed up 

all the other dealers in fish.184 Both tacksmen and proprietors were accused of responding 

swiftly to the prospect of increased profits from the sale of fresh, kitted and later chilled 

salmon, ‘with a degree of avarice that leads to the capture and sale of almost everything that 

bears the shape of a fish,’ and ‘every device was put in requisition to catch fish for 

London.’185 Proprietors in the upper reaches of rivers had always felt aggrieved about their 

scanty share of the salmon catch, but this new approach occasioned even more complaints, 
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and legal action. In 1765 the upper heritors of the Ness claimed of the lower fisheries, ‘every 

instrument or engine which ingenuity of man can devise have, at different times, been 

employed in order to prevent the superior heritors from reaping the smallest benefit from the 

exercise of their salmon fishing.’186 Whilst the Ness fishers’ motivation was undoubtedly 

self-interest rather than spite the result was the same. The OSA is peppered with criticisms 

of intensive fishing methods employed on salmon rivers across Scotland, and upper 

proprietors on cruived rivers were particularly unhappy, and St John said they would ‘pray 

for a furious flood…which may break down these barriers and enable the salmon to ascend 

to the higher pools before repairs are made.’187 This report for  Cromdale (Spey) is typical: 

The Spey was once famous for salmon, all over that extent of country through 

which it passes; but…the Duke of Gordon, by means of cruives and other human 

devices, (is able) to monopolize this article…so that few salmon are to be got a 

short way up the country.188 

The intensive fishing of ‘distant monopolisers’ not only occasioned complaints but also, 

as noted in Chapter One, regularly resulted in legal action, and proprietors were not alone in 

having cause to be disgruntled as local people were increasingly excluded ‘from the benefit 

of this delicious heaven-directed food’ a ‘great injustice and vexation.’189 Although salmon 

may never have been consumed in large quantities within Scotland (Chapter Four), from the 

mid-eighteenth century it ceased to be readily available locally as bigger profits could be 

achieved in London. The scarcity of salmon close to fishings occasioned several complaints, 

Knox claiming in 1782 that the tacksmen of both the Spey and Ness ‘refuse to supply the 

inhabitants at any price.’190The new intensive fishing also resulted in a potential labour 
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shortages as fit young men took up employment in the salmon fisheries. Developments on 

the Findhorn fishings led to the employment of more men, paid higher wages and, on the 

Forth, Lord Esrkine’s innovations required ‘a much greater number of hands,’ with the result 

that ‘the labouring men in the country round about applied themselves to the fishing whereby 

there arose a penury of servants and day labourers in the neighbourhood.’191 In reality, 

however, the causes of labour shortages extended way beyond improved salmon fisheries. 

The ‘distant monopolisers’ may have been unfairly maligned as there are examples of 

Richardson engaging in charitable giving in the communities where he held fishing tacks 

(Appendix C.) However, the responsibility for developing Scottish fisheries ‘to a great 

extent,’ was theirs and, by the early nineteenth century, there was increasing 

acknowledgement their activities might have serious long-term consequences. The 

‘unremitting assiduity’ with which the monopolisers fished threatened, to ‘gradually and 

greatly to diminish the number of salmon,’ which might in turn lead to ‘the entire extinction 

of this important branch of national industry.’192 Tacksmen were accused of having no eye 

to the future and it was feared they would fish the breed to extinction if it increased their 

profits, and, where there was competition between tacksmen on the same river it was clear 

that each was determined to secure the largest share for himself.193 The Rev. Walker was 

undoubtedly correct in alleging, in 1803, that ‘nothing has so much diminished the numbers 

of salmon as the too rigorous and sometimes illicit use of cruives; and the more accurate 

manner of fishing with nets, especially for about half a century past.’194 The implications of 

intensive fishing were not lost even on Patrick Sellar, the pariah of Sutherland, who was 

concerned that the Berwick tacksmen of the Helmsdale and Brora fishings, Landles and 

Redpath, might cause ‘the extirpation of the salmon’ in those rivers through their use of 
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narrow hecks in the cruives and by continuing to fish in ‘forbidden time.’ Their own fishers 

believed their masters’ ‘erroneous illiberal way of fishing the rivers’ had been of great 

detriment to the rivers and one of their number secretly opened the hecks at night to allow 

some fish through.195 The long-term cost of a successful eighteenth century salmon fishery 

could be considerable and, however valuable the various changes and developments may 

have been to individual, commercial fisheries, and to the economy of the region, they were 

not without a cost to communities, to other proprietors, and to the salmon breed. 

Fishery development schemes 

It would be impossible to write about Scottish fisheries in the early modern period without 

reference to government and other initiatives to develop these, if only to dismiss their 

importance to salmon fishing. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Crown 

and governments launched schemes aimed at developing Scottish fisheries and exploiting 

more completely the abundant resources of Scotland’s waters, primarily for trade rather than 

home consumption.196 Prior to the eighteenth century, although Scots were fishers, many, 

particularly on the west coast, rarely ventured into deep waters or fished beyond what was 

required to supply their own immediate needs, and this is probably why so many schemes 

were necessary, and why most failed.197 The main focus of the schemes was not fishing in 

general, neither was it Scotland-wide, but primarily herring fishing off the west coast and 

Hebrides. Salmon fisheries were never included in the programmes and proprietors would 

have looked in vain for support. One nineteenth century commentator suggested such 

schemes were inappropriate for salmon fisheries since the ‘supply of salmon is extremely 

limited,’ unlike the supposed infinite stocks of herring and white fish, and so ‘the 

encouragement of the salmon fishery must be attempted  by very different means.’198  
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In reality, fishery schemes had much broader targets than the capture of more fish, and 

the finite nature of salmon stocks was probably not a major consideration at the time. The 

aim of these schemes was to capitalise on under-exploited natural resources, but at their heart 

was a desire to develop, integrate and ‘civilise’ the Highlands. To those attempting to address 

the ‘Highland problem,’ ‘the fisheries appeared to be an ideal vehicle for transforming the 

Highlander from a state of savage barbarism into the embodiment of industry and 

contentment.’ The thinking was that, by providing employment and establishing towns and 

villages to meet the needs of the fishers and their families, ‘idleness’ and opportunities for 

unrest would be eliminated, emigration would become unnecessary, and all would be well.199 

The schemes also aimed to develop the fisheries as a nursery for seamen to serve in the navy 

and improve national security, and many of the initiatives were criticised for focusing too 

much on ‘raising a body of seamen’ and too little on promoting fisheries. The two aims were 

incompatible and the impressment of fishermen during the Napoleonic wars seriously 

hampered the east coast fisheries by removing their most able men.200 The fishers in the 

riverine and coastal salmon fisheries were, fortunately, not found to be similarly useful for 

defending the nation. 

For most of the early modern period poor organisation and a lack of capital hampered the 

development of fisheries in the Highlands and Islands.201 In 1786 Knox commented that ‘the 

expenses attending the fishing business are more considerable than is generally imagined,’ 

and successful curing and marketing generally relied on merchant curers rather than fishers 

who lacked the capital to undertake it themselves.202 Both Knox and Hall believed Highland 

fisheries required the involvement of ‘individual adventurers’ with ‘motives of private 

interest or ambition’ and capital, to develop them since the ‘useful or humane’ schemes had 
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resulted in funds being used on salaries ‘and other advantages’ for those who were managing 

them, rather than the improvements they aimed to effect.203 In contrast to the herring and 

white fisheries, private enterprise and not public funds had always been at the core of east 

coast salmon fisheries, and the challenges they faced were quite unlike those involved in 

other fisheries.  

Even if it had been thought appropriate to include less well-developed salmon fisheries 

in their schemes and offer support, the system of private ownership of salmon fishing rights 

would not have allowed for interference and intervention. Only one commentator suggested 

including salmon fishing as part of a general scheme for development of British fisheries, 

partly as a means to provide alternative employment for sea fishers and other workers in 

quiet times, but it was identified that the only practical way in which this could be done was 

by taking on leases of salmon fisheries.204 They were not part of the ‘national resource, 

capable of generating wealth, employment, maritime strength and national security’ in the 

same way that the herring fisheries of the west coast and islands were, and organisations 

such as the British Fisheries Society did not have the will, inclination, or authority to 

interfere with the organisation and management of Scotland’s salmon fisheries.205 

Conclusion 

The management of Scottish salmon fisheries was determined, to a large extent, by the 

nature of their ownership, and in 1500 the possession of fishing rights was the preserve of a 

relatively small, select, group of landowners, royal and ecclesiastical burghs and religious 

institutions. The pre- and post-Reformation disposal of church property, and feuing 

movement of the sixteenth century led to the permanent alienation of most of the 

ecclesiastical and burghal fishings of the region, whilst the financial difficulties of other 
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proprietors of Moray Firth fishings changed not only the pattern of ownership, organisation, 

and management of those fishings, but also the nature of the region’s trade. Salmon fishings 

remained private property, but the pattern of ownership had changed substantially by the 

seventeenth century. 

From an early date many, if not most, of the fisheries of the Moray Firth would have 

fallen into Michell’s category of commercial fishings, landing more fish than could be 

absorbed by the local market and requiring the intervention of merchants to dispose of their 

catches.206 Throughout the early modern era, Moray Firth salmon fisheries possessed the 

ingredients necessary for a successful commercial fishery: an abundance of fish, capital, 

equipment and resources, and links with merchants and shippers. Commercially exploited 

salmon fishings formed a key element of the economy of many estates on the shores of the 

Moray Firth throughout the early modern era but, by the beginning of the eighteenth century, 

demand for the produce of these fisheries, salted salmon, was declining in Scotland’s 

traditional markets and there was a possibility that they may no longer be commercially 

successful or even viable. Economic changes following the Union of 1707, however, resulted 

in a re-orientation of trade away from Europe and towards England and the Empire, and 

proprietors of Scottish salmon fisheries eagerly espoused the new mercantilism that 

prevailed in the country to maximise the income from their estates.207 Stronger links with 

England enabled technology transfer and resulted in the introduction of the kitting process 

to Scottish salmon fisheries and, at least in parts of the Moray Firth, revived their fortunes 

changed their management and organisation. This innovation was particularly relevant in the 

north of Scotland which had hitherto been unable to take advantage of the demand for fresh 

fish in the lucrative English market, and was able to corner the early season market for kitted 

salmon (Chapter Three).  
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It is not known whether the impetus to change and develop the region’s fisheries came 

from proprietors, or ‘distant monopolisers.’ The ultimate responsibility for the changes must, 

however, be laid firmly at the door of the entrepreneurs who, as tacksmen, took control of 

salmon fisheries in the Moray Firth during the second half of the eighteenth century, and 

were, by far, its main beneficiaries. The capital, expertise and contacts of merchant-tacksmen 

from Aberdeen, Perth, Peterhead and Berwick revived and developed an established 

industry, transforming it from its ‘precarious’ state in the early 1700s into a profitable and 

valuable enterprise, and ensuring that Scotland’s salmon fisheries were able to participate in 

the ‘quickening and widening of economic activities’ that took place in the country from the 

1740s.208  

The impact of these changes was, however, not felt universally and some Moray Firth 

fisheries did not benefit from the new curing methods and management for many years. In 

many locations boiling houses were established late, if at all, and it was not until the mid-

nineteenth century that ice preservation became a possibility for many fisheries. 

Nevertheless, by 1800 many of the region’s fisheries were organised, managed and even 

fished in quite a different way, and were measurably more successful if judged in monetary 

terms. The development of its salmon fisheries did confer commercial benefits on the whole 

region but, unlike contemporaneous developments in agriculture and other industries the 

benefit of these changes was felt mainly by a small group of entrepreneurs and fishery 

proprietors. Improving the lot of the wider community was not the main motivating factor 

for  the changes and developments, the focus of which was the selfish exploitation of a native 

resource.  
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Chapter Three: Preserving the catch 

Introduction 

Considerable evidence suggests that, in medieval and early modern times, fresh fish were 

preferred to preserved fish. This was not only on the grounds of taste, but also because 

medical authorities warned against over-consumption of preserved fish (see Chapter Four).1 

Although fresh fish consumption was generally limited to the locality of fisheries, people 

went to great lengths to ensure that it was available to those willing to pay for it. Medieval 

monasteries had fish-ponds, and ponds and tanks were constructed near major cities, such as 

Dublin and Rotterdam, to hold live salmon caught in adjacent rivers until required. From the 

seventeenth century, well-boats and later specially-constructed water carriages were used to 

transport live fish, primarily to London.2 More frequently fish were carried on horseback or 

in carts and, by the eighteenth century, London received regular supplies of salmon carried 

by relays of horses from as far afield as Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Gloucestershire and 

Worcestershire.3 By 1724, the rewards were great enough to justify a regular salmon trade 

from Cumberland some 300 miles away, as this account attests: 

The price at London is so great, that they now send fresh salmon up to London 

by horses, which go night and day, and drive so hard, that they have it in 

London in two days and two nights, out-driving the post; and though they kill 

a great many horses, yet they find it turns to account very well and the fish is 

brought up very sweet and good.4 

 
1 Hoffmann, ‘Frontier foods,’ p.141 
2 Well-boats proved expensive and the condition of the fish on arrival, and after being retained in these vessels 

on the Thames, was said to be very poor. Calendar of state papers, domestic, 1653-4 (London, 1879), p.161; 

Sir Richard Steele and Mr Joseph Gillmore, ‘An account of the fish pool, 1718,’ in The Town Talk, the Fish 

pool, the Plebeian,, the Old Whig, the Spinster etc. (London, 1790) pp.187-236; Brief detail of the home fishery 

from early time; particularly as relating to the markets of London and Westminster (London, 1763), pp.7, 12, 

32, 122-3; Fuller, op. cit., pp.392, 395, 405; Christopher C Dyer, ‘The consumption of freshwater fish in 

medieval England,’ in Michael Aston (ed.), Medieval fish, fisheries and fishponds in England(Oxford, 1988) 

pp.27-38; Saunders’s Newsletter 28.12.1787; Bertram, op. cit., (1873), p.43.  
3 James Saunders, The compleat fisherman (London, 1724), p.132.  
4 Saunders, Compleat fisherman, p.45; Defoe, Tour, p.554. 
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Salmon from Lancashire, Westmoreland, the Solway Firth and the Tweed joined those from 

Cumberland on these frantic journeys, promising delivery within 36 hours and, although a 

costly exercise, the prices paid ‘very well makes amends for the expense of bringing.’5 

However, as Hoffmann suggested that overland transportation at this period was limited to 

150 km. (c.95 miles) to ensure fish remained edible, it is doubtful that on arrival these fish 

were genuinely ‘sweet and good.’6 

Large towns of Scotland such as Glasgow and Edinburgh also benefitted from supplies 

of fresh salmon, but there is no evidence that extreme efforts were made to ensure they were 

adequately served.7 The London market promised the greatest rewards and, by the eighteenth 

century, there was a coastwise trade in fresh salmon from the Tweed and the Tay to the 

metropolis. In spite of a mid-eighteenth-century scheme to carry salmon alive in ‘vessels 

properly constructed for that purpose,’ well-boats were not employed by Scottish salmon 

fisheries to any great extent, and freshly caught fish were packed in boxes and baskets, with 

straw for basic insulation, and transported coastwise during the cool months of winter and 

early spring.8 This trade was fraught with difficulties, however. If winds were favourable the 

journey from the Tay to London would take at best 60 hours, as demonstrated in this 

newspaper extract from 1778: 

On Monday last, the Athol, Captain Stewart from Perth, arrived at Hore’s Wharf 

with 800 fresh salmon that were catched on the preceding Thursday and put on 

board his ship the following day…This ship was only sixty hours on her passage 

 
5 Saunders, Compleat fisherman, p.133; Fuller, op. cit., pp.390-1 
6 Hoffmann, ‘Frontier foods,’ p.141  
7 In the late eighteenth century Stirling’s Forth fisheries supplied Glasgow and Edinburgh with fresh salmon, 

carried by coach under contract CM 15.12.1787, 24.12.1791, 3.12.1792, 23.11.1793 
8 The well-boat scheme was proposed in 1764 and, probably as part of this, in 1766 ‘a large number  of fine 

live salmon were imported in a fishing smack from Perth’ in 1766. Derby Mercury 11.5.1764; Oxford Journal 

12.7.1766. ‘An original letter to J.C. Esq., London, on the salmon fishery on the Tweed. Berwick, Oct 31, 

1761,’ in The Gentleman's Magazine and Chronicle, LVIII, 1, (1788), pp.127-129; Robertson, Tay salmon 

fisheries, p.30; Haldane, Great fishmonger, p.14 
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from the river Tay to the river Thames; one of the most remarkable expeditions 

for several years past.9 

Even with such an exceptional journey time the fish were three or four days’ old when 

they reached Billingsgate, and contemporaries noted ‘contrary winds,’ frequently prevented 

vessels from sailing. In these circumstances, the less-than-fresh fish, which had been sitting 

on the ship in port, were then unloaded and ‘cured in the usual way,’ probably with less than 

satisfactory results.10 There are indications that this trade in fresh salmon to London 

extended as far north as Aberdeen but, in spite of assumptions made by Summers and 

Robertson, there is no evidence that Moray Firth fisheries engaged in it and, given the 

distance and the lack of regular shipping, it seems extremely unlikely.11 Salmon exported 

from the Moray Firth would have been preserved in some manner.  

As an oily fish, salmon begins to deteriorate almost as soon as it leaves the water, quickly 

turning rancid on exposure to oxygen. ‘Significant decomposition of the flesh can begin after 

about ten minutes,’ and within an hour salmon can be commercially and gastronomically 

useless by present-day standards.12 The perishable nature of salmon made effective 

preservation essential, and from an early date, Scots capitalised on the abundant, seasonal, 

supplies of salmon caught in their waters by preserving some for later consumption, but 

mostly for export, making salmon fishing one of the earliest commercial industries of 

Scotland. 

As Jackson noted, it was the ‘ability to preserve fish and thereby extend markets that 

made fishing into a trade,’ but trade ‘was only profitable if (the) fish could be effectively 

preserved,’ and there were drawbacks to every method of preservation.13 Late in the 

 
9 Haldane, Great fishmonger p.14; CM 4.5.1778 
10 ‘Original letter to J C,’ p.128; Haldane, Great fishmonger p.14 
11 AJ 20.3.1750, 10.4.1750, 21.4.1752;  CM 11.12.1780; Robertson, Salmon fishers, p.16; Summers, op. cit., 

p.338 
12 Locker, op. cit., p.56; Mink, Salmon, p.33 
13 Jackson, ‘State concern,’ p.47; Ditchburn, ‘Salmon, salt and internationalisation,’ p.58. 
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nineteenth century W Anderson Smith wrote ‘fish fresh from the water is one of the most 

delicate, most digestible of comestibles’ but ‘very often fish preserved for the general market 

is everything the reverse.’14 Effective curing resulted in quality products which attracted 

premium prices and were the envy of rivals, while poor curing led to lower profits and even 

failure.15 This chapter explores the preservation techniques used in Moray Firth salmon 

fisheries, ranging from the traditional heavy salt and brine cure which dominated the early 

industry, the milder cure used for kitted salmon from the mid-eighteenth century, and finally 

chilled salmon.  Practicalities, problems and difficulties are explored, and Appendices E and 

F complement this discussion. In particular, the nature, importance and impact of the 

eighteenth-century changes in methods ˗ kitting and ice preservation ˗ are considered in 

detail, the significance of which, both to the industry and commercial development of the 

region, having been generally overlooked. It is demonstrated that parts of the region, far 

from being economically peripheral and stagnant, were at the core of the eighteenth-century 

changes and advances, enabling fisheries in much of the Moray Firth region to expand, 

develop, and benefit from new markets, in an unprecedented manner. However, as observed 

in Chapter Two, this was not without a cost to communities, to other proprietors, and to the 

salmon breed.  

Traditional curing 

For centuries the main method employed for the preservation of salmon involved gutting 

the fish, salting them for several weeks in large, coopered vessels or vats, and then close 

packing them in barrels in a brine solution commonly called pickle. This technique, which 

is thought to have originated in the fourteenth century for curing herring, is described in 

detail by a Berwick merchant and included in John Collins’s Salt and fishing (1682), and his 

 
14 W Anderson Smith, ‘Curing and preserving fish at home and abroad,’ in David Herbert (ed.), Fish and 

fisheries: a selection from the prize essays of the International Fisheries Exhibition, Edinburgh 1882 

(Edinburgh, 1883), pp.93-105, p.93 
15 E.g. early modern Dutch and nineteenth Scottish herring fisheries, Gray, ‘National rivalries,’ pp.28-9. 
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remarks are reproduced in Appendix E.16 There was no change in this curing process for 

centuries and the salted, or pickled, salmon ‘made’ in 1450 would have looked and tasted 

little different from that of 1800.  

On the Spey, the daily gutting, salting and laying of fish in vats seems to have been the 

responsibility of the fishers. Theoretically, the amounts of salt required for curing in the vats 

and for packing might have varied depending on the nature of the fish and the market. Early, 

fresher, larger and fattier fish, and those destined for warmer climes would have benefitted 

from the use of more salt, and Walker asserts that later fish were more heavily cured for the 

Mediterranean where a stronger flavour was preferred, but he also suggests that early season 

salmon were, in fact, only lightly salted for the Dutch market where they were re-cured and 

re-exported into the interior of Europe.17 Although Walker’s references are flawed and 

unfortunately do not support his assertions, as Pococke also mentioned that Scottish salmon 

were being exported to Holland for re-export to Spain in the 1760s and, in view of the 

important role the ports of the Low Countries played as conduits of goods from elsewhere 

in the early modern period, this warrants further investigation.18 There is no indication that 

Moray Firth salmon were cured differently during the season or that markets were 

determined early enough to influence the curing process but the Duke of Gordon’s Spey 

records do include isolated mentions of a pickler, Alexander Williamson who received board 

meal in 1771, and a curer, William Milne, in 1776, and although their exact roles are unclear, 

they may have overseen the quantities of salt were used.19 

Both men and women were employed as packers, with the latter receiving half the daily 

rate of the former. The number of salmon per barrel varied not only with the size of the 

barrels (Appendix F) but also the size of the fish. By the time of the OSA, 20 Shin salmon 

 
16 Kurlansky, Salt, pp.130-132; Gemmill and Mayhew, op. cit., p.306. 
17 Walker, ‘Full reid and sweit,’ p.190 
18 Pococke, op. cit., p.252; David Ormrod, ‘English re-exports and the Dutch staple market in the eighteenth 

century,’ in D C Coleman and Peter Mathias (eds.), Enterprise and history (Cambridge, 1984), pp.89-115 
19 NRS: GD44/52/110/1 
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(reputedly very large), 25-27 Lochy salmon or 30-40 well-sized Findhorn salmon were 

required to fill a barrel of the capacity of 14 Scottish gallons.20 Once packed, the final sealing 

and branding of the casks was the responsibility of coopers, who appear to have been 

employed only at packing time. Both coopers and packers were required to work long hours, 

food and drink were routinely provided and, at least sometimes, enhanced wages were on 

offer, John Richardson giving instructions in 1763 that the coopers packing his Deveron fish 

should ‘work night as well as day,’ and be paid ‘for the exterodinary.’21 Packing might be 

spread over several days, with multiple vats to empty, and the curing capacity of the Duke 

of Gordon’s Spey fishings gives some idea of the extent of the undertaking there. In 1782, 

the Duke possessed four corf houses on the Spey, and an inventory in that year shows the 

curing provision in these: 

East corf house at Tugnet  ˗ 4 large square, 30 round vats 

West corf house at Tugnet ˗ 2 large square, 32 round vats 

Upper Coble corf house Ordiquish ˗ 2 square vats, 18 round vats 

Currach coble corf house, Stynie ˗ 13 round vats, 2 pipes22 

The capacity of these vats is, unfortunately, not known, but in 1602 Thomas Urquhart of 

Burdsyards who owned Findhorn fishings, was owed, as part of a debt, ‘ane fische fatt of the 

quantitie of four barrellis or thairby,’ and, in 1719, the capacity of the large vats at another 

of the Spey fishings was half a last (6 barrels).23 If the large vats in the Duke’s corf houses 

were of a similar size they would not have been large enough to accommodate the number 

of salmon required to fill the 967 barrels packed there in 1781, and they may well have been 

much larger.24  

 
20 Haldane, Great fishmonger, p.12; Colonel Thomas Thornton, A sporting tour through the northern parts of 

England and a great part of the Highlands of Scotland (London, 1804), p.39; OSA XVI, p.547, XVIII, p.334 
21 Haldane, Great fishmonger, p.50; NRS: GD44/51/478/1, GD44/52/110/1; MHC: ZBFo A37/1/66 
22 NRS: GD44/35/8/12 
23 MHC: ZBFo B2/2; NRS: GD44/35/1/3 
24 NRS: GD44/43/259. 
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The limited size of vats was sometimes an issue and Murdo Mackenzie noted that full 

vats frequently meant it was impossible to continue fishing beyond May in some fisheries.25 

In 1649 or 1650, Lord Lovat’s salmon fishings on the Beauly ‘ran so thick that all the fats 

(vats) in the country were called into the corph-house to salt them’ and, in 1660, a good year 

for fishing on the Helmsdale, coupled with a shortage of stings for vat hoops, resulted in 

early packing, in June, ‘since manie of the fats…are already full,’ and an order was issued 

‘to bring in all the brewers fats in the parish of Loth seeing (in this scarce yeir) they mak no 

use of them.’26 Although salted salmon shipments only occurred annually, during August 

and September, packing during the season in order to empty the vats was probably 

commonplace, and, in the early eighteenth century, the Duke of Gordon’s Spey salmon were 

packed two or three times a year.27 However, annual packing seems to have been the rule at 

smaller fishings and, by the 1760s, the Duke’s salted salmon were packed just once a year, 

over a few days at the end of the season in August. This was possibly because of increased 

capacity, but also because most of the early catches were, by that date, destined for kitting.28  

Salt 

Salt was vital for the salmon curing process. The following letter, written c.1715 to 

Archibald Dunbar by Sir Harry Innes of Innes, one of the proprietors of Spey fishings, gives 

some indication of its importance :  

 To the Laird of Thunderton ˗ Heast, heast!              Innes, June 25, 5 at night 

Sir, you will not (I hope) be displeased when I tell you that Wat Stronoch, this 

forenoon, killed eighteen hundred Salmon and Grilses. But it is my 

misfortune that the boat is not returned yet from Inverness and I want salt. 

 
25 Mackenzie, View of salmon fishery (1860), p.6  
26 Mackay, Frasers, p.345; Fraser, Sutherland, II, pp.286-7.  
27 NRS: GD44/51/478/1 
28  NRS: GD44/52/110/1; Mackay, Steuart pp.186-8, 281-3, 286; Macgill, Old Ross-shire pp.182-3. 
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Therefore, by all the tyes of Friendship send me on your own horses eight 

barrels of salt, or more…This in great heast from, dear Archie, yours,  

Harrie Innes. 

I know not but they may kill as many before two in the morning…These 

twenty years past such a run was not as has been seen these past two days in 

so short a time, therefore heast, heast: spare not the horse hyre. I would have 

sent my own horses, but they are all in the hill for peatts.  

Adieu, dear Archie.29 

 

Without salt, Sir Harrie risked losing this bumper catch, and possibly his profit for the 

year. Although salt was made in Scotland, even locally, the salt Sir Harrie requested so 

urgently was almost certainly of foreign origin as it was realised at an early date that this 

gave better results.30 Foreign salt was known generically as Bay salt named after the Bay of 

Biscay whence most Scottish supplies originated. It was also called great salt from the larger 

grains produced by slow crystallisation resulting from solar evaporation, or grey salt from 

its colour. This salt penetrated the flesh more gradually, and preserved the fish more 

effectively, than Scottish salt, which was prone to liquefy quickly, lie on the surface causing 

‘salt burn,’ and cure the fish imperfectly.31 The crude system of crystallisation of native salt 

not only made it weaker and less effective, but also impaired its flavour, the impurities it 

contained causing an unpleasant bitterness (see Appendix F).32  

 
29Dunbar, Social life (1865) pp, 52-53 
30 For example, at Brora and Salterhill near Elgin. Janet Hooper and Jacqueline Aitken, (SCAPE) Back Beach, 

Brora, Sutherland: data structure report 2007. Online. https://scapetrust.org/brora-saltpans; Sylvanus Urban, 

‘Ancient saltworks discovered at Loch Spynie, Elgin,’ The Gentleman's Magazine XLV (Jan-Jun 1856), 

pp.599-602 
31 Cutting, op. cit., p.47 
32 Cutting, op. cit., p.47; Lythe, Economy of Scotland, p.49; General remarks British fisheries, p.13. 

https://scapetrust.org/brora-saltpans.
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Contemporaries may have been unaware of the chemistry but were in no doubt about the 

superiority of foreign salt for curing fish.33 In 1662, Jorevin de Rocheford noted that Firth 

of Forth salt would not preserve fish for long and those pickled with it were apt to spoil, and 

in 1784 Barthelmy Faujas St Ford described Scottish salt as ‘excellent for cookery and other 

uses, but little suited for curing provisions.’34 By the early nineteenth century the matter had 

been given greater consideration, one writer stating, ‘foreign salt or Bay salt is the best used 

in Britain for the preservation of fish…Bay salt is sharp and sweet to the taste, while the 

Scotch salt is comparatively alkaline and bitter. The Bay salt is far better adapted than any 

other…for the preservation of fish, especially in a warm climate.’35  

Scottish salt probably was used for preserving salmon for home consumption, but 

stronger Bay salt was necessary for the more durable cure necessary for exported fish, and 

this was acknowledged by the authorities. Although keen to support the home industry, in 

1681 Parliament described Scottish salt as ‘sufficient for all…uses except the curing of fishes 

and beef exported.’36 The Convention of Royal Burghs, a body whose focus was the 

preservation and furtherance of trade, ruled, in 1692, that, ‘for the better advancing of the 

interest of salmond in all forraigne pairts abroad…noe salmond may in tyme coming be 

salted, pyned or cured for export bot with Spanish or French salt.’37 This ruling, which also 

applied to herring, was reinforced by Act of Parliament and confirmed in Article 8 of the 

Union agreement in 1707.38 Article 8 also precluded the mixing of foreign with cheaper and 

more accessible Scottish salt, which was apparently a common practice as, in 1705, the Earl 

of Moray bought 11 bolls of French salt and six bolls of Scottish salt ‘for said years fishing’ 

 
33 The Earl of Dundonald did display a remarkable knowledge of the chemistry involved in The present state 

of the manufacture of salt (London, 1785) 
34 Maurice Lindsay, The discovery of Scotland: based on accounts of foreign travellers from the thirteenth  

century to the eighteenth century. (London, 1979), pp.188-9; P Hume Brown, Early travellers in Scotland. 

(Edinburgh, 1978), p.226 
35 Rev. Dr Walker, ‘Extracts from an essay on the natural, commercial and economic history of herring’, in 

Prize essays  II, pp.270-304, p.297 
36  RPS online: 1681/7/51  
37 RCRB IV, pp.153-4 
38 However, Article 8  also precluded the use of English rock salt which would have been a viable alternative. 
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on the Findhorn.39 A contemporary warned that, ‘it is absolutely necessary (salmon) be cured 

with foreign salt; for although salmond, and especially grilses or young fish may look as 

well to the eye, when foreign salt is mixed with inland salt, yet they taste not so well, or can 

be half so long preserved, as with foreign salt alone.’40 The practice continued however and, 

in 1784, it was claimed that the mixing of Scottish with foreign salt was ‘frequently done.’41 

Although sometimes sourced via the Low Countries, most of the foreign salt arriving in 

Aberdeen, Dundee and local ports originated in France, particularly from areas around La 

Rochelle, St Martin’s de Re and Le Croisic.42 At times, shortages and wars made it necessary 

to look to elsewhere for supplies, with Lübeck (which supplied salt from the Luneburg 

mines), Portugal, Spain, and even Portuguese salt via Bergen, being frequent options, but 

France was the first port of call.43 Demand for salt from northern Scottish salmon fisheries 

was such that Aberdeen ships sometimes made ‘salt voyages’ specifically to Brittany to 

collect it, but more usually it provided a safe cargo for ships returning from the continent, 

with merchants ‘loadin ther ships with salt at Rotchel, which wes an cheap and easie 

loadening, whereby they made their returne with some advantage and profeit.’44 Aberdeen 

merchants, ‘wer always accustomed to bring home (forraigne salt) for the maist pairt in the 

same vessels in which ther salmon wes exported to forraigne countrays,’ and, in the 1720s, 

Inverness merchant John Steuart, certain he would find a market in the region, collected 

cargoes of salt from Rotterdam (Lisbon salt), Cadiz, Lisbon and St Martins (de Re) whilst 

his ships were there on other business.45 The demand for foreign salt, primarily for use in 

fisheries, was such that it has been credited with influencing the pattern of Scottish trade in 

 
39 MHC: ZBFo A37/1/66 
40 Letter from a gentleman (1709) 
41 General remarks British fisheries p.12. 
42 Ditchburn, ‘Salmon, salt and the internationalisation,’ p.60; ASWA; MHC: ZBEl B2/3. 
43 Millar, Wedderburne; Mackay, Steuart  pp.154, 199; Macgill, Old Ross-shire, p.188; Kathryn L Moore, 

‘Changes in foreign trade from the customs ports of north-east Scotland, 1743-1826,’ Northern Scotland, 21 

(2001), pp.39-56, p.41; NRS: GD44/52/110/1; MHC: ZBFo A37/1/66. 
44 ASWA p.86; RCRB  III, p.591. 
45ACL V, p.106; Mackay, Steuart pp.154, 199, 220. 
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the early modern period, strengthening and perpetuating trade links with Scotland’s main 

supplier, France, and helping to maintain the viability of  European commerce.46  

Much of the salt used in Moray Firth fisheries was not imported direct from the continent 

but via Aberdeen, Montrose, Leith or Dundee.47 Aberdeen merchants who purchased salmon 

from the region’s fisheries would sometimes deliver salt and casks as part of contracts 

(Chapter Five), but the market was strong enough for speculative voyages too. In 1660 

Dundee merchant Robert Kyll, on his arrival in the Moray Firth announced, via the burgh of 

Elgin, that any ‘who desires anie salt to fishing shall be served reasonablie a part of the 

s(ai)dis goods at Spey and a part at Findhorn.’48 Relying on the possibility of such ships 

arriving was too uncertain, however, and advance orders, such as that entered into in 1766 

by the Duke of Gordon ‘in co-partnery with Mr John Gordon fforres,’ to supply Spey and 

Findhorn fishings were probably normal practice.49  

Periodic shortages of salt, and difficulties accessing it, were ongoing problems, 

particularly when trade was hampered by wars and embargoes, and catches were sometimes 

lost for want of it.50 Political issues in the 1670s blocked supplies and meant that much of 

Aberdeen’s salmon ‘did spoyll upon their hands’ and, a century later in 1771, the Duke of 

Gordon’s men spent several months sourcing salt, some of which arrived at the end of May 

via Montrose, with a further consignment of 150 Portuguese barrels arriving from Bergen 

on 19 June ˗ halfway through the season.51 From the seventeenth century accessing salt was 

also hampered by duties as, although salt used for curing fish for export was exempt from 

these, attempts to control fraud led to bureaucracy which deterred all but the most organised 

 
46 Ditchburn, ‘Salmon, salt and internationalisation,’ p.66 
47 E.g.. MHC: ZBEl C37/1/1, ZBFo B2/1,2,3,8; EGCB   
48ASWA, pp.109, 293, 338, 407; EGCB 
49 NRS: GD44/52/110/1 
50 Trade with France did continue even during periods of conflict however Siobhan Talbott, ‘An alliance ended? 

Franco-Scottish commercial relations, 1560-1713.’ Unpublished PhD thesis, University of St. Andrews, 

(2011); Richards and Clough, Cromartie, p.44. 
51ACL, V, p.157; NRS: GD44/52/110/1 
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and determined men of business.52 Administration was cumbersome, the process protracted, 

and complaints from across Scotland are testament to the unpopularity and unworkability of 

the system.53 Knox stated the salt duty, ‘must ever prove an impediment to the fisheries,’ 

and ‘the perplexities of custom-house forms, attendances, and fees,’ would always be a 

barrier to their success, particularly for small fisheries and those distant from customs 

houses.54 Custom house charges were not uniformly levied either and the fisheries of the 

Moray Firth may have suffered disproportionately as John Burnet complained that Inverness 

fees were ‘extravagant beyond all measure.’55  The salt duty issue was debated extensively 

and, in 1785, a Committee looking at improving the fisheries stated, ‘the present system of 

the salt laws is peculiarly embarrassing and vexatious to those concerned in the fisheries of 

this kingdom.’ In spite of this official support, the tax brought in substantial sums to the 

Treasury and no solution was found until 1825 when duties were abolished.56 

Salt has been dealt with in some detail here not only because of its vital role in the 

preservation of salmon, but also because of its prominence in contemporary debate and 

literature. Access to adequate supplies of foreign salt was an issue throughout the period and 

a key factor in determining the success or failure of its fisheries. 

Barrels 

Barrels were essential for storage and transportation of pickled salmon. Every part of a 

barrel was made of wood, the staves, base, head and hoops, and although there was woodland 

in Scotland it was often inaccessible and not rich in the oak required for staves, or pliable 

hard woods such as hazel for hoops. Native wood was used occasionally but demand 

exceeded the productive capacity of Scottish woodlands, and it was usually cheaper and 

 
52 Thomas Tucker, Report by Thomas Tucker upon the settlement of the revenues of the excise and customs in 

Scotland AD 1656. (Edinburgh, 1824), p.17; Burt, op. cit., p.88; Southey, op. cit., pp.88, 192, 233; Reports 

from committees 11.5.1785-22.2.1786, 11 May 1785, p.11. 
53 Mackay, Steuart; ACL, V, pp.156, 158; OSA 
54 Knox, British empire, p.254; Knox, Northern fisheries, p.cxlviii. 
55 Reports from committees 1785-1786  14 July 1785, Appendix 23, pp.311-2. 
56 Ibid, 11 May 1785, p.3; Dunlop, op. cit., p.115 
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easier, particularly for east coast fisheries, to import staves and hoops.57The west of Scotland 

regularly imported staves from Ireland but, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the 

staves and hoops used in the Moray Firth came primarily from northern Europe, mainly 

Norway, but also Danzig, Sweden, Poland, north Germany and (probably via) Holland.58 

Haldane stated that John Richardson rejected Danzig staves for his salmon barrels in favour 

of ones from Spain and Portugal, but these were probably not made from Iberian timber but 

originated in New England as there was a brisk trade in oak barrel and pipe staves from there 

to Iberia from the seventeenth century.59 However, there is some doubt as to whether North 

American staves, known collectively as ‘Virginia staves’ whence most of them originated, 

were used for salmon barrels as contemporary sources suggest they were employed for 

herring barrels only.60 Nevertheless, North American staves were available in the region by 

at least the mid-eighteenth century and, by the 1770s, may have been those most commonly 

used in in Moray Firth fisheries as shore dues were levied on other staves ‘in proportion.’61  

Staves and hoops, although sometimes specifically sourced, were viewed by merchants 

in a similar way to salt, as a useful return cargo with a guaranteed market.62 Barrels were 

 
57 Local wood was purchased for the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings in 1719, and in 1767 ‘stings’ were floated 

down the river for hoops for curing vats. NRS: GD44/52/110/1; GD44/51/478/1; Lythe, Economy of Scotland, 

pp.145-7 
58 Hugh Cheape incorrectly assumes northern European staves were pine and unsuitable for salmon casks, 

Haldane, Great fishmonger Appendix C; Mackay, Steuart pp.154, 199; Millar, Wedderburne; ASWA; David 

Ditchburn,, 'A note on Scandinavian trade with Scotland in the later middle ages,' pp.73-89 and Arnvid 

Lillehammer, 'Boards, beams and barrel-hoops: contacts between Scotland and the Stavanger area in the 

seventeenth century,' pp.100-106, both in Grant G Simpson (ed.), Scotland and Scandinavia 800-1800 

(Edinburgh, 1990); Arnvid Lillehammer, 'The Scottish-Norwegian timber trade in the Stavanger area in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries', in T C Smout (ed.), Scotland and Europe 1200-1850. (Edinburgh, 1986), 

pp.97-111 
59Haldane, Great fishmonger p.21; James G Lydon, ‘Fish and flour for gold: southern Europe and the colonial 

American balance of payments’, Business History Review, 39, 2 (1965), pp.171-183, p.180; J E R Collier, The 

great historical, geographical, genealogical and poetical dictionary. ‘New Jersey,’ II, (London, 1701); The 

colonial laws of Massachusetts. Originally 1672 (Boston, 1887), p.122; The book of the general laws for the 

people within the jurisdiction of Connecticut (Cambridge, 1673), p.56; Charles Campbell, History of the colony 

and ancient dominion of Virginia (Philadelphia, 1860), p.272 
60 Pennant, 1772, p.323; General remarks British fisheries p.57. 
61 An act to enable Hector Munro Esq.to build and maintain a harbour and pier at the town of Findhorn, in 

the county of Elgin and Forres 1778; ‘An Act for the better preserving and maintain the piers and harbour of 

Cromarty in North Britain 1785,’ in Danby Pickering, Statutes at large vol. XXXV, (Cambridge, 1786); 

Accounts and papers (House of Commons): Harbour dues and shipping XXII, (1846), Findhorn and Cromarty 

dues pp.526, 527  
62 Mackay, Steuart  pp.120, 121, 127, 156, 281, 282, 336; ASWA, p.109. Lillehammer, ‘Boards,’ p.104. 
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also available ready-made, at least towards the end of the period, with empty casks appearing 

on cargo lists of the 1740s, shore dues being levied on their importation in the 1770s, and, 

by the 1790s, Peterhead coopers were making and exporting barrels in considerable 

numbers. 63 The requirement for salmon barrels to be branded prior to sale made their re-use 

difficult, if not impossible, and fresh barrels must have been used each time. Whether 

imported or made on site, the provision, finishing and sealing of casks was the responsibility 

of coopers. A contract of 1741 between Inverness merchant Duncan Fraser (acting for 

Simon, Lord Lovat), and Inverness coopers Angus Campbell and David Fraser provides 

interesting details about the business. These coopers undertook to: 

 Furnish and deliver to Lord Lovat and his servants, at their shops in Inverness, 

as many good and sufficient salmon casks as shall be needful for his lordship’s 

salmon, taken or to be taken on the water of Bewly, for the years 1741, 1742, 

1743, 1744, 1745, and to pack all the said fish, and to tighten and full hoop the 

said casks yearly, in the ordinary season during the space of these five years, and 

to furnish the hoops, for which they were to be paid three merks Scots for each 

of the salmon casks, and 13s 4d Scots for each barrel packing, and 3s 4d Scots 

for each barrel full hooping, Duncan Fraser to furnish the coopers with hoops for 

full hooping and tightening the casks during the season of packing. Inverness 9 

July 1741.64 

Unfortunately, upon forfeiture Lord Lovat’s bill for was 1745 unpaid, viz: ‘ten lasts nine 

barrels Salmond casks at £2 ster. per last, packing etc. the same at 1s 1½d per barrel, making 

in all £28 13s 4d Ster., £21 10s per casks, and £7 3s 4d per packing etc.’65 This was a sizeable 

sum, and the bills of coopers who worked at the Spey Tugnet fishing were also considerable, 

averaging £149 10s 2d a year for the period 1766 to 1773, roughly equal to the average 

 
63 CM 17.8.1747, 25.7.1749; Act Hector Munro Esq.; OSA XV, pp.448, 454. 
64 A H Millar A selection of forfeited estates papers 1715, 1745. (Edinburgh, 1909), p.58 
65 Ibid p.59 
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profits of the fishings.66 However, coopers worked on a piecework basis and so, although 

this was guaranteed work, income was uncertain  ̠the Spey coopers’ bills ranged from £89 

4s 7d for 347½ barrels (1773) to £209 8s 2d for 833 barrels (1768).  

Coopers’ work was skilled, they shouldered a high degree of responsibility for the quality 

of the end product and their work was heavily regulated by the authorities. The lack of an 

official standard barrel size, and the existence of multiple local measures, were major issues 

which troubled the authorities for centuries (Appendix F).67 Parliament tried to introduce a 

standard measure as early as 1478 when it was asserted that the realm was ‘greatly 

disgraced,’ because ‘foreigners and others who buy salmon’ had complained ‘of the 

reduction of the vessels and barrels that the salmon is packed in.’ The resulting Act of 

Parliament established the barrel size as the Hamburg measure ‘according to the old assise 

of Aberdeen,’ and imposed a penalty of a £5 fine on the cooper plus the forfeiture of the fish 

for contravention of the regulations.68 Parliament, and the Convention, made continued 

attempts to regulate the size and construction of barrels thereafter and, from 1487, salmon 

barrels for export had to be branded by coopers to confirm they were of the correct size and, 

from 1540, inspectors added the town’s brand, linking the salmon with the nearest royal 

burgh as well as the cooper/fishing.69 In 1584, Parliament complained these regulations were 

being ignored, as with other legislation relating to fisheries. This had resulted in the ‘false 

and unjust packing of salmon, herring and white fish…to the great hurt of freemen, burgesses 

and merchants and the whole commonwealth of this realm.’70 More regulations followed in 

1641 in an ‘Act regarding loyal packing of salmon,’ with Parliament complaining of ‘the 

insufficiency of the barrels’ and ‘the disloyal packing of the same’ to the great discredit of 

the nation. In addition to previous regulations (which were repeated), it was stipulated that 

 
66 NRS: GD44/52/110/1-2 
67 John Swinton, A proposal for the uniformity of weights and measures in Scotland by execution of the laws 

now in force (Edinburgh, 1789) 
68 RPS online: 1478/6/87 
69 RPS online: 1487/10/20; 1540/12/82.  
70 RPS online: 1584/5/25 
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all barrels were to be of good quality oak to ensure they retained the pickle and withstood 

‘all kind of stress and handling,’ they were to be ‘well tightened and double girthed,’ and 

merchants were now also required to add their brand.  The whole process was now regulated 

by law, with the cooper paying the price for deficiencies.71  

Despite Acts of Parliament, and rulings by the Convention, local measures persisted until 

the nineteenth century. In 1490, Parliament itself ruled that a debt should be settled in barrels 

of salmon ‘of the Banff measure,’ and in Forres, until at least the 1590s, the ‘bind of Leith’ 

was the favoured measure.72 In 1658 the Earl of Sutherland requested his merchant, John 

Forbes of Culloden, ‘send us no more off the Berwick bind, bot send us the Inverness, Leith 

or Aberdeen gadge’ for his Helmsdale, Brora and Naver salmon.73To add to the confusion, 

the official gauge or standard changed over the period, the herring barrel was a different size 

and, until 1719, the English and Scottish salmon barrels also differed, with the latter being 

considerably smaller. Merchants and customers must have been confused, and in 1565 

Queen Elizabeth I of England intervened to allow the sale of Scottish salmon in London 

which had arrived there, ‘barrelled in caske and vessels not so great in quantitie as barrels 

used for such fysche in this realme of Englande.’ London merchants had challenged Scottish 

merchants who were thus afraid to unload their cargoes in case they were confiscated and, 

‘for quieting them and to comfort such as do bring seasonable victual,’ it was agreed that, as 

long as the fish were good, and the barrels were marked with the quantity they contained, 

they could be sold at a price which reflected their size.74  

The extensive regulation of the coopers’ craft not only indicates some of the issues 

surrounding the production of salted salmon, but also reflects the importance of the industry. 

Some burghs, such as Dundee and Aberdeen, also had local regulations, and the authorities 

 
71 RPS online:1641/8/210 
72 RPS online:1490/2/73; MHC: ZBFo B2/1, ZBFo B2/2  
73 Culloden papers: comprising an extensive and interesting correspondence from the year 1625-1748 

(London, 1815), p.148 
74 Royal proclamation of Queen Elizabeth that undersized barrels of salmon and herring received from 

Scotland are to be measured and marked before sale 22 December 1565 (London, 1565) 
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in Aberdeen were particularly diligent in adhering to the rules and applying their own checks, 

making the quality of their salted salmon the benchmark for others.75 In spite of the diligence 

of some burghs and the persistence of the legislature, the issues were not resolved. Previous 

legislation was repeated in 1661, and the Scottish Parliament continued its attempts to 

regulate and standardise barrels and the packing process until its dissolution in 1707, and the 

Convention made similar efforts until 1730.76 The eighteenth century probably did, finally, 

see the standardisation of barrel size, and compliance probably improved after the 

introduction of a standard British measure in 1719.   

Ready for market 

The end product of successful curing and packing was salmon that could be described as, 

‘full reid and sweitt sufficient merchand wair,’ but unfortunately this was not always 

achieved. A high proportion of the salmon Andrew Halyburton retailed in late fifteenth 

century Flanders was variously described as sour, ‘sum thingis lopy (flaccid),’ and even 

rotten, and many of the barrels required re-packing, and at the end of the sixteenth century 

salmon taken by an Elgin merchant to Flanders was also ‘insufficient’ in quality.77 In 1587, 

James Urquhart in Forres insisted the salmon he was due in payment of the rent of his stell 

fishings was to be salted ‘in his awin corf howis,’ and a few years later Thomas Urquhart, 

also in Forres, stipulated his salmon rents were to be packed in ‘his awin treis (barrels),’ 

suggesting a desire to monitor the process and impose standards.78  

To achieve the best results the fish needed to be in the best condition at the start of the 

process as stale and damaged fish cured and stored poorly.79 Unfortunately the clips and 

leisters used on some of the Ness fishings often resulted in ‘wounds and abuses’ to the fish, 

but they were, nevertheless, routinely packed along with the rest once the damaged areas had 

 
75 Gemmill and Mayhew, op. cit., p.103; Alexander J Warden, Burgh laws of Dundee (London, 1872). 
76 RPS online:1661/1/301, 1705/6/192; RCRB V p.506 
77 Innes, Halyburton, pp.159, 177, 188, 234, 242, 248; MHC: ZBEl B2/3 
78 MHC: ZBFo B2/1 
79 Locker, op. cit., p.59 
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been removed.80 Fish caught in cruive traps also suffered damage, especially if crushed 

together for long periods such as during the Saturday slap, and the method of killing the 

salmon after capture also impaired their quality. In the 1780s Spey fishers were said to be 

rough with the fish, beating them on the beaches with a stick, ‘and, at every stroke, left a 

black bruise so that no person at a foreign market would buy it.’81 These fishers were not 

alone and, 40 years later, it was reported that badly placed blows frequently caused damaged 

and bloodshot fish which, to add insult to injury, were then piled on the river-banks for some 

time, often in full sun, before being collected and removed to the corf house.82 Some journeys 

to corf houses were lengthy and transport not always ideal, with fish frequently carried in 

sacks on men’s backs, on horseback, or in open carts. In the 1670s and 1680s Moray 

merchant James Calder took delivery of ‘bair fish, wanting barrels,’ on more than one 

occasion and it can only be assumed these fish were transported in open carts.83 In 1683, one 

proprietor stated: 

the carrying of salmond…a distance would render them altogether useless, they 

being a perishing commodity, for if they be carried in a shune shyne day, then 

they gild, and if upon a rainie day then they sour and rote.84 

So the condition of the salmon may not have been ideal even before curing, but there is 

evidence that they might have been treated badly during and after salting too. In 1654, the 

new tacksman of the Earl of Moray’s Findhorn fishings complained that salmon from ‘the 

fisching (of) 1652 yeeris…lay in the fattes till September 1654,’ had been ‘spoylit with the 

raine water, (and) wes unprofitable.’85 As curing in the vats took only about 6 weeks, and 

these vats were clearly uncovered, it is incredible that these fish were considered for sale at 

 
80 Culduthel v. lower heritors 1765. 
81 General remarks British fisheries p.43 
82 Reports from committees 1824 pp.50, 80.  
83 It is not clear whether this was before or after curing. NRS: GD44/51/459/4. 
84 Gild : ‘to assume a yellow phosphorescent colour due to incipient decay’ (DSL)Agnes Lady Dowager of 

Banff was in dispute with the local coopers who refused to process her fish on site, c.1 ½ miles from the burgh.. 

RPCS 3rd series, VIII, p.171  
85 MHC: ZBFo A37/1/66 
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all. The apparent lack of lids or covers on these and other vats, the length of time the fish lay 

in them, even if packed every year, and the general cleanliness and suitability of these vats, 

some of which may have been requisitioned from brewers, mean the quality of cured salmon 

may have been routinely questionable.86  

From the sixteenth century, as well as concerning themselves with the barrel gauge the 

Convention attempted to address the issue of curing and packing of poor-quality fish and, in 

1580, passed an Act ‘anent cowparis and pakkeris of fische,’ who, they alleged, were 

responsible for ‘greit hurt and dampnage’ to both the buyers and sellers of the fish  ‘throuche 

pakking of roustie and insufficient salmound.’ As usual, the cooper was required to ensure 

standards were maintained, swear to use his office loyally and truly and append his brand to 

the finished product so he could be held accountable for any deficiencies.87 There is a clear 

suggestion in this Act that not all issues were unintentional and in 1730 the Convention 

recorded that ‘complaint has been made’ about fraud committed in the curing and packing 

of salmon for export. Under-sized barrels were being used, old and new salmon were being 

packed together, salmon bellies (the prime portion of the fish) were being removed, and 

some were ‘putting an over quantity of salt’ in each barrel (since a drawback could be 

claimed on this).88 These, and other practices, which might be described as ‘disloyal 

packing,’ were said to ‘manifestly…discredit the reputation of our fish at foreign mercats 

and ruin the trade.’89 This was never an elite product and the profit generally lay not in its 

quality, but in the quantities produced. 

The finished product was not always substandard, and Aberdeen cured salmon were 

renowned for their quality throughout the period, attracting the best prices on the continent 

 
86 See above. Although vat lids were bought for the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings in 1771, none appear in 

any of the inventories NRS: GD44/52/110/1 
87 RCRB I pp.100-101 
88 RCRB V, p.506. Burt, op. cit., p.88; Southey, op. cit., pp.82-3. 
89 RCRB V, p. 506; RPCS 3rd series XIII p.viii 
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and outstripping any competition.90  Salmon from different rivers did vary, with west coast 

and Shin fish being coarse and large, but although Aberdeen fish were said to be particularly 

fine, it was the care taken in curing which accounted for their superior quality. Guy Miege 

stated they were, ‘accounted the best in Europe,’ and, although packed in smaller barrels 

than those from Berwick, the French were prepared to pay 10 livres a barrel more for them, 

‘because (they were) better cur’d, wherein the magistrates and town council of Aberdeen 

take very particular care.’91 Aberdeen curers were really only abiding strictly by the laws, 

but others clearly were not, and their reputation endured into the nineteenth century, as 

Robert Forsyth observed: 

So expert were the coopers in Aberdeen in this branch of manufacture, and so 

careful were the magistrates to see the regulations for curing this fish duly 

enforced, that the Aberdeen salmon invariably sold for ten shillings a barrel 

(about twenty per cent on the average price) above those from any other place.92 

The Aberdeen brand was so sought after that there were attempts to pass off salmon from 

elsewhere as Aberdeen salmon. In 1607 Aberdeen’s commissioner to the Convention 

complained that John Finlayson, merchant of Dundee, ‘and dyverssis utheries that treddis 

with the bying of salmond in the north, markis their salmond bindis with ane counterfute 

byrning yrne of the byrne and mark of the brugh of Aberdeen.’93 This was a persistent 

problem, with another incidence recorded in the records of the Convention in 1632, and 

Aberdeen received Parliamentary backing to try to remedy the situation with a clause in the 

Act of 1641 regarding ‘disloyal packing’ stating ‘no burgh, nor any other trading with 

salmon, shall presume to counterfeit the mark or burn of Aberdeen.’94 Nevertheless in 1761, 

 
90 John Richardson claimed the Parisian’s would buy no other salmon but that from Aberdeen. Haldane, Great 

fishmonger,  p.11 
91 Miege, op. cit., p.10; Douglas, op. cit., pp.121-2; Knox, British empire, pp.350-351. 
92  Robert Forsyth,, The beauties of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1805-8), IV, p.395. 
93 RCRB II, pp.239-240 
94 Alan R MacDonald and Mary Verschuur (eds.), Records of the Convention of Royal Burghs 1555; 1631-

1648 (Woodbridge, 2009), p.99; RPS online: 1641/8/210 
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following complaints about the quality of some Aberdeen salmon bought at Campvere, it 

was discovered that John Burnet, Aberdeen merchant and tacksman of fishings in the north 

of Scotland (Appendix C), had abused the privilege he possessed of using the town’s brand 

by applying it to barrels of fish from the Findhorn and Ythan.95 The ‘indulgence’ the council 

of Aberdeen had granted him (as a tacksman of Dee fishings) was rescinded, and measures 

put in place to ensure there was no recurrence. 

Curing standards elsewhere could not compete with those of Aberdeen and, although in 

the 1760s Richardson thought Spey pickled salmon similar in quality to those of the Tay and 

acted as a yardstick for prices in the Moray Firth, shortcomings in their curing were 

highlighted in the 1780s.96 In 1781, Alexander Robertson, a Portsoy merchant who dealt 

with the Duke of Gordon’s Spey salted salmon wrote of ‘great complaints’ his company had 

received the previous year regarding the quality of this salmon and resolved to ‘order a man 

to attend at packing them,’ to oversee the process. The Spey cooper, James Allan, had been 

censured in 1779 for using casks at another fishing which had been used previously for whale 

blubber and he probably warranted watching.97 An Aberdeen cooper did indeed attend the 

packing of the Spey salmon in 1781 but, in February 1782, the Duke’s factor received a letter 

from Aberdeen merchant Thomas Bannerman reporting remarks from a Belgian contact that 

the quality of Spey salmon was not good, ‘appearing like old fish’ which was ‘of serious 

consequence’ and ‘must hurt the sale of your fish.’ This was not the first complaint of this 

nature, he warned, and, if not addressed, people would not buy Spey salmon. He suggested, 

‘let your salmon this year (be) properly cured and packed in good casks; alter your burn of 

Spey, which is already too well known, by substituting any other mark you may think proper, 

 
95 RCRB, VII, pp.65, 68-69, 79-82. Victoria Clark stated Burnet had been using a counterfeit branding iron 

bearing the letters ABDN instead of ABD. Victoria E Clark, The port of Aberdeen: a history of its trade and 

shipping from the twelfth century to the present day. (Aberdeen, 1921), p.74 
96 Haldane, Great fishmonger, pp.11, 22 
97 NRS: GD44/43/259; GD44/43/218. 
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only let none be marked but such as (are) the best.’98 Re-branding eighteenth century style 

was required! 

This situation appears to have been quite serious, although the problems may have been 

confined to a couple of years. The author of General remarks on the British fisheries (1784) 

wrote that, in the past, the salted salmon of the Spey was badly managed, the fish were 

roughly killed and ‘their casks were so ill-made, that they would not retain pickle; and not 

only so, but I believe, this pickle was made by a mixture of Scotch salt with that of Lisbon.’ 

They also failed to drain off the oil from the casks which, ‘totally spoils the fish before it 

gets to market; making it turn yellow like rusty bacon!…such damaged, ill-cured fish was 

indeed fit for no market.’99 It is not clear why the Spey was singled out for this treatment, 

and the anonymous author possibly had first-hand knowledge of  the fishings as he went on 

to say the situation had changed with the help of Aberdeen coopers. This author’s comments 

were reproduced in at least two London, and one regional newspaper, featuring on the front 

page of the London Chronicle, and such bad press must have been damaging to the ‘Spey 

brand.’100 

Another major issue was the disposal of old salmon as salted salmon will not keep 

indefinitely. When negotiating the 1676 and subsequent staple contracts between Scotland 

and Campvere, special conditions permitted the removal of salmon from Campvere if it 

remained unsold after a period of time, it being ‘such ane tender and perishable comoditie 

that it must only byde its season.’101 Barrelled, pickled fish remains edible, (but not 

necessarily good), for about 10 months if kept cool, but there are several examples of much 

older fish being offered for sale, such as the rain damaged salmon from the Earl of Moray’s 

fishings of 1652/4 noted above and, a century on, in June 1748, we find William Mackenzie 

of Gruinard hoping to sell some of the previous year’s salmon that was sitting at Dingwall 

 
98 NRS: GD44/43/260; GD44/43/267/41.  
99 General remarks British fisheries, pp.42-43. 
100 London Chronicle, 4.1.1785; General Evening Post (London) 6.1.1785; Derby Mercury 6 Jan 1785. 
101 RCRB, III, pp.667-8 
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to Bailie John Mackintosh of Inverness.102 Bailie Steuart of Inverness regularly tried to sell 

old salmon, generally passing it off as new, and in April 1721 he wrote to his Bordeaux 

contact stating that confusion of trade the previous year had left ‘a good deal of last years 

salmond to remain yet on hand here, and in the ffats unpacked,’ but speculated that ‘such 

salmond, being well cured and bright coloured, might pass for new fish caught this spring,’ 

especially if ‘duble hooped with fresh hoops.’103 In April 1725, Steuart suggested some 

barrels lying at Rotterdam should be kept until September ‘and then, if repackt and washed 

clean with pickle, I think they might sell at Bilboa or Havre for new salmon.’104  

It is highly unlikely that the niceties of fish preservation were understood during this 

period and, given the treatment that some Scottish salmon received it is astonishing that there 

was any market for them at all. Nevertheless, however imperfect, Scottish pickled salmon 

was possibly better than the rest. In 1772 Duhamel de Monceau claimed Scottish pickled 

salmon was held in higher regard than that from other countries, with the fish from the north 

coast between Montrose and Cromarty being ‘les plus éstimés.’ The French considered 

salted salmon from Scotland (and England) to be of good quality, salted with care and packed 

and sorted well in contrast to those from northern Europe,  particularly Germany, which were 

packed roughly and haphazardly.105  In spite of this positive report from one of Scotland’s 

major markets, and in spite of the importance of the trade, quality does not appear to have 

been of the greatest significance in the production of Scottish salted and barrelled salmon, 

and, even if circumstances had not been changing, it would not have been surprising to find 

that sales were declining by the eighteenth century. 

 
102 Ideally 10-12˚C or cooler. Brian Fagan, Fish on Friday: feasting, fasting and the discovery of the New World 

(New York, 2006), p.55; Locker, op. cit., p.56; MHC: ZBFo A37/1/66; Fraser-Mackintosh, Letters, p.230 
103 Mackay, Steuart pp.141-2, 146, 286 
104 Mackay, Steuart, p.220 
105 Duhamel du Monceau, op. cit., II, pp.272, 288. 
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Eighteenth century innovations: new methods, new markets, new management 

By the eighteenth century, European demand for salted salmon was declining, probably 

as a consequence of a relaxation of Christian dietary restrictions, increased competition, and 

conflict with traditional European markets. However, this coincided with improved access 

to a large, increasing, more open, domestic market in England, and admittance to Imperial 

markets, following the Union of 1707. Demand for Scottish goods was stimulated, 

particularly in London which increasingly dominated British trade and served as an entrepôt 

for continental and English goods.  

The importance of preservation techniques to the success or failure of fisheries has often 

been overlooked, but remaining competitive depended not only on quality curing such as 

was practised at Aberdeen, but also on innovation, and Kowaleski believes that 

‘transformations in curing’ were probably more important to the success of fisheries than the 

adoption of new fishing methods.106 There is evidence from a variety of other fisheries that 

changes in curing techniques had the potential to have a considerable impact on their 

development and success. For example, medieval innovations in herring curing created a 

‘more durable product which could bear longer shipment and storage,’ resulting in access to 

new fishing grounds and markets, and transforming the industry; new curing techniques 

employed in the pilchard fishery of Cornwall and the white fisheries of south-west England 

also improved the longevity, value and marketability of those fish and had a considerable 

impact on the industry.107 There had been no significant demand for traditionally cured 

Scottish salmon in English markets since the Middle Ages (Chapter Five) but despite this 

salmon curing techniques had not changed. However, to capitalise on the re-orientation of 

trade to English and Imperial markets the industry needed to adapt and change, and 

encouraged by the Enlightenment and the ‘Improving Movements’ of the early eighteenth 

 
106 Kowaleski, ‘Early documentary evidence,’ p.35 
107 Kowaleski, ‘Commercialisation England Wales,’ p.227; Hoffmann, ‘Aquatic resource use,’ p.27; Childs, 

‘Fishing and fisheries’; Kowaleski, ‘Expansion,’ pp.439-440. 
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century, changes and developments in preservation methods resulted in new, desirable 

products which transformed the industry (Chapter Two).  

Kitted salmon 

The first new curing method, kitting, has been both widely mis-understood and dismissed 

as a passing trend of minor significance.108 Kitting can be credited with reviving salmon 

fisheries across Scotland, and for over a century it was the mainstay of many fisheries in the 

north of the country where the impact of the new cure was probably strongest. In enabling 

the fisheries of the Moray Firth to exploit new markets, and changing their management and 

organisation, the impact of kitting was considerable and transformative.  

The kitting process was introduced to Scotland from Berwick in the 1730s and involved 

parboiling pieces of salmon in salted water in large cauldrons or kettles and, once cool, 

packing it with some of the boiling liquor and vinegar in small, wooden coopered vessels 

called kits (Appendices E and F). This process was being practised domestically from at 

least the seventeenth century, appearing in recipe books such as The accomplished lady’s 

delight in preserving, physick, beautifying and cookery (1677), The compleat English and 

French cook (1690), and other seventeenth century writers, including John Collins in his 

discourse on salt, wrote of preparing, although not storing, salmon in a vinegar solution.109  

There are indications that commercial production may have begun at Berwick as early as 

1670, at least on a one-off basis, and curing by this method was well established there by the 

1720s.110 Whether this means of preservation was developed for commercial use specifically 

to serve the growing domestic market is uncertain, but the resulting product appealed to the 

English market, and particularly Londoners, much more than salted salmon had done. Locker 

 
108 Processes and methods involved in kitting have been erroneously associated with salted salmon by several 

writers: Ditchburn, ‘Salmon, salt and the internationalisation,’ p.60; Haldane, Great fishmonger pp.18, 20; 

O'Dell and Walton, op. cit., p.97; Jackson, ‘Economy,’ p.175; Coates, Salmon, p.67; Walker, ‘Full reid and 

sweit,’ p.193; Wigan, op. cit., pp.84-5; Caroline Balfour, ‘It will be opposed but our cause is good.’ The early 

days of the river Tweed commissioners. (Melrose, n.d), p.25; Summers, op. cit., p.338 
109 The compleat cook (London, 1662); Collins, Salt p.117. 
110 Newcastle Courant 15.9.1882; Saunders, Compleat fisherman, pp.49, 134.   
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noted a trend away from the consumption of highly salted foods in Britain, particularly salted 

fish, from the seventeenth century, and kitting, with an end product which apparently closely 

resembled fresh fish in both taste and texture, reflected these changing tastes in the same 

way that the milder herring cures of the nineteenth century did, and transformed the Scottish 

salmon fishing industry. 111  

 

Fig 6: A salmon kit ̠   Duhamel du Monceau, op. cit., II p.407 

 

Kits, small, wooden, coopered tubs or vessels, existed for centuries before the new cure 

was introduced, and may even have been used on a regular basis for packing salmon.112 In 

Banff, in 1633 and 1634, ‘kittis of salmond’ were presented as gifts or acknowledgements 

of services on three occasions, and in 1783, 1803, and 1816 the new tacksmen of the Duke 

of Gordon’s Spey fishings undertook to provide the Duke with six kits of salted salmon 

bellies each year.113 The use of kits for gifts and in the ducal household suggests these 

smaller containers resulted in a better quality product, and the fact that the Convention 

argued for the retention of the smaller Scottish salmon barrel in pre-Union negotiations 

because ‘experience has proven that the fish keep much better and more free from gilting in 

a lesser than a greater bind’ would deem to confirm this.114 Despite their continued use for 

salted salmon, by the mid-eighteenth century kits had become synonymous with this new 

 
111 Alison Locker, ‘The decline in the consumption of stored cod and herring in post-medieval and early 

industrialised England: a change in food culture,’ in Barrett and Orton, op. cit., pp.99-107. pp.103-4 
112 They were also later used for packing preserved beef and herrings. Jamaica Mercury 16.10.1779; Gore’s 

General Advertiser 17.4.1800. 
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method of preservation, and the entry for ‘kit’ in Samuel Johnson’s dictionary reads, ‘a small 

wooden vessel in which Newcastle salmon is sent up to town.’  

 The term ‘Newcastle salmon’ used in Johnson’s dictionary was applied to all kitted 

salmon, regardless of place of origin, as the original kits, containing salmon from the Tweed 

but cured in Tynemouth (or North Shields), were despatched to London on Newcastle coal 

ships.115 During his tour of Britain in 1724, Defoe appeared disappointed to find that the 

‘great quantity’ of pickled salmon sent to London each year as Newcastle salmon actually 

had its origins in the Tweed, some 60 miles away, and declared it ‘ought to be called Berwick 

salmon, not Newcastle.’116  

During the second quarter of the eighteenth century, motivated by the growing demands 

of the metropolis and undoubtedly encouraged by landowners keen to exploit the assets of 

their estates, Berwick merchant-coopers began to introduce the ‘Newcastle cure’ into 

Scotland. A certain amount of ‘technological transfer’ from Berwick coopers was required 

to establish and perfect the process in Scotland, and Robertson believes kitting would have 

spread to the country much more quickly if the requisite skills had existed here already.117 

However, it is not clear how much ‘transfer’ actually occurred as in 1828, almost a century 

after the introduction of kitting to the country, it was claimed that ‘a mystery is still made of 

the business; the men serve an apprenticeship of seven years, and the best of them are bred 

at Berwick-on-Tweed.’118 From the outset the role of the Berwick men went far beyond 

curing to controlling and managing the region’s salmon fisheries and the Berwick merchant-

coopers probably intentionally retained control over the kitting process to strengthen their 

hold on the fisheries. Their continuing presence in and dominance of Scotland’s salmon 

fisheries beyond the period of the initial introduction of the new cure is striking, and 

 
115 Saunders, Compleat fisherman, pp.49, 134 
116 Defoe, op. cit., p.536 
117 Robertson, ‘Tay salmon fisheries,’ p.73 
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‘technological transfer’ may never have been on their agenda (Chapter Two and Appendix 

C).  

The salmon-rich fisheries of the north of Scotland were relatively early adopters of the 

new cure. By the 1730s kitting facilities had been established in Aberdeen, salmon were 

being kitted at Findhorn by 1746 and, by the late 1740s, probably also at Banff. The Moray 

Firth fisheries were by no means lagging behind those further south such as those on the 

North and South Esks at Montrose (where kitting was established in the 1740s), and on the 

Tay at Perth where opposition from local coopers stood in the way of progress until the 

1750s.119 Other kitting facilities were established in the north during the eighteenth century 

at Down (later Macduff) probably in the 1750s, at Portsoy and Beauly by the 1780s, at 

Helmsdale by the early 1790s, and at Peterhead, Wick and Thurso by the time of the OSA.120  

The absence of facilities on site did not mean the catch could not be processed for kitting. 

Just as Tweed salmon was originally kitted at Tynemouth, from at least 1766 the Duke of 

Gordon’s Spey salmon were carried over 25 miles to John Burnet’s boiling house in 

Findhorn and, from 1780 to 1782 they were transported to boiling houses at Portsoy and 

Macduff, 20 to 30 miles away.121Shin and Brora salmon were transported to Helmsdale (up 

to 45 miles away) for kitting in the 1790s and, until 1797, Thurso salmon was processed at 

Wick (20 miles away) so ships collecting the kits could avoid the perilous Pentland Firth.122  

Once kitting became established in Scotland contents of kits seems to have varied from 

fishery to fishery, and/or over time. Unlike salted salmon barrels there was no regulation 

size for kits. Duhamel du Monceau described the kits (Fr. tinettes) used in Aberdeen as two 

 
119 Henry Hamilton (ed.), Life and labour on an Aberdeenshire estate 1735-1750: being selections from the 
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feet (61cm) in diameter and nine to ten inches (23cm) high, but the sizeof kits elsewhere 

were variously described as weighing between 18lbs (Berwick) and 40lbs (Wick and 

Montrose). Aberdeen and Moray Firth kits lay somewhere between at 30lbs (Findhorn and 

Aberdeen) and 36lbs (Spey).123 Half, quarter or token, kits were also produced. As there was 

no requirement for kits to be branded and, as they were all sold in London as ‘Newcastle 

salmon,’ there is no evidence of market preferences for kits from particular fisheries but, as 

those with fewer fish were generally ‘esteemed the best,’ smaller kits may have realised 

better prices.124 

The preparation and type of the fish included in kits also varied. On the Spey and Findhorn 

(1760s-1780s) only salmon were kitted, whereas grilse were included in Helmsdale kits in 

1828 (Appendix E). One description referred to the contents of a kit as fillets of two or three 

fish (Berwick 1763) with a half-kit containing ‘two joles, four middle pieces, and a tail 

piece,’ whereas in Aberdeen the head was also included,  left attached to one of the shoulder 

pieces (1769), and in Helmsdale (1828) it was re-attached to the shoulder by passing a piece 

of twine through the eyes.125 The resulting product was said to be ‘little inferior in taste and 

flavour to fresh salmond’ and, although more perishable than salted salmon, it remained 

edible for a six to eight weeks, or possibly several months, even in summer.126  

Commercially produced kitted salmon may have differed from that made at home using 

earlier domestic recipes. Margaret Dods, a contemporary cookery writer, described salmon 

fresh from the boiling house pickling-kettle as unique, ‘superbly done ˗ meltingly rich and 

of incomparable flavour.’127 The preserving liquor in the commercial product also appears 

to have been quite a distinctive and important element which was difficult to replicate. A 
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comment accompanying a nineteenth century recipe for pickled salmon stated, ‘it is 

impossible for any private person to pickle salmon to equal that which comes to London in 

kits, and is termed Newcastle salmon, because he cannot, without considerable expense, 

provide the fine rich liquor in which it is preserved, and which can only be obtained by the 

wholesale trader.’128  

Early household recipes for vinegar-preserved salmon from Britain, Holland and the 

America generally included herbs and spices, typically rosemary, bay leaves, allspice, mace, 

cloves, pepper, coriander seed, thyme, and garlic, and such spices appear to have been 

readily available in Scotland, with an Elgin merchant importing ginger, aniseed, pepper, 

mace, cloves, nutmegs and cinnamon into Findhorn from Rotterdam in 1694.129 Such spices 

were probably widely employed in more affluent kitchens for flavouring sauces but also 

preserving, but they were not initially used in commercially produced salmon kits which 

appear to have used only vinegar and salt.130 However, in 1761 it was reported that the curers 

of Berwick, had ‘another way, newly adopted, of preparing salmon with spices and other 

aromatics which they…send abroad under the name of spiced salmon.’131 This novel use of 

spices created a product which enabled curers to tap into the burgeoning Imperial market, 

and a particular version of this new kitting process, using pepper, cloves and mace and aimed 

specifically at the East and West Indies, was patented in 1763 by Berwick cooper Alexander 

Cockburn.132 Cockburn’s spiced salmon kits were smaller than those for pickled salmon, 

holding either 10 or 15lbs, and were priced at 8s or 11s. They also had a longer shelf-life 

than conventional kits (one to seven years were claimed), and were thus highly suited to the 

hotter climes for which they were created.133 

 
128 James Robinson, The whole art of curing, pickling and smoking meat and fish (London, 1847), pp.38-9 
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Cockburn’s patent covered England, Wales and Berwick only and thus placed no 

restrictions on the production of spiced salmon in Scotland. Duhamel du Monceau noted that 

Aberdeen was manufacturing spiced kitted salmon in 1772 using pepper and flower of 

nutmeg (muscade fleur) but it is unlikely these were produced in large numbers and, between 

1790 and 1792, just over 70 salmon kits (probably of this spiced variety), were sent overseas 

from Aberdeen. This paled into insignificance beside the 24,212 traditional kits sent coast-

wise to London in 1793 alone.134 There is no evidence that spiced salmon was produced 

commercially in the Moray Firth region, although with one of the leaseholders of the Ness 

fishings in the 1760s being a Mr Cockburn from Berwick, and he may well have been the 

very gentleman who held of the English patent, there is a possibility that Inverness was 

involved in the spiced salmon trade. Nevertheless, this trade is unlikely to have been 

widespread and the original, non-spiced, variety seems to have been that generally produced 

in the Moray Firth region.  

Day-to-day operations 

The Duke of Gordon’s Spey fisheries provide a useful case study of the practicalities of 

kitting operations in the region. Firstly, transporting salmon overland to boiling houses in 

Findhorn and Macduff was not only inconvenient but involved extra costs. Carriage from 

Spey fisheries to the Findhorn boiling house incurred carriers’ costs, and frequently 

necessitated the hire of additional horses to carry up to nine loads a day, overland, from the 

two bases at Tugnet and Ordiquish. At times it was necessary for the horses to be ferried 

over the volatile Spey from Tugnet, and the accounts for the 1772 season included, ‘freight 

of 71 horses that were boated over with fresh salmon going to or returning from Findhorn 

@7d, Boat of Bogue, £2 2s 5d.’135 The nature of the records means it is impossible to assess 

the total number of fish delivered from the Spey to Findhorn each season, but the average 
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number of loads was around 150 per season, with 167 loads and 4678 salmon carried in 

1779.136  

From 1780, the Duke of Gordon’s Spey salmon was processed by James and Alexander 

Robertson and Co. of Portsoy, at Down (Macduff) and Portsoy.137 Theirs was a long-

established company with strong connections in the salmon trade and they had previously 

held the contract for the salted salmon from the Spey fishings, but this was a new venture 

for them, and one with which they may not have been equipped to deal (Appendix C).138 The 

operation was far from professional and, in 1780, the Robertsons were forced to ask the 

Duke’s factor to send coopers to make more kits as they had run short, and also to supply 

details of how many fish they had been sent for processing, suggesting their own records 

were deficient.139 In May 1781 the Robertsons’ manager, John Wilson, asked that no more 

than 200 salmon a day be sent to the boiling house, and only on four rather than five days a 

week as he was concerned that, because of the large quantities being sent, ‘their people could 

not do justice to them,’ and there were already ‘two parcels’ lying in the boiling house ‘not 

manufactured.’ They had received complaints from London about the quality of their kits, 

which he could not ‘impute to any other cause.’140 Wilson’s background is not known ˗ he 

may not have been a Berwick man and might have lacked the necessary expertise to manage 

the operation. In early 1782 the Robertsons were struggling with commitments to creditors 

and, in February, James Robertson and his brother Alexander individually, and as Robertson 

and Co., were declared bankrupt.141 While their venture into kitting cannot be directly linked 

to their fate, it demonstrates that the new curing process was guaranteed to be neither easy 

nor profitable. 
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In 1782, Berwick men took over the Duke of Gordon’s Spey kitting contract for a year. 

Merchant and cooper Anthony Forster, (previously involved in kitting in Montrose) and 

cooper William Berry,  who was to feature prominently in the fishings of the north over the 

following years, established their base at the Robertsons’ former boiling house at Portsoy 

where they also cured salmon from Banff (Appendix C).142 Although this type of venture 

was new to them, the original contract is professional, and it also provides rich detail about 

the kitting process.143 Berry asks that the fish be delivered by 10am and, as the capacity of 

the boiling house and staff was finite it was agreed that they would take no more than 250 

salmon a day up until 15 April, and no more than 2800lbs (1270 kg) per day for the remainder 

of the season.  2½d per pound (c.454g) of salmon was to be paid up until 12 May, and 2d 

per pound from 13 May to 1 June, and, although the boilers were not obliged to receive any 

fish from 1 June, the same rate was payable thereafter. These amounts are similar to, but 

contrast favourably with, rates paid in 1775 by John Burnet at Findhorn of 2d per pound to 

1 May, and 1¾d thereafter, and offered by William Forbes on his behalf in 1782 when he 

was tendering for the contract. Towards the end of the season on 30 May, Berry (based 

locally for the duration of the contract) in fact reduced the price to 1½d per pound because 

of news of poor sales in London, and he agreed to take the fish only because he had ‘a few 

kits unfilled, and vinegar for the same on hand.’ Furthermore he reduced the daily limit of 

fish to 1640lbs (744 kg),  and declined to take fish caught on Saturday as ‘the season is too 

far advanced to keep them over Sunday and bring them here in condition to boil.’ 144  

The attention to detail, and the importance of the quality of the fish from the outset is 

perhaps a reflection of long years of experience, and an indication of why the expertise of 

the Berwick coopers was so prized. Early in the season Berry found cause to complain about 

the quality of the fish he had received, particularly from the Upper Coble at Ordiquish. He 
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considered them ‘not marketable goods,’ nor ‘worth bestowing kitt and vinegar on.’ Edward 

Norman, the fishery’s overseer, had suspected Berry ‘would be troublesome to please’ and 

dismissed the complaints as unjust, the main damage being only the loss of scales. However, 

the fish may have sustained further damage subsequently as snow had caused them to be 

unloaded four or five times, and damage during the lengthy journey was a constant 

problem.145 When tendering for this kitting contract George Robinson of Banff stipulated 

that he would only take it on, ‘on the express condition that the salmon is forwarded as soon 

as possible after being caught in the proper carts and covered from the sun.’146 It is surprising 

fish were not routinely covered in transit, especially since the ill effects of sunlight were 

widely known, but it was clearly not the case as, in 1787, Lord Fife wrote that, until he had 

his own ‘salmon manufactory’ at Macduff, the salmon had lain on boats and in open carts 

‘exposed to sun and dirt’ while journeying to the boiling house.147  

In spite of the expense and inconvenience of repeated overland treks on poor roads 

between the Spey and Findhorn, and later Portsoy and Macduff, and also in spite of the fact 

that the Duke of Gordon and his partner in the Spey Fishing Company, Patrick Stewart of 

Tannachy, invested £1067 19s 9d in a suite of new buildings at Tugnet between 1771 and 

1777, no boiling house was built on site.148 A facility was in the planning stages in July 1776 

when ‘Mr Hogarth, one of John Burnett’s partners in the boiling business’ was consulted on 

the matter and helped to draft a sketch  of ‘what would be necessary for accommodating the 

boiling’ at Tugnet. However, the scheme was either dismissed or, more likely, abandoned 

because Stewart, the driving force behind the building project, died the following year.149 A 

boiling house was finally built at Tugnet, at the mouth of the Spey, in 1783 by John 
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Richardson of Perth and James Gordon of Portsoy, the new tacksmen of the Duke’s 

fishings.150  

Materials 

Once established, the kitting process required kits. These could be made on site but, at 

least by the end of the eighteenth century, they might also be purchased ready-made. Empty 

kits were included in the cargoes of five vessels that arrived at Speymouth in 1793 and, in 

1803, 1200 empty kits were imported to Thurso.151 Some of these kits may have come from 

Peterhead where coopers reportedly made some 1000 kits a year for export by 1794. By 1800 

empty kits regularly arrived at Firth fisheries from or via Aberdeen in the smacks which 

performed a shuttle service for deliveries and collections between these fisheries and 

Aberdeen and London.152 Between 1802 and 1806 empty kits were regularly despatched 

from Aberdeen to Inverness, Helmsdale, Findhorn, Thurso, Wick, Macduff, Lossiemouth 

and Spey on smacks such as the ‘Cleverly,’ ‘Northumberland’ and ‘Lively,’ and by 1807 

shipments were so numerous and frequent that the Aberdeen Journal merely records the 

departure of, for example, 6 vessels ‘with empty kits.’ Probably very few kits were being 

made at fisheries by this time and in the early nineteenth century Aberdeen coopers and 

tradesmen from Macduff and Banff, regularly advertised their wares for sale in bulk in the 

regional press.153 Some kits may also have been returned and re-used, and the lack of 

branding would not have precluded this, but this warrants further investigation.154  

 The other main pre-requisite for kitting was vinegar, and it is possible that different 

fisheries used different types. The original ‘Newcastle cure’ probably used ale-based 

vinegar, and Alston suggests this was also used in Cromarty Firth fisheries.155 Duhamel du 
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Monceau stated less vinegar was required if a good wine vinegar was used. White wine 

vinegar was used in domestic cures while the Helmsdale fishery employed double-distilled 

red wine vinegar in the nineteenth century (Appendix E). Frequently no particular type of 

vinegar is specified, or it is described merely as ‘good’ or ‘strong.’156 Whatever the type of 

vinegar, ‘many hogsheads yearly (were) laid in for the purpose’ of kitting at the Spey fishings 

in the 1790s, and, in Thurso in 1803, following the establishment of a salmon boiling house 

there in 1797 which produced and exported 400 kits that year, 5,700 gallons of vinegar were 

imported, compared to only 566 gallons in 1793 prior to the introduction of kitting there.157 

From 1750 until well into the nineteenth century the Aberdeen Journal records the arrival at 

Aberdeen of regular shipments of vinegar Aberdeen, primarily from London but also from 

Gravesend and Berwick, and some of this vinegar was destined for onward shipment with 

‘Spey,’ ‘Moray,’ Findhorn, Beauly, Helmsdale, Peterhead, Montrose, Caithness and 

particularly Inverness receiving deliveries of vinegar from or via Aberdeen.158  

Another key ingredient was salt which was used in the boiling process. Smaller quantities 

were needed for kitting than for salt pickling, and Duhamel du Monceau stated that, not only 

could white salt be used for this, but also that the boiling brine might be used up to four 

times.159 There is evidence that smuggled Scottish salt was used in Berwick fisheries for 

kitting, and while total salt imports remained broadly similar, the quantity of foreign salt 

imported into Thurso fell from 14,377 bushels in 1793 to just 500 bushels in 1803 when 

English salt made up the bulk of the supply.160 If white, domestically produced, salt was used 

widely in the region’s boiling houses, this would have avoided issues and complications of 

supply and duties that the use of foreign salt entailed. 
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The other main requirement was fuel, probably coal, some of which may have originated 

in Brora. Robertson and Co. of Portsoy had the lease of the Brora coalfields (and saltpans) 

from 1769 and may have used some of the coal (and salt) from there for boiling the Duke of 

Gordon’s salmon.161 Brora coal was, however, of a very low quality and even prone to 

spontaneously combust and it is more likely that coal was imported from southern Scotland 

and England. 806 chalders of English coal and 585 tons of Scottish coal were imported into 

Thurso in 1803, compared with just 43 chalders (English) and 241 tons (Scottish) ten years 

earlier, representing a nineteen-fold increase in English coal, and more than double the 

amount of Scottish coal in a ten-year period. Although some of the increase will have been 

due to domestic consumption and lime burning, both of which were rising at the time, much 

may have been due to the establishment of the boiling house in Thurso.162 The logistical and 

cost implications of this demand for coal have not been investigated, but this is an area of 

research which would warrant further attention. 

Markets 

The market for kitted salmon was not, primarily, local. Although Grant of Monymusk 

bought kits of pickled salmon in the 1730s, there is no evidence of an extensive domestic 

market in Scotland.163 There is evidence that kits and half kits were being offered for sale in 

Aberdeen in 1816 and, in 1817, the Tay Salmon Fishing Company announced it had, ‘for 

the accommodation of families, commenced selling pickled salmon in the London mode, 

either in kits, half kits, or in any smaller quantity, to suit the conveniency of the 

purchasers.’164 These are rare, and late, indications of Scottish consumption and, as the 

Perthshire advert implies, the primary market was London. The product appealed to 

Londoners with their insatiable demand for fresh fish, to which kitted salmon ran a close 
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second, and their love of sharp tasting, vividly coloured food ˗ a better product could not 

have been designed for this market.165 Newspaper columns show kits of salmon regularly 

being despatched from Aberdeen to London by at least 1748, and demand appeared to be 

insatiable.166  

Scottish kitted salmon was almost exclusively destined for ‘the London market,’ but as 

sales are recorded in other parts of England and possibly overseas it is possible that some 

kits were distributed from there.167 As kitted salmon tasted similar to fresh salmon, one might 

expect the natural market to have been the upper and middle classes and this does appear to 

have been the case initially. Robert Fall wrote that the price of kitted salmon had been high 

at first and early sales had been ‘small,’ but, by the 1750s ‘Newcastle salmon’ had become 

the province of London street sellers and costermongers, advertising kitted salmon for sale 

as: ‘Newcastle salmon, delicate salmon,’ or ‘Newcastle salmon, very good, is just come in 

for summer food, no one hath better fish than I, so if you’ve money come and buy.’168   

 

Fig 7: Johnny Rollins ‘Newcastle salmon’ vendor. Pictures of real life for children, (London, c1819) 

http://spitalfieldslife.com/2012/08/22/pictures-of-real-life-for-children-1819/ 
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Newcastle salmon became well-known as one of the ‘Cries of London,’ and the street 

vendors were such a common sight that they regularly featured in children’s alphabet books 

and games under ‘N.’   

By 1763, prices were sufficiently low for London’s urban poor to be able to purchase 

kitted salmon at 2d or 3d a pound and by 1786 it had become ‘the food of almost all ranks 

of people in London’ and consumption was ‘very great.’169As well as street sales, by the 

nineteenth century (and possibly earlier) pickled salmon was sold regularly in public houses, 

and at the races, direct from the kit into saucers at 1d each. Even when stale, or from damaged 

kits, it could be hawked around the public houses and ‘a great deal’ in that state was sold to 

‘the Lushingtons’ (drunkards). The sellers claimed that, served with plenty of vinegar, ‘i t 

goes down sweet,’ and these undiscerning unfortunates, having got a taste for it, often spent 

up to a shilling at a time.170At the close of the eighteenth century, Patrick Colquhoun claimed 

‘the chief consumption of oysters, crabs, lobsters, pickled salmon etc. when first in season, 

and when prices are high, is by the lowest classes of the people,’171 The lowly status of 

pickled salmon continued into the nineteenth century and Charles Dickens’s characters Sam 

Weller and Mr Pickwick (Pickwick Papers) thought the abundance of oyster and pickled 

salmon stalls indicated that they were ‘not in a very nice neighbourhood.’  

Lobsters, included in Colquhoun’s comment as one of the foods of the ‘lowest classes of 

the people,’ were coupled together with kitted salmon in one of the cries of London: ‘Any 

lobsters or Newcastle salmon my dear, salmon my dear, salmon my dear,’ and it is worthy 

of note that, in the 1790s, lobster fisheries were established in the Moray Firth and north 

Scotland by merchant companies from London and Berwick primarily to serve the London 

market, and apparently to serve the same customer base.172  
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171 Patrick Colquhoun, A treatise on the police of London (Philadelphia, 1798), p.25 
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Impact 

It may be that it never had luxury status but as noted in Chapter Two, kitted salmon, and 

the associated changes in patterns of trade and the management and organisation of the 

region’s fisheries, had a considerable impact. By 1763 the increased demand for the region’s 

salmon resulting from the introduction of kitting encouraged ‘the fishers in the north…to be 

very industrious’ and exploit their fisheries more intensively.173 Kitting ‘enabled the 

fishmonger to extend his trade to the extremity of Scotland’ thus encouraging the 

commercial development of the area, and, by the 1780s, Knox claimed demand in London, 

‘and the high price given by fishmongers in that voluptuous city, have of late almost 

annihilated the export trade of salmon.’174  

The kitting of salmon was extremely rewarding for those fisheries in which it was actively 

undertaken. In the 1790s kits of three or four Findhorn salmon sold for between 18s and £1 

11s 6d each and realised a profit estimated at between 94% and 135%, whereas a barrel of 

25-27 Lochy salmon fetched £3 16s 8d and often failed to cover expenses.175 Although not 

comparing like with like, the new cure would certainly appear to have been more lucrative. 

Fisheries north of the Spey probably felt the benefit of the new cure more keenly than 

those to the south as it enabled them to take advantage of the lucrative London market for 

the first time since the later middle ages. Southern Scottish fisheries had become accustomed 

to supplying the London market with fresh salmon, at premium prices, in the cool spring 

months, and with kitted salmon from late spring or early summer when the sale of fresh fish 

became impractical.176 The main benefit for southern fisheries, therefore, was an extension 

of the period during which the lucrative and convenient London market could be served. 

Unlike the southern fisheries, kitting in the Moray Firth focused on the fine spring-run fish 

caught between February and May. Northern fisheries had previously been unable to take 
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full commercial advantage of salmon when it was scarce, fresh and in peak condition, with 

their early season fish being consigned to salting vats along with the lean, lank salmon of 

later months, but kitting enabled these fisheries to take advantage of the premium prices 

these fish attracted for the first time. Furthermore, northern fisheries must have dominated 

the early kitted salmon market when prices were at their highest as proprietors of fishings 

on the Tweed, Tay and possibly further north focused on the fresh salmon trade in these 

early months, with kitting in Perth not beginning in earnest until late spring or early 

summer.177 Evidence suggests that until the introduction of ice preservation northern 

fisheries stopped kitting their salmon just as those to the south began to do so.  

Duhamel du Monceau and Douglas stated that at least until the early 1780s kitting in 

Aberdeen ceased after May, once it became warm. The focus of the northern fisheries on the 

early fish for kitting at this period is confirmed by the fact that all the catches of the River 

Ugie, which enters the sea at Peterhead and enjoys a late season beginning in June, were said 

to be salted for France and Spain, ‘being too late to pickle them for the London market.’178 

However, it is likely that proprietors and tacksmen in northern fisheries ceased kitting in 

June not because of warmer weather but because they chose to do so once southern 

competition kicked in and prices fell. As noted above, on 30 May 1782 William Berry 

warned the Duke of Gordon he would shortly stop kitting Spey fish as London sales were 

poor, and White also noted of Scottish fisheries that ‘when the price falls in London, they 

begin…to salt their fish for exportation.’179 The OSA report for Bellie (Spey), stated that 

kitting continued there only until, ‘the great city is plentifully supplied, and the price much 

reduced (and then) it becomes convenient to salt the salmon and to send them to foreign 

markets.’180 There appears to be no other reason than increased competition and lower 
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London prices for kitting in the Moray Firth to stop in May, and if there was sufficient 

demand, kitting could and would continue. Although kitting in Dyke and Moy (Findhorn) 

generally ceased on 1 June, it was reported that, ‘in times of scarcity, they kit as long as it is 

allowable to fish,’ and with the advent of ice preservation the fishery at Speymouth, 

following the pattern set by its southern counterparts, focused on exporting fresh (chilled) 

salmon in the early months of the season and turned to kitting in May.181 As the an increasing 

number of fisheries adopted ice preservation during the nineteenth century, competition in 

the kitted salmon market was reduced for other fisheries such as those at Newhall and 

Helmsdale, and as a result they could and did continue to boil and kit throughout the 

season.182 

Proprietors and tacksmen of the region’s fishings were major players and probably had a 

monopoly of the early kitting trade when prices were at their highest. The quantities of kitted 

salmon despatched from the region’s fisheries were substantial, with 2500 to 4000 kits a year 

sent from Findhorn alone at the end of the eighteenth century.183 The trade was certainly 

more lucrative than the salted salmon trade, and enabled the Duke of Gordon to charge 

£1,530 a year rent for his Spey fishings in 1783.184 The kitted salmon trade had fewer risks, 

and provided a regular return rather than one-off delayed payments from overseas sales. 

However, assertions by Summers, Robertson and Walker that the new cure sounded an 

almost immediate death knell for the salted salmon trade are erroneous, or at least premature, 

for northern Scottish fisheries.185   

Kitting was not universally adopted across the region and, although Robertson expresses 

surprise that the Lochy fisheries were not served by a kitting facility by 1791, they were by 

no means alone. Key salmon fisheries such as those on the Bonar, Helmsdale, Brora and 
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Conon had no access to kitting facilities until the closing decades of the eighteenth century, 

whilst others were without access to boiling houses into the nineteenth century.186 The 

establishment of boiling houses, with the necessary equipment was not straightforward ˗ if 

it had been the Spey fisheries would have had their own well before 1783. It was not just a 

case of ‘constructing buildings roughly comparable in size to a farm steading,’ as Robertson 

claims.187 A substantial brick or stone chimney and ‘coppers of roomy dimensions’ such as 

those which were used on the Beauly, were required, adequate transport facilities, and also 

access to sufficient fish to make the enterprise worthwhile were essential.188  Kitting reduced 

dependence on salt and uncertain foreign suppliers, but new expenses were incurred in the 

form of vinegar, coal, and kits. Capital and, in particular, expertise were also needed, and 

those who introduced the cure into the region were, by no means, involved in all the region’s 

fisheries (see Chapter Two).  

Even where access to facilities existed, the salting of salmon continued for later season 

catches once prices in London fell and, as the capacity of boiling houses was finite, the 

salting of surplus fish and Saturday catches would have taken place throughout the season.189 

Grilse were not kitted either, and would have been salted and barrelled, probably for southern 

European markets where smaller fish were appreciated (Chapter Five). Where it has been 

possible to calculate from the extant accounts of the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings 

between 1766 and 1782, only between a quarter and a half of the total catch was kitted each 

season.190 The salted salmon trade continued until at least the late eighteenth century not 

only in the north, but across Scotland ˗ Richardson was still heavily engaged in this trade 

during the 1770s and, during his visit to Montrose in 1772, Pennant estimated that, by value, 

salted salmon exports were still worth more than those of kitted salmon, even double the 
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amount in some years.191 Aberdeen continued to export large amounts of salted salmon well 

into the 1790s, amounting to 9,600 barrels between 1790 and 1795, in spite of conflict with 

France and the total absence of overseas sales in 1793.192  

Kitted salmon did not wholly replace the salted, barrelled variety, and it was certainly not 

the case for northern fisheries that the new domestic market entirely ‘removed the need to 

seek out Continental sales’ as Robertson claims.193 However, demand for salted salmon had 

declined and whilst proprietors who adopted the new cure were involved in a valuable 

domestic trade, enjoyed increased rents, and benefitted from the capital and expertise of 

entrepreneurs from outside the region, fisheries without kitting facilities struggled to be 

viable (see Chapter Two).  

As Dickens’s writings attest, the kitted salmon trade was more than a passing trend and 

continued well into the nineteenth century. In 1819 Southey saw on the banks of the Beauly 

‘several huge iron kettles…lying out of doors…a great deal of salmon being pickled here for 

exportation.’194 In 1831 an advert for a cooper, ‘acquainted with the business of boiling and 

curing salmon in kits for the London market,’ which also requested an estimate for furnishing 

several hundred salmon kits for delivery ‘on the banks of the Caledonian Canal’ suggests 

some in region were only just starting in the trade at that time.195 There were frequent 

mentions in the NSA of an active trade in kitted salmon, although by that time it was 

apparently destined to be either, contradictorily, the food of the London poor, or a Lenten 

treat.196 Nevertheless, Aberdeen merchants shipped sizeable quantities of kitted salmon in 

the 1840s, salmon caught off Lossiemouth were being kitted in 1860, and kits were still on 
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sale in Billingsgate market in 1870.197 Nevertheless, from 1786, salmon preserved in ice 

added a new dimension to the salmon trade.  

Chilled salmon 

The second major eighteenth century innovation in salmon preservation, and one which 

‘entirely changed the condition of affairs,’ can be pinpointed precisely to 1785.198 The credit 

for the idea of using ice to preserve Scottish salmon in transit must go to George Dempster 

of Dunnichen, an enthusiastic advocate of agricultural improvement and the promotion of 

industry, and involved in both the Highland and British Fisheries Societies. Dempster may 

well have had fish on his mind when he conversed with Alexander Dalrymple of the East 

India Company in July 1785, and the details of their conversation were later related in a letter 

to John Richardson of Perth. The discussion concerned the use of ice and snow, drawn from 

icehouses placed along the coast and at estuaries, by the Chinese to preserve their fish catches  

at sea and to transport them long distances. Inspired by this, Dempster suggested Richardson 

should try this method for transporting his salmon to London.199 Richardson sent his first 

consignment of salmon packed in pounded ice from Scotland to London in February 1786, 

followed by other trial packages later that year.200 It is surprising that this technique had not 

come to notice sooner since, more than a decade before Dempster’s conversation with 

Dalrymple, Duhamel du Monceau had written of the use of ice in the transportation of fish 

in China, and to preserve fish and meat in Canada.201 

There was considerable excitement in the press at the time of the introduction of this new 

process which promised cheaper and more abundant supplies of salmon. It was even 

suggested that the country might be released from dependence on Dutch-caught fish if 
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Scottish salmon became cheap enough for all.202 The initial results were impressive, the 

salmon being described as ‘equal if not superior’ to fresh fish, and Dempster told Richardson 

that the scheme ‘bids fair to double the value of your fish on this market.’203 In December 

1786 Richardson wrote an effusive letter to the Scots Magazine stating the results of the first 

season had, ‘answered beyond expectation,’ and gave full credit to ‘that patriotic gentlemen,’ 

Mr Dempster for the innovation.204 He was forever grateful to Dempster for his idea, 

presenting him with a generous gift of £200, and silver, and supplying him with Tay salmon 

each year ˗ a measure both of his esteem and the commercial value of this innovation.205  

Summers has stated that chilled salmon was being sent from Tugnet at the mouth of the 

Spey by spring 1786 and, if this was the case, Spey salmon must have been involved in 

Richardson’s initial experiments.206 This is entirely feasible as Richardson had the lease of 

the Duke of Gordon’s fisheries there from 1783 and the first trial package was said to have 

arrived in London within 6 days, the journey time from neighbouring Findhorn being 5 to 9 

days at the time.207 Furthermore, when a substantial brick and stone icehouse was 

constructed by him at Tugnet between October 1786 and 14 March 1787 (at the cost of £76 

0s 5d), it was built alongside the ‘old ice house’ which was still in situ, so it seems probable 

that Moray Firth fisheries were at the forefront of implementing this innovation. The original 

icehouse, constructed of lath and plaster, paved, with two doors and valued at £35, was 

undoubtedly inadequate but the second icehouse was still in use when Richardson 

relinquished the lease in 1803.208 This structure was itself replaced by an impressive three-

chambered structure later in the century, and a modified version, reputedly the largest in 

Scotland, is still on site at Tugnet. 
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Fig. 8: Tugnet icehouse © Jane Thomas  
 

Icehouses were frequently built partially underground as seen at Tugnet (Fig. 8), of stone 

or brick vaulted construction, and covered with turf which provided insulation and served to 

draw out the damp air from the chambers in which the ice was stored. Richardson’s second 

icehouse at the Spey had foundations blasted out of the rock and would have been partly 

submerged.209 A chute for delivery of the ice was required, usually placed in the roof. James 

Fuller provided tips for those wishing to construct an icehouse in his history of Berwick-on-

Tweed, where ice was first used in 1788: 

The aspect of icehouses should be towards the east, or south-east, for the 

advantage of the morning sun to expel the damp air, as that is more pernicious 

than warmth, for which reason trees, in the vicinity of the icehouse tend to its 

disadvantage. The best soil for an icehouse to be made in is chalk, as it conveys 

away the wastewater without any artificial drain, next to that loose strong earth, 

or gravelly soil. Its situation should be on the side of a hill, for the advantage of 

entering the cell upon a level.210 

 By 1789 it was reported that ‘in several of the Scotch ports icehouses are established,’ 

and by 1803 ice preservation was said to be ‘carried on to a great extent in the east and north-

east of Scotland.’ However, in spite of this, and a prevailing view amongst historians that 
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‘within a few years, icehouses sprang up at river mouth fisheries all along the coast,’ 

transforming the Scottish salmon trade overnight, there is surprisingly little evidence that 

this was the case.211 Although icehouse sites have been identified in at least 28 locations 

between Banff and John O’Groats, most of these structures are of indeterminate date, with 

official best guesses suggesting only that they date between post-medieval times and 1900. 

Evidence suggests that almost all are nineteenth century constructions.212 

According to the OSA and similar reports the only icehouses in existence in Scotland by 

c.1800 were on the Spey, Findhorn, and Tweed, and at Perth, Dundee, St Cyrus and Wick. 

Other accounts suggest there were probably also icehouses at Aberdeen and Inverness by the 

close of the eighteenth century and it would be surprising if this was not the case.213 These 

scattered examples do not suggest that icehouses sprang up overnight across Scotland as has 

been assumed. These early icehouses were associated with easily accessible, successful, 

river and estuarine fishings with large catches, and those fisheries which were under the 

management of ‘distant monopolisers.’ However it is noteworthy that, in spite of the fact 

that the Helmsdale fishings were leased by such men ˗ the Forbeses of Aberdeen until 1807, 

and Berwick men Landles and Ridpath thereafter  ̠ there was no icehouse there until 

c.1817.214 If ice transportation had been a viable proposition these men would certainly have 

built an icehouse rather than relying on sales of salted and kitted salmon. It is likely that the 
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introduction of ice preservation proved impractical or unviable for more remote locations 

until the advent of reliable, swift, steam transportation. 

By the mid-nineteenth century the number of icehouses had increased, mostly at estuarine 

and coastal locations but some new riverine structures were also built during the 1840s on 

the Findhorn and Oich.215 In addition to those already noted, the NSA, archaeological dating 

records, and other sources, identify pre-1850 icehouses in the Moray Firth at Ardgay, Banff, 

Helmsdale, Keiss, Rosemarkie and Littleferry.216  Most of these new structures, and in fact 

most of the 28 known icehouse sites between Banff and John O’Groats, are not associated 

with river fishings but coastal stake and bag-netting sites established in the nineteenth 

century. In spite of being at the forefront of this innovation, most of the known icehouse sites 

in the region were not part of the initial wave of construction in the eighteenth century but 

were built to serve nineteenth century coastal fishings ˗ the Brora icehouse, built in 1863 to 

cater for the stake-net fishing newly resumed by the Duke of Sutherland, being typical.217 

However, well into the nineteenth century, despite of the increased number of icehouses in 

northern Scotland, it was acknowledged that a boiling house remained ‘an essential 

department’ for ‘more remote fishing locations.’218 Ice preservation was not yet practical 

there, and it was not until the advent of more reliable and regular steam transportation that 

it became viable for the most northerly fisheries to trade in chilled salmon. The advent of 

steam transport must have been of great benefit to remote fishings in allowing them to 

participate in this trade, and Londoners also benefitted, with the Inverness Courier reporting 

in 1863 that steam had resulted in a ‘very extraordinary change…in the supply of salmon for 
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the Billingsgate market.’219 It was almost certainly at this point that ‘icehouses sprang 

up…all along the coast.’220 

The intention was that icehouses would be filled with ice harvested from rivers, lochs and 

ponds during the winter and stored in icehouses for use during the season, although how long 

these supplies lasted must have depended on both the capacity of the icehouses and the 

availability of ice. The OSA report of the Spey fishery states that ice was used only until the 

beginning of May and this may have been due to the fact that ice supplies had been exhausted 

by that time.221 To supplement supplies from the river an artificial pond of unknown date 

was created at Tugnet (Spey) and, in the nineteenth century, former flax retting ponds in the 

vicinity of Rosemarkie and Fortrose were utilised to augment supplies from local burns.222 

This was probably replicated across Scotland, and in Ireland a meadow of between seven 

and eight acres was set aside beside Lough Foyle to be flooded for ice harvesting.223 Ice was 

also harvested from Scottish mountains, both for fishings and domestic purposes, and on 14 

January 1835 the Inverness Courier reported after a cold spell that: 

The salmon fishers will not require to despatch gillies and ponies to the top of 

Ben Nevis and other high mountains in quest of ice. The ice houses are already 

filled, and it is stated that no less than twelve thousand loads have been carted to 

Aberdeen. 

Ben Nevis may have been a frequent source of ice for salmon fisheries as the NSA report for 

Kilmallie stated of the clefts on its north face: 
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For two seasons when ice failed, the snow gathered and condensed into ice in 

these clefts was of great service to the salmon-curers. The country peasants with 

their small hardy horses carried it down in panniers on horseback.224 

Extraordinary efforts were made to acquire ice, and it did not come free. Although fishers, 

such as those at the Spey fishings, harvested ice as part of their duties, elsewhere the cost of 

labour and carriage had to be paid.225 It was said to have cost £450 for 7600 cartloads of ice 

to fill the icehouse in Berwick in 1799, and ice carted from Glenesk sold at £1 10s a ton in 

1851, with the locals foreseeing California style riches as a result!226  

Ice supplies were not only costly but uncertain and John Richardson had trouble sourcing 

supplies as early as 1787, newspapers reporting that ‘a gentleman who is extensively 

concerned in the salmon fisheries, and who has built a very large icehouse with a view to 

preserving the fish for the London market, could not procure a single particle of ice for that 

purpose through the winter; such has been the singular mildness of the season.’227 The OSA 

report for Wick stated that, ‘the last two winters being mild, little or no ice could be got; the 

plan, however, is by no means given up,’ and, as Wick received cargoes of empty boxes for 

packing iced salmon in 1809 and 1816, ‘the plan’ was clearly revived.228 Worries about ice 

shortages and opportunities to collect the precious substance were frequently reported in the 

press, and this snippet from the John O’Groats Journal on 12 January 1849, reporting on the 

situation hundreds of miles to the south, is telling: 

The fishing company at Berwick obtained their first supply of ice this season on 

Saturday week. The ice caused by the frost of the two preceding days was about 

one and a quarter inches in thickness and 926 cart loads have been stored in the 

icehouse. 
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Ice was sometimes notable by its absence even after the season had begun and, in late 

February 1859, Perth fishers were ‘beginning to despair of getting ice’ until a cold snap saw 

them rejoicing and able to re-stock their icehouses, which had been almost empty. Even 

further into the season, in late March 1846, Banff fishers were relieved when a late frost 

enabled them to fill their icehouses, ‘which they had no opportunity of doing during the 

winter.’229 The winter of 1821/2 must have been especially mild, and one enterprising 

Aberdeen cooper sought to capitalise on the situation by making extra kits ‘in consequence 

of the ice having failed this season.’230 Shortages of ice sometimes led to the use of imported 

ice and by the early nineteenth century, even though the Spey fishery now boasted an 

extremely large icehouse, it was necessary to supplement local supplies to continue the 

chilled salmon trade throughout the season. The Aberdeen Journal reports that in 1812, 1816 

and 1820 ice was shipped from Aberdeen to the Spey, with at least six shipments being sent 

in August 1816 alone.231 Ice failure in the mild winter of 1821/2 led Berwick coopers to 

consider sending a ship to Iceland for supplies in 1822 and, also in 1822, ice collected from 

the  Bondhus glacier was purchased from Norway for Scottish fisheries for the first time.232 

The unpredictability of ice supply was a genuine problem and the situation worsened as the 

nineteenth century wore on and the Little Ice Age came to an end. The problem was not 

really solved until artificial manufacture in the nineteenth century. 

Ice shortages were not the only issue encountered by those in the chilled salmon trade. 

Although Robertson stated icehouses only needed to be small and rudimentary, requiring 

little capital investment, it was observed in the late nineteenth century that flawed 

construction meant that many icehouses were ‘entire failures,’ and could lose up to seven-

eighths of their ice.233 Poor construction, location and situation may explain why, in the 

 
229 Peterhead Sentinel 25.2.1859; AJ 25.3.1859. 
230 Perthshire Courier 4.6.1822 
231 AJ 7.8.1816, 14.8.1816, 21.8.1816, 29.7.1812, 6.9.1820. 
232 IC 28.2.1822; https://talknorway.no/ice-export-a-booming-business-for-more-than-a-century-norway 
233 Robertson, Tay salmon fisheries, p.44; Archibald J MacLean, ‘The best modes of preserving ice, 1’ in 

Herbert, Fish and fisheries pp.275-7, p.275 

https://talknorway.no/ice-export-a-booming-business-for-more-than-a-century-norway
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1790s, salmon were only ‘sometimes’ sent in ice from Findhorn (the majority being kitted), 

whilst the ‘very good icehouse’ at the Spey allowed the ‘greatest part’ of early season Spey 

catches to be despatched to the metropolis in ice.234 The Findhorn icehouse, pictured below, 

may not be the original building noted in the OSA, but it is believed to be on the same 

inconvenient and exposed site, whereas a later building, cut into the hillside and facing east, 

was much more practical and very well used.235  

 

Fig 9: Dustil icehouse, Findhorn © Jane Thomas 

 

The intention of ice preservation was not to freeze the salmon (although this did happen) 

but, by packing it loosely in powdered, or pounded, ice in wooden purpose-built oblong 

boxes, to chill the fish to delay putrefaction. The boxes seem to have varied in size even at 

the same fishing stations, and their size may have changed over time too. During the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the boxes were variously described as: containing 

between three and five salmon, weighing around 34lbs, or weighing 112lbs.236 By the mid-

nineteenth century boxes received at Billingsgate were recorded by the hundredweight 

(112lbs) but this may have been an accounting measure rather than the actual size of the 

 
234 OSA, XVI, pp.84, 667, 547 
235 The extant icehouse was constructed in 1855, and further extended in 1858 Elgin Courier 13.7.1855, 

27.8.1858. 
236 Leslie, Nairn and Moray, p.404; NSA XIII, p.209; Thomson, Value and importance, p.64; Reports 1860, 

p.126; Bertram, op. cit. (1873), p.160 
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boxes as, in the twentieth century, at least three different sizes were in use at the Findhorn 

fisheries and at Findhorn and Portsoy, boxes were packed until full and not by weight, with 

their general capacity being six salmon or 12 grilse.237 Occasionally special boxes for single 

fish were also used. 

It was estimated that once packed in ice salmon would keep fresh for between eight and 

ten days, or six to eight in the height of summer. As Summers identified, the introduction of 

ice preservation required the use of flexible, and fast, sea transport since, ‘the rapid shipping 

of fluctuating quantities of iced fish from far flung fishing stations was not something which 

fitted in with normal trade.’ Fleets of fast-sailing smacks or sloops, some owned by tacksmen 

themselves, collected salmon from fisheries they leased, or which they had bought from 

other fisheries under contract, right around the coast of Scotland.238 Many of these vessels 

also delivered supplies, including boxes which had been returned from London for re-use, 

and by the nineteenth century supplies of ice too.239  

Ideally, after a short sea voyage, the salmon arrived at their destination in a delicious 

condition and fetched a premium price. Aided by ‘fair northerly winds’ chilled salmon might 

arrive in London from Aberdeen ‘so early as the fourth day…as firm as on the moment of 

its coming out of the net,’ but journeys generally took longer.240  Smacks and sloops sailed 

in all weathers and delays could result in journey times of a fortnight, even from southern 

Scottish ports, with the result that ‘the greater part of the fish is perished,’ and sold at very 

low prices. As a consequence, prices varied between 2d and 18d per pound, according  to 

‘its different degrees of goodness,’ and the longer  journey time from Moray Firth fisheries 

probably meant their salmon never fetched the best prices 241  

 
237 I am grateful to Tim Negus, Findhorn Heritage Centre, and Alan Bowie former fisher at Portsoy, for drawing 

my attention to these details. 
238See Chapter Five. Summers, op. cit., pp.342-3  
239 AJ e.g.14.7.1800, 25.8.1800, 30.6.1802, 3.7.1805,14.8.1816, 21.8.1816. Empty boxes were despatched from 

Aberdeen to Inverness 1.9.1800, Wick 19.5.1809, 19.4.1816, 14.8.1816 and Spey 22.5.1816, 19.7.1820, 

2.8.1820, 30.8.1820, 20.9.1820 
240 Chester Courant 22.5.1792 
241 The cook’s oracle (London, 1822), p.236 
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From the outset there seems to have been an issue with how to deal with the fish on arrival 

and, even if perfect when purchased, it was often not good by the time is arrived at the 

table.242 Although the salmon was meant to be merely chilled, salmon and ice often ‘froze 

into a solid mass’ and, in these circumstances, slow ‘thawing’ in cold water rather than 

heating quickly by a fire was advised as quick thawing was said to ruin both flavour and 

texture.243  Some writers claimed the flavour was washed away by the melting ice and ‘totally 

lost,’ and it was also asserted that, although the ice initially suspended putrefaction, once 

exposed to the air, it took hold more quickly.244  

It seems there was no perfect way to preserve salmon. There were issues and difficulties 

with this as there were with other methods of preservation. However, the introduction of ice 

as a method of preservation ensured Scottish salmon arrived in London fresh and in the best 

possible condition, and it allowed proprietors and tacksmen of some of the fishings in the 

north of Scotland to take advantage of this elite market for the first time, and enjoy improved 

profits. Nevertheless, theirs was quite an exclusive group until the nineteenth century as it 

does not appear to have been the case that, ‘the number of commercial ice houses grew like 

wild-flowers’ along the salmon rivers of the region, or that ‘every proprietor or tacksman 

had an icehouse.’245 Until the advent of stake-nets and reliable steam transportation 

icehouses were few in number, and the financial benefits of this innovation were experienced 

only by a favoured few until the mid-nineteenth century.  

Conclusion 

To make effective use of the abundant, seasonal supplies of salmon in Scottish rivers it 

was always necessary to preserve them. For centuries, the primary method of preservation 

was by salting and packing in barrels in a brine solution or pickle. Fish in this form found a 

 
242 Cutting, op. cit., p.225 
243 Knight, Cyclopaedia, p.503; City Press, 18.9 1869; Scots Magazine, 2.12.1786, p.656; Smith, ‘Curing and 

preserving fish,’p.103 
244 Smith, ‘Curing and preserving fish’; Rev. W B Daniel, Rural sports (London, 1807), II, p.502 
245 O’Dell and Walton, op. cit., p.185; Mink, Salmon, p.78 
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ready market on the continent, particularly in Catholic countries where the observance of 

Lent and fast days required abstinence from meat. The eighteenth century saw a decline in 

this market, but this coincided with the opening up of domestic and colonial markets, greater 

opportunities for the sharing of English enterprise and expertise, and innovations in salmon 

preservation in Scottish fisheries.  

The importance of preservation techniques to the success or failure of fisheries has often 

been overlooked, but this depended not only on the standard of curing but also on innovation 

and, as Kowaleski stated, ‘transformations in curing’ were probably more important to the 

success of fisheries than the adoption of new fishing methods.246 The introduction of kitting 

and later chilled salmon were probably direct responses to the increasing dominance of 

southern markets, and far from passively accepting a subordinate role as ‘an economic 

satellite’ of England as was the case in some industries, the salmon industry embraced the 

opportunities these markets offered.247 The new preservation techniques allowed proprietors 

and tacksmen of rivers in the north of Scotland to participate in the domestic salmon trade 

for the first time since the Middle Ages, with the result that the salmon trade was changed 

irrevocably.The Moray Firth region had always been a significant player in the salmon trade 

but, as early adopters of innovative curing techniques, many of its fisheries were able to 

maintain their key position and remain relevant and profitable.  

Some results of the innovations in preservation were less tangible than profit and loss, 

and a by-product of the re-orientation of trade was increased coastal traffic and regular 

intercourse between the Moray Firth and Aberdeen and London. The people of Perth claimed 

the changes in curing were ‘of no small benefit’ to the commerce of the area, and Jackson 

believes they were partially responsible for the growth of the shipping and coastal trade of 

both Aberdeen and Dundee.248 Although the salmon trade with Europe had diminished, the 

 
246 Kowaleski, ‘Early documentary evidence,’ p.35 
247 T M Devine, Clanship to crofters’ war: the social transformation of the Scottish Highlands (Manchester, 

1994), p.32 
248 Robertson, Tay salmon fisheries p.40; Jackson, ‘Economy,’ pp.179-180. 
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increased contact with London must have been equally beneficial for the economy of the 

Moray Firth. As noted in Chapter Two, the new processes resulted in high prices and a brisk, 

certain market, and this in turn stimulated increased fishing effort and the use of more 

destructive methods which must have had a significant impact on the sustainability of the 

species. This was a matter of concern to contemporaries and Bertram went so far as to assert 

‘the almost total extermination of the fish in some rivers dates from the time of Mr 

Dempster’s discovery of packing in ice.’249 The species paid the price for commercially 

successful fisheries. 

 
249 Bertram, op. cit., (1873) p.144 
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Chapter Four: Utilisation and consumption of the catch at home 

Introduction 

Historic accounts of the region, by visitors and locals alike, invariably mention the 

abundance of salmon in its rivers and its lucrative fishings. In 1658 Richard Franck ‘stood 

amazed to see such companies of salmon in these northern parts,’ and noted that, in the River 

Ness, their ‘numbers are numberless.’1 Some twenty years on, Thomas Kirk wrote of ‘a great 

salmon fishing’ in that river, and also found ‘great’ or ‘very great’ salmon fisheries on the 

Findhorn and Spey.2 Local commentators from Hector Boece (1465-1536) to Lachlan Shaw 

(1692-1777) celebrated the wealth of salmon in the region’s rivers, with the latter 

commenting, ‘the rivers of Spey, Findhorn, Ness and Farar [Beauly] abound in salmon of 

the best kind,’ which form ‘a considerable article of trade.’3 The overwhelming impression 

is of abundant salmon and active fisheries but, with only occasional records of catches for 

any of the region’s rivers, it is impossible to assess the quantities of salmon at the disposal 

of proprietors and tacksmen. Immense, legendary, catches were faithfully recorded and 

repeated over the decades, including 1300 salmon caught on the night of 7 June 1648 in the 

Sluie pool on the Findhorn by the Earl of Moray’s fishers, with ‘six and twenty scores’ 

captured in one draught, and the 4760 fish caught in a few hours in the Spey fishings in the 

late eighteenth century.4 These were remarkable catches, the size of which ensured they 

passed into historical record, but they may not be used to judge the overall productivity of 

Moray Firth rivers. Catches were notoriously variable year on year, some rivers were always 

more productive than others and some were fished more vigorously than others, depending 

on their management, demand, and ease of distribution. The only run of catch records 

identified for any of the region’s rivers relate to the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings, which 

 
1 Franck, op. cit., pp.203, 205. 
2 Brown, Tours in Scotland, p.28; James Ray, A compleat history of the rebellion (Bristol, 1752), p.323; 

Pennant, 1769, p.96. 
3 P Hume Brown, Scotland before 1700 from contemporary documents. (Edinburgh, 1893), p.75; Shaw, 

Province of Moray, pp.162, 174. 
4 OSA XVI pp.577-8; J G Fyfe (ed.), Scottish diaries and memoirs 1746-1843 (Stirling, 1942), p.306. 
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cover the period between 1766 and 1782.5 However, these too are inconsistent. Some cover 

all of the Duke’s Spey fishings but others cover only one or other of the locations, some 

contain daily catch records and others do not. The considerable detail in these records 

warrants further analysis but random sampling suggests the Duke’s Spey fishings produced 

annually between 14,000 and 21,000 salmon and grilse.6 As the Duke’s fishings accounted 

for only some of the fishings on the lower Spey, with neighbouring fishings being in the 

hands of other proprietors, the produce of this river alone was greatly in excess of these 

figures.  

The catches from the region’s rivers were certainly considerable, and previous valuable 

work, particularly regarding the role of fish in the households of medieval and early modern 

Britain and Europe, provides food for thought as to how this salmon might have been used 

in Scotland.7 Hitherto, in a Scottish context, the historiographical focus has been 

overwhelmingly on the commercial importance of salmon and its contribution to the 

country’s balance of payments, with its utilisation and consumption in Scotland having been 

neglected. Salmon certainly formed an important and valuable item of trade (Chapter Five), 

but its wider role in the society and economy of Scotland also deserves attention and this 

chapter explores its many uses at home.   

Prestige 

By the Middle Ages, fresh-water fish of all types were viewed, across Europe, as the 

preserve of the privileged. The rich possessed the most valuable fishing rights and created 

their own fish-ponds to ensure a constant supply. Large, fresh, expensive fish such as salmon, 

sturgeon and pike were considered feast fare, and the larger the fish, the scarcer and more 

prestigious they were considered. Displayed for all to see on the feasting tables of the 

 
5 NRS: GD44/52/110/1-5; GD44/52/100/9; GD44/52/111/1-3; GD44/52/163/2. 
6 1766, 1770 and 1775 were sampled, assuming an average of 27 salmon and 30 grilse per barrel which 

contemporary figures suggest is appropriate. A tour in England and Scotland, p.136; OSA XVI, p.547. 
7 E.g. Hoffmann, ‘Aquatic resource use’; Hoffmann, 'Economic development’; Harlan Walker (ed.), Fish: food 

from the waters (Totnes, 1998); van Dam, op. cit.,   
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wealthy, fish such as salmon, which frequently came in ‘extra-large,’ reflected the status and 

high social rank of the host.8  By the early modern period, the status of such specimens was 

enhanced further as stocks in many European rivers became depleted.  9 

Even where they was not readily available, or perhaps especially so, salmon were used to 

demonstrate status and hospitality. The Murrays of Ochtertyre, Perthshire, do not appear to 

have possessed their own fishings and their household books show that when they enjoyed 

dishes of salmon these were either bought or acquired from friends. The amount and variety 

of food on the dinner menu on 22 February 1737 indicates this family was entertaining and, 

despite having no ready access to salmon from its own fishings, demonstrated their social 

standing by presenting, as a centrepiece on the table, a ‘Salmond to remove.’10 This salmon, 

received the previous day from Mrs Hickson in Perth, could have been a ‘standard,’ a 

centrepiece which was never intended for consumption but for display only and which may 

have been covered with gold leaf and other ornamentation.11 The fact that the Ochtertyre 

salmon accounts do not record either the family, or the servants, enjoying salmon leftovers 

the following day as was generally the case at other times, suggests this salmon was for show 

only, unless, of course, it was all consumed by the guests on the night. 

Similar feasting and display undoubtedly took place in the region but, in spite of the 

abundant supplies of salmon and the large number of lordly and lairdly households in the 

region, evidence is sparse. However, a document in the Brodie family papers, dated 12 July 

1708, shows the receipt, from Arthur Reid, of ‘ane large salmond with hyre[?] with all sorts 

of peickells’ at the cost of £5 10s, which was supplied together with, among other things, 

beef, mutton, buttered crabs, ‘ane larg hench of venison and coliflower,’ oysters and 

 
8 Fagan, Fish on Friday, pp.6, 45; Dyer, op. cit., p.34; Hoffmann and Ross, op. cit., I, p.19; van Dam, op. cit., 

p.309, 323; Janay Nugent and Megan Clark, ‘A loaded plate: food symbolism and the early modern Scottish 

household’, Journal of Scottish Historical Studies 30.1 (2010), pp.43-63, p.56; Floris P Bennema and Adriaan 

D Rijndorp, ‘Fish abundance, fisheries, fish trade and consumption in sixteenth century Netherlands as 

described by Adriaen Coenen,’ Fisheries Research 161 (2015), pp.384-399. 
9 van Dam, op. cit., p.310 
10 James Colville (ed.), Ochtertyre house book of accounts 1737-1739 (Edinburgh, 1907), p.18 
11 Ibid; van Dam, op. cit. p.325. 
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cucumber. It appears the Brodies were entertaining and several of the dishes were ready 

dressed, but with no fishings of their own the salmon was, as at Ochtertyre, bought in. 

Furthermore, the term ‘with hyre,’ if transcribed correctly, suggests it may have been 

returned after it had served its purpose as a centrepiece.12 By contrast, Cosmo George, 3rd 

Duke of Gordon, possessed considerable salmon fishings, yet has been found to have 

consumed ‘surprisingly little’ salmon in any of his households in the mid-eighteenth century. 

Horn notes that, whilst the Duke’s fishings were actively fished, most of salmon and grilse 

were exported, with only the occasional salmon was bought for the household from the Spey 

fishers ‘at the current price good between Lossiemouth and Banff.’ This Duke’s household 

consumed no salmon at all in 1739-40, and on only three occasions in 1741, which does not 

suggest its use for feasting and display.13 However, Cosmo’s son, Alexander, did receive 

quantities of fresh salmon from his Spey fishings whilst in residence at Gordon Castle in the 

1760s and 1770s and, although there is no record of the size of these fish, the numbers 

(sometimes ten a day) suggest they may sometimes have been used for entertaining.14 When 

leasing his Spey fishings in 1783 and again in 1803, this Duke ensured a small supply of 

salted salmon for his personal use and ‘whatever fresh salmon shall be demanded for the use 

of the family’ at the rate of 2½d a pound (6d by 1803).15 Similarly, the Duke of Sutherland 

included a clause in the lease of his fishings in 1811 that Dunrobin castle should get all the 

fresh salmon and kipper necessary for housekeeping, not exceeding 100 fish a year.16 This 

suggests personal consumption rather than regular or frequent salmon feasts in the castles of 

Gordon and Dunrobin ˗ was it the case that their salmon, however large and fresh, would 

have possessed less cachet because they were not expensive to the hosts, and fishers could 

be seen hauling them ashore close by? 

 
12 The receipt covers one full A3 size sheet. NTS Brodie papers NRAS 770/Box 54/ Drawer 3 
13 Barbara L H Horn, ‘Domestic life of a Duke. Cosmo George, third Duke of Gordon.’ Unpublished PhD 

thesis, University of Edinburgh (1977), I, pp.24-5, 130-1. 
14 NRS: GD44/52/111/1, 3 
15 I.e. six kits of salted salmon bellies a year. NRS: GD44/35/16 
16 Adam, Sutherland estate, I, pp.114-5 
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Nevertheless, salmon was an important feast fish, and it was not only landowners who 

chose to demonstrate wealth and status by treating guests to salmon feasts. The lower Ness 

fishings belonged to Inverness, and Edmund Burt, during his sojourn there in the eighteenth 

century, witnessed curious ceremonies on the Ness islands as new burgesses and visiting 

dignitaries were treated to an unusual fête champêtre: 

The entertainment is salmon, taken out of the cruives just by, and immediately 

boiled and set upon a bank of turf...and during the time of eating, the heart of the 

fish lies upon a plate in view, and keeps in a panting motion all the while, which 

to strangers is a great rarity.17  

Records confirm circuit court judges and visiting nobility were entertained on these 

islands, just upstream from the burgh and the locus of the cruive fishings. Turf seating and 

tables built by the fishers, a fire kindled from the islands’ timber, and a musical 

accompaniment formed the backdrop for a feast of ‘new haul’d salmon…furnished by the 

heritors of the fishing’ from the adjacent cruives. Among those enjoying such hospitality in 

the early eighteenth century were Lady Grant and her children, Marquis and Lady Seaforth 

and the Lairds of Brodie and Cawdor. Salmon cooked alive, or calvered, was a well-known 

delicacy and, whilst the beating heart may have been a product of Burt’s imagination, it was 

also a phenomenon ‘witnessed’ at similar ‘fish kettle’ feasts on the Tweed ˗ folklore or 

fact?18  

Elsewhere too, salmon featured prominently in the entertainment of strangers. Franck 

noted that strangers visiting the falls of Ericht in Perthshire were treated to the spectacle of 

salmon, which had failed to make the leap up the falls, being caught, and cooked alive, in a 

cauldron placed on neighbouring rocks.19 One of the Lords Lovat is said to have performed 

 
17 Burt, op. cit., p.128 
18 Duff v. magistrates of Inverness 7.12.1764, 12.2.1766; Frederick Sheldon, History of Berwick-on-Tweed 

(Edinburgh, 1849), p.285 
19 Franck, op. cit. pp.150-2. 
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the same feat for his guests at the Red Linn falls at Kilmorack (Beauly), and thus ‘his lordship 

was able, when people boasted of their preserves and fisheries, to say that he had a salmon 

leap where the fish, when wanted, jumped into the cauldron to be boiled.’20 This Lovat tale 

is oft-repeated, with suggestions that it was a regular occurrence and, in fact, in 1527 Hector 

Boece described the cauldron method of ‘salmon fishing’ as one employed at many of 

Scotland’s falls, but as the Ericht fishers hastily fetched the pot and live coals only when ‘a 

stranger comes amongst them,’ this was probably a ‘party piece’ and not the norm.21  

Salmon retained its importance as a feast fish throughout the early modern period, and it 

was also regularly offered as an honorific gift, or to curry favour with those who had 

influence.22 Spey salmon were even a gift fit for royalty as, in 1716, Alexander, Marquis of 

Huntly’s Leghorn correspondent informed him that the salmon he had sent ‘was very 

acceptable to his royal highness,’ presumably the exiled, uncrowned, James VIII, and it was 

probably equally acceptable in the 1770s when the Duke of Gordon set aside considerable 

quantities of fresh salmon from his Spey fishings specifically for gifts.23 Ness salmon were 

just as welcome as, in 1737, Lord Hardwicke, newly appointed Lord Chancellor of Great 

Britain, returned ‘hearty thanks’ for salmon sent to him by Duncan Forbes, Lord President 

of Scotland, from his Ness fishings.24 This gift may have been a simple tribute, but van Dam 

identified that salmon was frequently amongst the impressive looking gifts presented by 

Dutch towns to important officials in the hope of favourable treatment, and Forbes’s salmon 

may have served a dual purpose.25 Aberdeen’s gift of ‘two barrels of good sufficient salmon’ 

to Captain John Strachan in 1660 clearly was both tribute and bribe, being presented  ‘in 

tokyn of the touns respect to him,’ but also because he ‘culd be verie serviceable to this 

 
20 Burton, Lovat and Forbes, p.143. 
21 Boece, op. cit., p.xliii. 
22 Ditchburn, ‘Salmon, salt and the internationalisation,’ p.56; Dyer, op. cit., pp.33-4; Hoffmann and Ross, op. 

cit., I,  p.19 
23 E.g. 34 fish in 1778 and 44 in 1779. NRS: GD44/52/111/3, GD44/43/27/13, GD44/43/7  
24 Culloden papers, pp.139-140. 
25 van Dam, op. cit. p.321 
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burgh.’26 There was sometimes an element of obligation in these ‘gifts’ too. During a 

visitation of Beauly Priory in 1506, the Prior was reprimanded for failing to send ‘fish, called 

salmon, from your parts, or waters or rivers’ to the mother house in Dijon which had been 

promised partly as a compliment and partly as a due.27 Whilst plentiful in Beauly this salmon, 

which was to be sent via Bruges or Valenciennes, would have been a novelty and prized in 

Dijon, far from salmon rivers in inland France. 

Currency 

In their seminal work on prices and money in medieval Scotland, Gemmill and Mayhew 

asserted that salmon was ‘as acceptable as ready money in trading and financial circles in 

the north-east,’ and almost interchangeable in settling debts and paying rents in fifteenth and 

sixteenth century Scotland. They claimed that ‘for most Scots merchants, whether in 

Aberdeen, Leith or Bruges, salmon so nearly was money as to make very little difference,’ 

and James I (1406-1437) apparently paid London and foreign merchants in salted salmon 

purchased for the purpose from Montrose, Aberdeen or Banff.28  In fifteenth and early 

sixteenth century Aberdeen, by far the largest contribution towards building and repairing 

the parish church was in the form of salmon and grilse, pledged by merchants and 

landowners in whole, half and quarter barrels. Other pledges, including labour services, skins 

and cash, even when combined, were insignificant in comparison with the value of the 

salmon and grilse.29 Such large quantities of salmon and grilse were not required by the 

church itself, but their intrinsic value as an item of trade was what made these donations so 

valuable. Salted salmon could be exchanged directly for building materials in domestic or 

overseas markets, as Bishop Elphinstone’s salmon, trout and wool had been during the 

building of Marischal College in Aberdeen in the 1490s, or they could be exported, and the 

 
26 Extracts council register Aberdeen IV (Edinburgh, 1872), p.195. 
27 Batten, op. cit., pp.161, 164  
28 Gemmill and Mayhew, op. cit., pp.306, 308-9; Cramond, Banff I, p.9; Grant, Scotland before 1603 p.324 
29 Extracts council register Aberdeen, I (Aberdeen,1844), pp.49-51, 69-70, 79-80. 
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proceeds remitted to the church.30 Salmon paid as church teinds (tithes) would have been 

similarly disposed of and, in 1545, Edward Menzies, chaplain in Aberdeen, sent four of his 

barrels of salmon, undoubtedly received in payment of teinds or stipend, with merchant 

Gilbert Mar to France to be sold, the profit to be used either to buy goods there or returned 

to him.31 Salmon teinds were often farmed out to merchants in the early modern period and 

many ministers never saw the fish, and it is likely that the ministers of Inverness, whose 

stipends were paid, initially in salmon, by the lessees of the Ness coble fishings, were 

similarly one step removed from the barrelled salmon they were due, and the payment was 

certainly commuted by the time the 1712 accounts of these fishings were produced.32  

Whilst salmon payments eventually become no more than accounting measures, salmon 

was as acceptable as money in the communities of the Moray Firth well into the early modern 

period. The burgh court books of Forres, which possessed substantial salmon fishings on the 

River Findhorn, are peppered with obligations to ‘pay and deliver’ quantities of both fresh 

and barrelled salmon. Most of these do not appear to relate to trade deals but personal debts 

and sometimes quantities of salmon were to be paid along with money and/or goods. For 

instance, on 19 June 1587 Robert Tarracht agreed to pay James Urquhart jr., ‘tua marks 

mone with aucht fresche salmond,’ whilst on 3 July 1587 Andrew Garner was instructed to 

pay Johne Scherar 26s, three fresh salmon and ‘thre pair of new schone (shoes),’ and in 

March 1593/4 Alexander Murdoch agreed to pay James Waus a half barrel and a quarter 

barrel of salmon, together with 40s and ‘ane pair of blew velthet schankis [felted 

stockings?]’33 Some entries in the court books involve relatively small quantities of 

barrelled, salted salmon, and whilst some of these relate to rent or ‘cain duty’ of fishings 

(commonly paid in kind), but other entries are more ambiguous. Monetary equivalents are 

usually given in such entries, with money apparently just as acceptable as salmon, so it seems 

 
30 Innes, Halyburton p.lx 
31 Extracts council register Aberdeen, I, pp.213-4. 
32 Mackay, Records of Inverness I, p.123; NRS: GD23/3/36 
33 MHC: ZBFo B2/1, ZBFo B2/2.  
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likely that these also relate to debts. The frequent announcements made in this court calling 

upon all ‘restand owand salmond’ to deliver either the salmon or ‘the heast pryce that 

salmond giffis in Murray [or the watter of findorn]’ would seem to confirm this.34 Although 

these were not trade deals gone awry, just as with obligations to the church, most of this 

owed salmon would have been destined for trade, and the frequent stipulation that it should 

be, ‘full reid and sweit of the bind of Leith,’ ‘good sufficient marchand vair,’ and also, on 

occasion, ‘delyverit upon the schoir [harbour] of Findorne,’ confirms that most of this 

salmon would have been exported, not consumed at home.35  

Findhorn salmon were used not only to settle local debts, but also to pay contacts from 

outside the burgh. Forres burgess James Waus, having borrowed £60 from Dundee merchant 

Cristell Traill, agreed, on 6 December 1597, to repay this sum by Lammas (1 August) 1598, 

with an option to deliver two barrels of salmon by 15 July instead. The variable price of 

salmon meant this could have been a good deal for James but, as other court book entries 

show salmon prices were particularly high between 1597 and 1599, the salmon alternative 

would have suited Traill, as a merchant who frequently dealt in Moray Firth salmon, well.36  

Other outsiders also found payment in salmon acceptable, and it was quite usual for those 

who served Scottish burghs in some capacity to be rewarded in that way. Burghs often 

retained legal agents in Edinburgh, and those who served Moray Firth burghs were regularly 

paid, at least partly, in salmon. In 1602, Forres magistrates agreed:   

For the gowd trew and thankful service done be thair guid friend James 

Wyndrame agent to the burrowis giffis grantis and dispones to ye said James sua 

lang as he sall remane in ye said office of agencie Ten punds mone yeirlie or an 

kinkein of sufficient salmond fische to be deliverit yeirle at ye pier of leithe.37 

 
34 The monetary equivalent varied, being £20-£24 per barrel in the 1580s, with fresh salmon 6s 8d each. 
35 MHC: ZBFo B2/1 
36 MHC: ZBFo B2/2  
37 MHC: ZBFo B2/2 
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Stirling and Aberdeen made similar arrangements and, in the 1630s, Mr Alex Guthrie, John 

Baird and Patrick Ranken received small containers (kits) of salmon from Banff ‘for thair 

pains tacken in the townes affairis.’38 Whilst these towns had considerable interests in 

salmon fishings, Elgin had no such rights yet, from the mid-1590s, it found itself obliged, 

probably at the instance of Alexander Seton, Lord of Fyvie, President of the College of 

Justice and provost of the burgh at the time, to provide a barrel of salmon as a yearly pension 

for Mr John Sharp of Houston, the town’s advocate. Providing this salmon, which was ‘to 

be delivered to him at the water mouth of Spey at Lammas yearly, during his lifetime’ must 

have been an unwelcome obligation for this burgh.39  

Although it may be true to say that in Scotland ‘salmon so nearly was money as to make 

very little difference,’ Scotland was not alone in this and Piet Nienhuis has identified that 

during the Middle Ages, at several places in the Rhine-Meuse delta, salmon was accepted as 

legal tender.40 It is important not to place too much emphasis on Scottish salmon as a form 

of currency as the lack of bullion until at least the mid-seventeenth century meant Scotland’s 

economy focused strongly on barter and payments in kind. Salmon, as a readily available 

high value item, was a convenient way for the people to make large donations, such as those 

given to the ‘church work’ of St Nicholas in Aberdeen, to settle debts and exchange for 

goods at home or abroad, but other commodities served a similar purpose. In parts of the 

Highlands, such as the Cromartie estate, black cattle fulfilled the same function, and it is 

noteworthy that Glasgow and Dumbarton advocates were paid not in salmon but herring.41 

Most fishing rents were paid in kind well into the seventeenth century, but so were 

agricultural rents, with the salmon being delivered to the proprietor’s corf house and grain 

 
38 Extracts from the records of the royal burgh of Stirling 1519-1752, (Glasgow, 1887, 1889), I, p.149; Extracts 

council register Aberdeen II, p.53, 80, 128, 143; III, 1625-1642 (1871), p.148; Cramond, Banff I, pp.71, 74 
39 MHC: ZBEl C60/1; NRS: GD30/896 
40 Gemmill and Mayhew, op. cit., p.309; Piet H Nienhuis, Environmental history of the Rhine-Meuse Delta 

(New York, 2008), p.216 
41 Robert A Dodgshon, From chiefs to landlords: social and economic change in the western Highlands and 

Islands c. 1493-1820 (Edinburgh, 1998), p.114; Richards and Clough, op. cit., p.41; Extracts from the records 

of the burgh of Glasgow I (Glasgow, 1876), p.368; Dumbarton burgh records 1627-1746. (Dumbarton, 1860), 

pp.80, 88. 
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to the girnel.42 Forres burgesses were not only settling debts in salmon but also in victual, 

and even salt, and the mixed nature of the petty debts in Forres does not suggest salmon had 

a particular value over and above, for example, ‘schone’ (shoes) or ‘schankis’ 

(stockings/trousers)43 Whatever was available would suffice, but, where salmon was 

available, it must have provided a valuable additional option for barter payments.  

The Forres burgh court records indicate a shift away from the barter economy by the end 

of the sixteenth century, with a decline in the number of salmon, and victual, debts, and an 

increasing number of money debts  registered in the court books from the late 1590s. From 

4 November 1606 the salmon option so recently agreed with regard to payments to the 

burgh’s agent, James Wyndrame, was omitted.44 Nevertheless, some people still preferred 

to deal in salmon rather than cash. As late as 1719 Sir Harry Innes of Innes tried to insist that 

feuars of his Garmouth properties who worked at the Spey fishings should pay their feu 

duties in salmon rather than cash. 45 Whether Sir Harry deemed salmon to be more valuable 

than cash, believed this was best way of ensuring his rent was paid, or whether he thought 

payments in kind made it less likely that his numerous creditors could pursue him effectively, 

is unclear, but there were evidently certain benefits of using salmon as currency. 

Food 

The salmon is call’d the King of freshwater fish….The goodness and excellency 

of this fish is so well known that it needs no description, no setting off; its flesh 

is so nourishing, its colour so beautiful, its taste so grateful, that it is no wonder 

to hear that it is brought so many miles and at so great expence to London, and 

sells so dear when it gets there.46 

 
42 MHC: ZBFo B2/2; Clough, ‘Cromartie estate,’ pp.88-97. 
43 MHC: ZBFo B2/2. 
44 MHC: ZBFo B2/2 
45 Innes v Calder et al c.1701; NRS: GD94/209, GD44/43/8; Decisions of  the Court of Session XIII (Edinburgh, 

1803) 
46 Saunders, Compleat fisherman, pp.131-2 
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This eighteenth century English view of the virtues of salmon as a food fish may accord 

well with current opinions, but it is far from clear that this was the general view of the 

Scottish people in the early modern period. Early visitors to the country commented 

repeatedly on the abundance of salmon in Scottish rivers and this, together with the 

proliferation of charters relating to salmon fishings, copious government regulations, and 

evidence of regal, noble and monastic consumption have led to assumptions that salmon 

formed a central part of the Scottish diet.47 The oft-repeated tale of servants and apprentices 

bargaining to limit their intake of salmon to two or three times a week has been taken as 

proof of mass consumption, but real evidence that salmon formed a key part of the diet of 

the ordinary Scot is scanty.48 

Regrettably, as Gibson and Smout acknowledge, there are no reliable records from which 

to judge the Scottish diet prior to the nineteenth century and, as Maisie Steven commented, 

‘in attempting to build up a picture of the diet…of the Scots people…much is conjecture 

rather than fact.’49 It is difficult to quantify, or even estimate, the importance of salmon in 

the diets of the ordinary people of Scotland, nevertheless, Steven herself asserted that salmon 

and trout ‘must certainly have made a significant contribution’ to the Scots’ diet, and Coates, 

swayed by the servants’ tale, wrote of ‘prodigious local consumption.’50 Coull 

acknowledged the difficulty of quantifying home consumption but speculated that the 

quantity of salmon eaten within Scotland must have far exceeded that exported until the 

eighteenth century, local subsistence being ‘the chief issue.’51 However, these are 

assumptions and have been countered by others. Hoffmann has found a lack of evidence to 

support widespread consumption of salmon in Scotland, and Gibson and Smout agreed, 

finding ‘little indication that (salmon and trout) was more than an occasional treat’ for those 

 
47 Grant, Scotland before 1603 p.115 
48 Steven, Good Scots diet, pp.23, 48-9; Netboy, Atlantic salmon, p.67; Netboy, Fight for survival, p.57; Coates, 

Salmon p.67. 
49 Gibson and Smout, Prices, food and wages p.225; Steven, 'Diet and health,’p.133. 
50 Steven, Good Scots diet, p.49; Coates, Salmon pp.67-8 
51 Coull, ‘Salmon-fishing,’ pp.34, 37 
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living near rivers in the early modern period.52 Fenton mentions salmon only twice in his 

chapter on fish and shellfish in The food of the Scots, apparently not considering it a 

significant element of the diet of most people.53  

From the sixteenth century most of the evidence of salmon consumption within Scotland 

relates not to ordinary people but to the upper echelons and privileged members of society, 

and those who possessed interests in or links to salmon fishings. In 1501 Dingwall castle 

had 14 curing vats in its fish house, while prior to the Reformation Kinloss Abbey, with 

extensive fishings on the Findhorn, had ‘a great chamber wherein the salted salmon are kept,’ 

and Pluscarden Priory was estimated to receive 30 lasts of salmon a year from its Spey 

fishings at the time of the Reformation.54 Although there was probably home curing on a 

more modest scale close to fisheries, and similar equipment was to be found in the 

households of substantial citizens, merchants and landowners from Aberdeen to Ross-shire, 

these examples do not demonstrate that ‘preserved salmon were a very important article of 

diet.’55 There is insufficient evidence beyond the anecdotal to suggest ‘prodigious local 

consumption’ of salmon by the ordinary people of Scotland.56  

There is genuine doubt that there was ‘excessive domestic consumption’ of salmon, and 

thus it is necessary to account for repeated claims of the existence of Scottish laws, bye-laws 

or agreements stipulating that servants and apprentices ought not to be compelled to eat 

salmon more than twice or three times a week.57 Franck was possibly the first to mention 

these regulations in the mid-seventeenth century, but similar reports continued, and their 

substance was generally believed, for centuries.58 If such laws did exist they were not unique 

 
52 Hoffmann, ‘Salmon salar,’ p.361; Gibson and Smout, Prices, p.231; Gibson and Smout, ‘Scottish food,’ 

p.71. 
53 Alexander Fenton, Scottish life and society: the food of the Scots (Edinburgh, 2007). 
54 Robert Bain, History of the ancient province of Ross (Dingwall, 1899), pp.410, 145-6; MacPhail, Pluscardyn; 

Kirk, Assumption of thirds 
55 Extracts council register Aberdeen  II (Aberdeen, 1844), p.336; Macgill, Old Ross-shire, pp.124, 126, 146; 

Cramond, Banff  II, p.251; Grant, Scotland before 1603 p.115 
56 Coates, Salmon pp.67-8  
57 Smout, Scottish trade, p.220 
58 Franck, op. cit., pp.133-4. 
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to Scotland as almost identical ‘regulations’ reportedly existed in salmon producing 

countries and regions from North America to Norway.59 However, no documentary proof of 

these laws and regulations has ever been found, and it seems unlikely that servants and 

apprentices were ever in a position to make such demands. Nevertheless, in light of the 

ubiquity of the claims, it must be considered whether there is substance behind what appears 

to be a myth, and why, if true, the ordinary people from Europe to North America may have 

wished to avoid eating salmon. 

Nienhuis suggests reports of these agreements and indentures were intended ‘to let 

foreigners know that (the country) was so rich that even the household personnel were served 

salmon in large quantities,’ and it is tempting to consider these statements merely as 

reflections of pride in national monetary, or at least piscatorial, riches.60 This may well have 

been the motivation for nineteenth century commentators, but Franck and Burt, not Scottish 

patriots but English visitors, they reported the fact, or at least repeated local tales, that 

regulations were in force at the time of their visits in the seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries. National pride does not tell the whole tale.  

It has been suggested that servants and apprentices did not wish to eat salmon too 

frequently because they simply ‘cared little’ for it.61 Evidence suggests that, throughout 

medieval Europe, meat was preferred to fish, with fish consumed for religious and cultural 

reasons, and out of necessity not desire, and there is nothing to indicate that salmon was 

viewed any differently.62 Hoffmann commented that ‘few medieval Christians reached for 

 
59 E.g. Spain, France, Sweden, England: Netboy, Atlantic salmon, pp.55, 67, 69, 97, 161, 227-9 and England: 

Shelton, Sea and backp.43; Helen J Simpson, ‘The salmon of the River Wye,’ in Harlan Walker, op. cit., 

pp.283-298, p.285; American colonies: Netboy, Harassed fish, p.43; Norway: Martin Rackwitz,, Travels to 

Terra Incognita: the Scottish Highlands and Hebrides in early modern travellers' accounts c1600-1800 

(Munster, 2007), fn. p.339; Netherlands: Henry Scheurleer, A new travellers companion through the 

Netherlands (Hague, 1754), p.122; E Maaskamp, A travellers guide through the United Netherlands. 

(Amsterdam, 1816), p.213; Nienhuis, op. cit., p.217 
60 Nienhuis, op. cit., p.217 
61 Hall, Travels, p.47 
62 Hoffmann, ‘Frontier foods,’ p.141; D Serjeantson and C M Woolgar, ‘Fish consumption in medieval 

England,’ in C M Woolgar, D Serjeantson and T Waldron (eds.), Food in medieval England: diet and nutrition 

(Oxford, 2006), pp.102-130; C M Woolgar, ‘“Take this penance now and afterwards the fare will improve”: 

seafood and the late medieval diet,’ in Starkey, Reid and Ashcroft, op. cit., pp.36-44, 
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fish…when meat was allowed them,’ and furthermore Woolgar stated that it could not be 

assumed that fish was an ‘obvious resource for medieval man.’63 The English have been 

identified as ‘not particularly fond of fish,’ quickly reverting to meat eating once religious 

obligations to abstain during Lent were removed.64 What was true for England was not 

necessarily so for Scotland, but there is some evidence of active fish-avoidance north of the 

border too. Fittis, along with other nineteenth century writers, claimed ‘the old Celtic tribes 

of Caledonia…were decidedly anti-ichthyophagous in their tastes, despising the piscatory 

stores of their rivers, lochs and seas.’ 65 It may well be true that medieval and early modern 

Scots actively avoided eating fish. Isotopic analysis of burials at Portmahomack (Easter 

Ross) dating from the sixth to the sixteenth centuries found a distinct preference for 

terrestrial over marine based proteins in the diets of both monastic and lay populations, 

despite being surrounded by coastal waters and close to sources of fresh-water fish.66 During 

the seventeenth century the Scottish authorities found it necessary to actively promote the 

eating of fish during Lent and fast days. In 1610 the Privy Council urged Scots to turn to the 

‘delicat and goode’ fish with which God had ‘wounderfullie enricheit’ the country’s waters 

to conserve the country’s meat supply, and to support those ‘who followis the trade of 

fishing.’67 This oft-repeated ‘encouragement,’ and exhortations to abstain from meat during 

Lent, would seem to further confirm the image of a population who were, at that time, meat 

rather than fish-eaters.68  

 
63 Ibid; Woolgar, ‘Take this penance,’p.36; Hoffmann, ‘Long voyage,’ pp.19-20, p.19 
64 Jackson, ‘State concern,’ p.44; Woolgar, ‘Take this penance,’ p.44; Adrian Franklin, ‘An unpopular food? 

The distaste for fish and the decline of fish consumption in Britain,’ Food and Foodways 7:4 (1997), pp.227-

264 
65 Robert Scott Fittis, Sports and pastimes of Scotland (Paisley, 1891), p.85; McIan, Gaelic gatherings, pp.185-

6; James Logan, The Scottish Gael, II (Inverness, 1876), p.130 
66 Shirley Curtis-Summers, Jessica A Pearson and Angela L Lamb, ‘From Picts to Parish: stable isotope 

evidence of dietary change at medieval Portmahomack, Scotland,’ Journal of Archaeological Science Reports 

31 (2020) 102303. Online: www.sciencedirect.com; Shirley Curtis-Summers, Janet Montgomery and Martin 

Carver, ‘Stable isotope evidence for dietary contrast between Pictish and medieval populations at 

Portmahomack, Scotland,’ Medieval Archaeology 58:1 (2014), pp.21-43. 
67 RPCS 1st series IX, pp.55-6,  
68 E.g. RPCS 1st series X pp.11-12, XI pp.26-7, XII pp.216-7, 421-2 
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Evidence of general fish-avoidance in Scotland is conflicting, however. Early Scottish 

chroniclers such as John Leslie and Gordon of Straloch displayed extensive knowledge of 

the varieties of fish available in the countries coastal waters and rivers, and celebrated their 

abundance, and it is doubtful if this would have been the case if they were not actually been 

caught and consumed. Coastal and island communities would certainly have eaten fish, and 

Fenton states it ‘was a normal item in the diet of people living in fisher-towns or scattered 

along the coasts and beside rivers and lochs.’ Even the apparently fish-averse Highlanders 

are said to have flocked to buy herrings caught in large numbers off the Black Isle in 1671.69  

Nevertheless, Pearson points out that it was commonplace. even in littoral communities 

where ‘the trade of fishing’ was pursued, for fish to be exchanged for nutritionally more 

efficient grain.70 Fish features rarely in examples of eighteenth and nineteenth century diets 

which were dominated by grain and dairy produce, which was, for most,  probably available 

in a more palatable state.71 Thomas Craig asserted in the early seventeenth century that 

‘unless they are freshly caught on the very day (Scots) refuse to eat them,’ and in the early 

nineteenth century Sir John Sinclair wrote, ‘fish, unless perfectly fresh, is not a wholesome 

diet…it has often a tendency to corrupt the blood, and to aggravate the malignity of putrid 

disorders.’72  

If  Scots did prefer meat and grain, it may well have been because they were more readily 

available, more nutritious and considered healthier, than fish.73 From the fifteenth  century 

‘medical’ authorities warned against eating fish, its consumption being linked to a variety of 

disorders including fevers, cholera, dysentery, sweating sickness, smallpox, scurvy and 

 
69 Fenton, Food of the Scots pp.294-5; Mackay, Frasers pp.494-5;  
70 Michael N Pearson, ‘Littoral society: the concept and the problems,’ Journal of World History (Dec 2006), 

pp.353-373, p.360 
71 Gibson and Smout, ‘Scottish food’; Gibson and Smout, Prices, food and wages p.231; Steven, Good Scots 

diet; Steven, ‘Diet and health’; Andrew Lang (ed.), The Highlands of Scotland in 1750 (London, 1898), p.94; 

James Donaldson, General view of the agriculture of the county of Elgin or Moray. (London, 1794); OSA 
72 Craig, De unione, p.417; Sinclair in Thomas Ferguson, The dawn of Scottish social welfare (London, 1948), 

p.113 
73 Hoffmann, ‘Long voyage,’ pp.19-20; Fagan, Fish on Friday, p.17; Mayhew, op. cit., p.78 
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leprosy.74 The Privy Council often issued exemptions from Lenten abstinence on medical 

grounds. For example in 1609 Jeane Flemyng, Countess of Cassillis, claimed her particular 

condition necessitated ‘ane precise dyet quhilk admitis no kind of fishe,’ whilst in 1618 the 

Bishop of Moray was ‘subject to divers diseases, sua that his complexioun aggries not to 

feid upoun fish.’ In 1624 the health of  the Marquesses of Hamilton (sr. and jr.) was even 

more serious, their being ‘verie infirme of body and subject to sindrie disease and seikness, 

sua that they cannot feid upoun fischeis without endangering their healthe.’75 These 

applicants were probably just keen to continue enjoying eating meat, but their supplications 

reflect the prevailing view that fish was less healthy than meat, and might even be dangerous 

to those with weak constitutions.   

A substantial proportion of Scottish salmon were cured, by salting, for later consumption. 

The eating of salted fish was particularly discouraged by medical authorities who believed 

them suitable only for those who were ‘hardy, of strong nature, employed in trade and given 

to much exercise.’76 In the nineteenth century Charles Tomlinson stated that although salted 

fish were enjoyable, they were ‘difficult of digestion.’77 Quality was also an issue. Franklin 

pointed out that ‘crudely preserved herrings, cod and salmon were eaten on sufferance,’ by 

the ‘peasantry,’ and badly cured fish were associated with scurvy and leprosy.78 Gilbert 

White of Selborne attributed the prevalence of leprosy in eighteenth century Europe to 

‘wretched fresh and salt fish consumed by the commonality’ and, although Southey claimed 

in 1819 that ‘all supposed danger of leprosy’ from a fish diet had ceased, towards the end of 

the nineteenth century Day claimed that badly salted salmon in particular ‘undoubtedly’ 

predisposed the eater to leprosy.79 The debate continued, even in medical journals, until at 

 
74 Serjeantson and Woolgar, op. cit., p.128; Hoffmann, ‘Frontier foods,’p.141 and ‘Medieval Europeans,’ p.48; 
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76 Hoffmann, ‘Frontier foods,’ p.141; Locker, ‘Decline in consumption,’ p.102 
77 Charles Tomlinson, The natural history of common salt (London, 1850), p.11 
78 Franklin, op. cit., p.245 
79 Quoted in Fittis, op. cit.,. p.86; Southey, op. cit., p.5; Day, op. cit., pp.112-3 
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least 1914, with the President of the Royal College of Surgeons believing he had firmly 

established a link between badly preserved fish and leprosy.80 In addition to its direct link 

with leprosy, salmon-eating was specifically linked to other conditions, particularly bowel 

disorders, but also cholera. Following an outbreak of cholera in 1832 the Edinburgh Evening 

Courant stated the disease generally began with a disorder of the bowels, ‘frequently 

occasioned by improper food, either in quality or quantity, therefore avoid all indigestible 

substances…(such as) fish, particularly pickle salmon.’81 The knock-on effect of this link 

was serious and it was claimed that ‘for some months of that year salmon were absolutely 

unsaleable in the London market, to the heavy loss of the tacksmen of Scottish rivers.’82 

If much of the salmon served to servants was of the badly cured variety, and thus 

associated with disease, this would account for their singling out salmon for special 

approbation.  If the servants were fed fresh rather than preserved salmon this too had issues. 

Salmon deteriorated quickly after capture, rapidly turning rancid, particularly in warm 

weather. One writer described ‘old’ salmon as, ‘dry, heavy upon the stomach…and not easy 

to digest.’83 Premium prices paid for fresh salmon possibly encouraged sales beyond the 

point at which they were fit for consumption and, in September 1791, the magistrates of 

Edinburgh condemned 38 out of 48 salmon on sale at the public market as ‘unmarketable,’ 

although evidently fit for the Charity Workhouse to which they were sent.84 Although in the 

1720s John Macky attributed Scottish servants’ reluctance to eat salmon to their being too 

‘fat and fulsome’ for them to digest, servants and apprentices are more likely to have been 

served salmon in an ‘unmarketable’ than a ‘fat and fulsome’ state.85 The servants at 

Ochtertyre ate salmon only after the family had enjoyed several meals of it, as puddings or 

 
80 Dr Jonathan Hutchinson, On leprosy and fish eating: a statement of facts and explanations (London, 1906); 
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‘hagas,’ and it may well have been past its best.86 It may also have been poorly cooked as 

Scots were frequently accused of not knowing how to cook fish, with Anthony Weldon 

(c.1617) claiming  that ‘if it come once into their hands, it is worse than if it were three days’ 

old.’87 The least fortunate servants may have been fed on kelts which could be bought up 

cheaply in vast quantities, and in France landowners were said to ‘collect emaciated kelts, 

preserve them and feed them to their manuals.88 Also termed foul fish, kelts were described 

as ‘black cadaverous fish with heads seemingly enormous, and lank slimy bodies.’ Their 

flesh was  ‘loose and watery, insipid and tasteless,’ ‘tough as old boots,’ and ‘tasted 

terrible.’89 Kelts were not only unpleasant to eat, but were universally acknowledged to be 

unfit for human consumption, ‘noxious to health and hurtful to the human frame,’ ‘quite 

uneatable and unwholesome and…no doubt would poison anyone obliged to taste them.’90 

Contemporary reports alleged that in Ireland, where kelts were eaten freely, they were ‘found 

to be productive of much disease and great mortality,’ and in Moffat (south-west Scotland), 

kelt eating was said to have led to a ‘putrid and virulent fever,’ and even death amongst a 

community which relied on them for their subsistence.91 

As well as the danger of contracting any one of a number of frightful illnesses from badly 

cured or less-than-fresh salmon, over-consumption might also have been the issue, and the 

brief seasonal abundance of salmon made this a distinct possibility. If servants were 

genuinely served salmon too frequently they may have developed a ‘distaste for an 

unvarying round of one sort of food,’ although Fenton suggests that any fish, when in season, 

would have broken up the monotony of a milk and oatmeal diet.92 However, Burt did seem 

to tire of eating salmon and longed for beef and mutton and, when Simon Fraser charted the 
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Fraser river in North America in 1806, it was said he and his party ate so much salmon that 

they yearned to eat something else.93 Over-consumption of fish in general was also 

considered detrimental to health.94 Thomas Ferguson identified ‘repeated references in 

Scottish history to outbreaks of disease following excessive consumption of fish,’ often 

associated with dearths when consumption rose and consumers were weak and vulnerable.95  

Those who over-indulged in salmon may have been particularly at risk. Franck believed 

it was the sheer quantity of salmon that Scottish servants and apprentices were forced to eat 

that caused them to try to limit their consumption. Over-indulgence, he believed: 

would inevitably endanger their health, if not their lives, by surfeiting. Salmon 

is a fish very apt to surfeit, more especially fresh salmon, when only boiled which 

if too frequently fed on, relaxes the belly, and makes the passages so slippery 

that the retentive faculties become debilitated, so suffers the body to be hurried 

into a flux, and sometimes into a fever as pernicious as death.96 

An eighteenth century writer, who delighted in the ‘sweet, tender, flaky and luscious’ flesh 

of salmon, nevertheless found ‘it sooner offends the stomach by its viscidity, and 

consequently is apter to create nausea and cause a surfeit’ than other fish, while Norwegian 

Pontoppidan, writing in the 1750s, agreed salmon was ‘one of the most delicious and best-

tasted fish,’ but warned ‘the physicians do not reckon it wholesome when it is eaten fresh in 

too great a quantity.’97 The effects of over-indulgence were felt across the Atlantic too as 

early explorers of the west coast of America, Lewis and Clark, became ‘very unwell’ from 

eating Pacific salmon ‘too freely.’98 
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Servants and apprentices may thus have had genuine reasons for not wishing to partake 

too readily in salmon meals, but salmon, and other fish, were widely resorted to ‘in the direst 

emergency.’99 Many Scots may not have considered fish and shellfish as a ‘vital element’ in 

their diets, but they did provide a ‘valuable supplement’ to fill the ‘hungry gap’ before 

harvest, and might have formed ‘the main means of subsistence’ when it failed.100 Grain-

based foods have been identified as the cornerstone of the Scots diet, and it is noteworthy 

that Sir Robert Sibbald identified all other foods, including fish, as items ‘that may supply 

the want of bread’ in time of dearth and scarcity.101 Fish was not the natural resort of all 

however, and Burt was surprised to see Highlanders failing to make use of the fish in their 

rivers despite it being ‘the starving season’ when the ‘provision of oatmeal begins to fail.’102 

Nevertheless, the OSA reports indicate that the cockles and mussels of the Moray Firth and 

far north contributed substantially to the survival of the poor in the 1782-3 famine, and the 

yair of Kincardine on the Dornoch Firth also proved vital during the ‘great scarcity’ of 1783, 

when small fish, identified as white bait,  

came up in such astonishing quantities, as to contribute very much to the 

support of those who fished the yair, as well as of the families from the 

neighbouring county and estates, who were invited to share the bounties of 

providence in that season of distress.103 

The importance of fish in times of dearth was recognised by contemporaries and in the 

late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries the Privy Council and local authorities 

restricted the sale and export of herrings and white fish during periods of scarcity to ensure 
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the needs of the people were met.104 There were, however, no corresponding national 

restrictions on the export and sale of salmon. Despite severe food shortages resulting from a 

bad harvest in 1621 and a poor summer in 1622 which necessitated the importation into 

Aberdeen of malt, dried fish and large amounts of grain (including rye which was rarely 

considered human food), a substantial number of large cargoes of salmon were exported 

from there to France between September and November in both 1621 and 1622.105 As a rule, 

greater profits could be achieved by exporting salmon than selling it locally, and the private 

ownership of salmon fishings meant the national authorities were powerless to limit exports. 

Salmon did, nevertheless, have a role to play in times of dearth. Less than legitimately, 

black fish were frequently resorted to by those near the upper waters of Scottish rivers in 

times of scarcity.106 In Strathspey, William McCulloch was fined for ‘eating and recepting 

kipper fish in forbidden time’ in December 1725 when grain prices were locally very high, 

and John Grant Oure, when giving evidence in a legal case, admitted he had fished in the 

close season of 1757, stating ‘the reason for…doing so was owing to the scarcity of victual, 

as there was neither meal nor bread about his house at that time.’ He claimed the only other 

time he had fished illegally had been in 1740, ‘which was also a scarce year.’107 There are 

signs too that harvests, bad and good, impacted directly on commercial salmon fisheries. 

Two bad summers in the 1640s led to increased sales of Beauly salmon at the riverside, and 

it was probably because of poor harvests in 1782, and corresponding high local sales of 

salmon that, in 1783, the quantity of Don salmon available for export was ‘negligible’ and 

was sold as one lot to the highest bidder. Conversely, in July 1721 Aberdeen merchant 

Patrick Bannerman reported that the heritors of Dee and Don fishings would be obliged to 
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export all their salmon that year, and this was likely to have been because local demand was 

limited following a good harvest in 1720.108   

Although there was not any, and could be no, national regulation of salmon sales and 

exports, where burghs possessed, and maintained control of, salmon fishings there is 

evidence of periodic attempts by burgh authorities to enforce the sale of fishers’ payments 

in kind, ‘meat fish,’ at burgh markets, and it is probable that these attempts coincided with 

periods of scarcity. Fishers were paid on results, receiving a share of the catch which, in 

sixteenth century Inverness, amounted to one-fifth of each band’s catch, reduced to one-

seventh by the eighteenth century.109 At the fishings in the vicinity of Orton, some ten miles 

up the River Spey where catches were probably not substantial, the fishers’ wages consisted 

of ‘a fourth part of the fish caught,’ but closer to its mouth the arrangements were more 

elaborate (see Appendix G).110 Where there was no obligation to supply a local fish market, 

payments were commuted, with monetary equivalents paid on the Strathnaver fishings by 

the mid-sixteenth century and on the Spey by at least 1714.111 However, in Inverness, burgh 

ordinances which compelled fishers to present their ‘meat fish’ to market are known to have 

been issued in 1557, 1557/8, 1560/1, 1561, 1580/1, 1582/3, and 1687 and, unusually, the 

Council also set the market price of salmon in 1553/4, 1557 and 1561.112 An entry in the 

Banff burgh court book of 3 October 1696 seems to confirm the link between scarcity, the 

sale of meat fish and price fixing, stating: ‘all the meat fish of the servants of the salmond 

fishing to be sold at the publict mercatt cross each day, at such raitts as the magistrats and 

counsel shall appoint monthly.’ This monthly review of prices suggests serious scarcity in 

the middle of the subsistence crisis of the 1690s.113 Price fixing and control over the sale of 
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salmon was only possible where the fisheries were owned by, and under the control of, the 

burghs in question and was necessarily limited. 

The importance of fish and shell-fish, and also poached salmon, during times of scarcity 

has been widely discussed in the historiography, but the possibility that salmon sold at burgh 

markets might also have been used as famine food has not, hitherto, been explored.114 The 

availability of salmon as an alternative source of food during periods of dearth, even though 

limited to a fortunate few, would have been of benefit to some communities. 

In ‘normal’ times, where fishings were commercially exploited, evidence suggests that 

the quantities of salmon available for local consumption were restricted as it was almost 

always the case that greater profits could be achieved through sales abroad. Gemmill and 

Mayhew, and Alexander Stevenson, were of the opinion that, from the Middle Ages, most 

salmon and grilse were exported, and even James III was unable to acquire Aberdeen salmon 

for his household in 1484 as it had all been ‘sald and send in Flandris and uthir placis.’ 115  

Although local availability may have been limited, local people were not, however, fully 

excluded from enjoying salmon. Sir Robert Gordon of Straloch noted in the mid-seventeenth 

century that although the fish caught at the mouth of the Spey were all preserved and 

exported, nearer the source of the Spey fish caught, often at night, were eaten fresh and 

supplied the ‘daily needs’ of the family.116Away from commercial fisheries, riverside 

dwellers across Scotland undoubtedly fished for themselves, and as noted in Chapter One, 

poaching and theft of fish from nets and traps were ever-present issues on salmon rivers. 

There is no evidence that poaching was ever conducted on a large or commercial scale in the 

Moray Firth region, as seems to have been the case on rivers such as the Tweed and Tay, 
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and it is much more likely that fish poached there were consumed in the home or were sold 

‘in public houses for drink.’117 In Inverness there was an open market for kelts and damaged 

fish which Ness fishers claimed as a perk, although if ‘masters’ were opposed to the practice 

these fish were taken at night. Unfit for curing, these kelts were sold openly at the market 

cross ‘to make them a penny to drink,’ ‘to procure a dram.’118 This customary practice 

persisted into the nineteenth century when Alexander Fraser wrote, ‘the male part of the 

breeders, at all seasons, and the females after spawning, have been a lawful prize and a 

perquisite to all fishers on the Ness for at least twenty years.’119 Fraser suspected this 

happened elsewhere too, and evidence given at an 1824 inquiry suggests this was the case.120  

Salmon were sold locally if export was not an option or local sales could realise greater 

profits. Salmon caught at Edinkillie (upper Findhorn) where catches were small and markets 

distant were sold in the neighbourhood, and the ‘unimproved’ fisheries around Cromarty 

were forced to resort to local sales when the salted salmon trade began to decline in the mid-

eighteenth century and their exports floundered.121 The small catches from the yairs at 

Ardersier and Petty were regularly sold in the local area and at Inverness and, in parts of 

Caithness Defoe witnessed ‘salmon in such plenty as is scarce credible and so cheap’ that 

local people ‘who have any substance’ bought rather than caught the fish.122 Small quantities 

of salmon were sometimes available from the fishers or tacksmen at commercial fisheries 

too. Lord Lovat’s kenner in the 1620s allegedly gave away large quantities caught in the 

Beauly to gentlemen, ministers, tenants and the poor, but there and elsewhere it was more 

usually sold, either at the riverside or corf house.123 In Aberdeenshire, the Grants of 
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Monymusk bought individual salmon direct from the Don cruives in 1735 and, in the early 

to mid-eighteenth century, fishers at the Spey braes were equally obliging, and individual 

sales for ready money were recorded in the Spey fishing ledgers during the 1760s and 

1770s.124 The Spey sales were insignificant however, with only a few named individuals 

being recorded as purchasers, and the combined total of fresh fish sold, gifted or provided to 

the Duke’s household from these fishings never accounted for more than 8% of the total 

catch, and frequently 3% or less. Furthermore, there is no evidence that any salmon from 

these fishings were sent, either fresh or salted, to local markets.125  

At the Spey, and at most of the commercial fisheries of the Moray Firth, larger profits 

could be made by curing and exporting the catch than selling the fish locally. Extant records 

suggest that, at least during the seventeenth and eighteenth century, sales of fresh salmon at 

burgh markets were limited to major towns, where high prices could be commanded, and to 

burghs which owned and controlled fisheries. During the eighteenth century there was a 

brisk salmon market in Edinburgh, which was able to command a supply of fresh fish from 

the Tay and Forth, and in 1769 Pennant stated that demand from the populous Clyde ports 

was ‘so great…that none can be spared for curing.’126 Stirling and Aberdeen had active fish 

markets in which salmon was sold at least up to the seventeenth century, but both not only 

possessed sizeable populations but also their own salmon fishings and were thus able to insist 

on at least some salmon being presented to the market, at least in the early part of the period 

until the fishings were feued.127 For such burghs the ‘meat fish,’ of fishers appears to have 

been an important source of salmon for the market, as noted above, and there was an 

expectation that the fishers’ payments in kind would be presented at the burgh market, at 

least in times of scarcity. However, fishers often sold their meat fish privately, ‘in quiet 
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manner,’ forestalling the market to get a better price.128 On 23 October 1601, the Council of 

Forres took action against ‘the servandis and kenners upon the watter,’ and those who bought 

their fish secretly, ordaining that, 

nae servandis fische salbe sauld bot at the mercat croce of this brugh in 

lau[ch]tfull tyme of dayis and quhatsumevir persone byis thame utherwayis they 

salbe callit and persewit for reset of thift.129 

Proprietors and tacksmen were frequently those most guilty of buying the fishers’ meat 

fish to process with the rest of the catch for export, and the magistrates of Inverness were 

clearly of the opinion that, in this way, they were responsible for depriving the local market 

of salmon as they sought greater profits elsewhere. This entry from the Inverness burgh court 

books on 23 February 1580/1 is typical. The ‘wattir men,’ (lessees of the fishings), were 

warned: 

nane of thame tak upon hand to bye onye of the meit fische of the salmond 

fisching of this burcht in onye tyme cuming, other [either] of thair awin or 

utheris, bot to suffer the samyn to be brocht to the mercat, partit [gutted and 

‘broken’ into pieces], and sauld to nychtbouris quha hes na wattir.130 

Similar entries occurred frequently in the Inverness records in the 1550s and 1560s many of 

which, as noted above, were probably connected to periods of food scarcity.131 The power 

to control the sale of fishers’ meat fish was only possible where the fisheries were under the 

control of the burghs in question and, if this was the only means by which their markets were 

supplied, provision must have been very limited. 
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While populous and wealthy burghs and those with control over their own fishings could 

expect some salmon in their markets, towns such as Elgin, although only a few miles from 

both the Spey and the Findhorn, was poorly served and its busy fish market sold mostly 

white fish caught in the Moray Firth. Salmon was not among the ‘vivers, victuals and other 

necessaries for families’ for which the prices were set by the JPs of Elginshire in 1710, but 

haddock, whiting, and cod (although not herring) were included, along with moor fowl 

(grouse), partridge and wild ducks which we would not now consider ‘necessaries.’132 

Salmon was evidently not considered a normal part of the diet of the people of Elgin in 1710 

and, although salmon and grilse were included on a list of items liable for Elgin market tolls 

in 1752, as swans, saffron and home-grown liquorice also appear on that list, this does not 

imply they were generally available for sale in that burgh.133  

Early evidence suggests that salmon had never been prominent in the diet of the ordinary 

people of the Moray Firth region. Fish bone samples from Brora dating from the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries, and from Cromarty from the thirteenth to nineteenth centuries, 

confirm a dominance in the local diet of haddock and gadid species, with only three out of 

1271 fish bone samples from the estuarine site at Brora being conclusively identified as 

salmon.134 Although salmon bones often survive less well than those of other fish, and this 

may be skewing these results, these findings confirm other evidence which indicates the 

greater importance of species other than salmon in the local diet. For example, OSA reports 

for Moray Firth parishes confirm that it was not only in Elgin that herrings and white fish 

dominated domestic fish sales in burgh markets and around the locality, and the supply of 

herring and white fish was more regulated both nationally and locally than salmon supply, 

even in the markets of burghs which possessed salmon fishings such as Aberdeen, Nairn and 
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Forres.135 The Rev. John Downie wrote in his OSA entry for Urray that, although Conon 

salmon was available in the locality, ‘the body of the people are more indebted for their 

support to the shoals of herrings which…appear annually in the Firth of Beauly.’136  

As Gemmill, Mayhew and Stevenson suggested it was sea fish, particularly white fish, 

and not salmon, that dominated the Scottish domestic market from the Middle Ages.137 

Salmon was probably never one of the ‘necessaries for families,’ and in truth it was probably 

beyond the pocket of most ordinary people and at least by the seventeenth century salmon, 

at its best and most luscious form, is unlikely to have been the usual fare of servants and 

apprentices. Although the price of Scottish salmon fluctuated, and it did not routinely exceed 

that of beef as it did in medieval Europe, the prices of meat and salmon were comparable, 

and salmon was always the most expensive fish.138 Ness salmon and grilse, sold by ‘the 

pece’ and by the pound, cost considerably more than the equivalent measure of white fish or 

herrings in 1654, when a ‘pece’ of even the ‘lesser sort’ of salmon, at 1s, cost double that of 

a ‘pece’ of the greatest sort of ‘killinge fish’ (cod) (6d), three times that of the lesser sort 

(4d), while a dozen haddock could be bought for 5d and four salted barrelled herrings for 

1d.139 In Elgin in 1752, the toll for a cart-load of salmon was, at 4s, double that for herring 

(2s) and three times that for white fish (1s 4d).140 The situation was similar elsewhere in 

Scotland as the OSA report for Dumfries stated ‘the prices of other kinds of fish are always 

a little lower than that of salmon; and they rise and fall with it.’141  
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Salmon may never have been consumed by, or even available to, the general population 

of the Moray Firth region to any great extent. However, in the eighteenth century, as the 

export market for salmon increased with the introduction of kitting and ice preservation, and 

‘distant monopolisers’ with their destructive fishing methods took over the management of 

the region’s fisheries, its availability decreased still further. By the later eighteenth century, 

the merchant-tacksmen who dominated the salmon fishing industry in the north of Scotland 

were reluctant to part with even a few of the valuable commodity to local people, and Knox 

commented in 1782 that the tacksmen of the Spey and Ness fisheries ‘refuse to supply the 

inhabitants at any price.’ Hall also lamented the dominance of these men and said of Perth, 

‘the people are tantalised with the sight of long rows of salmon glittering in the spring and 

summer mornings on (the Tay’s) grassy banks, which they must never taste.’142 One visitor 

to Perth blamed the failure of magistrates to bind tacksmen to supply the local community, 

but this was not always an easy task and by the late eighteenth century both Stirling and 

Dingwall struggled to compel the tacksmen of their fishings to supply the burgh with salmon 

and grilse on reasonable terms and, in 1797, Dingwall had to waive this condition as the 

‘distant monopolisers,’ Forbes and Co. of Aberdeen, threatened to withdraw from the 

agreement if it was insisted upon.143  

By the time of the OSA the Arbuthnots of Peterhead, tacksmen of Lord Reay’s Sutherland 

fishings, exported all their salmon catches, ‘without selling any of it in the country,’ and the 

London trade had reportedly led to ‘a dearth of salmon’ in the neighbourhood of the Spey.144 

Home consumption of salmon in Forres was described as ‘not very considerable,’ whilst in 

Inverness it was reported ‘there is but little salmon sold here, and that little by a favour to 

particular persons.’145 On the Beauly, ‘a very small proportion’ was sold in the 
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neighbourhood and, on the Conon, the tacksmen were said to be ‘kind enough (though it is 

against their own interest) to indulge the neighbouring families with a competency for their 

tables.’146 Elsewhere in the north of Scotland the situation was the same, and Sir John 

Sinclair noted that in Scotland’s northern counties, ‘while the boiling season…continues, it 

is a favour at the beginning of the season to obtain (salmon) at 4d per pound,’ which, 

although the standard price in commercial fisheries in the Moray Firth region, was ‘thought 

very high,’ having risen from 1d-1½d per pound in c.1780.147 The overall situation is perhaps 

best summed up by the entry for Aberdeen, where salmon sold at 6d per pound: 

To obtain them even at this price we must send to the boil-house in Aberdeen. It 

is hard, that while our rivers abound in fish, their whole produce should, for five 

or six months of the year, be sold to one or two Aberdeen merchants, at about 4d 

or even under that sum, and that, during that period, none of the inhabitants can 

obtain a single pound under 6d, and that only in the way of a favour from the 

merchants. Last year our salmon were selling in London cheaper than we could 

buy them at Aberdeen.148 

There may well have been only limited enthusiasm for salmon consumption in Scotland, 

and availability was probably always restricted but, by the late eighteenth century, the lure 

of London money had removed, for the vast majority of the people in the region, the option 

of enjoying it. By the early nineteenth century it was declared that in Aberdeenshire the price 

had increased five-fold since 1768 and  ‘not above one pound of salmon is consumed in the 

country for forty that are exported,’ while in Moray and Nairn salmon were only to be 

procured ‘by way of a favour’ at the rate of 1s a pound (with haddock at 1d each, cod at 1d 

per pound and whitings at less than ½d each). The result was that 
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The price is so high in this country, that salmon is only exhibited at a feast, an 

event which does not recur with such frequency as to make home consumption 

of any consideration; the whole quantity therefore, which all the rivers produce 

in this survey, may be understood to be exported to London.149 

By the 1850s, Andrew Young stated, ‘even with persons of comfortable means the salmon 

is but a rare luxury,’ and there was certainly no longer a danger, if there ever had been, of 

servants complaining of being served salmon too frequently.150 

Conclusion 

Throughout the period from 1500 to 1800 salmon had a place in the society and economy 

of the region as a feast food, an item of prestige, an alternative currency in the barter 

economy, and a foodstuff. Salmon consumption may have been more considerable in the 

Moray Firth region ‘in days of a simpler economy when local subsistence was the chief 

issue,’ but there is scant evidence to suggest that, whilst valuable in times of scarcity, it ever 

formed a major part of the diet of the ordinary people.151 Whether this was due to a genuine 

aversion to fish eating, the widespread availability of cheaper and more accessible varieties 

of fish, or to the fact that salmon was able to generate more income if sold elsewhere is 

difficult to ascertain, but a combination of factors is most likely. Gemmill and Mayhew 

identified that salmon was more important commercially than domestically even in the 

Middle Ages, and when the Privy Council bemoaned the ‘scairsitie  and dearth of salmond’ 

in 1618, it was its contribution to exports that stimulated it to act, and whenever proprietors 

petitioned the authorities for concessions or relief, or applied for commissions to pursue 

poachers, they stressed the industry’s contribution to trade and the public purse and not the 

sustenance of the people.152  

 
149 George Skene Keith, A general view of the agriculture of Aberdeenshire. (Aberdeen, 1811), p.539; Leslie, 

Nairn and Moray, p.403 
150 Young, Natural history p.83 
151 Coull, ‘Salmon-fishing’, p.37 
152 Gemmill and Mayhew, op. cit., p.47; RPCS 1st series, XI, pp.314-5 
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The eighteenth century saw the commercial value of salmon increase markedly. In July 

1746 the Duke of Cumberland suggested the requisitioning of salmon from the forfeited 

estates of Lord Lovat to provision the troops stationed at Inverness, but although this might 

have been acceptable in earlier times, the days of victualling garrisons with salmon had 

passed and the Forfeited Estates Committee chose to lease the Beauly fishings instead.153 By 

the eighteenth century, and probably much sooner, the ‘simpler economy’ had long since 

disappeared and export profits were the driving force behind salmon fisheries, removing the 

option for the general population to enjoy their native fish. The ‘distant monopolisers’ and 

their eagerness to serve the insatiable London market were widely blamed for the lack of 

local provision, but they were not alone in exploiting the country’s produce in this way at a 

time when ‘commercialism was in the driving seat.’ The eighteenth century saw the 

attraction of high prices in the cities and industrial areas leading to merchants bypassing 

local markets with even essential goods such as cheese and grain in search of higher profits 

elsewhere, at times causing shortages and distress locally.154 Those residing close to salmon 

rivers probably did not feel the lack of access to salmon too acutely however, as the domestic 

market was not, at any point in the early modern period, the main means of disposing of the 

abundant catches of the commercially exploited rivers of the Moray Firth.  

 
153 In the 1510s salmon was requisitioned to provision garrisons and ships and was used to feed workmen on 

the ‘Great Michael,’ Accounts of the Lord High Treasurer of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1877-1916), IV, pp.297, 

459, V, pp.21, 459; Culloden papers p.288; NRS: GD1/735/24 
154 Elizabeth Foyster and Christopher A Whatley, ‘Introduction: recovering the everyday in early modern 

Scotland,’ in Elizabeth Foyster and Christopher A Whatley (eds.), A history of everyday life in Scotland, 1600 

to 1800 (Edinburgh, 2010), pp.1-26, pp.9, 11. 
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Chapter Five: Distribution of the catch abroad 

Introduction 

In 1679, Thomas Kirk, an ungenerous English visitor to Scotland, described salmon as 

‘the great commodity of this country which, being too good for the inhabitants, are barrell’d 

up and converted into merchandise.’1 Kirk’s reasoning may not have been sound but, as 

outlined in Chapter Four, domestic salmon consumption in Scotland was limited, and most 

Scottish salmon were destined export, and it was this trade, as Menuge and Dewar 

commented, that made the salmon fishing industry profitable.2  

Smout stated that ‘foreign trade formed the hinge on which the whole prosperity of the 

country turned’ and, from the Middle Ages, trade in Scottish salmon contributed 

substantially to this prosperity.3 Salmon was the earliest fish to be exported from Scotland, 

and became of greater commercial importance following the introduction of pre-salting and 

brine-barrelling in the late fourteenth century.4 Salmon was ‘a fish much prized by the 

European peoples,’ and Scottish fisheries were well-placed, geographically and 

organisationally, to serve the markets of continental Europe where ‘almost limitless demand’ 

resulted from depleting native stocks and growing populations.5 By the fifteenth  century 

demand was such that ‘ready sales on profitable terms could confidently be predicted,’ and 

salmon exports ‘were central elements in Scotland’s overseas credit operations,’ in fact ‘as 

good as money itself.’6 The salmon trade lay at the heart of country’s commerce, forging 

valuable and enduring links with trading partners, Duncan commenting that, ‘it is not an 

exaggeration to note that without the initial trade in salmon other more lucrative connections 

 
1 Brown, Early travellers, p.255 
2 Adam Menuge and Catherine Dewar, Berwick-upon-Tweed: three places, two nations, one town (Swindon, 

2009), pp.49, 54 
3 Smout, Scottish trade  p.23 
4 Stevenson, ‘Trade with the South,’ p.195; Gemmill and Mayhew, op. cit., pp.303, 306;  Ditchburn, ‘Salmon 

salt and internationalisation,’ p.62; Hoffmann, ‘Salmo salar,’ p.361; Oram, ‘Estuarine environments,’ p.369 
5 Craig, De unione p.417; Hoffmann, ‘Economic development,’ ‘Salmon salar, ‘Aquatic resource use,’ 

‘Frontier foods’; Gemmill and Mayhew, op. cit., p.307. 
6 Gemmill and Mayhew, op. cit., pp.303-308; Hoffmann and Ross, op. cit., II, p.45. 
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with the growing commercial centres of Britain and Europe would not have been achieved 

at such an early period.’ Furthermore, unlike most other Scottish commodities, salmon 

appealed to a wide range of markets and, should one market collapse or prove difficult to 

access, different markets were not too hard to find. This flexibility provided a valuable 

economic buffer for the country when demand for other commodities weakened, and the role 

of the salmon trade in the early modern economy cannot be underestimated.7  

Customs duties were imposed on salmon exports from 1398 and, although until the late 

fifteenth century they were spasmodically levied and only applied to stranger merchants, 

they formed a considerable source of revenue for the Crown.8 Salmon duties provided more 

income than duties on herring and cod combined in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 

and in 1504/5 they accounted for 6.4% of the duty paid on all goods.9 Income from salmon 

duties was consistently substantial in spite of temporary and permanent exemptions. For 

example the Earl of Moray periodically refused to allow customs to be levied on Moray men, 

Aberdeen burgesses were exempt from payment of duty on salmon exports until at least 1537 

and thereafter paid reduced rates for many years. There was a high degree of administrative 

confusion surrounding collection and there was considerable non-payment and evasion, 

particularly in remoter areas. Customs returns are notably wanting for northern counties up 

to 1600 and the region’s customs were regularly farmed thereafter, or simply not paid  ̠

Tucker stated that the northern counties of Inverness, Ross, Sutherland, Cromarty and 

Caithness, ‘never yielded or payd any assesse’ prior to his visit in 1656.10 As Rorke noted 

 
7 The wool trade suffered as a result of changed relationships with the Low Countries after the death of Charles 

the Bold of Burgundy in 1477. Ditchburn, ‘Salmon salt and internationalisation’, pp.62, 65; Gemmill and 

Mayhew, op. cit., p.309; Lynch and Ditchburn, op. cit.; Lynch, Scotland, p.173; Alexander Stevenson, ‘Trade 

between Scotland and the Low Countries in the later middle ages.’ Unpublished PhD thesis, University of 

Aberdeen (1982), p.283; Philip Duncan, ‘The River Tay,’ in Donald Omand (ed.), The Perthshire book 

(Edinburgh, 1999), pp. 125-138, p.130  
8 Rorke, ‘Scottish overseas trade.’ 
9 Cumulative duties 1460-1599 amounted to: salmon ̠  £35,000, herring ̠  £21,000, cod ̠  less than £5,000. Guy, 

‘Scottish export trade,’ Thesis, p.111; Stevenson, ‘Trade with the South,’ p.200. 
10 There are few extant records between 1599 and the 1680s. Rorke, ‘Scottish overseas trade’pp.26, 35, 81-3, 

86-7, 184, 188-9; Michael Lynch and David Ditchburn, ‘Economic development,’ in Peter G B McNeill and 

Hector L McQueen (eds.) Atlas of Scottish history to 1707 (Edinburgh, 1996) pp.231-275, p.266; Tucker, op. 

cit., pp.5-6  
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‘salmon customs must be treated with a great deal of care if they are to be used to determine 

Scottish exports,’ and interpretation of extant records has sometimes been flawed. As a result 

both of deficiencies in the records, and their interpretation, our knowledge of this important 

export trade is, as Rorke identified, ‘almost entirely lacking.’11  

There can, nevertheless, be no doubt that exports of Scottish salmon were considerable, 

and by 1597 a huge increase in duty from 4s to 37s 6d per barrel indicates the government 

was confident the export trade was buoyant, probably expanding, and needed no 

encouragement.12 Throughout the seventeenth century Scottish fish of all types contributed 

substantially to the national economy, accounting for more than one-fifth of the country’s 

exports, and salmon was by far the most intrinsically valuable, in 1612 being valued at £240 

per last compared with the £24 per last for white fish and herrings.13 In 1618, the Privy 

Council acknowledged salmon as ‘ane of the best commodeis whairwith forayne wairis were 

brocht within the countrey,’ and Parliament concurred, stating in 1641 that the country’s 

salmon fishing industry was ‘one of the principall benefits whereby trade is menteyned and 

money brought in the kingdom.’14 In 1707 salmon fishing was described by the Convention 

of Royal Burghs as ‘one of the most valuable branches of trade in Scotland,’ and new 

preservation techniques ensured the continuing relevance and increasing importance of the 

trade throughout the eighteenth century.15 Even at the height of the herring fishing boom of 

the nineteenth century, Bertram wrote that, although net gain was greater from herring and 

white fishing, ‘the individual salmon is our most tangible fish and brings to its owner a larger 

sum of money than any other member of the fish family.’16 

 
11 Rorke points out that Isabel Guy seems to have been oblivious to various exemptions re. salmon duties in 

her work, ‘Scottish overseas trade’, pp.xvii, 194-5. 
12 Lynch, Scotland, p.227 
13RPCS, 1st series, IX, lxix; Robinson, ‘North Atlantic pool,’ p.14; Grant, Scotland before 1603, p.310 
14 RPCS, 1st series, XI, pp.334-5; RPS online: 1641/8/210 
15 RCRB, IV, p.429 
16 Bertram, op. cit. (1869), p.141. 
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In spite of its importance the salmon trade has been largely overlooked by historians, 

meriting only a brief mention in most works. Smout devoted only five sentences to salmon 

in his volume on Scottish trade and others have provided similarly sparse coverage.17 The 

salmon trade was in no sense ‘new’ but old and well-established and, consequently, may 

have proved less interesting to historians, but it may have simply been overlooked. More 

recent studies of medieval and early modern trade by Ditchburn, Lynch, Rorke and Watson, 

and local studies focused on Montrose and Aberdeen, have helped to redress the balance, but 

there are still considerable gaps in our knowledge, particularly with regard to fisheries north 

of the Spey.18 Although it may not be possible to precisely determine the importance of 

Moray Firth salmon fisheries to the national picture, or their regional importance, by looking 

closely at the organisation of trade, markets and competition it has been possible to shed 

some light on an area which has hitherto received little scholarly attention.  

Merchants, methods and organisation 

Salted salmon 

From the mid-fifteenth until the mid-eighteenth century the salmon trade involved, almost 

exclusively, the export of salted, barrelled salmon. Until 1475, export duties were levied 

only on salmon exported by ‘stranger merchants,’ and some of the earliest trade was 

conducted by foreign merchants such as John Elliott, a French factor, who c.1500 regularly 

visited Aberdeen to purchase salmon.19 However, the bulk of the duties paid by ‘stranger 

merchants’ came not from foreigners but English merchants ‘who brought luxury wares from 

London to tease the appetites of the great northern lords,’ and exchanged these goods for 

wool, skins and salmon. Salmon was by far the most important of these commodities, 

 
17 Smout, Scottish trade 
18 Ditchburn, ‘Salmon salt and internationalisation’; Michael Lynch and David Ditchburn, ‘Economic 

development’, in Peter G B McNeill and Hector L McQueen (eds.) Atlas of Scottish history to 1707 (Edinburgh, 

1996) pp.231-275; Rorke, various; Watson, op. cit.; Gordon Jackson and S G E Lythe (eds.) The port of 

Montrose: a history of its harbour, trade and shipping (Tayport, 1993); Dennison, Ditchburn, Lynch, op. cit. 
19 Harold W Booton, ‘Sir John Rutherford: a fifteenth century Aberdeen burgess’, Scottish Economic and 

Social History, Vol 10, (1990), pp.21-37, p.23 
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constituting, as Stevenson says, ‘the only important seaborne trade with England in the later 

middle ages.’20 From the fourteenth century, English merchants carried salt to Scotland to 

cure fish for the English market and were frequent visitors to Aberdeen whither they came 

‘seeking salmon.’ For many years were given the first option to buy Scottish salmon, and 

they were regularly granted safe conduct passes to allow them travel to Scotland to bring 

back ‘salmon and other goods.’ Throughout the fifteenth century most of the salmon from 

Perth, Montrose and Aberdeen were sold to English merchants.21 The significance of this 

Anglo-Scottish trade is illustrated by the fact that, in the 1430s, the terms of a truce between 

the two countries specified that English merchants should be permitted to buy salmon in 

Scotland and transport it home.22  

From the mid-fifteenth century Scottish fisheries became less reliant on visiting 

merchants from England and overseas as native merchants became increasingly involved in 

the salmon trade and, by 1600, although not always using Scottish ships, the export of 

Scottish salmon was largely in their hands.23 Like their English counterparts, during times 

of uncertain peace Scottish merchants obtained safe conduct passes to carry salmon to 

England, often at the instance of English fishmongers.24 For example, on 23 February 

1437/8, in response to the ‘humble supplication of Thomas Bernewelle, citizen, fishmonger 

and alderman [later sheriff] of London,’ a warrant for two years’ safe conduct was granted 

 
20 Blanchard, Gemmill, Mayhew Whyte, op. cit., p.136; Stevenson, ‘Scotland and Low Countries,’ p.252  
21 RPS online: 1436/10/11; Elizabeth Ewan, Townlife in fourteenth century Scotland. (Edinburgh, 1990), pp.87, 

91; Joseph Bain (ed.), Calendar of documents relating to Scotland IV, 1357-1509. (Edinburgh, 1888), pp.203, 

219, 226; David Ditchburn and Marjory Harper, ‘Aberdeen and the outside world,’ in Dennison, Ditchburn, 

Lynch op. cit., p.389; Alexander Stevenson, ‘Medieval Commerce,’ in Jackson and Lythe op. cit., pp.16-25, 

pp.22-4 and ‘Trade with the South,’ p.198; Blanchard, Gemmill, Mayhew Whyte, op. cit., p.136; Rorke, 

‘Scottish overseas trade,’ p.183 
22 Grant G Simpson and J D Galbraith (eds.), Calendar of documents relating to Scotland V (Edinburgh, n d), 

p.297 
23 Rorke, ‘Scottish overseas trade’, p.10; Martin Rorke, ‘Trade and traders: Edinburgh’s sixteenth-century 

exporting community’, Historical Research, 81, 213 (2008), pp.447-462, p.460; Smout, Scottish trade pp.47-

49, 55 
24 Bain, Calendar 1357-1509, pp.222, 227, 229, 231, 232, 235, 240, 241, 276, 291-2; 7 
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for the Nicholas of Aberdeen, ‘to discharge her cargo of salmon etc. in London and freight 

back with merchandise.’25  

Some safe conduct licences were issued to Leith and Montrose merchants, but by far the 

greatest number were for merchants from Aberdeen and, during the fifteenth century, even 

in periods of conflict, London fishmongers frequently entered into partnerships with 

Aberdeen merchants to secure supplies, and had considerable involvement in the salmon 

trade through investments and contracts.26 Aberdeen was by far the leading exporter of 

Scotland’s salmon, and customs paid on its salmon exports accounted for between one-third 

and one-half of the total in the period 1460-1530, even though Aberdeen burgesses were 

personally exempt at that time.27 Not all of the salmon exported from Aberdeen were from 

the Dee and Don however as, by the seventeenth century, it was an established entrepôt for 

salmon from Caithness, Sutherland, Inverness-shire, Ross, Moray, Banff, Peterhead, 

Newburgh and Montrose.28 Aberdeen merchants regularly entered into advance contracts 

with owners and tacksmen of Moray Firth fisheries to purchase catches, sometimes 

supplying salt and casks for packing, and the barrelled salmon were collected and returned 

to Aberdeen for export.29 For example in 1621 Robert Buchan despatched ‘10 lasts salmon 

barrels to Murray Firth full of salt’  from Aberdeen and returned with ‘6 lasts salmon from 

Murray Firth,’ and he, and other Aberdeen merchants, such as Thomas Mitchell and George 

Gordon, seem to have specialised in this regional trade.30 During the 1660s George Gordon 

took delivery of a number of cargoes of salmon from Firth ports, including 29 barrels of 

salmon and herring from Moray in February 1667, and a further two lasts of salmon, 

 
25 Bain, Calendar 1357-1509, p.227 
26 Ditchburn, ‘Salmon, salt and internationalisation’, pp.63-4; David Ditchburn, Scotland and Europe: the 

medieval kingdom and its contacts with Christendom c.1215-1545, I, (East Linton, 2000), p.146 
27 David Ditchburn, ‘Cargoes and commodities. Aberdeen’s trade with Scandinavia and the Baltic c.1302-

c.1542,’ Northern Studies, 27, (1990), pp.12-22, p.17; Jackson, ‘Economy,’ p.162 
28 ASWA; Rorke, ‘Scottish overseas trade’, p.112; H W Booton, ‘Inland trade: a study of Aberdeen in the later 

middle ages,’ in  Lynch, Spearman, Stell, op. cit., pp.148-160, pp.154-5; Jackson, ‘Economy,’ p. 162. 
29 ASWA; Alston, My little town, p.93 
30 ASWA, p.109 
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delivered in an open boat, also from Moray, on 31 October 1668.31 Open boats continued to 

be used for coastwise transport from the Spey fisheries until at least the late eighteenth 

century, and this agreement, from September 1715, in which fishing vessels skippered by 

John Reid and James Murray from Buckie were employed to carry the Marquis of Huntly’s 

Spey salmon to Aberdeen was probably typical.32 The skippers were instructed to:  

immediately take aboard of their boats twenty-five barrel of salmond and grilsess 

belonging to the Marquis…and thairwith to sail by the first fair wind to the port 

and harbour of Aberdeen and to deliver the said fish…to any person who shall 

have the said Marquis order for that effect.33  

These open boats would have been unsuitable for exporting cargoes any distance and the use 

of Aberdeen as a regional centre, with its ocean-going ships and mercantile expertise, made 

practical sense.  

Aberdeen acted as an entrepôt for Moray Firth salmon throughout the period, but it had 

some competition. In 1635, in an attempt to gain a reduction in taxes, Aberdeen Council 

claimed, ‘the most pairt of the north cuntrie salmond that was transportit be Aberdeine 

merchandis ar now coft (bought) in forrane bargaines be merchandis of Invernes as they 

have done thir sevin yeiris bygane.’ By way of example they claimed Inverness merchants 

had recently taken fifty lasts of salmon from northern fisheries to France which would 

previously have been traded via Aberdeen.34 There were some well-established merchants 

in Inverness at that time, in particular John and Duncan Forbes (later of Culloden), but 

whether their activity was sufficiently significant to prompt a shift of trade to Inverness is 

questionable, and the Aberdeen shore work accounts do not indicate any obvious decline in 

trade in the 1620s and 1630s. Aberdeen was certainly the more important trading centre, 

 
31 ASWA, pp.538, 539, 566, 584. 
32 NRS: GD44/52/111/1 
33 NRS: GD44/40/6/21 
34 ACL, II, pp.31-32 
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with Tucker’s survey of the 1650s stating that Inverness enjoyed ‘onely a coast trade,’ had 

‘noe more than one single merchant in all the towne’ and only a single vessel of 10 tons, 

whilst Aberdeen enjoyed considerable trade and was actively improving its harbour.35 

Furthermore, Kennedy found that, in the period 1667-1686, fish were exported ‘only 

occasionally’ from Inverness and, although salt allowances mean fish export figures from 

customs records for that period will be understated, Aberdeen’s early seventeenth claims of 

serious competition from Inverness seem like ‘special pleading.’36  

If there was any shift in the salmon trade from Aberdeen to Inverness in, or from, the 

early seventeenth century it was probably only on a small scale and did not seriously threaten 

Aberdeen’s dominance. Even though Jackson identified that, by the 1680s, there had been a 

general transfer of trade from Aberdeen to Inverness, Dundee and Montrose, evidence 

suggests Aberdeen was able to retain its dominance of the salmon trade.37 In 1542 around 

40% of salmon exports had been through Aberdeen, yet Alston identified that between the 

Union and 15 July 1709, of the 4279 barrels of salted salmon exported from Scotland 2448 

(57%) were exported from Aberdeen and just 936 (22%) from the Inverness precinct. This 

demonstrates the continuing dominance of Aberdeen, although it also confirms the 

importance of northern fisheries in general in the salmon trade.38 Later in the the eighteenth 

century the columns of the Aberdeen Journal report continued arrivals of salmon cargoes 

from the Moray Firth and the North, and Aberdeen merchants continued to buy salmon under 

contract from northern fisheries.39 Much of the salted salmon from the Duke of Gordon’s 

Spey fisheries was exported via Aberdeen in the 1760s, 1770s and 1780s, and other northern 

 
35 Tucker, op. cit., pp.34-36 
36 From 1670 to 1707 a rebate on salt used for curing salmon for export was granted at the rate of  £12 per last 

(£10 4s for herring). This was applied at the point of export by custumars and, as this was equivalent to the 

duty payable on exported salmon (at least in Inverness) salmon exports were only recorded when exported 

along with other goods. Kennedy, ‘Urban community,’ p.43; RPS online: 1669/10/31; ACL, V, pp.74, 91, 156, 

162, 192, 219, 245, 371 VI pp.26, 29, 46, 123-4; NRS: E72/11/3, E72/11/5, E72/11/11 
37 Jackson, ‘Economy,’ p.169 
38 Murray, ‘Foreign trade,’ p.75; Alston, My little town, p.330 
39 E.g. AJ 25.9.1750, 8.10.1751, 5.11.1751 
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fisheries routinely despatched their salted salmon via Aberdeen into the 1790s.40 Aberdeen’s 

role as the regional centre for the salmon trade continued throughout the period. 

The use of regional centres such as Aberdeen and Inverness was to be expected, but from 

the fifteenth century merchants from Dundee, Edinburgh and Leith were also heavily 

involved in the Moray Firth salmon trade.41 By the sixteenth century Leith had become 

Scotland’s most important port and coastal trade to and from the port was particularly strong, 

holding ‘the whole of the eastern shore of Scotland together as a larger economic unit .’ 

Substantial numbers of salmon cargoes from the Moray Firth, even those under contract to 

Aberdeen merchants, were being channelled through this port.42 Leith’s port entry books 

record more than 2000 barrels of salmon arriving for trans-shipment from Elgin, Forres, 

Banff and Tain in the two years 1511 and 1513, and Dee, Don and Montrose salmon were 

also exported through Leith while the trade was at its height in the sixteenth and early 

seventeenth centuries.43 Probably typical  of the arrangements is a charter party agreement 

from 1673 in which Aberdeen merchant James Gordon chartered Patrick Stronach, master 

of the Thomas of Aberdeen, to sail from Aberdeen to Findhorn to take on board, ‘full 

loadnenges of salmond,’ to carry to Leith, ‘for livering of his said loadnenge,’ for despatch 

to European markets.44  

Such transactions, involving several parties ˗ proprietors or tacksmen, Aberdeen 

merchants who purchased the salmon, skippers, Edinburgh merchants and eventually 

overseas factors and purchasers ˗ were complex, but Leith’s dominant commercial position 

must have made them worthwhile. However, in spite of its favourable position, Leith never 

controlled the salmon trade as it did that of other commodities. Lynch identified that, by the 

 
40 NRS: GD44/52/110, GD44/52/111/1, GD44/43/272/12, GD44/43/272/24; OSA XVI p.52, XVII p.119 
41 Ditchburn, ‘Salmon salt and internationalisation’, p.62; Rorke, ‘Scottish overseas trade’, p.113 
42 Smout, Scottish trade p.13. Ditchburn erroneously believed Aberdeen salmon were salted and barrelled there. 

Ditchburn, ‘Salmon salt and internationalisation’, p.62; Rorke, ‘Scottish overseas trade’, p.113 
43 Rorke, ‘Scottish overseas trade,’ p.113. Rorke has not recorded comparable figures for other fisheries or 

years. 
44 NRS: RH15/106/154 
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1590s, although responsible for almost the entire raw wool trade, most of the trade in hides 

(83%), woolfells (80%), and woollen cloth (76%), its merchants controlled only 25% of the 

salmon trade.45 Whilst much of the remaining trade was channelled through Aberdeen, 

Rorke identified that Dundee merchants were also ‘heavily involved in the northern salmon 

trade in the sixteenth century,’ and their strong presence in the Moray Firth region is 

testament to that.46  

Why were Edinburgh and Dundee merchants so interested in Moray Firth salmon? The 

trade must have proved lucrative and, although these merchants dealt in a variety of goods, 

including grain from the fertile shores of the Moray Firth, it is tempting to think that its rich 

fishings were the main attraction. Salmon was one of the few commodities the French were 

happy to exchange for their luxury goods, wines, brandy and salt, so it was possibly an 

essential cargo for merchants who wished to engage in trade with France. Many Scottish 

merchants were happy to accept salmon in payment for goods and, in 1590, Donald 

Campbell of Cawdor settled his account with David Clephane of Leith (but of a merchant 

family from Dundee) in salmon from his fishings at Ardersier and the yair of Alcock.47 

Salmon was also an acceptable means of paying debts, as noted in Chapters Two and Four, 

sometimes on quite a large scale. In 1632, the Earl of Sutherland wrote, ‘I have mead 

William Dick [a prominent Edinburgh merchant] content to tak this yeirs wictull (victual) 

and salmond in satisfactioune of the seaven thousand merks I did owe him.’48 As noted in 

Chapter Two, proprietors commonly repaid debts by means of a ‘forehand block’ by which 

they agreed to sell the whole or part of their salmon ‘crop’ for a fixed, generally low, price 

to merchant-creditors.  

 
45 Lynch, ‘Introduction,’ in Lynch, Early modern town, p.8 
46 Rorke, ‘Scottish overseas trade’, p.113. There are frequent mentions of Dundee merchants’ involvement in 

the trade of the region in both local and national records e.g. MHC: ZBEl B2/2, B2/3, B2/14, ZBFo B2/2, B2/8, 

ZBEl C60/1; EGCB; ACL, I, p.285; Mackay Records of Inverness I, pp.96, 219, II, pp.100, 200; MacGill, op. 

cit., pp.116, 185; RCRB II, p.239; RPCS 1st series, IV, pp.190-2; NRS: GD23/2/16 
47 Cosmo Innes (ed.), The book of the Thanes of Cawdor (Edinburgh, 1859), pp.198-9; NRS: CH2/621/69 
48 Fraser, Sutherland, II, pp.157-8. 
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Merchants from Dundee and Edinburgh, as well as John and Duncan Forbes of Inverness, 

Thomas Calder of Elgin and William Duff sr. of Inverness, were involved in such 

arrangements with proprietors of Moray Firth rivers in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. These arrangements must have been lucrative for merchants but were not always 

popular with proprietors. In the 1620s Fraser of Lovat, having been advanced money by 

Dundee merchant John Yeoman and Duncan Forbes, merchant in Inverness, was, allegedly, 

inveigled by these ‘sutle greedy (and cuning) fellowes’ into making a ‘dissadvantagious 

bargan and paction’ for his victual and salmon.49 At a similar date Sir Robert Gordon of 

Gordonstoun warned his nephew, John, Earl of Sutherland, to avoid forehand blocks if 

possible, ‘for it…hinders you greatlie, being forced to sell your commodities for halfe the 

value.’50  Regretfully, the Earl was unable to heed this advice as, in 1655, having borrowed 

£14,666 13s 4d from John Forbes of Culloden, he was forced to commit his annual salmon 

catch to Forbes until the debt, with interest, was repaid some five years later.51 Some 

arrangements lasted much longer and, as noted in Chapter Two, might even result in the loss 

of fishings themselves.  

Many Edinburgh merchants relied on money lending for a substantial part of their income, 

and it is noteworthy that, beyond the vicinity of Edinburgh, almost all the lending activity of 

these men took place north of the Spey.52 People from Forres burgesses to the Rosses of 

Balnagown and Lord and Lady Doune became indebted to Edinburgh merchants and, 

through wadsets these men acquired fishings and lands in the region (Chapter Two), and by 

this, and other means, many of these merchants became very involved, beyond their trading 

interests, in the region. Their names frequently occur in the region’s burgh court books, 

notarial documents and kirk records during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and 

 
49 Mackay, Frasers, pp.251, 254. 
50 Fraser, Sutherland, II, p.362 
51 Duncan Warrand (ed.), More Culloden papers (Inverness, 1923-1930), I, pp.144-150. 
52 MHC: ZBFo B2/3; Adam, Calendar of Fearn, p.158; Fraser-Mackintosh, Antiquarian notes (1913), p.118; 

Sanderson, ‘Edinburgh merchants’; Brown, ‘Edinburgh merchant elite,’ pp.327-332 
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merchants such as James Nicoll, Archibald Adesone, Ninian Lowis, David Vaus and David 

Clephane from Edinburgh and Leith, and John Kinloch, James and David Mudie from 

Dundee must have been recognisable members of local communities.53  

Money lending and property ownership extended connections beyond the salmon fishing 

season and strengthened links which stemmed from trade. Many of these merchants also had 

family ties, not only with people in the area but also with each other. For example, David 

Vaus or Waus, and his son John, of Leith, both of whom were involved in the salmon trade 

in Ross and Inverness during the mid-sixteenth century, were of the family of Lochslyne, 

Ross-shire.54 David’s daughter married fellow Leith merchant and trading partner David 

Clephane, who had Ross-shire fishings in wadset and purchased salmon from others, and 

whose daughter married Alexander Cuthbert of Inverness.55 The Wauses and Clephane are 

found witnessing legal documents for Ross-shire landowners, and stood caution for Colin 

Mackenzie of Kintail in 1586.56 These links encouraged some merchants to relocate 

permanently to the area, and local men to settle in Edinburgh or Dundee, ensuring strong 

and enduring connections between the communities ˗ as important at this level as they have 

been shown to be internationally.57 These commercial, and personal, links with Dundee and 

Edinburgh merchants, which probably had their origins in the salmon trade, ensured regular 

traffic with southern trading centres and access to all they had to offer, benefitting the 

economy of the region as a whole.  

 
53 MHC: ZBFo B2/1, ZBFo B2/2, ZBEl C60/1, XSEl A2/6; Calendar of writs of Munro of Foulis 1299-1823 

(Edinburgh, 1938, 1940); Adam, Calendar of Fearn; Sanderson, ‘Edinburgh merchants’ p.187; Alston, My 

little town, pp.24-5; Macgill, Old Ross-shire.  
54 Between 1555 and 1583 David Waus purchased salmon from Ross of Balnagown, burgesses of Inverness, 

and Fraser of Lovat. Macgill, Old Ross-shire p.179; Mackay, Records of Inverness I, p.18; John Anderson, 

Historical account of the family of Frisel or Fraser (Edinburgh, 1825), pp 93, 94. 
55 Clephane had some of the Shin fishings in wadset from 1580, and took salmon from Campbell of Cawdor in 

payment of debt in 1590. Calendar of writs of Munro of Foulis 1299-1823, I, 1299-1711 (Edinburgh, 1938), 

pp.29-30, 33; Innes,  Cawdor pp. 198-9; Adam, Calendar of Fearn pp.152-3; Rorke ‘Trade and traders,’ p.457 
56 Adam, ibid; RPCS 1st series, IV, pp.65, 69, 71 
57 Steve Murdoch, Network North: Scottish kin and covert associations in Northern Europe, 1603-1746 

(Leiden, 2006); Zickermann, op. cit. 
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Merchants from Scotland’s major cities may have dominated the region’s early salmon 

trade, but salmon was also exported directly to the continent by local merchants. In 1582, 

Thomas Smyth, merchant burgess of Elgin, carried two barrels of salmon belonging to fellow 

burgess William Innes to Campvere, and Duncan Forbes’s son took a cargo of his salmon 

and hides from Inverness to Dieppe in 1633.58 By the mid-seventeenth century several local 

men, capitalising on the rich resources in the region, and possibly filling a gap left by those 

Edinburgh merchants who found themselves in straitened circumstances following the 

Covenanting wars, became involved in overseas trade.59 These men were part of a wider 

trend as both Devine and Macinnes acknowledge that provincial merchants, particularly 

those from north-east Scotland, were becoming more involved in the wider economy as both 

merchants and investors during the later seventeenth century and, Mijers suggests that, 

nationally, merchants were increasingly using their intellectual capital to ‘exploit 

commercial opportunities in more successful and, arguably, more enterprising ways.’60  

Far from being left behind, merchants from the Moray Firth, and particularly its southern 

shores, were at the forefront of this trend. In the mid-seventeenth century John and Duncan 

Forbes of Inverness (later of Culloden) established themselves as substantial traders in 

salmon and skins and, from the 1670s, a group of local men, primarily the Duffs of Inverness, 

Elgin and Banff, and the Calders of Elgin and Findhorn, but also the Cuthberts of Inverness 

and William King of Elgin, came to dominate the region’s trade. Financed by modest 

landownership, patrimony of younger sons, hard graft and money lending, these merchants, 

with origins in Inverness, Findhorn, Elgin and Banff, became ‘men of substance,’ and 

responsible for ‘transactions of considerable magnitude.’61 By the 1680s and 1690s, Elgin 
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59 James J Brown, ‘Merchant princes and mercantile investment in early seventeenth century Scotland,’ in 
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61 James Cameron Lees, A history of the county of Inverness (Edinburgh, 1897), p.139; Mowat, Easter Ross, 
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merchants James Calder and William King of Newmill (Elgin) were involved in a mercantile 

network with Inverness merchants William Duff, sr. of Inverness and his nephew, William 

Duff jr., which conducted a substantial and lucrative trade out of Findhorn and Inverness.62 

They engaged in money lending on a large scale and became well-connected, readily rubbing 

shoulders with local landowners. It has been said that William Duff sr., ‘could take charge 

of a commission for groceries, or advance the price of a barony, on good security, was the 

first man in the north who dealt in money on a large scale, and he laid the foundation of a 

very noble fortune,’ ensuring that northern barons liked to consider him their ‘loving 

friend.’63 In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, these men were the key 

merchants and money lenders of the district, dominating mercantile activity, and actively 

involved not only in the salmon trade but also in managing fishings (see Chapter Two and 

Appendix C).  

The Moray Firth merchants were unusually active and generally successful, and the 

middle years of the seventeenth century saw not only a flowering of mercantile talent but 

also greater attention being paid to the harbours of the north-east, including those of 

Inverness and Findhorn, and the development or formalisation of merchant guilds in both 

Inverness (1648) and Elgin (1643).64 The interest in and importance of both local and 

international trade appear to have inspired others in the area, particularly those from landed 

families, to become merchants too. In 1667, Duncan McRae, son of the treasurer of Ross, 

was apprenticed to Elgin merchant Alexander Dunbar and, in 1671, Thomas McCulloch, son 

of the late Thomas of Easter Craighouse, became ‘prentice in the vocation of merchandizing’ 

to George Mackay in Fortrose.65 Across the Firth, in 1671 and 1672, we find the younger 

sons of, respectively, Rose of Clava (near Nairn) and Sir Ludovick Gordon of Gordonstoun 

 
62 E.g. Dunbar, Social life (1866), pp.144-152 
63 Innes, Thanes of Cawdor, p.xxxvi 
64 Elgin’s merchant guild was formed in 1643 but did not meet as a body until 1648. Moore, ‘Changes,’ p.39; 

Mackay, Records of Inverness II, pp.198, 199, 229-230, 261; MHC: ZBFo B2/8; EGCB 
65 Macgill, Old Ross-shire p.206,  
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(near Elgin) becoming apprenticed to merchants of Aberdeen and Edinburgh to learn ‘the 

airt and trade of merchandizeing,’ and ‘dealing and bargainings,’ in London and overseas.66  

By the early eighteenth century new generations and other men, such as William Dawson of 

Forres, and William Mackay and Bailie John Steuart of Inverness, joined their number. 

These men had contacts in London, Edinburgh and overseas and traded independently with 

Europe well into the eighteenth century.  

We are particularly indebted to one of these men, Bailie Steuart of Inverness, for the very 

full picture of the business of a Scottish provincial merchant in the early eighteenth century 

that emerges, warts and all, from his letters.67 Steuart was a general merchant but one who 

traded extensively in salmon and other fish, and local historian George Bain wrote of him, 

he was ‘a merchant on an extensive scale’ who ‘buys up the season’s grain, salmon, codfish 

and herring all over the north and finds markets for them in foreign parts’ and owned or had 

interests in more than 12 ships.68 From his Inverness base, Steuart traded in salmon 

purchased from proprietors of fishings on rivers such as the Findhorn, Beauly, Conon, Nairn 

and Spey, and as far afield as Gairloch and Assynt, and regularly sent cargoes direct to 

Flanders, France, Spain and Italy. He bought salmon catches in advance, year by year, 

sometimes in partnership with other merchants, such as William Dawson and William 

Mackay. 

As part of  some contracts, particularly those with more remote fisheries, Steuart provided 

salt, casks and sometimes coopers, just as Aberdeen merchants and Forbes of Culloden had 

done in the early seventeenth century.69 Consignments were collected once a year, after the 

end of the season in August or September, and shipped to the continent as soon as possible 

to avoid winter sailings and to ensure arrival in the markets before Lent. Until about 1720 

 
66 Bain, Nairnshire, p.248; Dunbar, Social life (1865), pp.138-140. 
67 Mackay, Steuart  
68 Bain, Petty, p.94 
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Steuart made his own arrangements for the sale and shipment of his salmon  ̠writing to 

agents or contacts in Rotterdam, Bordeaux and Leghorn to check on the state of the market 

and the arrival of competing cargoes before deciding the destination of cargoes. 

Arrangements could be flexible, and when William Dawson entered into a charter party 

agreement with the master of the Anne of Findhorn in 1716, he left it to the master to decide 

whether to deliver the cargo at Campvere, Ostend or Bruges.70 If the market was poor on 

arrival at the destination agents might be instructed to move the cargo elsewhere. In 

December 1718 Steuart directed his Rotterdam agent, Alexander Andrew, to ‘ship off a great 

pairt of [the salmon] for some pleace where it would be better’ if the market was poor, 

suggesting Bruges, Dunkirk or Le Havre as alternatives.71 The departure of this ship from 

Scotland had, in fact, been delayed, and Steuart believed there was a ‘wery melancholy 

prospect’ of a market at all.72 Timing was crucial, the aim being always to ensure salmon 

arrived by Lent.  

Although after c.1720 Steuart continued to deal directly with some markets, he was 

increasingly commissioned by agents such as George Auchterlony and Patrick McHattie of 

London, Ramsey and Strachen of Montrose, and William Carmichael of Edinburgh to buy 

salmon on their account. Sir James Calder of Elgin had similar contracts with English 

merchants from at least 1685 and, in 1720, William Dawson of Forres sold all his salmon to 

Londoners ‘for ready money’ and almost certainly for re-export.73 This may have been a less 

profitable way of operating, and penalties were payable for salmon undelivered, but such 

contracts reduced the risks for merchants who were no longer required to hunt out markets 

and send ships to destinations where sales were uncertain.74 

 
70 MHC: ZBFo A53/4 
71 Mackay, Steuart p.102 
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Although Steuart was frequently in competition with other merchants, especially William 

Mackay, Gordon of Ellon and his son-in-law John Duff, there was room in the salmon trade 

for a number of general, rather than specialist, traders such as he was. However, by the mid-

eighteenth century a few key players were, in addition to buying salmon from across 

Scotland, increasingly leasing fisheries and beginning to monopolise the trade (see Chapter 

Two). Perth-based John Richardson was a key player in this and although initially a general 

dealer, he increasingly focused on the salmon trade, initially as a purchaser of fish but 

eventually as a tacksman of fisheries too (see Appendix C).  

During his career, which spanned more than 40 years, Richardson’s influence spread 

throughout Scotland and, often using local contacts, he secured catches from salmon rivers 

and coasts extending from the Tweed to the Hebrides. In the 1760s he was already dealing 

in fish from the Tay, Tweed, Forth, Deveron, Findhorn, Spey, Beauly, Conon, Oykel, Shin, 

Lochy, Awe and Stornoway.  He later had ‘interests in salmon fishing round nearly the whole 

coast of Scotland,’ as both a leaseholder and purchaser of catches, and by 1771 he claimed 

that he, and his Company, ‘have a great part of the Scots fishery of salmon in our own 

hands.’75  Richardson’s network of contacts was extensive, and ranged from minor players 

such as Samuel Douglas in Banff and William Forsyth in Cromarty, to substantial merchants 

such as James and Alexander Robertson of Portsoy (with whom he suggested forming a 

cartel for buying all the salmon north of Montrose), John Burnet of Aberdeen (to whom he 

suggested a joint enterprise to buy up Irish salmon to reduce competition) and Aberdeen-

based Forbes, Hogarth and Co. (with whom he collaborated to secure fishings on, and 

adjacent to, the Ness and Conon).76 Richardson was a major figure in the Scottish salmon 

trade from the middle of the eighteenth century, earning himself the pejorative title ‘the great 

fishmonger of the Tay.’77 He was hugely ambitious and even extended his interests across 

 
75 Haldane, Great fishmonger, pp.9-10; Robertson, ‘Tay salmon fisheries,’ p.33 
76 Robertson, ‘Tay salmon fisheries’, pp.32-3, 55; Haldane, Great fishmonger pp.11, 16; PA:  MS101/Bundle32 
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the Atlantic with trial cargoes to North America and speculations in Nova Scotia, but his 

greatest contribution to the industry and trade was, undoubtedly, his pioneering experiments 

with, and adoption of, ice preservation (Chapter Three).78 

Although Richardson also traded in fresh, and later kitted and chilled salmon, he 

continued to trade in salted salmon into the nineteenth century. As ever trying to ensure he 

had a finger in every pie and control competition, he seems to have dabbled in the Nova 

Scotia fisheries for a time, although he decided to withdraw his interests in 1790, probably 

because the markets for kitted and chilled salmon were sufficiently strong while those for 

salted salmon were waning.79 Towards the end of the eighteenth century, the quantities of 

salted salmon he and other merchants dealt in would have been much smaller as European 

demand faltered and other markets, to which the new products appealed, were more 

attractive. It is probable that cargoes from several fisheries were increasingly combined and 

despatched together from regional centres, and there is evidence that cargoes from Inverness, 

Spey, Findhorn, Dunbeath, Newburgh, Montrose, Banff and west coast fisheries were 

regularly sent to Aberdeen for onward shipment in the 1780s and 1790s.80  

The salted salmon trade was by no means without difficulties and Richardson experienced 

similar issues to those which plagued Steuart, not least the perishable nature of the product, 

dangerous voyages, uncertain markets, the threat of competition and the ever-present risk of 

missing Lent. The Lent market in continental Europe was so strong that it was crucial in 

determining the success or failure of salmon trading ventures. In January 1719 Bailie Steuart 

feared a late departure from Scotland would mean his ship would not arrive in Rotterdam in 

time for ‘ye seasone for selling salmon,’ and, if his fears were realised, no return cargo of 

tobacco and brandy was to be bought. When another cargo arrived  in Rotterdam too late, he 

suggested that, rather than sell at a loss, it ‘should be laid up and keeped under pickle till the 

 
78 Haldane, Great fishmonger pp.26-7; PA: MS101 
79 PA: MS101/Bundle 40 
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month of September nixt, and then, if repacked and washed clean with pickle, I think it might 

sell at Bilbao or Le Havre for new salmon.’81 In the 1750s, financial problems experienced 

by Aberdeen merchant John Burnet sr. were partly attributable to his salted salmon cargoes 

arriving ‘late to the mercatt’ so they were not disposed of until May or June.82 Such was the 

danger of missing Lent that ships were diverted and destinations changed to avoid this. In 

1767 one of John Richardson’s cargoes was en route from Stornoway to Leghorn when, in 

danger of missing Lent, it was diverted to Bilbao.83  

It was thus crucial to the success of trading ventures that salmon cargoes arrived at their 

European destinations in time for Lent, and this meant that shipments continued in the winter 

months which were generally avoided by those dealing in other merchandise. Salmon 

voyages were thus liable to encounter ‘contrary weather’ more frequently.84 Voyages at this 

season could be dangerous and there are several examples of salmon ships being lost at sea. 

For example, in November 1764 the Aberdeen Journal carried news of the Jean of Dundee, 

which, en route from Inverness to Leghorn with 358 barrels of salmon, was wrecked off the 

Northumberland coast and left ‘without masts or anything standing,’ and the master and 

three men were washed overboard.85 Hard winters could cause other problems too as, in the 

early months of 1763 and 1766, Richardson encountered rivers blocked with ice at 

Rotterdam and Le Havre and was extremely anxious that he would be unable to deliver his 

salmon in time for Lent.86 The importance of religious fast days and Lent to the early modern 

salmon trade cannot be stressed enough. 

Richardson did not understate matters when he described the salmon trade as ‘tempting 

but most dangerous for the inexperienced,’ and in 1747 Inverness merchant Andrew Munro, 

vowed that, ‘if I were not in the salmon trade at present I would not medle with it scarce at 
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any price.’87 Richardson warned that the trade had ‘as many disadvantages as would terrify 

a man to deal in this most precarious article,’ and yet he still found it sufficiently ‘tempting’ 

to continue, and to make his fortune into the bargain.88 Fortunes could be made but 

merchants engaged in the trade were required to be both flexible and resilient, and with 

sufficient capital to bear losses as fortunes could also be lost. Inverness merchant-tacksman 

of the Beauly fishings, James Fraser, was hit hard when the merchant who was carrying his 

salmon to Spain in 1752 went bankrupt, and John Burnet sr.’s fortunes suffered from late 

delivery of his salmon cargoes in the 1750s.89   

The new products of the eighteenth century, and the new domestic market to which they 

appealed, must have been very alluring.  

Kitted and chilled salmon 

During the eighteenth century the salmon trade was transformed. Even before the 

introduction of kitting in the mid-eighteenth century, historians broadly agree that the 

Scottish salted salmon trade was declining, with exports and prices falling.90 The reasons for 

this are unclear but in the 1770s Pennant believed it was due to the ‘general relaxation of the 

discipline of abstinence in the Romish church,’ and competition as a result of the ‘general 

increase of the Newfoundland fishery.’91 Catholic dietary restrictions may have been 

relaxed, but salmon merchants such as Richardson still focused on the Lenten trade into the 

nineteenth century. Competition, however, certainly had become an issue as cargoes of 

salmon from North American rivers began to arrive in European markets from the mid-

eighteenth century and, by the 1790s, the OSA entry for Speymouth noted that Scotland’s 

former markets for salted salmon were ‘now supplied in great measure from America.’92  
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Whatever the reasons for the reduction in European demand, it fortunately coincided with 

the expansion of the domestic market, re-orientation of trade away from Europe and towards 

England and her Empire and, crucially, the introduction of kitting and later ice preservation. 

The new products ‘fitted in well with declining continental market opportunities,’ and found 

a ready market in London, to which freight was cheaper, transport easier, and where 

transactions were simpler.93 Although contemporary responses from the region to the 

introduction of kitting are lacking, the salmon fishing industry in northern Scotland probably 

welcomed and embraced these changes since the end result was the continuing viability of, 

and increased profits from, their fisheries.  

As a result of the introduction of kitting, and later ice preservation, many Moray Firth 

fisheries came under new management as coopers and merchant-tacksmen took control of 

both the industry and the trade (Chapters Two and Three, Appendix C). The salmon trade 

became more lucrative, the insatiable demands of the London market resulting in estimated 

profits on kitted salmon being as much as 135%.94 Rather than a few cargoes of salted salmon 

being despatched to Europe in the latter months of each year, a regular traffic between the 

fisheries and London was established using swift-sailing salmon sloops and smacks. The 

Aberdeen Journal columns suggest that, from at least the 1780s, a constant shuttle service 

operated between Aberdeen and London, and to and from salmon fisheries on the Moray 

Firth, during the season. Many vessels merely rested at Aberdeen en route to or from London 

but others, probably those owned by or under contract to Aberdeen-based tacksmen such as 

Burnet, Forbes and Hogarth, collected supplies such as empty kits, vinegar, empty boxes and 

ice, or delivered and collected more cargoes of salmon.95 It would be interesting to know if 

Perth-based John Richardson used Dundee and/or Perth in a similar manner.  

 
93 Devine, ‘Scotland,’ in Floud and Johnson, op. cit., p.394 and Exploring the Scottish past: themes in the 

history of Scottish society (East Linton, 1998), p.40; Lynch, ‘Scotland,’ pp.314-6; Jackson, ‘Economy,’ p.175 
94 OSA XVI p.547 
95 These columns show that, from the 1780s, empty kits were regularly despatched to Inverness, Helmsdale, 

Findhorn, Thurso, Wick, Macduff, Lossiemouth and Spey, and vinegar is recorded as having been sent to 

‘Spey,’ ‘Moray,’ Inverness, Findhorn, Beauly, Helmsdale, Peterhead, Montrose and Caithness . During the 
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These smacks, sloops and other vessels, which were ‘almost solely engaged in this trade,’ 

were owned, or leased, by tacksmen of the fisheries.96 John Burnet, tacksman of 

Aberdeenshire and Moray Firth fishings, owned the Dolphin, ‘a fishing sloop in the salmon 

trade,’ the Arbuthnots of Peterhead owned two sloops to serve their Sutherland fisheries, and 

Landles and Ridpath, the tacksmen of the Helmsdale and Brora fishings in the early 

nineteenth century, owned a ‘small vessel’ which transported their kits to Aberdeen for re-

shipment London in smacks.97 Other tacksmen leased or chartered vessels, and by the time 

of the NSA the Spey Fishing Company was paying £40 a month for the eight to twelve 

smacks which were employed at its Spey fishings.98  

By the later eighteenth century the Moray Firth had become a busy highway and, although 

probably an exaggeration, an advert for the Bonar fishings in 1798 stated that salmon smacks 

passed the mouth of the Dornoch Firth daily during the fishing season.99 In the 1790s 

between 2500 and 4000 kits a year were loaded at Findhorn onto ‘vessels appropriated for 

that article,’ which moored there briefly ‘in the offing,’ and similar vessels ‘touched at Spey, 

and took in salmon, for London; having taken in part at other ports’ where the fishings were 

in the hands of the same tenant.100 Early season Spey salmon were mostly chilled by this 

time, necessitating more frequent visits and 24 vessels called at the Spey during the 1792 

season.101 Salmon traffic was only to increase during the nineteenth century. The Aberdeen 

Journal columns show that between 14 April 1802 and 19 September 1804 one fishing 

smack, the Cleverly, made eight separate journeys from Aberdeen to Helmsdale, eight to 

Findhorn, six to Thurso, three to Inverness, and one to Wick, plus at least seven journeys 

between Aberdeen and London. Other vessels had similarly frantic schedules and the early 

 

nineteenth century empty boxes were despatched from Aberdeen to Inverness, Wick and Spey, and supplies of 
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years of the nineteenth century saw so much salmon traffic pass through Aberdeen, much of 

which must have come from northern fisheries, that the Aberdeen Journal columns cease to 

name the vessels arriving and departing, merely recording their numbers.102 By 1811 ships 

calling at the Spey were said to have ‘follow(ed) each other in uninterrupted succession, 

taking in any number of boxes which may be ready at the time, and proceeding with utmost 

practicable expedition,’ to arrive in London within five to nine days.103 By the time of the 

NSA around 73 cargoes of c.280 boxes of chilled salmon were shipped from the Spey every 

year, mostly direct to London. This traffic was very different from the three ships which 

called to collect the salted salmon from the Spey fishings at the end of the season in 1766.104  

The purpose of these smacks and sloops was to transport salmon and supplies as quickly 

as possible. Salmon was a perishable commodity even when preserved, and chilled salmon 

was exceptionally vulnerable but, as a rule, these swift sailing vessels made short work of 

the journey, and passengers and merchants alike made use of the relatively short journey 

time to the capital. In the 1750s, to the consternation of the Aberdeen Shipping Company, 

Aberdeen merchants were using salmon smacks for their other London-bound cargoes, and 

in February 1760 John Burnet advertised that he was happy to accommodate passengers in 

his sloop, the Dolphin, which was to sail from Aberdeen to London every fortnight or three 

weeks until May (the end of the kitting season).105 The vessels were laid up over the winter 

and in 1794 one writer suggested that rather than ‘employ these ships solely for the export 

of salmon,’ they might be used to export mutton from the west coast in the close season.106 

Although confined to the fishing season Jackson considered the trade in kitted and chilled 

salmon, and the consequent growth in coastal shipping, played an important part in the 
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economic development of the north-east and it almost certainly had a similar effect on the 

Moray Firth region.107 

Markets and competition 

In 1618, the Privy Council stated that the salmon was ‘ane of the best commodeis 

whairwith forayne wairis were brocht within the countrey,’ but the early modern salmon 

trade of the north of Scotland was driven not by the hunt for ‘forayne wairis’ but by the need 

to find reliable markets for the large quantities of salmon caught in its rivers.108 The relatively 

sparse population of the north of Scotland meant that, while there were vast quantities of fish 

ripe for exploitation, there was only a limited demand for imported goods. Ditchburn 

identified that even for a burgh the size of Aberdeen it was the demand for its produce, 

primarily salmon, rather the desire for imports, which determined its trading links, and the 

letters of Steuart and Richardson demonstrate their main concern was finding safe, and 

preferably lucrative, markets for their salmon, not the return cargoes.109 In determining 

markets the sale of the salmon was the prime objective, the imports those markets could 

supply were a bonus. 

Gemmill and Mayhew stated that from an early date ‘salmon became a major export item 

to all the established centres of Scotland’s continental trade,’ but this is not entirely 

accurate.110 There was little demand for Scottish salmon in some of Scotland’s strongest 

established markets, notably those of northern Europe (as Ditchburn commented the Baltic 

states wanted stockfish not salmon), while Christian dietary restrictions meant that it sold 
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well in Catholic Iberia and the Mediterranean which were less frequently destinations for 

other Scottish goods.111 This made the salmon trade both distinctive and remarkable. 

As noted above, the continental Lent market was the focus of the Scottish salmon trade 

throughout the early modern era. Although Pennant observed a ‘general relaxation of the 

discipline of abstinence in the Romish church’ by the 1770s with attendant consequences for 

the Scottish salmon trade, Lent continued to be observed, even in Protestant countries, 

through much of the eighteenth century and Catholic Europe was said to have still derived 

‘a large part of its animal protein’ from preserved fish in the twentieth century.112 In 1763 

John Richardson was hopeful that, even in Protestant Rotterdam, ‘the priest will recommend 

a scrupolows regard to eating fish’ and, in 1784, one commentator wrote, ‘however rudely 

the Pope may be treated in effigy every year by the London mob, his fast days are very 

favourable to the consumption of British fish.’113 The Catholic countries of southern Europe, 

with their stricter and more enduring observance of religious dietary restrictions, were forced 

to import fish to supplement their own supplies and they became key markets for Scottish 

salmon from the seventeenth century. Their dependence on imported fish was sometimes 

resented by the inhabitants. Spanish statesman, Jeronimo de Uztariz (1670-1732), advocated 

approaching the Pope to request a reduction in the number of fast days and thus the country’s 

reliance on foreign fish and, in 1779, the Spanish king succeeded in gaining a Papal 

dispensation to allow his subjects to desist from observing Lent and fast days whilst at war 

with Britain so they might avoid putting money in the pockets of their enemies.114 

The Lent market in continental Europe was so strong that it was crucial in determining 

the success or failure of salmon trading ventures and its importance to the early modern 

salmon trade cannot be stressed enough, but Lent was not the only determinant of markets 
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and the nature of the fish themselves was also important. The people of southern Europe and 

the Mediterranean preferred smaller fish, even the cheaper grilse which other markets 

frowned upon. Although the reason for this preference is unclear small herrings were also 

favoured in Italy and the Mediterranean and it was probably a matter of preservation.115 Oily 

fish, such a salmon and herring, are more difficult to preserve, and contemporaries were 

aware that they did not ‘take the salt kindly.’ Large, fat herrings were ‘not accounted so fit 

for exportation to hot climates’ and, accordingly, smaller fish were sent to the West Indies 

and Italy.116 The less fatty small salmon and grilse would have held the salt cure better than 

larger fish and this probably accounts for the southern Europe preference for them. Some 

markets were more discerning than others too, with the people of Paris deemed the most 

selective and they preferred the high-quality salmon cure of Aberdeen, whereas old fish 

might find a market at Bilbao, Bordeaux or Le Havre, and the coarser fish from the Shin and 

the Lochy could be palmed off on the people of Leghorn.117 

Markets were not always pre-determined and most European cargoes were not sold by 

pre-contract. The destination might alter even during voyages depending, as it did, on the 

time of departure, political situation, weather, and overstocking of, or poor sales at, particular 

markets. The letters of Steuart and Richardson show them anxiously checking with agents, 

peers and even rivals to ascertain the state of the markets, the arrival of other cargoes and 

the prices being charged.  In spring 1763 Richardson wrote to agents in Bilbao, Bordeaux, 

Venice and Leghorn to get their view on the state of the market and, in autumn, he wrote 

again to Leghorn stating that a cargo of 350 barrels was on its way to Alicante, but, failing 

a satisfactory sale there it would go on to Marseilles and, if necessary, to Leghorn.118 

Competition was an ever present, unknown, factor, and the potential size of shipments from 
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Ireland and Newfoundland were of particular concern since they would change the 

marketability of the fish. 

It is extremely difficult to get a full picture of Scottish salmon markets in the early modern 

period, let alone to identify whether certain markets were favoured by Moray Firth fisheries 

or whether their salmon was preferred over others. Neither is there much indication of the 

nature and status of the eventual consumers of Scottish salmon. Even sources which are 

otherwise illuminating frequently provide few details. The result is an overview, a picture 

which is incomplete and may not be wholly reliable or accurate, but general trends and 

patterns have emerged and it is hoped this overview, which has never been attempted 

previously, will shed some light on the Scottish salmon trade in the early modern era.  

England 

During the Middle Ages salmon constituted Scotland’s main export to, and its ‘only 

important seaborne trade’ with, England, and, as noted above, English merchants were 

heavily engaged in this trade.119 Exports of salmon from Leith to England accounted for 44% 

of the total in 1510-11 and, in 1565, Elizabeth I wrote of an annual trade in salmon and 

herrings from Scotland to London which were sold in the city by the barrel-load, probably 

to fishmongers for re-sale or export.120 However, by the sixteenth century this trade was 

probably on the decline as Anglo-Scottish conflicts increased and Europe increasingly took 

the lion’s share of Scottish salmon exports.121 In 1635 the Council of Scotland’s primary 

salmon exporter, Aberdeen, claimed there had been no trade in any goods with England for 

seven years and, although in 1681 the Privy Council considered Scotland’s trade with 
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England to be ‘one of the most considerable now maintained,’ salmon was not listed amongst 

the Scottish exports.122  

The Scots never had a monopoly of salted salmon sales in the English market. Dutch 

salmon from the Maas was imported for the royal court during the sixteenth century, and 

Irish salmon was a serious competitor from the fourteenth century when major Irish fisheries 

fell into the hands of Bristol and London merchants. These men, who controlled the Irish 

fisheries and the trade in a quasi-colonial manner, exported considerable quantities of salmon 

to England, especially via Bristol, making a ‘substantial contribution’ to Ireland’s wealth.123 

In 1689 it was claimed that ‘all the prodigious quantities of (Irish) fish are collected for the 

use of England; to whose ports, or to whose order, they are yearly consigned and distributed,’ 

with salmon from the Bann and Loughfoyle making up the bulk of these cargoes.124 Fisheries 

in the north of Ireland were regularly offered for lease in the English press in the eighteenth 

century, and Irish salted salmon was being sold in English markets in the 1780s.125  

In addition to strong competition, other factors might also have been at play. It may well 

have been the case that, as Robertson claimed, salted salmon no longer held an appeal for 

English consumers by the early modern period, and Locker noted a trend away from the 

consumption of highly salted foods in Britain, particularly fish, from the seventeenth 

century.126 Fresh fish was generally preferred to the salted barrelled variety and, as noted in 

Chapter Three, from the sixteenth century extreme efforts were made to ensure fresh salmon 

from English and southern Scottish rivers were available for sale in London. Salted salmon 

from any source would probably have struggled to compete with this fresh fish and, although 
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the healthy trade in Irish salted salmon to England would seem to demonstrate a continuing 

demand for the product, much of this salmon was not for English consumption but was re-

exported by English merchants.127 In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries London 

merchants also entered into contracts with Moray Firth merchants such as James Calder, 

William Dawson and John Steuart to supply salted salmon, and this too was almost certainly 

not for domestic consumption but for re-export.128 The herring, salmon and cod which 

William Dawson supplied ‘by commission from London,’ in 1721 was destined for Venice 

and, in all probability, the 55 barrels of Helmsdale salmon sold by the Earl of Sutherland to 

London merchant, William Garden, in 1732 and 1733 would also have been exported to 

Europe.129 Further research might show that much of the salmon that arrived on the continent 

as English fish was, and may always have been, from Scottish and Irish rivers. 

If Scotland’s salmon trade with or via England was compromised by Irish salmon imports, 

a further potential threat came from across the Atlantic as, during the eighteenth century, 

salmon fisheries, particularly those in Newfoundland, began to export their fish to Europe. 

Cod from the northern Atlantic had long been traded in Europe and markets and trade routes 

were well-established. From the 1720s, as settlements in Newfoundland became more 

permanent, fish from newly founded commercial salmon fisheries took advantage of these 

existing networks and a brisk export trade to Europe commenced. New salmon fisheries were 

established, with British support, at Cape Bonavista (1719) and during the 1720s at Grand 

Salmonier, Little Salmonier, Coronet and Piscay Bay.130 Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, 

Labrador and the north-eastern US states also entered the salmon trade in the second half of 

the eighteenth century, helped not a little by a native of Fochabers (Moray), William 
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Davidson (aka John Godsman) who, building on his experience on the Spey, introduced 

salmon fishing and the timber industry to the Miramichi river (New Brunswick) in the 

1760s.131 Salmon catches in these rivers, which had not been exploited commercially 

previously, were substantial, as was the potential for competition.   

Despite their British backing and high catches, these new fisheries do not appear to have 

posed a substantial threat to the Scottish-English salmon trade. By the eighteenth century the 

Scottish salted salmon trade with England was of little consequence, and furthermore, 

despite assertions to the contrary, there is surprisingly little evidence of a substantial salmon 

trade with Britain from these maritime provinces before the nineteenth century.132 

Contemporary sources indicate that most of their salmon was sold in ‘foreign markets,’ 

specifically southern Europe, the Mediterranean and France, and later the West Indies, and 

one writer commented that Newfoundland fish in general ‘never come to Great Britain but 

are sold in Spain, Portugal and other Roman Catholic countries.’133 It was in these markets 

and not in England that Scottish salted salmon faced its strongest competition from across 

the Atlantic although, in August 1803, the British government did introduce a bounty on the 

import of salmon and cod from Newfoundland and Labrador and, while this bounty applied 

for less than a year, a few thousand tierces of Newfoundland salmon were sent to Britain 

annually in the early nineteenth century.134  

The introduction into Scottish fisheries of kitted salmon in the mid-eighteenth century 

completely altered the pattern of the country’s salmon trade, yet its role has largely been 

ignored, or at best underplayed. Whilst kitting was not universally adopted across Scotland, 
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some Moray Firth fisheries were at the forefront of the change, and those fisheries which did 

adopt kitting were transformed as a result (Chapter Three). Kitted salmon appealed to 

Londoners, and as it quickly found favour with the capital’s ordinary citizens the market was 

huge and expanding.  As early as 1758 one London fishmonger was said to have imported 

12,000 kits a year from Scotland, and in 1785 Knox commented that ‘all the rivers in the 

island cannot supply the demands of London in salmon.’135 Kitted salmon from Scotland and 

Berwick initially dominated this market but, by the 1770s, the Irish were also processing 

salmon after the ‘Newcastle method.’ Irish kits were made in both traditional and spiced 

varieties and although much of their production was initially sold within Ireland in 

delicatessens and grocers, by the 1820s Irish ‘Newcastle’ salmon was being imported into 

London and the towns of the west coast of England, the traditional markets for Irish salted 

salmon.136 In 1824 the Dublin Evening Mail wrote that the kitted salmon trade with England 

had recently expanded, with 5,528 kits and 72 half kits having been exported to London 

between 1 January 1824 and 6 October 1824.137 The extent and impact of this nineteenth 

century competition cannot be assessed accurately but, as much of the Irish business was 

focused on regions out with London, and Irish kits were apparently of also of poor quality, 

it is probable that, as contemporaries stated, the bulk of kitted salmon that hit the streets of 

London before 1820 came from Berwick and Scotland.138 

The London demand for salmon continued apace with the introduction of ice preservation 

in 1786, and Moray Firth fisheries were at the forefront of this new trade (see Chapter Three). 
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The demand for this, and kitted, salmon in London was insatiable and, by 1800, had almost 

‘annihilated the exportation of salmon from Scotland to foreign countries.’139 Early 

competition for chilled salmon was with fresh salmon from English and Welsh rivers, but 

by the nineteenth century Irish salmon, preserved in ice, was also being imported into 

London and west coast towns such as Liverpool, Bristol, Whitehaven, Manchester and even 

Glasgow.140 This provided competition for fisheries in south-west Scotland which 

traditionally supplied the manufacturing towns of Lancashire, Liverpool and Whitehaven, 

but the quantity of Irish salmon reaching the London market was inconsiderable compared 

with that from eastern Scotland.141 Although by the 1840s salmon on ice from Norway, 

Holland and Wales as well as Ireland was on sale in London, in the period 1834 to 1859 

Scotland supplied more than 84% of the chilled salmon received by the largest wholesale 

salmon dealer at Billingsgate, with Ireland a distant second at less than 14%.142 In 1860 it 

was claimed that not only was Scottish salmon superior to the rest, but it could justifiably be 

claimed that Scotland was the ‘chief supplier’ of ‘the immense London market,’ but the 

competition nevertheless had an impact. Dutch salmon, reputedly large, fat, rich but not as 

delicately flavoured as Scottish or Irish salmon, tended to arrive in London early in the 

season, often in large quantities, and this considerably reduced the price that Scottish salmon 

could command until the Dutch season was over at the end of April. The usual price for 

Scottish salmon in March was reportedly reduced by half as a result of Dutch salmon 

imports, and Norwegian salmon had a similar effect late in the season in July and August.143  

England was an early market for Scotland’s salmon, in salted form, but possible distaste 

for the product, conflict and competition resulted in a decline in this trade from the sixteenth 

century. The Union of 1707 opened up English markets to Scottish goods in an 
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unprecedented manner and, from the mid-eighteenth century, innovative preservation 

techniques resulted in new products which had a great appeal to those markets. Kitted and 

chilled salmon resulted in a re-orientation of the Scottish salmon trade to London, reduced 

dependency on periodically uncertain foreign markets, increased profits and transformed the 

industry. By the end of the eighteenth century much, if not most, of the salmon from 

‘improved’ fisheries on Moray Firth rivers was being sent to London in kitted or chilled 

form, and in 1811 William Leslie wrote of Moray and Nairn, ‘the whole quantity…which 

all the rivers [produce]…may be understood to be exported to London.’144 As Robert Fall 

said ‘there is no market that will ever be so agreeable to the adventurer as a home one,’ and 

Scotland’s domination of the English kitted and chilled salmon markets was certainly 

agreeable to the entrepreneurs who managed Moray Firth fisheries.145  

The Low Countries 

The Low Countries, Holland, Flanders and Zeeland, were Scotland’s geographically 

closest, and earliest, overseas trading partners, with strong commercial links from the Middle 

Ages. In 1681 the Privy Council stated that ‘the great and most constant trade this kingdom 

ever maintained with any foraigne country was with the Belgick provinces,’ and these 

connections went beyond the economic, with Esther Mijers identifying that, in the 

seventeenth century, Scotland also had close political and religious connections with the 

Low Countries 146 With such strong and enduring links it is unsurprising the Low Countries 

were early markets for Scottish salmon. In fact they were probably second only to England 

as an outlet for the country’s catches in the fifteenth century, with Parliament suggesting in 

1436 that Flanders might be a suitable market for Scotland’s salmon ‘if Englishmen will not 
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buy them.’147 Evidence suggests a regular trade in Scottish salmon at that time, much of it 

from northern rivers. Aberdeen found itself unable to supply the needs of James III and his 

household in 1484 ‘for the salmond of this last zeiris fischingis are sald and send in Flandris 

and uthir placis,’ and Andrew Halyburton in Campvere was trading in William Elphinstone’s 

and the Duke of Ross’s salmon in the 1490s.148 

For much of the early modern period Campvere was a major market for Scotland’s salmon 

largely because, as the country’s staple port, it offered favourable duties and conditions and 

the protection of a Conservator. In spite of this, however, Scottish merchants regularly chose 

to sell their salmon in other markets such as Middelburg, Bruges, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 

Dort (Dordrecht), Ostend, Antwerp and Brussels. Campvere was probably never an 

attractive destination for Scotland’s salmon. In 1671 Aberdeen attempted to have salmon 

removed from the list of staple goods to allow its merchants to bypass the port and, in 1676, 

conditions added to the staple agreement permitted the removal of salmon from Campvere 

to allow it to be sold elsewhere if it remained unsold after a period of time, it being ‘such 

ane tender and perishable comoditie that it must only byde its season.’149 Similar concessions 

were made in 1682, 1696, 1700 and 1749 and, while welcomed, merchants still had to unload 

their salmon, offer it for sale, and pay the Conservator his dues, before transporting it 

elsewhere ‘where they may have sale therefore.’150  

Even for general trade Campvere was failing to compete with the more northerly ports of 

Amsterdam and Rotterdam by the seventeenth century. The importance of both towns as 

markets for Scottish goods, and as significant entrepôts, has been widely acknowledged, and 

in 1662 the Conservator himself suggested relocating the staple to Rotterdam stating, ‘many 

of our ships first goe to Rotterdam where they will find [a] better market than in such a poore 
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place as Campheir.’151 However, although it persisted for a century or more the very concept 

of a staple port, with its monopolistic practices, was becoming outdated and under threat by 

the seventeenth century.152 Scottish merchants remained of the opinion that Campvere was 

a poor market for salmon and, in spite of the concessions in the staple agreement, they 

continued to avoid it in favour of Rotterdam.153 Into the eighteenth century Steuart preferred 

to send his cargoes to Rotterdam where he had a trusted agent and, in 1767, merchants from 

Perth, Banff and Inverness were chastised by the Convention for doing likewise.154 

Rotterdam was not, however, a certain market either and, in December 1718, Steuart advised 

his agent to send his salmon to Bruges, Dunkirk or Le Havre if the Rotterdam market 

‘continous so lo,’ while in May 1720 he predicted a loss there as a result of low prices, stating 

‘I find your porte is a very precarious mercat for salmond, having seldom found profites on 

ye commodity w(i)t(h) you.’155  

The Low Countries were important early markets for Scottish salted salmon but they may 

always have been ‘precarious.’ Demand may never have been high. Ditchburn asserted that 

during the later Middle Ages the growing importance of fish (and in Aberdeen especially 

salmon) to the Scottish economy led to ‘a restructuring of Scotland’s commercial 

connections’ away from the Low Countries and towards France where demand was 

stronger.156 As a rule the Low Countries were well supplied with fish from their own waters. 

Their herring fishing is legendary, and abundant catches of salmon from their own 

commercially exploited fisheries, particularly those on the Rhine and Maas (Meuse), 

delivered enough fish for both home consumption and export to England, France and the 
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Mediterranean.157 The Dutch, and probably the Flemish too, were never enthusiastic eaters 

of preserved fish, and Scottish salted salmon was probably only resorted to out of necessity, 

at Lent, when native supplies of fresh fish proved inadequate.158 Scottish salted salmon also 

faced competition, with Irish salmon carried by English merchants reaching the Low 

Countries as early as the fourteenth century.159 It is not known if this Irish trade was 

significant or sustained, but more important, perhaps, was Baltic and Norwegian salmon 

which, from at least the eighteenth century, were exported annually to Flanders and Holland. 

One nineteenth century writer claimed, ‘we often hear that the Dutch would not look at any 

other salmon after the usual cargo arrived from Tana (Norway)’ as they were so ‘large fat 

and very excellent.’160  

Despite close ties with the Low Countries, for much of the early modern period they 

proved a ‘limited outlet for Scottish fish’ and markets were uncertain and inconsistent. The 

sixteenth century saw a general re-orientation of the country’s trade to France which was the 

dominant market for Scottish salmon for centuries.161 The seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries saw only a small proportion of northern fisheries’ catches being despatched to the 

Low Countries, with less than 10% of salmon shipments from Aberdeen between 1596 and 

1670 being sent to ports in Flanders, Holland and Zeeland, and only 9% of salmon exported 

from the Inverness precinct between 1709 and 1732 destined for North Sea ports (defined 

by Alston as Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Hamburg and Ostend).162 In 1736 Bailie Steuart 

confidently predicted the salmon he had sent to Campvere would sell ‘prittie well…there 
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being few or none gone from Scotland for that country…this year, all being sent to France 

and the Mediterranean.’163  

Although the trade may have been on the wane, the Low Countries continued to receive 

cargoes of salted salmon from Moray, Inverness-shire, Cromarty, Montrose, Aberdeen and 

west coast rivers during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and there may even have 

been an upturn in trade from the mid-eighteenth century. Coinciding with, and probably as 

a result of, Britain’s ongoing conflicts with France, the Aberdeen Journal columns record a 

number of salmon cargoes bound for the Low Countries between 1749 and 1782, and in the 

1760s Richardson reported he was ‘deeply engaged’ in the Dutch trade. From the 1770s the 

Aberdeen Journal records, most unusually, Dutch/Flemish ships journeying to Aberdeen to 

collect salmon, particularly in the period 1780-2 during the Anglo-Dutch wars.164 

Furthermore, Ostend, having been declared a free port in 1781, emerged as a strong new 

market for Scottish salmon from that time, and in the 1790s was Aberdeen’s only overseas 

market for salted salmon.165 It seems unlikely there was a sudden increase in demand for 

salted salmon in the Low Countries in the late eighteenth century and this apparent increase 

in trade suggests not only the absence of French markets due to conflict but various other 

possibilities. Was previous activity under-recorded? Were cargoes being re-routed via 

Ostend to save money and/or to access the French market through the back door? Or did the 

latter half of the eighteenth century see the ports of the Low Countries acting as entrepôts 

for Scottish salmon. As noted in Chapter Three, there are hints of the re-export of Scottish 

salmon from Dutch ports during the mid-eighteenth century, and it is tempting to think that 
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Scottish merchants were taking advantage of the Low Countries’ established pre-eminence 

in the re-export trade to facilitate the distribution of salmon catches from Scottish rivers.166  

This warrants further investigation. 

The Low Countries were important early markets for Scottish salted salmon, but they may 

always have been precarious and demand may never have been high. Nevertheless, trade 

was steady and continued throughout the centuries and may even have enjoyed an upturn in 

the later eighteenth century, possibly as a result of the states’ free trade policies and their 

key role as centres for British re-exports. Much more research is required to ascertain the 

precise nature of Scotland’s salmon trade with the Low Countries. 

France 

Kurlansky noted that ‘salmon has long been a central part of the French diet’ and as it 

was ‘always reliant on fish imports despite its extensive home fisheries,’ France was 

consistently the most important overseas market for Scotland’s salmon.167 There is evidence 

of salmon cargoes being despatched from Scotland to Norman ports, particularly Dieppe, 

from the fourteenth century, and this trade expanded steadily from the 1470s.168 During the 

early sixteenth century the French demand for fish of all types increased markedly and the 

Scottish salted salmon trade with France also grew rapidly, overtaking that with Flanders 

and England combined by 1510, accounting for 72% of the total Scottish salmon trade by 

1513 and, by the 1660s, 70-75% of Scottish salmon exports were destined for France.169 The 

Aberdeen shore work accounts indicate that the French market may have been even more 

important for northern fisheries than those in other parts of Scotland. In the period between 

1596 and 1670, 88% of salmon cargoes despatched from Aberdeen (for which destinations 
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are known) were destined for France, with Dieppe and Le Havre being the preferred 

destinations, and other records indicate that Rouen, Dunkirk, Bordeaux and Marseilles were 

also popular destinations, with the latter often mentioned as included in Mediterranean 

voyages.170 As much of the salmon exported from the Moray Firth was routed via Aberdeen, 

these figures provide an indication of the destination of a considerable amount of the region’s 

salmon. The belles pêcheries’ of the Moray Firth were identified as major sources of the 

salmon in the French market, and further cargoes were shipped direct to France from the 

Firth.171  and further cargoes were shipped direct to France from the Firth. In 1654 Mr Patrick 

Smyth of Braco hired Edinburgh merchant Patrick Waus to deliver Spey salmon and grilse 

direct to France and, in 1717, we find the Janet, laden with 121 barrels of grilse and 35 

barrels of salmon, ready to sail from Findhorn for Dieppe.172 Furthermore, Bailie Steuart and 

his fellow merchants made more than ten voyages from Moray Firth ports to France during 

the early eighteenth century and, in 1768, salmon cargoes were shipped direct from the Duke 

of Gordon’s Spey fishings to Dunkirk.173 The importance of the French market for salmon 

from northern fisheries had wider implications for the region, resulting in a probable shift in 

the pattern of its general trade towards France. Ditchburn asserted that from the later Middle 

Ages the burgeoning trade in fish (for the north of Scotland primarily salmon) contributed 

to the ‘restructuring of Scotland’s commercial connections,’ and Macniven confirmed that 

between 1590 and 1646 the growth in Aberdeen’s general trade with France was strongly 

linked to rising salmon exports.174 The connections between the Moray Firth and France 

undoubtedly strengthened as a result of its salmon trade. 

France was such an important market for Scottish salmon partly because, while other 

Scottish goods were ‘peripheral to European consumption,’ the French were happy to 
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exchange salmon for their attractive return cargoes  ̠salt, wine and brandy.175 ‘The potential 

for lucrative import cargoes’ was undoubtedly a significant reason for Scottish merchants 

favouring the French market, and thus being keen to deal in salmon.176 Much of Scotland’s 

salmon was cured with French salt and Aberdeen salmon ships, having delivered their 

cargoes, often returned laden with salt for the region’s fisheries, whilst wine and brandy also 

found a ready market, particularly with the country’s landowners. Many of Bailie Steuart’s 

return cargoes included wine and brandy for personal use and sale, and Simon Fraser of 

Lovat’s (c.1572-1633) Beauly salmon was frequently exchanged for ‘wine in great quantities 

brought to his dore out of France.’177 In 1736 we find the Ross of Findhorn resting at Leith 

with a cargo of salmon, ‘bound outwards for wines.’178 The Ross was almost certainly 

heading for France. The priority was the disposal of the salmon cargo, but the acquisition of 

wine was, at the very least, a bonus.  

French markets were important and Talbott has demonstrated convincingly that a strong 

commercial relationship was maintained between France and Scotland throughout the early 

modern period in spite of political and other difficulties. The French were not always the 

easiest trading partners however and, from the late sixteenth century, Scotland’s trade with 

France was periodically hit by tariffs.179 French tariffs, which often specifically targeted the 

fish trade, frequently sparked anxious debates in the Convention and, in 1635, a 

representative visited the French court to seek ‘ane dischairge of the new impositiounes’ and 

ratification of Scotland’s ancient privileges. A 50% reduction of the tariff was achieved but, 

to repay the 8,000 merks of expenses incurred by the visit, the authorities imposed a duty on 

goods exported to Normandy and Picardy. This amounted to 3s on each barrel of salmon and 
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at least part of this debt remained outstanding in 1649.180 Scots, in the hope of gaining the 

reduction or removal of French tariffs, repeatedly claimed a ‘special relationship’ with 

France, but their pleas fell on deaf ears and there are no indications that the French viewed 

the Scots as favoured trading partners.181  

Periodic conflicts between England (later Britain) and France also caused problems as 

trade embargoes were imposed. In 1628 merchants complained to the Privy Council that 

their livelihoods were threatened as the result of such an embargo as they had purchased 

large amounts of ‘countrie’ commodities, including salmon, from ‘noblemen and gentrie’ in 

anticipation of selling them on the French market but would now be forced to use less 

favourable markets, such as the Low Countries, unless the ‘noblemen and gentrie,’ could be 

compelled to take them back and repay the cost!182 The French markets were of such 

importance to the salmon trade in particular that in 1710 the Convention approached the 

Queen to ask that, when negotiating peace with France (which was not forthcoming) ‘speciall 

regard may be had to the trade of carying of herring and salmond to France,’ and in 1744-5 

Aberdeen petitioned to be allowed to sell salmon in France in spite of the war.  183  

Conflicts with France also resulted in the additional, and genuine, problem of piracy. 

Whatley identified this as a particular issue during the French wars of the later seventeenth 

and early eighteenth centuries, and there are reports of the French blockading harbours in 

the Moray Firth during that period. In 1693 ships were seized by French pirates off Findhorn 

and the Buchan coast, and the bailies of Banff claimed that ‘this ffirth is so pested with 

priviteers that noe ship can goe alongs the coast.’184 In the early eighteenth century, locals 
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claimed the ‘North Country’ was ‘in perfect decay for want of trade,’ as a result of French 

privateers.185 Salmon ships were not particular targets, but neither were they immune and 

the consequences of being ‘caught’ are illustrated by this example from 1758: 

The Lady Livingstoun, [Captain] Houston, from Findhorn to Campvere with 

salmon was chased seven hours by a French privateer off the coast of Holland; 

at length she ran ashore on a bank, but the cargo by timely assistance was saved, 

though by a storm that happened soon after the ship was entirely wrecked.186 

Thank goodness that cargo was saved! 

Conflict had longer-term consequences for the salmon industry too and following the war 

with France in the 1660s Aberdeen complained of a noticeable decline in the value of its 

fishings ‘which had for centuries been so valuable to the town,’ and in the 1760s retaliatory 

taxes imposed by the French imposed after the Seven Years’ War were, according to 

Richardson, tantamount to a ban. He was so uncertain as to the impact of these taxes that he 

advised the master of one of his salmon ships, which was travelling from Banff to Marseilles, 

to sell some of the cargo in Alicante and Barcelona en route.187  

Tariffs and conflicts aside, Scottish salmon also faced competition in French markets. In 

the eighteenth century, Duhamel du Monceau stated that ‘almost all the salted salmon 

consumed in France comes from England and Scotland,’ because ‘the fish they supply is of 

a good quality, salted with care and packed well,’ and Parisians particularly favoured 

Aberdeen salmon, approving of the high standards of curing for which Aberdonians were 

famed.188 Whilst Scottish salmon may have been favoured by the French, it by no means had 

a monopoly in French markets. From at least the fifteenth century there was competition 

from Ireland, undoubtedly facilitated by the English domination of its fisheries and trade.  
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There was a considerable trade in Irish salmon to Bordeaux and there is evidence of London 

merchants shipping salmon from Londonderry to Le Havre and Bayonne in the mid-

seventeenth century.189 From the sixteenth century Breton fishermen were voyaging to 

Ireland to exploit its waters and taking salmon from Ireland’s rivers and coasts back to 

France.190 Eighteenth century French writer Duhamel de Monceau was just as familiar with 

Irish rivers and their produce as he was with Scottish rivers, although he believed Irish 

salmon were inferior to Scottish and inclined to lose their colour more quickly when cured.191 

Richardson also thought Irish salmon, or its curing, was ‘not comparable to ours,’ and sought 

to gain control of some Ireland’s fisheries, he claimed ‘to bring your country’s fish onto (sic) 

better repute.’192 Irish goods in general had a competitive advantage over those of Scotland 

and, possibly on account of their poorer quality, their salted salmon sold ‘lower at any 

market’ than any other. This meant that, according to Richardson, the arrival of Irish cargoes 

in Rouen in 1768 upset the market.193 The price differential was not the only threat to the 

supremacy of Scottish salmon as the quantities of Irish salmon exported to France were 

considerable, amounting to c.115 tons a year in the late 1770s.194 This would have provided 

stiff competition for Scottish salmon but it faced competition not only from Ireland, but also 

from the Baltic, Hamburg, Norway and Newfoundland and, by the nineteenth century, Dutch 

salmon was also to be found in French markets.195 While some of this salmon, such as that 

from Germany, was less well-received than that from Scotland, being packed roughly and 

haphazardly so that French merchants lacked confidence in the finished product, it was still 
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arriving in France in some quantity and would have challenged the position of Scottish 

salmon in French markets.196 

France was consistently the most important overseas market for Scotland’s salmon, but 

the trade was plagued with difficulties. Tariffs, embargoes and open hostility made trade 

difficult, and consistently strong competition, particularly from Ireland, was undoubtedly 

problematic. Whilst the French trade remained strong throughout the early modern era, 

recurrent difficulties forced merchants to resort to other markets. 

Southern Europe 

Apart from England, France and the Low Countries were the most consistently important 

markets for Scottish salmon but, from the late seventeenth century, other markets began to 

become significant. Throughout the early modern period Iberian consumption of fish, 

particularly in a dried and heavily cured state, was said to have been ‘exceptionally high’ 

even for Catholic countries.197 This meant that Spain and Portugal were increasingly forced 

to import supplies, and Heywood believes the demand for salted fish in southern Europe was 

a key factor in Braudel’s seventeenth century ‘northern invasion’ of the Mediterranean as 

northern European merchants attempted to satisfy that demand from their own and trans-

Atlantic fisheries.198 As noted above, by the early eighteenth century, the Spanish were so 

concerned about their reliance on imported salted fish that they sought to limit the number 

of fast days on which they were obliged to consume it. However, this was to little or no avail 

and they, and their neighbours in Portugal were still said to have derived ‘a large part of its 

animal protein’ from preserved fish in the twentieth century, and they are still Europe’s 

highest consumers of fish.199  
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The role of Scottish salmon in satisfying the demand for salted fish in southern Europe, 

and its importance in the ‘northern invasion,’ has been little explored. Iberia must have been 

an attractive option for merchants, especially as demand from the Protestant countries and 

states to the north diminished and Scottish salmon was already being shipped to Bilbao and 

St Sebastian by the late sixteenth century.200 Trading links with the Iberian peninsula 

strengthened in the course of the seventeenth century and, in 1633, the son of Inverness 

merchant Duncan Forbes, wrote that he was optimistic he would get a good price for their 

salmon in Dieppe as ‘the quantetie this yeir is not in this contrey…for ther is a gryt mony 

gone to Spane.’201 There was an apparent lull in this trade during the Commonwealth but it 

resumed at the Restoration and salmon was included in the cargoes of Dundee and Edinburgh 

ships bound for Cadiz and Bilbao in the 1660s.202 Macniven suggests Aberdeen, and as a 

consequence the Moray Firth region, may have been slow to take advantage of the growing 

Iberian demand for salmon, but Aberdeen merchants were involved in this trade by the 1670s 

and 1680s.203 

Although demand may have made Iberia an attractive market, in 1681 the Privy Council 

considered the Spanish trade to be suitable only for wealthy merchants due to the expense 

and risks involved.204  The costs were a great deal higher ˗ in 1763 the freight to different 

markets from the Tay being stated to be, per barrel, 3s to London, 4s 6d to Rotterdam, 

Campvere and Dunkirk, 6s 6d-7s to Bilbao, Alicante and Marseilles and 7s 6d-8s to Leghorn 

and Venice. This may explain why the salmon trade to Iberia appears to have been slow to 

become well-established and it was probably not until the 1710s that salmon from northern 

Scottish fisheries was despatched direct to Lisbon, Alicante, Barcelona, Cadiz and Bilbao 
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on a regular basis from Cromarty, Inverness, Moray, Banff, Aberdeen and Montrose.205 The 

expense and risks were circumvented by some who, as Pococke stated in 1760, used a 

‘shortcut’ to the Iberian market by delivering their cargoes closer to home . Holland, he 

claimed, acted as an entrepôt for salted salmon destined for Spain, and as noted above the 

later years of the eighteenth century did see increased salmon traffic to the Low Countries, 

probably for re-export.206 London probably served in a similar capacity, with merchants such 

as James Calder and William Dawson working through London agents to send their salmon 

to Southern Europe.207 The use of London and the Low Countries as entrepôts would have 

greatly facilitated and encouraged the trade to southern European and the Mediterranean. 

However, for most merchants, this trade involved a long trek, and trading voyages to 

Spain and Portugal often formed only the first leg of a much longer voyage to the 

Mediterranean, taking in ports in the south of France, notably Marseilles, en route to a final 

destination in Leghorn or Venice.208 The Catholic countries of the Mediterranean promised 

a ‘potentially unlimited demand for fish’ and, undoubtedly encouraged by the Duke of 

Tuscany’s decision to declare the port of Leghorn/Livorno duty free in the 1580s, English 

ships, carrying salmon (possibly of Irish or Scottish origin), were listed in its port books in 

the 1590s.209 By September 1669 when James Calder of Elgin shipped 300 barrels of salmon 

in the Adventure of London from the Inverness customs precinct for ‘the Straits’ there was 

already an established trade in salted fish from England to Venice and Leghorn.210 It is not 

known why Calder chose to send his salmon to southern Europe in that year when he could 

have chosen to stick to traditional markets. In that same year he and other merchants sent 
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cargoes from Inverness precinct to Dort (Dordrecht) and Le Havre and, since Calder was 

obliged to pay ‘double custome and ordinarie bullione’ amounting to £600 for this cargo, 

plus the additional freight costs, he was either aware of potentially good markets or taking a 

substantial risk.211Calder, possibly in association with London merchants, may have been in 

the vanguard of this move towards new markets in the Mediterranean. 

 As with the Iberian trade, commercial connections with the Mediterranean was relatively 

slow to become established. The Mediterranean trade was not mentioned in the Privy 

Council’s comprehensive memorandum on trade of 1681, and Macinnes identified a 

‘burgeoning trade in cured salmon and white fish’ from Scotland ‘primarily to Livorno and 

Venice,’ only from the 1690s, and it was not until around 1700 that the Italian markets really 

rose to prominence.212 In 1705 John Spreull, anxious to see the development and expansion 

of Scottish trade, listed a number of Mediterranean ports where he believed Scottish salmon 

would find a market, namely Venice, Leghorn, Marseilles, Civita Vecchia, Ancona, Malaga, 

Genoa, Naples, Messina and Gallipoli, noting that Livorno in particular would take ‘salmond 

in what quantity ye please.’213 The potential was considerable and during the course of  the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a regular trade in Scottish salmon to Venice, Leghorn, 

Marseilles, Civita Vecchia and Ancona was established.214 These new markets were popular 

with Moray Firth fisheries and between 1709 and 1731 over 77% of salmon despatched from 

the Inverness precinct was sent to Mediterranean ports suggesting this had become the pre-

eminent market for the region’s salted salmon.215 By the 1720s Bailie Steuart had an agent 

or contact in Livorno and traded regularly there. In 1721 he warned his Rotterdam contact 

not to expect salmon from the Moray Firth that year, ‘all being shipped for the 
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Mediterranean,’ and the Duke of Gordon’s Spey salmon was, indeed, sent to Leghorn that 

year.216 In 1731 the Caledonian Mercury reported that the Rose, captained by James Wood, 

had arrived safely in Venice from Cromarty with 312 tierces of salmon, and Venice became 

a favoured destination for Montrose salmon in eighteenth century too, with one-third of its 

salmon exports reportedly being despatched there.217  

Consumers in the new markets of Iberia and the Mediterranean were, apparently, less 

selective than those of France. Poorer quality fish appear to have been acceptable in some 

southern European markets, and Steuart suggested Bilbao as a possible market for his old 

fish in the 1720s.218 Richardson thought the customers of Leghorn to be the least discerning 

of all and they readily took the poorer, coarser fish from west coast fisheries.219 These 

markets also favoured grilse and small fish, probably because they cured better than larger 

fattier fish. In 1764 Richardson’s agent in Bilbao, ‘an improper market for large fish,’ 

requested that one-third of his cargo should be grilse.220 This preference had advantages.  In 

most markets these fish were worth less than salmon and were difficult to sell. Furthermore, 

from the mid-eighteenth century many Scottish fisheries had a surplus of grilse and less 

desirable leaner fish from summer catches as both were unsuitable for kitting. However, 

grilse runs were later than the main salmon runs and it was not always possible to despatch 

them early enough to ensure they arrived in time for peak demand, as Richardson explained: 

‘grilses which are so necessary in all merkats of the Medeteranian cannot be got till 

September,’ and ‘it is (even) the beginning of October before these small fish are ready’ for 

despatch.221 The long voyages made it even more difficult to ensure that these cargoes 

arrived in time for Lent, and Steuart may have been shrewd in suggesting sending his old 

fish to Bilbao. 
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The rise to prominence of the Iberian and Mediterranean markets coincided with a time 

when conflicts in northern Europe made trading there periodically difficult. The opening of 

these markets may have given the salted salmon trade something of a boost at a time when 

demand was sluggish, if not declining, elsewhere.222 These markets also provided some 

attractive return cargoes ˗ the Duke of Gordon’s salmon trade to Leghorn fuelling his 

conspicuous consumption in the shape of guns, musical instruments, pictures, statues, wine 

and silks.223However, as noted by the Privy Council in 1681, southern European and 

Mediterranean voyages also carried risks, not least persistent piracy.224 Barbary pirates could 

strike at any time and had been doing so for centuries and the consequences for those who 

ran the gauntlet could be melancholy. In December 1733 reports were received that the Hope, 

a new brigantine carrying salmon from Findhorn to Leghorn was feared seized by ‘a small 

row-boat from Tangier, and that the master of the said brigantine, named (Maris) Reed, being 

ill, (was) as soon as taken thrown into a Row-Galley, (and) died soon after.’ 225 The effects 

of piracy extended beyond the immediate danger and in 1728 Bailie Steuart wrote: 

The Emperor Moroca has broke with Britain and sent out his sale* privateers, so 

no small ship will venture to go to the Mediterranean, which will make salmon 

sell low at home.226 

Piracy was not the only issue and one of Richardson’s persistent anxieties was that his 

salmon would arrive in markets that were already overstocked, and competition was 

particularly strong in southern European markets. In spite of extensive enquiries amongst 

Scottish peers and overseas agents there was ‘always the unknown factor’ of ‘the size of 

further shipments to be expected from Ireland and Newfoundland,’ and it is no coincidence 

that both Irish and Newfoundland salmon appear in a price list sent to the Duke of Gordon 
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from Leghorn in 1776.227 The greatest and earliest competition in southern Europe was from 

Irish salmon, and the country’s longstanding links with Iberia gave them a foothold there 

well before the Scottish broke into that market. In the sixteenth century Iberian fishing fleets 

bought salmon on their annual trips to Irish waters, and Anglo-Irish merchants established 

trading links between southern and north-eastern Irish ports and the peninsula, and exported 

Irish salmon to Spain from at least the early seventeenth century.228 Four of the six ships that 

sailed from Coleraine between 1613-15 carried cargoes of salmon to Bilbao, with similar 

cargoes sailing from Londonderry at the same time.229 By 1682 salmon from rivers in the 

north of Ireland was being exported to the Mediterranean as well, and it was stated that ‘the 

cargoes of salmon, herrings and pilchards and other fish made up yearly in Ireland and 

transported into several ports of Spain and Venice and of the ports of the Mediterranean sea 

would startle the common people,’ with 905 tons of salmon exported there in 1689 alone.230  

The southern European markets continued to be important for Irish salmon with Irish 

Society catches from the Bann and Loch Foyle being exported to Venice and Leghorn in the 

1730s, and by the 1780s Spain and Italy were Ireland’s main, perhaps only, markets apart 

from England.231 The Iberian and Mediterranean markets were easier to access from Irish 

ports than those of northern Europe where merchants would also have found greater 

competition, but maybe their allegedly poorer quality product also found a readier market 

there that in the north.  

Irish salmon provided serious competition for Scottish salted salmon in southern Europe, 

and using the contacts, routes, markets and probably also the ships, used by the well-
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established and extensive trade in cod and ling, North American salmon began to arrive in 

southern Europe and the Mediterranean from the 1720s, and these markets were by far the 

most important for the salmon fisheries of Newfoundland, New Brunswick and Nova 

Scotia.232 This trade increased markedly during the 1750s and 1760s, and the volume of 

salmon being exported from these fisheries, mostly to southern Europe, was remarkable. In 

1763 Richardson estimated the Newfoundland catch to be 15,000 barrels, and by the 1770s 

more than 3,500 tierces a year were being exported from Newfoundland alone.233  

Competition from these fisheries was so considerable that when ‘the American supply of 

the Mediterranean (was) cut off’ during the American War of Independence the price of Irish 

salmon reached an all-time high.234 The trans-Atlantic trade revived in peacetime and, by 

1790-1, 93% of Newfoundland’s salmon exports (4,694 tierces) were exported to markets in 

Spain, Portugal, Italy and Madeira.235 By 1792, the author of the OSA report for Speymouth 

asserted that ‘the countries to which the salted salmon was formerly sent are now supplied 

in great measure from America,’  and it certainly seems to be the case that salmon from the 

maritime provinces of North America were reaching southern Europe in such quantities that 

they were more than able to fill the gap left by the diminishing trade in Scottish salted salmon 

following the introduction of kitting and ice preservation.236  

The markets of Iberia and the Mediterranean would take ‘salmond in what quantity ye 

please,’ in the early modern era, and serving these markets became the mainstay of the 

Scottish salted salmon trade in the eighteenth century.237 In spite of strong competition, and 
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high freight costs and the inherent risks of long voyages and piracy if cargoes were carried 

direct, the vast quantities of preserved fish consumed in southern Europe made for 

consistently high demand and assured profits. Furthermore, the necessity of having to 

circumvent tariffs and embargoes, which were an integral feature of the trade with France, 

was removed. There may also have been the opportunity to take advantage of entrepôts in 

the Low Countries and London, but even if not, southern European markets were sufficiently 

attractive to ensure that serving their needs dominated the Scottish salted salmon trade of the 

eighteenth century, just as French markets had done in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. 

The rest of the world 

Europe was the traditional and only market for Scottish goods well into the seventeenth 

century but, following the Union of 1707, the opening up of English colonial markets to east 

and west led to a commercial re-orientation. To the west, Britain’s West Indian colonies 

were ‘universally regarded as crucial to the imperial economy,’ whilst the promise of vast 

riches lay to the east in India.238 There certainly was a place for salmon, salted and later 

kitted, in the emerging markets of the Caribbean and West Indies, but it is unclear to what 

extent this was exploited by Scottish merchants and Caribbean sources would be well worth 

exploring.239  A few examples have come to light of what may have been speculative cargoes 

of salmon being sent from Scotland across the Atlantic in the 1760s. For example, in March 

1764 a Leith ship, with salmon as part of the cargo, was en route to the West Indies when 

wrecked off Killibegs, Ireland, and in August that year Richardson sent a cargo of mixed 

goods, including four barrels of salted salmon, to Philadelphia.240 Richardson had been 
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concerned this was really too distant for a successful salmon trade, and the voyage did end 

in disaster and losses so he vowed not to repeat the experience.  

The potential of the trans-Atlantic trade was recognised but, although Moore identified 

that Aberdeen’s trading links with America were expanding in the early eighteenth century, 

east coast ports were not favourably located to capitalise on these colonial markets.241 The 

son of Lord Elchies’s factor (on the Spey) claimed that, in 1748, Aberdeen had ‘very little 

of the plantation trade’ and he had thus preferred to take an apprenticeship with a Glasgow 

merchant.242 Some of Moray Firth-based merchants were inclined to speculate but 

Aberdeen-based John Burnet, an enterprising merchant with substantial interests in the 

region’s salmon fisheries, does not appear to have attempted to engage in the trade in salmon 

to North America and the West Indies despite his family’s trans-Atlantic links (Appendix 

C).243 Glasgow and other west coast towns were better placed to take advantage of this trade 

and salmon from west coast fisheries may have crossed the Atlantic in greater numbers than 

those from the Moray Firth. In October 1764 a ship did depart from Greenock for the West 

Indies with ‘several hundred lasts of pickled salmon,’ while in the 1780s ‘a few’ salmon 

were exported to the West Indies from Kircudbright and a Glasgow merchant supplied a kit 

of salmon and some red and pickled herrings to David Millan in Charleston, Massachusetts 

in June 1782.244 These are, however, isolated references and, although further research may 

prove otherwise, they do not suggest a substantial trans-Atlantic trade in Scottish salmon 

even from the west of Scotland. The mechanisms for a successful salmon trade were in place 

if it had been practical as Scottish herrings, including some from the Moray Firth, crossed 

the Atlantic in considerable quantities.245 However, it is likely that any trans-Atlantic 
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demand for salted salmon was met not by Scottish fisheries but by the better-placed fisheries 

of Ireland and Newfoundland.  

From the mid-seventeenth century Ireland was heavily involved in the lucrative 

provisioning of North America and the West Indies, and by the late eighteenth century this 

trade was considered of equal importance to the Irish economy as the linen industry.246 Ships, 

‘laden with barrelled beef, ham and herring’ and other provisions, were despatched regularly 

from cities like Galway, Dublin, Cork and Belfast. English and French merchants regularly 

called at Cork or Dublin ‘to add Irish salted provisions to their outward-bound ladings’ and, 

by at least the 1720s, among these salted provisions were barrels of salmon from Irish 

rivers.247 In the eighteenth century ‘prodigious quantities’ of Irish salmon were being 

exported from Londonderry to North America, it could be found throughout the Caribbean, 

and Irish salmon regularly made its way to ‘the ports of the middle colonies [of North 

America] aboard flaxseed ships.’248 By the 1770s salmon from the maritime provinces of 

North America was also being exported to the Caribbean. While the better-quality fish were 

destined for Europe, the ‘inferior sort’ or ‘refuse fish,’ (some of which were speared by, and 

bought from, the indigenous people at Restigouche), became food for slaves in the 

plantations who enjoyed, or at least became accustomed to, heavily salted fare.249 By the 

turn of the nineteenth century ‘large quantities’ of salmon from the St John’s river and the 

Bay of Fundy (New Brunswick) were reportedly exported to the West Indies each year. 250  

It would have been impractical for Scottish fisheries to attempt to compete with Irish and 

Newfoundland salted salmon in western colonial markets but there were opportunities in the 
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east. In 1760, Pococke stated that, ‘and a new trade is lately opened of exporting (Scottish 

salted salmon) to the East Indies.’251 It is not known if the trade took off at that time but, 

from the mid-1780s, there are multiple advertisements in the Calcutta Gazette for salted or 

pickled salmon for sale in kegs and barrels in ex-pat stores.252  These shops catered for every 

possible requirement from furniture to clothing to food but, as the food on offer was of the 

type available in European delicatessens (pickles, relishes, hams, preserved meat and 

alcohol) this market for salted salmon was by no means large, and neither can it be 

guaranteed that it was satisfied from Scottish fisheries.  

The potential for serving the large ex-pat population of civil servants, military personnel 

and plantation owners and overseers was recognised, nevertheless. Kitted, spiced salmon, 

produced commercially from the 1760s, was specifically designed to serve the hotter climes 

of the East and West Indies and had the potential to expand the salmon trade into these 

lucrative colonial markets. In 1763, Alexander Cockburn of Berwick obtained a 14-year 

patent ‘for the sole curing of salmon with spices for exportation beyond sea’ using his own 

particular recipe which had been ‘invented for the East and West Indies.’ This salmon, 

packed in kits, would, he claimed arrive and continue ‘in perfection’ for up to a year, even 

in Jamaica.253 One early customer was Alexander Hall, an employee of the East India 

Company in Sumatra, who received his kit of salmon from ‘Cockburn of Berwick,’ probably 

in August 1763. He was pleased with the product, and asked his brother to send him four 

half kits each year.254 The product was a success. From at least 1770 kits of spiced salmon 

were advertised to merchants, captains and fish wholesalers as suitable for the East and West 

Indies and Mediterranean markets and, from the late 1770s, spiced salmon regularly 

appeared for sale in the ex-pat stores of Madras, Calcutta and Kingston, Jamaica.255 Many 
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of these kits were probably initially produced by Cockburn himself but, since his patent did 

not cover Scottish fisheries, and expired after 14 years, it would have been possible for 

spiced salmon kits to be produced in, and exported from, Scotland. There is some evidence 

that Aberdeen engaged in the spiced kitted salmon trade in a minor way (Chapter Three) but 

there is no evidence that other Scottish fisheries became involved in this new, specialised 

and probably quite limited, trade.  

Any spiced kitted salmon that was produced in Scotland faced competition from Ireland, 

particularly in West Indian and North American markets. By the nineteenth century Irish 

spiced salmon kits were popular in New York, Philadelphia and with the Jewish community 

of Jamaica, and it is very likely that most of the spiced salmon advertised for sale in 

Kingston’s shops was of Irish origin.256 Cockburn had targeted the provisions trade as well 

as markets in the East and West Indies, but this too was an rea in which Ireland was pre-

eminent and he, and any other Scottish producers, probably would not have been able to 

compete. The spiced kitted salmon which appeared in adverts for Liverpool and London 

provisioning merchants in the nineteenth century almost certainly came from Ireland and not 

Berwick or Scotland.257 Scotland’s role in the spiced kitted salmon trade may never have 

been substantial, and spiced kits were probably superseded in the nineteenth century by 

‘hermetically sealed’ tinned salmon in any case.258 

___________ 

Whilst evidence is sparse, Scottish salmon appears to have played only a minor role in 

colonial markets and, although the importance of its various markets waxed and waned, the 
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focus of the salmon trade was, throughout the period, England and continental Europe. The 

earliest markets for Scottish salmon were England and the Low Countries, with the lucrative 

but volatile French markets gaining precedence in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

whilst the eighteenth century saw the rise of southern European markets and the re-

emergence, and eventual dominance, of the English market. The salmon trade was by no 

means static, and cargoes acquired by the same merchant might be destined for London, 

Campvere and Venice in the same year. Fortunes could be made but merchants engaged in 

the trade were required to be flexible and resilient, able to cope with uncertain markets and 

competition, and with sufficient capital to bear losses.  

Local importance 

There is no doubt that the inner Moray Firth region, with its abundant, well-stocked rivers, 

had the potential to play a significant part in the early modern salmon trade. As early the 

mid-sixteenth century the authorities acknowledged the importance of the region’s 

contribution to this trade as, when new export regulations were introduced in 1561, ‘Spay 

Water’ was one of only fifteen locations across Scotland at which these were proclaimed . 

Apart from Leith shore the banks of the Spey constituted the only location of the fifteen 

which was neither a Royal Burgh nor a Burgh of Barony  ˗  just a place from which salmon 

were exported.259  The volume of Spey salmon which entered the export trade must have 

been significant. Rorke believes that during the sixteenth century salmon exports from north 

of the Spey may have exceeded even those from Aberdeen, and exports from that customs 

precinct accounted for c.24% of all Scottish salmon exports in 1618/9, 1621/2, 1625/6.260 

The salmon fisheries of the north and north-east continued to contribute disproportionately 

to the national salmon trade, accounting for 79% of the salted salmon exported from Scotland 

in the period from the Union to mid-July 1709, and later that century local chronicler Lachlan 
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Shaw proudly stated that ‘no country affords better fish than what is taken in the rivers of 

Spey, Findhorn, Ness, Farrar or Beauly, to the value of several thousands of pounds 

yearly.’261 262  

The salmon fishings of the Moray region evidently made a significant contribution to the 

national purse during the early modern era but their importance to the regional economy was 

probably of even more consequence. From the fourteenth century the trade of northern 

burghs was said to have focused increasingly on salmon, and the extant entries in the 

Exchequer Rolls for Inverness, Elgin and Forres, and Banff prior to 1600 show salmon was 

by far the main, and in many cases the only, customable export from the region.263 Watson 

identified that in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries the ports north of the Spey 

‘dealt in a fairly narrow range of native exports,’ with salmon ‘the dominant commodity,’ 

and between 1597 and 1633 salmon accounted for 73% of the total duty paid north of the 

Spey.264 In 1645 a number of Inverness merchants submitted claims to the government for 

cargoes lost to French and English men-of-war whilst en route to Calais. These cargoes, 

consisting of 416 barrels of salmon (the property of 11 merchants), 5,228 ells of plaiding, 37 

barrels of tallow and a little butter, had an estimated total value of £13,866 10s, and the 

barrelled salmon accounting for 72% of that total.265 Tucker reported in the 1650s that 

salmon was the only customable item exported from Garmouth and Findhorn, and the 

relative importance of the salmon trade to the region continued throughout the period. More 

than a century after Tucker’s report Shaw bemoaned the fact that the Province of Moray had 

‘but few articles to export,’ although the salmon from its rivers did form ‘a considerable 

article of trade,’ and in the 1780s an independent report could still claim that the trade of 

Inverness consisted almost entirely of ‘the exportation of salmon caught in the river.’266 As 
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noted in Chapter Two, the value of Moray Firth fishings frequently exceeded that of the land, 

and trade in their produce formed a key element in the economy of the Moray Firth region. 

The extent of the region’s involvement in the country’s salmon trade was substantial and, 

even in the early eighteenth century when salted salmon exports were on decline, between 

1707 and 1732 6,994 barrels were exported from Inverness alone.267 The extent of this trade 

is particularly surprising as the Moray Firth region has generally been believed to be 

peripheral to the national economy. It is true that participation in any trade was by no means 

without difficulties. The region was relatively remote and possessed poor overland 

communications  ˗ there was a severe shortage of bridges and many routes were described 

as totally impassable  ̠but in spite of this, extreme efforts were made to participate in the 

salmon trade. 268 In the 1770s salmon from the mouth of the River Naver in the far north of 

Scotland was transported more than 50 miles over extremely rough terrain to Helmsdale for 

export, and for many years Spey and Thurso salmon were carried more than 20 miles 

overland,  on a daily basis, to boiling houses for kitting.269 Because of the requirement to 

account for the salt used in curing both salted and kitted salmon, the distance from customs 

houses was also problematic for the region’s fisheries and Banff tried for many years to have 

a customs house established there. The long trek from Banff to Aberdeen to get clearance, 

around 50 miles on today’s roads, could mean that the process took as long as five or six 

days and thus, it was claimed, cargoes of salmon ‘being a perishable commodity, is in hazard 

of being totally lost.’270 People from Moray Firth fisheries from Spey to Helmsdale were 

required to travel, on far from perfect roads, between 50 to 70 miles to Inverness, and on 

arrival were charged exorbitant fees. These charges occasioned a mass refusal to pay in the 
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1790s, with merchants complaining they were paying more for coastwise cargoes that Leith 

merchants paid for foreign ones.271  

The Moray Firth also lacked good harbours. Harbours from Aberdeen to Nairn were 

seriously compromised by the formation of sand and gravel bars at the river mouth havens. 

These bars continuously built up and drifted westwards to such an extent that, in 1702, the 

village of Findhorn, at the mouth of the river of the same name, was forced to relocate, and 

the Deveron and Nairn were periodically so silted up that the river water merely oozed 

through the sand and gravel. In the later eighteenth century Shaw complained about the poor 

state of the harbours in the Firth stating, ‘Lossiemouth is but a creek and receives no ship of 

any burden; Findhorn is much barred; and Inverness river receives but sloops and doggers.’ 

Furthermore, he wrote, Speymouth was often ‘choked with sand and shut up by a barr.’272 

The depth of clearance at the Speymouth bar was only 8-9½ feet at the time of the OSA and 

most of the Spey salmon cargoes were loaded, and salt deliveries made, ‘in the offing.’273 It 

is a measure of the importance of the trade to the area that it persisted, developed and 

flourished in spite of these difficulties. 

Whilst the earliest salmon trade from the Moray Firth is not well-documented, and 

probably owed much to English and foreign merchants as it did elsewhere in Scotland, 

during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries merchants from Aberdeen, Dundee and 

Edinburgh were tempted to the area to deal in its resources, not least its salmon stocks, and 

became heavily involved, commercially and personally, in the region. The strong links with, 

and regular visits by these merchants may well have encouraged the active export trade in 

other goods, and particularly grain from the fertile shores of the Moray Firth, and the regular 
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traffic with southern trading centres would certainly have been beneficial to the region’s 

economy as a whole.274  

During the eighteenth century, men from Perth, Berwick and London were also lured by 

the region’s salmon wealth to exploit, but also to invest in, its salmon fisheries. Their money 

and expertise ensured these fisheries were closely managed, and exploited to the full, and 

their proprietors were richly rewarded with substantial guaranteed incomes. The ‘new’ 

fisheries, with their new management and new products, required regular, and increasingly 

more frequent, traffic between London and the Firth. Forsyth observed in 1808 that the Spey 

salmon fishery was ‘a means of increasing trade; several sloops being constantly employed 

carrying salmon to London during the fishing season,’ and Jackson considered the ‘large 

growth in coastal sailing,’ resulting directly from the trade in kitted and chilled salmon, 

played an important part in the early nineteenth century development of north-east Scotland 

as whole.275 By the end of the eighteenth century Findhorn possessed four vessels of between 

90 and 130 tons employed solely in the London trade, most of the ships belonging to 

Inverness were engaged in the London trade and, combined with those from Cromarty, 

London bound ships were said to be sailing from the Firth every three to five weeks.276  

It is impossible to measure definitively the impact of the salmon trade on the society and 

economy of the inner Moray Firth region in this period but it was clearly substantial, 

especially at a period when alternative sources of income and employment were limited. By 

the end of the eighteenth century, the export of salmon from Inverness was still 

‘considerable,’ and in 1828 it was said that ‘the shipping belonging to the port are chiefly 

employed in carrying to London the produce of the salmon fishery,’ whilst in Banff, ‘the 

curing of fish and the exportation of salmon’ were ‘the principal lucrative branches of 

 
274 Alston, My little town; Ash, op. cit.; Beaton, ‘Estate girnals’; Clough, ‘Cromartie estate’; Richards and 

Clough, op. cit. 
275 Forsyth, op. cit., IV, pp.497-8; Jackson, ‘Economy,’ pp.179-180 
276 Grant and Leslie, op. cit., pp.148-9; Forsyth, op. cit., V, p.305 
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commerce.277 Alston has identified that such was the importance of the salmon trade to the 

region that the pattern of trading links resulting from this trade contributed substantially to 

the later success of other fisheries in the region.278 Proportionately, the salmon trade was 

probably more important in the commercial development of the inner Moray Firth than in 

any other region of Scotland. 

Conclusion 

Salmon was a desirable commodity in European markets throughout the early modern 

period and was commercially important from at least the fourteenth century. Scotland was 

able, and willing, to meet the ‘almost limitless’ demand for imported salmon in medieval 

and early modern Europe, and a brisk trade ensured that salmon was considered by Scots as 

‘ane of the best commodeis whairwith forayne wairis were brocht within the countrey.’279 

Whilst many, if not most, other Scottish exports may have been ‘of very little significance 

to the foreigner’ and ‘peripheral to European consumption,’ this cannot be said of Scottish 

salmon which determined patterns of trade and warranted guarantees of ‘safe conduct.’280  

Fortunes could be made in the salmon trade, and this attracted merchants from outside 

the region to take advantage of its rich resources. The earliest of these merchants came from 

England but, by the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, merchants from Edinburgh, 

Dundee and Aberdeen dominated the trade. From the mid-seventeenth century, tempted by 

potential profits, local merchants of substance and initiative such as the Forbeses, Calders, 

Duffs and Bailie Steuart became key figures in the trade. Although it could be lucrative, the 

salmon trade was by no means without its problems and Richardson described it as ‘tempting 

but most dangerous for the inexperienced.’ In spite of their involvement in the trade, even if 

not because of it, Calder and Steuart ended their lives in a state of financial embarrassment 

 
277 Lettice, Letters; Wood, Atlas, pp.46, 206 
278 Alston, My little town p.92 
279 Gemmill and Mayhew, op. cit., p.307; RPCS, 1st series, XI, pp.334-5 
280 Hides and skins were also quite unique and sought after. Smout, Scottish trade, pp.28-9; Jackson, 

‘Economy,’ p.169 
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and, in 1747, Inverness merchant Andrew Munro, stated that if he had not already been 

engaged in the trade he ‘would not medle with it scarce at any price.’281 Richardson claimed 

the salmon trade had ‘as many disadvantages as would terrify a man to deal in this most 

precarious article,’ and one of these was competition.282 The substantial Irish and trans-

Atlantic salmon fisheries posed a real threat, but Scottish merchants were nevertheless able 

to successfully establish themselves, with the support of local contacts and factors, as the 

main suppliers of salmon to markets in the Low Countries and France, ensure a significant 

presence in southern Europe and the Mediterranean, and dominate the London market from 

the latter half of the eighteenth century. Although emerging colonial markets were not fully 

exploited, and this may not have been a practical possibility for east coast fisheries, the 

salmon trade was far from static. Throughout the period the industry demonstrated an ability 

to adapt to changes in demand and circumstances and to pursue new markets, enabling 

Scottish salmon to maintain its commercial importance. 

The ‘many disadvantages’ of the trade meant that those engaged in it had to be flexible, 

resilient, and possess sufficient capital to bear losses. The ‘distant monopolisers,’ those men 

from Perth, Aberdeen, Berwick and Peterhead who took control of the management of the 

industry and its trade in the later eighteenth century were just such men. Lured by the 

promise of profits, these men were responsible for significant changes in the commercial 

exploitation and success of the region’s fisheries. Although their involvement meant that 

many of the profits from the region’s fisheries left the area, in maximising their potential and 

keeping the Moray Firth connected to busy commercial centres to the south, it conferred 

considerable benefits on the wider economy of the region. The salmon trade had always 

played a significant role in the economy of the inner Moray Firth region, and eighteenth-

century developments ensured its importance was maintained and strengthened. 

 
281 Haldane, Great fishmonger p.33; Macgill, Old Ross-shire p.187 
282 Haldane, Great fishmonger pp.17, 33 
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Conclusion 

Historiographical coverage of the Scottish salmon fishing industry has been sparse, in 

recent years only earning a paragraph or two in general, popular and even social and 

economic histories of Scotland. Although the format of these works probably prohibited 

extensive or comprehensive coverage the reasons for the omission are far from clear. It may 

be simply that the subject, being neither new nor, superficially at least, dynamic, holds little 

interest for modern historians. Perhaps salmon fishing has fallen out of the Scottish 

consciousness or become unfashionable. The uniqueness of the industry, following as it did 

its own trajectory, may also account for its low profile in the historiography. The industry 

does not fit comfortably in most focused socio-economic studies, being neither exclusively 

urban nor exclusively rural, neither agricultural nor industrial in the general sense. The 

salmon fishing industry spanned environments from mountains to the sea, and Highland to 

Lowland, its business was conducted by seasonal fishers in rivers, on coasts and in maritime 

zones, in both rural and urban locations, and its produce was disposed of to distant locations 

by international traders. It is perhaps the case that only a single industry study, such as this, 

can do justice to the subject, and similar studies in an early modern Scottish context have 

also received little recent scholarly attention. Durie’s work on the eighteenth-century linen 

industry, and Whatley’s study of the salt industry stand out as rare examples, and the equally 

important, and more enduring, early modern salmon fishing industry deserves similar 

coverage.1 

Whatever the reason for the lack of scholarly attention, this cannot be due to the lack of 

importance of the subject. Scottish salmon and salmon fishings were of immense economic 

and cultural significance from the Middle Ages, being revered and respected in a way no 

other commodity appears to have been, and esteemed as an item of prestige, currency, diet, 

and as a commodity to be traded. By 1500, salmon was a key item of the country’s trade 

 
1 Durie, Linen industry; Whatley, Salt industry 
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with England and Europe, enriching both the owners of the fishings and, through customs 

duties, the Crown. To the relatively sparsely populated river-rich Moray Firth region the 

salmon fishing industry was of major economic importance ˗ the seasonal abundance of the 

fish far exceeding local demand and resulting in an active trade from the Middle Ages. Not 

least because of its commercial importance, this industry warrants a more prominent place 

in the history of the region, and the nation, than it has hitherto enjoyed. 

Although the historiography of salmon fishing has generally been weak, recent popular 

works by Coates, Kurlansky, Mink and Wigan and scholarly research by Richard Hoffmann 

and Iain Robertson have provided something of the richer coverage the subject deserves. 

The European and later modern perspectives provided by Hoffmann and Robertson, 

respectively, provide a firm basis for this project, but Scottish salmon fishing in the early 

modern era has still received scant attention, and a study such as this, which bridges the gap 

between the medieval and later modern research, is overdue.  

The locus for the study, the inner Moray Firth, has also, until recent years, received little 

scholarly attention. This, as well as its mixed environments and peoples, its salmon-rich 

rivers, and the relative importance of the salmon trade to the region, made it an ideal focus 

for this project. Through the study of this industry, which was probably proportionately more 

important in the economy of the Moray Firth region than it was in perhaps any other part of 

Scotland, a little light is shed on this under-studied region. The land ‘beyond the Spey’ has 

often been considered remote, and peripheral to developments in the wider Scottish 

economy, but this thesis questions prevailing assumptions and demonstrates that, despite its 

location, it had strong and enduring connections with major commercial centres, was aware 

of, influenced by, and embraced societal changes, and was often at the forefront of economic 

developments.  

By studying the salmon fisheries of the inner Moray Firth over the extensive period of 

300 years it has been possible to explore the structure and nature of the industry and its 
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regulatory framework, the nature of its management and organisation, and to chart the 

progress of, and determine the reasons for the move from monastic and lordly ownership to 

the domination of the industry by ‘distant monopolisers.’ As the early Scottish salmon laws 

have been credited with assisting in the preservation of its salmon stocks, in Chapter One 

the nature and extent of this legislation is detailed, and it is argued that the concern of the 

legislature was not for the future of the species, but the immediate interests of the 

‘commonweal’ of the kingdom and the state of the royal coffers.2 Even had the legislature 

been environmentally conscientious, the Scottish system of private, increasingly exclusive, 

ownership of fishings by those wielding power and influence meant that law-makers often 

favoured private interest over public good and the future of salmon stocks.3 Regardless of 

the motivation behind the salmon laws, the structure and machinery of law enforcement was 

flawed and weak. The system was based on ‘legislative optimism rather than reality.’ There 

is ‘reasonable doubt’ the salmon fishing laws were ever obeyed or enforced and it is probable 

that they were, in fact, generally ignored.4 Thus, it is argued that failures of the mechanisms 

of law enforcement allowed proprietors of fishings, and also those who had less legitimate 

interests such as poachers, to fish largely as they pleased, unhindered and with impunity, 

with direct and substantial consequences for the development and commercialisation of the 

fisheries and the exploitation of the species. 

Although the assertion that Scotland was virtually alone in the Middle Ages in pursuing 

an active salmon fishing industry may not be strictly accurate, it is probable that the salmon 

fisheries of Scotland in general, and the inner Moray Firth in particular, were more active, 

more capitalised and more commercially-driven than those elsewhere in Europe.5 Facilitated 

by private ownership, Scottish fishings were organised on ‘capitalistic lines’ from an early 

 
2 RPS online: 1424/10, 1428/3/7, 1450/1/2, 1458/3/34, 1504/3/117, 1579/10/42, 1685/4/47; RPCS 3rd series, 

VI, pp. 407-9. 
3 Statement relative to Tay, p.13 
4 Whyte, Society and economy p.109; Netboy, Atlantic salmon, p.227. 
5 Michell, ‘European fisheries,’ p.136; Guy, ‘Scottish export trade,’ Thesis, p.111; Jackson, ‘Economy,’ p.162 
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date and this, as well as abundant supplies, allowed them to take advantage of a growing 

European market.6 Chapter Two explores the organisation and management of the Moray 

Firth fisheries, and identifies internal and external factors which saw them firstly engrossed 

by a narrow elite and, during the eighteenth century, fall under the control of a small group 

of entrepreneurs from outside the region. The Reformation and contemporaneous feuing 

movement saw fishings change hands, and their use as collateral for loans resulted in the 

permanent alienation of many to service the debts of increasingly cash-strapped landowners. 

Further major changes in ownership, but primarily in management, came in the eighteenth 

century against a backdrop of changes in the intellectual environment of the country. 

Enlightenment thinking and the ‘Improvement movement’ were not distant concepts for the 

landowners of the region who embraced them, and applied them in a practical manner to 

derive extra income from their estates, including their salmon fishings. The proprietors of 

salmon fisheries in the Moray Firth did not conservatively adhere to traditional methods and 

approaches but were responsive to the changes of the era and this enabled them to take 

advantage of English and colonial markets that had opened up following the incorporating 

Union of 1707. From the 1740s innovations in salmon preservation created products which 

were more palatable for, and even sought after in, these markets, and transformed the 

industry.  

The employment of the new techniques of kitting, and later ice preservation, involved 

external expertise and capital in the guise of those subsequently styled ‘distant 

monopolisers.’ Hailing from south of the Spey, particularly Berwick, Aberdeen, Perth and 

Peterhead, the impact these gentlemen had on the management, organisation and profitability 

of the region’s fisheries would be difficult to underestimate. Ruthlessly chasing profits ‘with 

a degree of avarice’ that lead to ‘the capture and sale of almost everything that bears the 

shape of a fish,’ these men, their connections, and the innovative preservation techniques 

 
6 Hamilton, Economic history p.360 
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they introduced transformed the salmon industry, including the major salmon fisheries of the 

region.7  Under their management there was additional employment and higher wages in 

their ‘improved’ fisheries, and closer connections with London and other commercial centres 

were forged and strengthened.  

Entrepreneurs of the same ilk, and often from the same families, continued to dominate 

the management of Moray Firth fisheries for as long as commercial salmon fishing continued 

in the region. The role of their nineteenth and twentieth century counterparts has been 

discussed, but how and when these men wrested control of the fishings, and the impact this 

had on the management, organisation and success of the fisheries in the early modern period, 

has, hitherto, been completely undocumented. For the first time the shift ‘from monasteries 

to monopolisers’ has been explored in this thesis.  

The importance of preservation techniques to the success or failure of fisheries has, in 

general, been overlooked, but remaining competitive depended, at least in part, on 

innovation. Kowaleski believes that ‘transformations in curing’ were probably more 

important to the success of fisheries than the adoption of new fishing methods.8 Chapter 

Three explores the traditional salted salmon preservation which was the mainstay of the 

salmon fishing industry for centuries, and also the new techniques which transformed the 

industry under the management of these entrepreneurs. 

The first of these techniques, kitting, has been particularly both misunderstood and 

overlooked. Kitting was not a passing trend, as it has been viewed by many and, as this thesis 

shows, its effects were both significant and Scotland-wide. The contemporary experience 

was, as outlined by this comment relating regarding the Tay fisheries, that : 

The price of fish was considerably raised…proprietors of salmond 

fishings…found a great increase in rents and tack duties, new fishings were 

 
7 Bertram, op. cit., (1873), p.142 
8 Kowaleski, ‘Early documentary evidence,’ p.35 
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erected, the old ones more diligently fished, great numbers of new hands 

employed, and the proportion of fish now to what were taken formerly was 

nearly four to one.9 

The introduction of kitting proved to be especially important for the fisheries of the north, 

and was material to the development and success of Moray Firth fisheries. Previously too 

distant to engage in the trade in fresh salmon enjoyed by southern proprietors, fisheries north 

of the Spey had been effectively excluded from the lucrative London market since there was 

little or no demand there for Scottish salted salmon. Kitting, which was adopted in several 

Moray Firth fisheries soon after its introduction to Scotland in the 1730s, resulted in a 

durable yet palatable product which appealed to Londoners and enabled northern fisheries 

to take advantage of that immense market for the first time. Moray Firth fisheries were able 

to corner the early season kitted salmon market when southern fisheries focused on fresh 

salmon sales and also, as the London market expanded beyond the elite consumer, they were 

able to reap increasingly large profits. It is argued that it was the introduction of kitting, so 

often overlooked, that forced the change in the nature, management and organisation of the 

region’s fisheries in the eighteenth century, and laid the foundation for the developments of 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  

The introduction of ice preservation in the 1780s, a change which was again adopted early 

by some Moray Firth fisheries, also changed fortunes as the new, premium, product attracted 

high prices in the metropolis. However, the general assumption that ‘within a few years, 

icehouses sprang up at river mouth fisheries all along the coast’ of Scotland has been 

challenged, and it is suggested that its early importance has been overplayed.10 There was 

no widespread adoption of ice preservation in the Moray Firth until the advent of more 

intensive fishing by stake and bag nets in the nineteenth century made it viable and, 

 
9 Quoted Robertson, Tay salmon fisheries, p.36. 
10 O’Dell and Walton, op. cit., p.185; Summers, ‘Salmon fishing,’ p.338.  
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furthermore, it is argued that, although ice did become ‘progressively the main preservation 

method for transporting salmon,’ it was not until the certainty of rapid transit accompanying 

steam shipping and railways in the nineteenth century that this became a practical option for 

the most northerly fisheries.11 

In spite of the valuable work of Hoffmann regarding the role of fish in the households of 

medieval Europe, and van Dam’s work on the Dutch experience, the historiography of 

salmon fishing focuses overwhelmingly on its commercial importance.12 Chapter Four 

explores the wider role that salmon played in the society and economy of the region, and 

seeks to reconcile the view of salmon as a special fish and an item of prestige, with the oft-

repeated tale of servants and apprentices bargaining to limit their intake of the fish to two or 

three times a week. This anecdote has led many to assume considerable, if not excessive, 

consumption of salmon by the ordinary people of the country but this chapter challenges the 

supposition that salmon was a major element of the Scots diet.  

Salmon possessed an intrinsic value for the inhabitants of the inner Moray Firth, but 

domestic consumption was comparatively low. It was consumption abroad which drove the 

commercial exploitation of the fishings and unlocked their true value to the region. European 

markets in particular welcomed Scottish salmon since stocks in their rivers were depleting 

rapidly, and Scottish salmon was traded widely on the continent from the Middle Ages. 

Although Devine asserted that ‘Scottish merchants dealt in little that was regarded as either 

scarce or vital in overseas markets,’ this thesis demonstrates that salmon was at least one 

exception.13 Salmon was unique amongst the country’s exports in being recognisably 

Scottish, branded as such, and finding a ready market across Europe while other 

commodities struggled. The widespread appeal of salmon meant markets could be found 

from the Low Countries to the Mediterranean and, throughout the period, exports contributed 

 
11 Summers, ‘Salmon fishing,’ p. 339 
12 E.g. Hoffmann, ‘Aquatic resource use,’ Hoffmann, 'Economic development’; van Dam, op. cit. 
13 Devine, Independence or Union p.13 
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substantially to national wealth, being described in the seventeenth century as one of the 

‘principall benefits whereby trade is menteyned and money brought in the kingdom.’14  

Crown and country benefitted substantially from the customs paid on exported salmon, 

but the extent to which the rich northern fisheries participated in this trade has not been well-

documented. Throughout the early modern period the salmon fisheries of the north and 

north-east of Scotland contributed disproportionately to the national trade, and Rorke 

suggested that, within this wider region, salmon exports from north of the Spey may have 

exceeded those of Aberdeen.15 Quantitative evidence for the region’s salmon trade is, 

however, scanty, and can, in any case, only say so much. Chapter Five, in exploring 

merchants, markets and mechanisms, provides an overview of the nature, pattern, 

organisation and importance of this trade to the region.  

In spite of the fact that this little-studied region of Scotland has been largely dismissed as 

peripheral and insignificant to the wider Scottish economy, the lure of its produce, primarily 

its salmon, was sufficient to attract merchants from Aberdeen, Dundee and Edinburgh and 

it was they who, during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, managed the bulk of 

the region’s continental and coastwise trade. The fact that the early trade was dominated by 

distant merchants by no means meant all the benefits of the fishings drained away from the 

area. These merchants had strong familial, territorial and monetary connections with the 

region which strengthened ties and facilitated trade, and ensured regular and frequent 

commercial intercourse between the Moray Firth and the financial, industrial and 

commercial centres to the south. The extent and significance of the connections with 

southern merchants are explored, and there can be no doubt that their interest and 

involvement, in both trade and money-lending, had an impact on the commercial 

development of the region, and the viability of its fishings. 

 
14 RPS online: 1641/8/210 
15 Rorke, ‘Scottish overseas trade’, pp.194-5 
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Distant merchants by no means had complete control of the salmon trade throughout the 

period of study as, from the mid-seventeenth century there was considerable, and even 

pioneering, native mercantile involvement which contributed to the fortunes, and founded 

the dynasties of, a number of merchants from the southern shores of the Firth, as well as 

furthering the commercial interests of the region as a whole. Those who made up the Moray 

Firth provincial network of merchants have received little scholarly attention, and their role 

in the wider Scottish economy has been little studied. This work  merely touches the surface 

of their activities, focusing on their involvement in the salmon trade, and there is scope for 

wider research in the future.  

The merchant-tacksmen who, in the eighteenth century, succeeded these provincial 

merchants as the dominant force in the region’s salmon industry were decried by 

contemporaries as ‘Leviathans’ and ‘distant monopolisers,’ but they played a significant role 

in the commercial development of the region. They possessed the capital, knowledge and 

contacts to take advantage of the newly important English, and also colonial, markets and 

ensured regular contact with the important centres to the south. Their involvement in the 

region’s fisheries and the salmon trade secured increased income for their owners, albeit, 

ultimately, at the expense of the future of the species. 

Trading patterns have been difficult to establish but, from piecemeal sources, it has been 

possible, for the first time, to chart the nature and importance of markets at different times, 

and to identify a shift from England to the Low Countries and France, and then to southern 

Europe and the Mediterranean, and finally back to England and the Empire. This is discussed 

in Chapter Five, and prior assumptions that Scottish salmon had a virtual monopoly of this 

trade are challenged by evidence of serious competition from both Irish and trans-Atlantic 

fisheries.16 This is, of necessity, a limited picture of the trade in Moray Firth salmon across 

three centuries. Time, and limited linguistic skills, have precluded investigations in foreign 

 
16 Jackson, ‘Economy,’ p. 162 
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archives which would, no doubt, have provided rich detail regarding the nature, organisation 

and extent of the trade. Further research might indicate not merely trends in trade patterns 

but also precise reasons for the shifts in markets, and it might also reveal the relative 

importance of Scottish salmon vis-à-vis that of the country’s competitors. Further research 

into Scottish communities in key salmon markets Dieppe, Livorno and Bilbao might also 

reveal the role of Scottish factors in the salmon trade. There is scope for much more work to 

be done in this connection. 

This thesis demonstrates the value and importance of the salmon fishing industry of the 

inner Moray Firth region not only to the national economy but also to the locality. While it 

is impossible to measure definitively the impact of the salmon industry on the society and 

economy of this region, this study has demonstrated that it was a central feature, and was 

probably proportionately more important in the commercial development of that region than 

it was in many, perhaps all, other regions of Scotland. From the earliest times exports were 

substantial and Watson found that salmon formed the region’s dominant export until at least 

the mid-seventeenth century.17 Earnings from salmon fishings contributed substantially to 

monastic incomes before the Reformation, and estate incomes throughout the period, and 

were particularly important in areas where land rents were low, as was the case on Highland 

estates. Rents from the region’s salmon fishings frequently amounted to more than those 

from the land. In the 1690s the sum paid for the tack (lease) of the Conon fishings was the 

largest of any on the Cromartie estate and, at the time of the OSA, the real rent of the salmon 

fishings in Speymouth parish was ‘considerably greater’ than that of the land.18 Landowners 

from Banff to Helmsdale depended on the success of their salmon fishings to service their 

debts, and even save their estates. Sir George McKenzie of Tarbat, Sir John Urquhart of 

Cromartie, David Ross of Balnagown (Conon and Cromarty Firth fishings) and the Earls of 

Sutherland (Brora, Helmsdale and Strathnaver fishings), apparently relied on the annual 

 
17 Watson, op. cit., p.179 
18 Richards and Clough, op. cit., p.28; OSA XVI p.661 
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income from their fishings to keep the wolf from the door, with income acting as a buffer in 

hard times, and collateral for loans when things got even tougher.19 The relative importance 

of the region’s salmon fishings is evident from a letter penned by Sir Hugh Campbell of 

Cawdor in 1703, in which he condemns Sir James Calder of Muirtown’s attempts to rebuild 

the village of Findhorn after it had been swept away ‘by the hand of God [the sea].’ Campbell 

believed he should ‘bear the loss’ since his building work threatened to ‘spoyle [Brodie of] 

Lethen’s fishing of nyne hundredth or a thousand punds [Scots] rent.’20 As Jackson pointed 

out, ‘it may not be true that a harbour ideal for landing salmon is bound to be poor for trade,’ 

but they were not easy partners. It is a mark of the importance of the industry to the north 

and north-east that nineteenth century harbour improvements at Aberdeen were preceded by 

extensive consultation with fishery proprietors.21  

The innovations embraced by the Firth’s proprietors and tacksmen during the eighteenth 

century ensured the industry remained relevant and important, and salmon continued to be 

‘a considerable article’ of the region’s trade.22 In 1773, it was reported that Inverness had 

‘not much trade excepting the exportation of the salmon caught in the river, the quantity of 

which is considerable,’ and this must have contributed to its being ‘populous and flourishing’ 

20 years later.23 Salmon wealth ‘contributed towards the conspicuous consumption of the 

leading members of Aberdeen society’ and the same appears to have been true in the Moray 

Firth region.24 In the later eighteenth century income from the Duke of Gordon’s Spey 

fishings almost certainly helped to fund the building of Gordon Castle and the rebuilding of 

Fochabers (Moray), at a time when his income from other sources was often found wanting, 

and the ‘very handsome revenue’ that the Duff family received from their Deveron fishings 

 
19NRS: GD305/1/139/7, 8, 9, GD305/1/153/10, GD305/1/149/164; Fraser-Mackintosh, Antiquarian notes 

(1865) p.59; Fraser, Sutherland, II, pp.158, 174, 179, 182; Beaton, ‘Bighouse,’ pp.165, 170; Graham-Stewart, 

op. cit., pp.34, 113.  
20 Innes, Thanes of Cawdor, p.398. 
21 Jackson, ‘Economy,’ p.163; Papers relative to the projected improvements of the harbour of Aberdeen 

(Montrose, 1810) 
22 Shaw, op. cit., p.174; Watson, op. cit., p.179 
23 Reports from committees 1785-1786 Appx. 22; Lettice, op. cit., p.361 
24 Ditchburn, ‘Salmon, salt and internationalisation’, p.58 
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undoubtedly contributed to the construction of their William Adam-designed home, Duff 

House, in the 1730s, and the foundation of the Earl of Fife’s planned village of Macduff 

(Banffshire).25  

The nature of the ownership of salmon fisheries did mean that the main local beneficiaries 

of this flourishing industry were the select group of proprietors, but Smout was incorrect in 

his assertion that salmon was not ‘the means of greatly increasing the prosperity’ of salmon 

exporting burghs.26 Salmon fisheries played a considerable part in the wider economy, were 

‘a major source of employment,’ and ‘underpinned the economy of a number of coastal 

burghs’ such as medieval Aberdeen, where, as Gemmill and Mayhew assert, they assumed 

an importance in the ‘commercial life of the burgh which it would be difficult to 

overestimate.’27 Although seasonal, the fisheries of the region were important sources of 

employment, and many fishers relied on their salmon income to pay their rents.28 In the 

1760s Pococke noted that both Thurso and Fochabers were ‘chiefly supported’ by the salmon 

fisheries in their local rivers and there is evidence that local suppliers may have built their 

businesses around servicing the Spey fishings.29 At the time of the OSA, upwards of 130 men 

were employed in the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fisheries, and 80-100 in the Deveron fishings, 

quite apart from female packers, couriers etc.30 The contribution of these two fisheries to the 

local economy was celebrated in Souter’s account of the agriculture of Banff (1812): 

Beside the great amount of their produce, the maintenance and remuneration of 

the fishers, the employment of the makers of nets and boats upon the rivers, the 

building of ships and support of the sailors therein employed for carrying the 

 
25Taylor, Wild black region; OSA XVI p.50 
26 Smout, Scottish trade p.224 
27 Coull, ‘Salmon-fishing,’ p.35; Summers, ‘Salmon fishing,’ p. 350; Gemmill and Mayhew, op. cit., p.306  
28 Memorial Innes v. Thomas Calder c1701; Decisions of the Court of Session. XIII (Edinburgh, 1803). 

NRS: GD94/209, GD44/40/6/1, GD44/43/8; NSA Elginshire p. 120 
29 Pococke, op. cit.,pp.134, 192; AJ 10.11.1783 
30 OSA XVI pp.84-5, XVI p.50 
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fish to the stalls in the various markets of London, are of the first consideration 

[so these fisheries are] both of the first importance.31 

The inner Moray Firth was far from being the peripheral region which many have 

dismissed it as, and it was certainly not immune to outside influences. The early involvement 

of merchants from outside the region would have had a significant impact on the commercial 

development of the region, and the ascendancy of the London market had a significant effect, 

not only on the fisheries, but also on local communities. The importance of outside 

influences on the commercial exploitation of the salmon fisheries of the Moray Firth is 

evident, and the fortunes of men such as Richardson, Burnet, Forbes and Hogarth benefitted 

substantially from their involvement (Appendix C). However, their involvement contributed 

substantially to the commercial development of the region too. The skilled ‘strangers’ they 

employed, and the smacks and sloops which regularly passed to and fro, strengthened links 

with commercial centres north and south of the border, and encouraged further trade and 

traffic. By the end of the century, it was claimed that, in addition to ships plying a regular 

trade to Leith and Aberdeen, Findhorn possessed four vessels of between 90 and 130 tons 

employed in the London trade alone and, combined with those from Cromarty and Inverness, 

London bound ships sailed from the Firth daily during the fishing season, and no less 

frequently then every three to five weeks throughout the year.32 Furthermore, for some 

merchant-tacksmen, involvement in salmon fisheries served as a basis for expanding their 

interests into other commercial ventures. The final decades of the eighteenth century saw 

several key players take over from lairds and factors as managers of, or contractors for, sea 

fisheries in the north of Scotland, with many possessing interests in white, herring and lobster 

fishing, whaling and also kelp production (Appendix C).33 Their salmon fishing interests 

 
31 David Souter, General view of the agriculture of the county of Banff (Edinburgh, 1812), p.62 
32 Grant and Leslie, op. cit., pp.148-150 
33 Coull, Sea fisheries pp.47-8, 63, 85; Malcolm Gray, ‘National rivalries in the North Sea herring fishery 1790-

1914,’ Northern Studies (1990)l 27, pp.23-34, p.26; Gray, Fishing industries, pp.27-29, 31-40; Fall, 

Observations, pp.25-6 
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provided a firm basis for their development of these other fisheries. There was however, 

ultimately, a price to pay for these developments. It was not only with hindsight that there 

was an awareness that the ‘unremitting assiduity’ with which the monopolisers fished 

threatened, ‘a greater destruction of the species,’ which might in turn lead to ‘the entire 

extinction of this important branch of national industry.’34 Fisheries may have been 

developed and more profitable, but beneficiaries of these improvements did not include the 

salmon species. However valuable the various changes and developments which occurred 

over the course of the study may have been to individual, commercial fisheries, and to the 

economy of the region, they were not without a cost to communities, to other proprietors, 

and to the salmon breed. The long-term cost of a successful eighteenth salmon fishery must 

have been considerable. 

This original research appraises in detail, for the first time, the nature, organisation and 

management of a significant, yet historiographically neglected, industry during a period in 

which it has hitherto been overlooked. This study demonstrates that salmon from the Moray 

Firth (as a region also generally overlooked by scholars) was, from an early date, a key 

commodity for local and more distant merchants, and contributed substantially to the 

commercial development of the area. Furthermore, it identifies that while there was 

continuity in the salmon fishing industry, with no marked developments in legislation or 

fishing methods prior to 1800, this was not a static industry with limited potential. Changes 

in ownership, management and markets were integral features of the industry throughout the 

period, and by 1800 new preservation techniques had been embraced, and fisheries were 

developed to maximise their potential. The salmon fishing industry was resilient, enduring 

and, far from being a marginal activity in a peripheral zone, contributed substantially not 

only to the economy of the inner Moray Firth region, but to the country as a whole. 

 
34 Walker, ‘Natural history,’ p.371; Mackenzie, View of salmon fishery (1860), p.6. 
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Appendix A: Supplication regarding Sunday salmon fishing 

Petition dated c. September 16301:  

‘Soverane Lord and estaitis of this present parliament Unto your Maiestie and Lordships 

humblie meanis and schawis We your Maiesties subiectis and lorships servitors The Erles 

of Caithnes Sutherland Murray and Dunfermling. The Lords Sinclair Gray Ogilvie Lovatt 

and baillies of the burrowes of Perthe Dundie Aberdein Montrois Banff Invernes and Forres 

Nairne Invernes [sic]…gap in printed text…And remanent heritors of Salmound fischengs 

within this realme  

THAT quhair it hes bein and continuall forme and consuetude inviolablie observit in all 

ages bygane alsweill in tyme of poperie as since the reformatioun of religioun That salmond 

fischengis he bene labouret fischeit and occupyit on the sabboth day alsweill as ony uther 

weik day or tyd Nevertheles as we ar informeit Thair is ane petitioun gevin in or to be gevin 

in To your Majesty and Lordships Desyring us to be dischargeit from labouring our salmond 

fischengis upon the waters of Tay Die Don Spey Findorne…gap in printed text…And all 

other salmond fischengis within this kingdome, on the sabboth day in tyme cuming. Quhilk 

aucht not to be hard nor grantit for the ressones and causses following. 

In the first Because this being ane petitioun tuiching us in the heretable richt and 

consuetude of fischengis of our wateris we aucht to have bene speciallie and lawfullie cited 

befoir ony such thing suld have bene agreit quhilk is not done as yit. 

Secundlie if we had bene cited as we ar not pleas yor Majestie and Estaitis understand 

that salmond fischeing indures but for ane seasone of the year So that if the fischeing on the 

Sabboth day was dischargit The sext part of the haill rent and commoditie of Salmond 

fischeingis suld be impairit and diminischeit to the wreck and undoeing of us the heritors of 

Salmond fischeingis As lykewayes to the hinderance of the sext pairt of the merchant tred in 

that kind both outward and inward. 

Thirdlie Salmond fischeing on the Sabboth Day hes ever bein accomptit ane work of 

necessitie insuafar as the fischeing indures onlie for a certane seasone of the year if we suld 

be restraint from working and fischeing on the sabboth day These fischeis suld escaip thame 

far up the watteris and never cum in our way agane And thairby we the proprietors and our 

tenentis suld resave verie great loss since ordinarlie it falls out that the sabboth dayis 

fischeing is the best days fischeingis in all the weik And if the fisches suld escaip and go up 

the wateris then troncers and other deboschit people suld tak thame and sell thame in brouster 

 
1 ACL I, pp. 334-337 
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hous And nane of tham suld be barellit or put in use for tred or for advancement of his 

Maiesties custome. 

Fourtlie Schippis turn out of harberies warkis out of Coilheuches Salt panis and utheris 

of that kind making turning and drying of malt have ever bene hitherto tollerat on the sabboth 

day as warkis of necessitie And salmond fischeing on the Sabboth day is ane work of als 

great necessitie as ony of thais baith in respect of the nature of that kind of fischeing, the 

benefite off the owneris of the wateris, the standing of the burrowis and the interest of the 

tred of merchandice. 

Lastlie in the generall assemblie at Aberdein in the year of God 1616 a grievance being 

gevin in be sum of the Ministeris that the sabboth war prophanit and broken be fischeris and 

workeris of salmond fischeingis on the sabboth day The mater being agitat and reasonit at 

great length pro et contra The Erle of Montrois commissioner for his maiestie being thair 

present assistit be dyvers lordis of his Maiesties most honorable privie counsall and many 

barones and commissioners of burrowes It was fund That salmond fischeing on the sabboth 

day had been ever tollerat and invoilablie observit throw out this haill kingdome in all tyme 

bygane as being ane work of necessitie And thairfoir micht be tollerat in tyme cuming And 

desyreing the ministers not to quarrel censure nor cry out aganes the same in tyme thairefter. 

Lykas sensyne thair hes never bene ony impediment not motioun maid for interrupting or 

dischareing salmond fischeing on the sabboth day Till now that sum out of thair awin greed 

for thair awin privat order have walknit this business ffor the quhilkes and mony other 

ressones The said petitioun aucht not to be grantit Nor the said labouring of the said salmond 

fischeing dischargeit on the sabboth day in tyme cuming Bot be continewit in tyme cuming 

according to use and wont. 

Heirfore we maist humblie beseik your maiestie and Lordships to have respect heirto And 

to the great los hurt damage and skaith That we and all uthers that hes salmond fischeing 

within this realm will sustain if the labouring of the said  salmond fischeing salbe dischargeit 

on the sabboth day in tyme cuming And thairfoir that your maiestie and Lordships wald be 

graciouslie pleisit not to heir nor grant ony petitioun gevin in or to be gevin in for staying 

and dischareing of the labouring of the said salmond fischeing on the sabboth day But to 

suffer and permit the labouring thairof on the sabboth day to continew in tyme cuming as 

hes done in tyme bygane but stope trouble or impediment That no pairtie nor persones having 

salmond fischeing be hurt nor prejudiced be that novatioun quhilk is desyreit contrair to all 

equitie and ressone And if this mater be insistit and urgit We humlie desire that our advocattis 

be hard to reasone thairin And ane tyme appoyntit to that effect. 
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Appendix B: Poaching methods and equipment  

 

Fig. 10: Blazing the water ˗ from R McIan, Gaelic gatherings or the Highlanders at home, on the heath, the 

river and the loch (London, 1848) 

Blazing the water 

Blazing the water involved the spearing of salmon on their spawning grounds, or redds, 

in close time, with the use of lighted torches. It was a particularly destructive form of 

poaching as it targeted the fish before they had been able to breed, and captured them when 

they were at their weakest and most vulnerable, as well as being at their least wholesome 

and palatable. Practised hands were said to find a female in the act of spawning and to spear 

the males, in succession, as they approached to fertilise the ova.2  

 Blazing has been frequently documented in a Scottish context although it was by no 

means exclusively a Scottish activity and the fishing of spawning grounds by torchlight on 

winter evenings was a common practice in England, Wales, Ireland, France and Germany. 

and the use of lights to catch fish at night was a worldwide practice.3 The night’s haul of fish 

could be considerable but, as noted in Chapter One, this was not the main goal. Although a 

form of poaching, blazing the water was almost universally regarded as a sport and the 

purpose was to enjoy a night of companionable activity and inebriation.  

Although not exclusive to Scotland, blazing had a long and enduring history there. It was 

a common pastime as early as 1579 and in 1836 Thomas Tod Stoddart described blazing in 

 
2 Scrope, op. cit., p.16 
3 Netboy, Atlantic salmon p.235; Jones, Confessions; Netboy, Harassed fish p.63; N.O., op. cit., p.169; Reports 

from Committees 1824; Duhamel du Monceau, op. cit.; von Buch, op. cit., pp.350-351; von Brandt, op. cit.; 

Hoffmann, ‘Medieval fishing,’ p.346  
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Scotland as ‘a practice permitted by immemorial usage.’4 The activity frequently attracted 

comment from visitors, with Franck writing of it as a ‘barbarous practice’ in 1658, and the 

Rev James Hall documenting the practice in detail in 1807 (see below).5 Blazing, and 

poaching using leisters and cleeks at any time of day, was widespread throughout Scotland. 

In northern Scotland there is evidence of ‘blazing’ on the Spey and Findhorn and their 

tributaries, on the west coast in Lochaber, and the OSA account for Ruthven (Angus) supplies 

a superb account of ‘black fishing’ and blazing on the River Isla.6 For Strathspey residents 

the killing salmon in forbidden time ‘by blazes and spears’ was a common activity in the 

1750s, and it survived there, albeit possibly intermittently, until at least the 1890s.7 This 

account by Rev James Hall is a vivid and evocative description of blazing the water on the 

Spey in 1807 : 

When it grows dark, at or near a shallow part of the river, where, during 

November, December and part of January, the fish are generally busy in making 

a bed for their spawn, four or five people meet, and having stripped the lower 

part of their body naked, and having a strong barbed hook, with a long handle, 

one carrying a large torch of lighted fir, split from the roots of trees found in 

moss, they instantly rush into the water, where the fish are busy and, while the 

fish know not what to do, astonished at the sudden light, many of them are killed 

with the long barbed hooks. In many places of the Spey this is generally repeated 

several times of an evening; nay sometimes, now and then from four or five 

(o’clock), when it grows dark, till day light next morning…It will appear a 

strange amusement, in a cold winter evening, to wade up to the neck in water 

and pieces of ice, yet…those who once begin this amusement generally grow 

fond of it... It is true, this is most frequently done by young men, but it is (also) 

true that men of fifty, sixty or even seventy…come for miles in the coldest 

evenings, even in the midst of frost and snow, not so much for the profit as the 

pleasure this amusement affords.8 

Others provide similar accounts and common to them all is frantic activity, excitement, 

and a touch of danger, as ‘celebrated’ in the poem ‘Burning the Water’ or ‘The Leisterer’s 

Song’ by the ambivalent Mr. Stoddart.9 He wrote of the effect of torches (see below), the 

 
4 Stoddart Art of angling p.96; RPS online: 1579/10/42 
5 Franck, op. cit., p.171.  
6 McIan, Gaelic gatherings p.187; St John, Wild sports pp.68-70; Fittis, op. cit., p.100;OSA XIII pp.601-2 
7 Grant v Gordon; Purves, ‘Salmon leistering,’ p.37 
8  Hall, Travels pp.423-4 
9 Thomas Tod Stoddart, Songs and poems in three parts (Edinburgh, 1839), pp.93-4 and Angling songs 

(London, 1889), pp.316-8 
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‘strong intermixture of voices’ and ‘the rapid plunge of a leister from the arm of a brawny 

shepherd,’ followed by scrambling, chaos, extinguished lights and duckings in the stream.10 

The timing of the sessions was the same, always in the close season, and often at the time of 

the harvest, or ‘go-harvest.’11  The wearing of old or women’s clothes and the blackening of 

faces were important elements of blazing sessions in accounts from other regions of the 

British Isles, and it is perhaps significant that the traditional Celtic festival of Samhain, which  

took place at a similar time to blazing activities (31 October to 1 November), also involved 

the lighting of fires and guising (dressing up).12 This possible connection is worthy of further 

investigation. 

Although Stoddart classed salmon leistering as ‘amongst the amusements of the lower 

orders in Scotland,’ the truth is that blazing parties might involve as many as thirty men of 

all types, from shepherds to gentlemen and preachers and, whilst most were drawn from the 

neighbourhood, some would ‘walk many miles over heather hills to enjoy a night’s 

leistering.’13 This was perhaps predominantly a young man’s activity, as McIan says, ‘like 

all such exhilarating sports, the young are greatly pleased when engaged in it,’ and become 

‘dextrous salmon spearers,’ but Stoddart, in agreement with Hall, stated a typical party 

included old men of threescore alongside boys in their earliest teens and there was an evident 

willingness to make long treks to participate in a blazing session, possibly as spectators, even 

by men of mature years.14 This was very much a male preserve, women were excluded as 

they ‘hae aye sic lang tongues.’15 In some localities the participants were described as of  

desperate, or ‘determined character, (so) no one who values a whole head and unbroken 

bones would venture to molest them,’ for fear of a ducking or worse if they interfered. 16 The 

blazing squads would certainly have put up a fight if challenged but there is no evidence that 

threatening behaviour and intimidation were part of their modus operandi, at least in rural 

Scotland. Action was occasionally taken against ‘blazers’ in the courts and, in 1705, a group 

of men appeared before the regality court of Grant ‘for abusing the laird of Grant’s currock 

fishing upon Spey by ther blaseing of the water in the summer-time taking of salmon,’ and 

the perpetrators were fined.17 Frequently, however, proprietors were sympathetic or even 

involved and were said to ‘wink at their tenants for destroying as many of (the spawning 

 
10 Stoddart, Art of angling, pp.98-9 
11 ‘Go-harvest’ was the term used for the period from end of harvest until the beginning of winter.  
12 McIan, Gaelic gatherings, p.187; Jones, Confessions pp.35-45; ‘Burning the water’, p.50; Purves, ‘Salmon 

leistering’, p.41 
13 James Hogg, the Ettrick shepherd, was a key player in Borders blazings. Stoddart, Art of angling pp.96-102; 

Hall, Travels pp.423-4; Purves ‘Salmon leistering’, p.38 
14 Hall, ibid; McIan, Gaelic gatherings p.187; Stoddart, Art of angling, p.97 
15 Agricola, op. cit., p.50 
16 Scrope, op. cit., p.201; McIan Gaelic gatherings p.187; St John, Wild sports pp.86-8 
17 Cramond, Regality of Grant p.19 
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salmon) as they can.’18 There is little evidence of attempts to combat the problem on a large 

scale in the inner Moray Firth and it was asserted that, by the 19 th century, it ‘was no rare 

thing in a northern Scottish magistrate’ not only to be reluctant to prosecute, but also to 

actively encourage poaching.19 

Throughout the period of study and beyond, blazings were eagerly anticipated, and 

enthusiastically participated in, and they proved hard to eradicate. Despite his 

acknowledgement of the fact that it was ‘greatly prejudicial’ to the increase of the breed, 

Stoddart refused to condemn blazing ‘without very solid reasons,’ it being a ‘practice 

permitted by immemorial usage.’20 During the nineteenth century blazing remained a 

common activity on Perthshire rivers and the Tweed and, in the 1890s, it was declared to be 

‘too deeply ingrained in the national character to be lost.’21 Examples of surviving salmon 

spears, or leisters, dating from the twentieth century, and a ‘legal’ version of the activity 

described in the 1930s by H V Morton, are testament to its enduring appeal and anecdotal 

evidence suggests blazing may be practised yet in some form.22  

Poaching equipment 

Blazing the water was by far the best-known method of poaching in Scotland and lights 

were essential for these sessions. Poaching was generally a night-time activity, and this 

seems logical for the pursuit of an illegal activity, but it seems that salmon fishing was, in 

general, better at night since the fish were frequently frightened off by the sight of fishers 

and equipment during daylight hours (Appendix D). The use of lights to catch fish at night 

was a worldwide practice and blazing torches were frequently employed.23 The torches used 

in blazing the water in Scotland might, at their most basic, be resinous fir roots, but iron 

cages or cruisies were sometimes employed, fitted to poles and packed with resin or pitch-

soaked materials such as wood, flax, dried heather, birch bark, broom, sacking or old rope.24 

Stoddart describes the effect of  torchlight vividly:  

The torches, with crimson flare, searching the hill-walled heaven, and hurrying 

in all directions, fire and shadow over a dark mass of waters…One who has not 

witnessed it will be surprised at the effect of a torch held over a stream during a 

 
18 Hall, Travels, p.422.  
19 Mackenzie, View of salmon fishery (1860), p.143; Reports from committees 1824 p.57 
20 Stoddart, Art of angling p.96 
21 Fittis, op. cit., p.101; Scrope, op. cit., pp.200-7; Purves, ‘Salmon leistering,’ p. 37  
22Alexander Fenton, Scottish salmon fishing spears (Edinburgh, n.d) p.3. H V Morton, In Scotland again. 

(London, 1933), pp.70-72 
23 von Buch, op. cit., pp.350-351; von Brandt, op. cit.  
24 Rev Charles Rogers, Social life of Scotland from early to recent times (Edinburgh, 1884/6) II, p.316; 

Stoddart, Art of angling p 97; Scrope, op. cit., pp.210, 247 
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dark night…it is astonishing: every pebble is revealed, every fish rendered 

visible even in places where the water is some fathoms deep.25  

There are mixed views as to whether the salmon were attracted to the lighted torch or alarmed 

by it, but the effectiveness of lights was evident and the 1828 Salmon Fisheries (Scotland) 

Act  specifically prohibited ‘the use of lights to assist in killing fish.’  

 

Fig. 11: Salmon leister and torch used in ‘Blazing the water,’ River Tay 

© Hunter Charitable Trust. Licensor www.scran.ac.uk 

In the headwaters of Highland streams it was probably most common for poachers to 

wade into the water or fish from the bank, depending on the nature and state of the river, but 

boats or currachs were sometimes used. If attempted single-handedly, operating currach and 

spear could be a perilous activity and the author of ‘Mo soiraidh gu Lochaidh’ described the 

bravery of a currach leisterer on the Lochy as surpassing that of men on the battlefield.26 

Leisters, although widely associated with poaching, were used legitimately, even in 

commercial fisheries (see Appendix D). Crafted by the local blacksmith or the spearman 

himself they varied enormously, and, in advance of a blazing session these would be honed 

and repaired, as described by Stoddart: ‘for several days previous, the blacksmiths miles 

about, are employed in sharpening up and repairing the leisters or salmon spears, which are 

commonly three or four pronged, and have slender shafts formed of ash or fir.’27  In fact, the 

spears might have had any number of iron prongs ranging between 1 and 7,  and these were 

generally barbed to prevent the fish slipping off. A fine collection of these spear heads is 

 
25 Stoddart, Art of angling pp.98-99 
26 Thornton, Sporting tour, p.202; James McDonald, ‘Mo soiraidh gu Lochaidh’ in William D Campbell, The 

raid on Albyn: a historic poem. (Edinburgh, 1854), pp.96-99 
27 Stoddart, Art of angling p.97 

http://www.scran.ac.uk/
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located in the Highland Folk Museum in Newtonmore, with one of the largest examples 

below (see also Fig. 19, Appendix D).  

 

Fig. 12:  Large salmon leister from a collection at the Highland Folk Museum, High Life Highland 

The scale in Fig. 12 is 10cm and it evident that some of these spear heads would have 

been very heavy, and furthermore would have been attached to a pole of up to 16 feet long 

(c.5 metres), apparently, the maximum depth that fish can be spotted in clear water. Large 

leisters look more like garden forks than fishing equipment and would have taken 

considerable strength to carry and use. Poachers sometimes carried spear heads to the 

riverside and cut the shaft on site since they were more easily transported and concealed in 

this manner.28 Some spears were also adapted for throwing, with a rope attached to retrieve 

the catch and the spear, and Fenton believes this is likely to have been a later innovation.29 

Leisters would have taken considerable strength to use skilfully and the activity could be 

dangerous. Novices frequently provided entertainment for blazing squads as they missed 

their prey, and their footing, and ended the night soaked to the skin. Stoddart recognised that 

leisterers needed to allow for ‘the refractory nature of the water,’ which varied with its depth, 

and success depended on a careful eye and a practised hand.30 

Leisters were used for day-time poaching in remote areas too. Members of Clan Allan in 

Strathavon, Banffshire, reputedly took their leisters with them to church on Sundays, fished 

in the Avon on the way, left them propped against the church during the service, and resumed 

their activities on the homeward journey.31  

 
28 Cornish, op. cit., p.16; Sutherland Salmon book p.99 
29 Fenton Salmon fishing spears p.3; Scrope, op. cit.  
30 Stoddart, Art of angling p.101 
31 Glenmore, Highland legends 2nd ed. (Edinburgh, 1859), pp.92-3 
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The damage to the fish caused by leisters was considerable and it would have been 

difficult to sell them legitimately, or to store, and family and friends were probably the main 

beneficiaries. Other methods such as the gaff or cleek and various combinations of poles and 

hooks are reported to have been used by poachers in the region on the Spey, at the falls of 

Kilmorack on the River Beauly, and as seen at Glenmoriston (see Appendix D and Fig. 13).32 

Rod and line were frequently associated with poachers, used not with flies but heavy rake 

hooks that were dragged along the river-bed. An account of a fisher on the River Dochart 

near Killin describes this method: 

(The fisher) had a strong rod about four fathom in length. His line was wound 

on a wooden reel, being a rope somewhat thicker than a penny cord. To this was 

attached an iron hook as big as one’s hand, and he used more than a pound of 

lead as a plummet to sink his hook in the water….After he perceived by his 

plummet that the hook had reached the bottom he drew it forth again with a 

sudden jerk…and he told us he seldom dropped a dozen times without catching 

(a salmon).33 

However exaggerated this account may be, such poaching equipment was seldom subtle and 

would have been difficult to conceal ̠  perhaps an indication of the fact that concealment was 

either not necessary, or at least not a priority in Scotland at this period.  

More subtle and less destructive methods such as nets were also used, as were branches 

placed strategically on the rocks beside waterfalls to catch the fish which had failed to make 

the leap. Also employed at waterfalls were mudballs. At the time of the OSA the fishers on 

the Ericht in Perthshire made up balls of mud, known as drumuck, dried them out, and threw 

them into the river at the base of the falls there to muddy the waters, making the fish easier 

to catch.34 Reduced visibility has been demonstrated to curb leaping activity at falls and 

obstructions and these mudballs would have served to reduce visibility still further in what 

was already disturbed water.35 This may have been a widespread practice as, in Moray, 

David Miller, one of a group of men accused of killing black fish on the Earl of Moray’s 

Darnaway (Findhorn) fishings in 1730, confessed to killing fish with ‘waterballs,’ and it 

 
32 Alexander Fenton, ‘Fish traps, spears and poaching’, in Coull, Fenton, Veitch, op. cit., pp.124-132, p.130; 

Grant and Leslie, op. cit., p.231-2; Donald Sage, Memorabilia domestica: or parish life in the north of Scotland 

(Wick, 1889) pp.90-91 
33 W A(nderson), Journal pp.75-6 
34 OSA XII, p.122 
35 T A Stuart, The leaping behaviour of salmon and trout at falls and obstructions (Edinburgh, 1962) 
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seems likely he was using the same method as used at the Falls of Ericht at the esses, or 

waterfalls, on that stretch of the river.36  

Poaching equipment was by no means limited to these methods, and it was claimed that 

‘Pitchforks, rakes and even scythes suffice to destroy (the fish), as well as instruments of 

destruction especially manufactured for the purpose.’37 Skill was not always involved and 

when fish were numerous, women were said to be able to scoop up fish with blankets and 

sheets and numerous basket work contrivances were also used. A large display of confiscated 

poaching tools appeared at the International Fisheries Exhibition in 1883, with examples 

appearing in the Illustrated London News, and the number and range was said to be 

staggering. 38 There was, and probably is, no end to the levels of ingenuity applied to the 

snatching of the ‘King of Fish.’ 

 
36 MHC: ZEMm B32/730/11.  
37 A E Gathorne-Hardy, The salmon (London, 1898), p.162 
38 Ibid. 
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Appendix C: Principal merchants and tacksmen of salmon fishings in the 

region 

Arbuthnot James Arbuthnot of Dens (1741-1823) and Thomas Arbuthnot of 

Innervidie and Nether Kinmundy (1739-1808).  

  James and Thomas, along with Robert Arbuthnot of Haddo-Rattray, were 

cousins of varying degrees, and also related to Alexander Pope’s 

correspondent, Dr John Arbuthnot, and Robert Arbuthnot (d.1741), a 

Jacobite banker in Rouen.  

  James and Thomas Arbuthnot were Peterhead-based merchants with 

salmon, and other fishing and whaling, interests across the north and off 

the west coast of Scotland in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries. They took leases of salmon fishings or entered into contracts 

with tacksmen for exclusive supply of fish, on the rivers Hope, Laxford, 

Ugie, Ness, Spey, Shin and Lord Reay’s Sutherland fishings. Andrew 

Wight, writing of Peterhead in 1784, stated that, ‘the Arbuthnots…and 

others, very spirited men, enter deep into trade, particularly in the salmon 

and cod fishing.’ Their ‘extensive connections with the branch elsewhere,’ 

made it viable for them to lease the less than lucrative, but local, Ugie 

fishings for many years. By the early nineteenth century they were also 

partners in the Aberdeen Commercial Banking Co. 

  In 1783, James and Thomas, along with Aberdeen merchant William 

Forbes (later ‘of Echt’) to whom they were related by marriage, took on 

the lease of the Duke of Gordon’s Castle Shot fishing on the Ness and, as 

Forbes and Arbuthnot of Aberdeen, they had a 21-year lease of Shin 

fishings from 1790. Forbes was also a partner in the Aberdeen Commercial 

Banking Co. alongside the Arbuthnots. 

  During the 1780s, James, Thomas and William Forbes became partners 

with George Hogarth of Marshall Meadow in the salmon fishing company 

Forbes, Hogarth and Co. (see separate entry). In 1791 this Company 

reached an agreement with John Richardson and Co. to obtain leases of 

salmon fishings in the rivers Ness and Conon, and coastal stell fishings, 

for their mutual advantage in the salmon fishing trade,  and, by 1811 this 
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partnership held the lower Ness and cruive fishings and the Redcastle stell 

on the Beauly Firth.  

  In 1803 Forbes, Hogarth and Co. took on the lease of the Duke of Gordon’s 

Spey fishings,  renewed in 1816, and had interests in other fishings in the 

region during the 1810s and 1820s. Descendants of this generation of 

Arbuthnots (Robert and George) continued in this partnership until it was 

dissolved in December 1831, and, in the 1850s the Arbuthnots held 

fishings on the lower Findhorn, alongside, but separately from, Forbes, 

Hogarth and Co. 

  James and Thomas Arbuthnot were also involved in cod fishing off 

Peterhead and were repeatedly awarded cod premiums by the Trustees for 

Fisheries and Manufactures during the 1770s-1790s, probably facilitated 

by their cousin Robert who was Secretary to the Board of Trustees. They 

were almost certainly the ‘merchants of Peterhead’ who along with some 

men from Aberdeen had ‘made considerable profit ‘ from white fishing off 

the Hebrides noted by White in 1791, and they also entered into contracts 

with the white and lobster fishermen of Sutherland and were involved in 

kelp production. Both Thomas and James had links with John Burnet jr. 

and owed him money at the time of his death.  

  Sources: Talbott, ‘An alliance ended?’; Mrs P S-M Arbuthnot, Memories 

of the Arbuthnots of Kincardineshire and Aberdeenshire (London, 1920); 
Grant, ‘Landlords and land management’; White, Observations; OSA; 

Aberdeen Journal; Caledonian Mercury; Prize essays Highland Society II; 
Wight, State of husbandry; Scots Magazine; London Gazette; NRS: 

GD44/22/32/3; GD44/35/7/2; GD44/35/8/23; MHC: ZBFoA37/1/68; 

National Archives PROB 11/1132/28; PA:  MS101/Bundle 32. 

Arbuthnot, Robert 1728-1803, 2nd of Haddo-Rattray, merchant of Peterhead, husband of 

Mary, daughter of John Urquhart of Craigston and Cromarty (1759) 

 Robert was a cousin of James Arbuthnot of Dens and Thomas Arbuthnot 

of Innervidie and Nether Kinmundy, and a relative of Alexander Pope’s 

correspondent, Dr John Arbuthnot, and Robert Arbuthnot (d. 1741), a 

Jacobite banker in Rouen. He was a founding member of the Highland 

Society and Secretary to the Board of Trustees for Fisheries and 

Manufactures in Scotland from at least 1760.  
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 He spent his early career as a merchant but later moved to Edinburgh 

where, with James Guthrie, he formed the partnership of Arbuthnot and 

Guthrie, merchants and bankers. They invested in various enterprises 

including the Polton paper mill near Montrose, and leased the Brora, 

Helmsdale, Naver and Torrisdale salmon fishings in the 1760s. As 

merchants, this company continued its interest in fishings, supplying salt 

to the Duke of Gordon for his Spey fishings in 1770 and, in 1771 dealt 

with the sale of salmon from Sutherland and Peterhead fishings in 

connection with John Richardson. On 1 June 1772 the Company fell victim 

to ‘Black Monday’ and collapsed, along with several other Scottish banks. 

 Sources: Talbott, ‘Alliance ended?’; Arbuthnot, Memories of the 

Arbuthnots; Frederick Martin, Stories of banks and bankers (London, 

1865); Prize essays Highland Society II; Robertson, Tay fisheries and ‘Tay 

fisheries’; NLS: Dep 313/724; NRS: GD44/52/110/1 

Berry, William  Cooper, and burgess of Berwick from 1773, he served his apprenticeship 

with John Steavenson.  

 In August 1781, Berry was in correspondence with the Duke of Gordon’s 

factor regarding the purchasing of the fresh salmon from the Duke’s Spey 

fishings the following year for kitting. In partnership with Anthony 

Forster, also a Berwick cooper, Berry took over the boiling house at 

Portsoy in 1782 (formerly possessed by the bankrupt James Robertson and 

Co.), where they processed the Spey, and some of the Deveron, fish for 

just one year. 

 Berry continued in the salmon trade and in 1785, along with James Bell, 

Berwick cooper, he applied unsuccessfully for the lease of the Perth 

fishings. In 1791 the pair agreed with John Richardson that they would 

obtain the leases of any Tay fishings which fell vacant, acquiring, in 1800, 

the lease of Lord Wemyss’s Tay fishings. Berry was working some of the 

Conon fishings by 1801 (possibly as sub-tacksman of John Richardson), 

and in 1805 he acquired the Conon fishings which had previously leased 

to bankrupt Berwick merchant Thomas Hall. He was a founder member of 

the Tweed Commission (1807), and either he, or his son, was acting as 

manager and tacksman of the Beauly fishings in 1824.   

 The influence of Berwick coopers was very strong in the region and several 

of Berry’s contemporaries also became involved in the salmon trade in the 
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Moray Firth region as merchants and/or tacksmen, namely George 

Hogarth, John Steavenson, James Landles, and Philip Redpath.  

 Sources: Roll of the burgesses; Balfour, ‘It will be opposed’; Reports 

1824; NRS: GD44/43/259, GD44/43/271, GD44/43/267, GD44/43/265, 
GD44/43/272, GD44/43/269; PA: B59/25/3/122, MS101/Bundle22, 

MS101/Bundle23, MS101/Bundle 67. 

Berwick Co. The Berwick Salmon Fisheries Co. Ltd. had its origins in the Old Shipping 

Company which was founded in Berwick at some date prior to 1766. This 

Company consisted of local men, mainly coopers, who held shares in a 

small fleet of sailing vessels engaged in the London, coastal and foreign 

trade, carrying mainly salted, kitted and later ice-preserved salmon. To 

acquire salmon more cheaply and easily, the Company leased fishing 

rights on the Tweed and across Scotland.  

 Berwick cooper merchants Cockburn and Hogarth, who took on the tack 

of the Ness fishings in the 1750s, are likely to have been members of this 

Company. Although other partners were involved in this lease, namely 

John Burnet and London merchant Thomas Wilkinson, the leaseholders 

were known locally as The Berwick Co. throughout their tenure, which 

continued until the early 1790s. By the time of the OSA, along with the 

Ness fishings this Company had the tack of fishings on the Conon and 

probably also the Beauly.  

 The Berwick Company continued to be heavily involved in the salmon 

trade into the nineteenth century, and the entry in Wood’s Town Atlas from 

1828 stated,  ‘Besides the salmon taken in the Tweed, the merchants rent, 

or contract for, a great part of the salmon fishings throughout Scotland.’  

 Sources: https://www.northumberlandarchives.com/tag/berwick-record-

office/ ; OSA; Knox, British Empire, Daniel, Rural sports, Wood,  Atlas; 

Fuller, History of Berwick; Roll of the burgesses 

Brodie, Charles Merchant in Lethen and Ardersier.  

 Charles Brodie styled ‘of Ardersier,’ was the brother of Alexander Brodie 

of Lethen and a prominent local figure, being factor on the Kinsteary estate 

in the 1750s and 1760s, and councillor of Forres in the 1750s. 

 Brodie was involved in general trade and had links with shippers such as 

Crawford and Halliburton of Leith and Rotterdam in the 1730s and 1740s, 

and he engaged in continental trade out of Inverness which became his 

https://www.northumberlandarchives.com/tag/berwick-record-office/
https://www.northumberlandarchives.com/tag/berwick-record-office/
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base (although he retained a house and stores at Ardersier). Through this 

trade he was said to have become a ‘very wealthy merchant.’  

 Although his interests were not exclusively in salmon, he was tacksman of 

his brother’s Findhorn Bay fishings in the 1730s. He regularly purchased 

salmon from local fishings, including those of the Earl of Moray and Rose 

of Kilravock in the 1750s, at which date it was said he seemed ‘to have 

monopolised the enterprise of the country.’ In 1750 he entered into a joint 

venture with Gilbert Barclay, merchant in Cromarty, shipping 120 barrels 

of salmon, probably to Flanders. This relationship seems to have gone 

awry however since, in 1754, he threatened action against the magistrates 

of Elgin for allowing Barclay to escape from their tolbooth where he was 

detained, at his instance, on account of debts. His trading connections 

extended beyond the Firth to the north coasts of Caithness and Sutherland.  

 Sources: Bain, Nairnshire; Cramond, Records of Elgin 1; Aberdeen 
Journal; Nairnshire Telegraph; Forres Gazette; Caledonian Mercury; 

Dunbar v Lethen; Alston, My little town; A genealogical deduction of the 
family of Rose of Kilravock (Edinburgh, 1848); NRS: GD87/2/17, 

CS175/110, CS177/188; MHC: ZBFo A37/1/68.  

Burnet, John sr. Merchant and bailie of Aberdeen. He was a relative of the Burnets of Dens, 

from whom he was expected to inherit a considerable fortune, and also the 

Burnets of Leys. He was father of John Burnet jr., with whom he was later 

in partnership.  

 It was alleged that he was involved in the kidnap and transportation to 

America and the West Indies of young boys from the Aberdeen area, 

including Peter Williamson whose biography was a best-seller. These 

activities earned him the ironic nickname ‘Bonny John.’ 

 Burnet sr. was involved in money lending and banking, and engaged in 

trans-Atlantic trade, but he was also involved in the salmon trade from an 

early date, purchasing fish from Duff of Braco’s Deveron fishings, and 

also, in competition with Bailie John Steuart of Inverness, from the Earl of 

Moray and Calder of Muirtown. He later leased Dee and Deveron fishings, 

and possibly those on the lower Findhorn belonging to Brodie of Lethen, 

He was an early adopter of salmon kitting, with a boiling house in 

Aberdeen from the 1740s. At the time of his death in 1750, his assets 

included this boiling house, various cottages in Aberdeen, and a half-net 
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fishing on the Dee. He left considerable debts, partly as a result of his 

salmon coming late to the market in 1748, but also because of bad debts 

and damaged cargoes. 

 Sources: Mackay, Bailie Steuart; Caledonian Mercury; NRS: 
GD248/219/5; GD44/43/8; GD44/43/16, and 17; GD248/219/5; 

GD248/219/5; ASC: MS 3175/609, MS 3175/627 and 628, MS 3175/326 

Burnet, John jr 1729-84,  Also Burnett, and later styled ‘of Dens and Crichie.’  

 Burnet jr. was an Aberdeen merchant and son of John Burnet sr. from 

whom he took over the business in 1750, and debts amounting to £7,000 

or £8,000 which he and his brother (James?) succeeded in paying off.  

 John jr. continued with his father’s interests in the West Indies. His brother 

Theodosius was based, at least for a time, in Dominica and, through his 

brother James’s marriage, he was linked with the slave-trading Grants of 

Dalvey who also owned salmon fishings on the Findhorn. He was involved 

in the manufacture of stockings, owned a sailcloth works at Stonehaven 

and carpet factory outside Aberdeen, but his main concern was salmon 

fishing.  

 By 1758 it was stated that Burnet had ‘a tack of some salmon fishings in 

the north country’ and this certainly was the case. He was joint tacksmen 

of the Ness and Findhorn Bay fishings from the 1750s until his death, 

adding the Earl of Moray’s Findhorn fishings in the 1760s (which he held 

until at least 1782).  By 1761 he was tacksman of Ythan fishings and held 

the lease of the Bonar fishings until at least 1763 when he was considering 

renewal. It is likely that he also took on the lease of Lord Reay’s Sutherland 

fishings in 1773 when they were offered for lease. He was also a tenant of  

Dee fishings, on which river he also owned the Well fishings, and by the 

time of his death he had also become proprietor of a half-coble fishing on 

the Ness. 

 In addition to salmon from the fisheries in which he had interests Burnet 

purchased salmon from many others. He bought Deveron salmon from an 

early date, and is known to have made offers for the Conon and the 

Balnagown salmon in 1763, in which year he also expressed his 

unwillingness to buy John Munro of Newmore’s salmon because of its 

‘bad character.’ Burnet also purchased the Duke of Gordon’s Spey salmon 
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for kitting at his Findhorn boiling house in the 1760s and 1770s, and salted 

salmon for export from Caithness, Sutherland and Lord Reay’s fishings in 

the 1770s. Burnet possessed his own salmon sloop, ‘The Dolphin,’ in 

which he conveyed his salmon and which, in 1760, he advertised as 

making regular trips between Aberdeen and London on which passengers 

would also be welcome.   

 As tacksman, Burnet introduced both new fishing methods and kitting on 

the Ness and Findhorn and employed fishers from Aberdeen and Berwick 

to implement these changes. The innovations in methods were not popular 

and led to legal challenges from proprietors of other fishings. On the 

Findhorn he worked alongside both Mr (George?) Hogarth and William 

Forbes ˗ and Hogarth was manager of the kitting operations there. The 

connection continued and, at the time of his death, he was owed money by 

William Forbes and other salmon entrepreneurs Thomas and James 

Arbuthnot, partners in Forbes and Arbuthnot and later Forbes, Hogarth and 

Co. 

 Although John Burnet’s salmon fishing interests were largely focused on 

the north and north-east of Scotland he was involved on the wider stage. 

He was a correspondent of John Richardson in the 1760s, with whom he 

discussed the state of European markets, and Richardson suggested they 

might act together to buy up Irish salmon to reduce competition.  

 Burnet was described as ‘hard at a bargain’ and, in 1776, the Duke of 

Gordon was looking around for a better deal for his fish for kitting, finally 

changing his processor in 1778. He was not always honest and, in 1761, 

was found guilty of fraudulently using a branding iron bearing the letters 

ABDN for his Ythan and Findhorn fish with the intention of duping 

purchasers into believing they were buying fish from Aberdeen, which 

were always regarded as of superior quality and carried the brand ABD.  

 Burnet amassed a considerable fortune from his salmon fishing interests 

and, in 1763, was able to establish the planned village of New Crichie or 

Stuartfield in Aberdeenshire, the management of which impressed Andrew 

Wight in 1779. In spite of his flaws, Burnet left a considerable sum to the 

poor and charitable causes on his death, endowed the Burnet prize for 

religious essays and also bequeathed a substantial  amount of money to the 
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proprietors of the Ness fishings and/or their heirs. One wonders what lay 

behind this bequest, and whether proprietors in other fishings were 

similarly fortunate. This bequest was not finalised until 1823, when it was 

announced in the Inverness Courier as below: 

 ‘Whereas part of what it has pleased Providence to bestow on me in trade 

has been by advantage on a lease of the salmon fishing on the Ness, in 

which I am partner; and as Providence has made my circumstances in 

general easy, I think it fit to make payment as a present to the heritors of 

the Ness as under mentioned: 

 William Duff of Muirtown or his heirs..... £160.00 

 John Forbes of Culloden ..........................  £100.00 

 Duncan Fraser, Inverness ......................... £100.00 

 Marjory Taylor   ...................................... £100.00 

 George Baillie of Leys  ............................... £50.00 

 Heirs of William Fraser  ............................. £50.00 

 Sources: Dictionary of National Biography; NSA; Inverness Courier; 

Caledonian Mercury; Aberdeen Journal; Dunbar v Lethen; Culduthel v 

lower heritors; RCRB. VII; Macgill, Old Ross-shire; Haldane, Great 
fishmonger; Cordiner, Antiquities; Appendix 23 of 3rd report, July 1785 of 

Inquiry into the state of salmon fisheries; Court of Session decisions 1783; 
Wight, State of husbandry; NRS: GD44/43/165, GD44/43/265, 

GD44/52/110/2, GD44/52/110, GD44/52/111/1, GD23/3/49, GD23/3/47, 

GD44/43/165; MHC: ZBFo A37/1/66; HA: D538/D/5; National Archives: 

PROB 11/1132/28, PROB 11/1545/426. 

Calder, David  Cooper, son of John Calder. He was from Berwick but was based in 

Aberdeen when created burgess of his home-town on 14.9.1795. In the late 

1810s he entered partnership with James Landles, also a cooper burgess of 

Berwick, and took on the lease of the Helmsdale fishings and boiling 

house, with Calder being the man on the ground in Helmsdale. The 

partnership was not successful and by February 1821 Calder and Landles 

had been declared bankrupt, as partners and individually.  

 Sources: Roll of burgesses; Graham-Stewart, Salmon rivers; Carlisle 

Patriot; Edinburgh Magazine; Inverness Courier; London Gazette; NRS: 

CS906/2063. 
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Calder, Sir James Merchant of Elgin, later of Muirtown, Moray. Son of prominent Elgin 

merchant and provost Thomas of Sheriffmill and brother of merchant 

William Calder.  

 James Calder was prominent in the local community and served as 

councillor of Elgin, MP (1669, 70, 72, 73), and Commissioner to the 

Convention of Royal Burghs (1669, 71). He was a Commissioner for 

ensuring the enforcement of the game laws in 1680, and one of the 

Commissioners for Excise for Moray in the 1670s and 1680s, in 1681 and 

1686 being was one of three tacksmen of Customs and Excise for Scotland, 

although removed from this position in 1687. He was probably a Gaelic 

speaker as he kept a Gaelic chaplain, John Calder, c.1705. 

 In 1681, Calder’s support (probably monetary) for the Crown during the 

religiously motivated ‘late rebellion’ was acknowledged (RPS online: 

1681/7/137), although his wife, Grisel Innes, and members of his 

household were implicated as supporters of the same rebellion and 

attenders of Presbyterian Conventicles. However he was created Baronet 

in 1686, probably as a result of this support.  

 During the late seventeenth century Calder was a trading partner of 

William Duff of Inverness and William Duff of Dipple and Braco (whose 

sister Elspeth/Elizabeth, married his brother, William Calder of Spynie). 

This trio were said to have carried on ‘almost all the foreign trade north of 

Aberdeen,’ dealing in mixed goods, but particularly grain and salmon. 

William King of Newmill (Elgin) was also a frequent trading partner.  

 Calder was a money lender on quite a large scale, with clients including 

the Marquis of Huntly/Duke of Gordon, George Mackenzie of Tarbat, John 

Urquhart of Cromartie and the Inneses of Innes. In 1677 and 1678 Calder 

was Huntly’s largest creditor, with £4431 and £5781 6s 8d outstanding 

respectively. Some of the debts owed him were payable in salmon, and 

Calder experienced difficulty collecting the fish due from the Conon 

fishings of Mackenzie of Tarbat and Urquhart of Cromarty in repayment 

of a large sum they had borrowed from his father in 1669. This dispute 

rumbled on until at least 1685, and money lending had other drawbacks 

too. Calder was forced to forfeit a large sum of money in 1695 when he 

was found guilty of usury in relation to money he had loaned to Sir Robert 
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Innes of that ilk in 1681 (NB: substantial property was resigned by Innes 

to Calder at the time of the loan, see below). 

 Calder dealt extensively in salmon from fisheries within the region, 

including some, as above, acquired in payment of debts. He is known to 

have handled salmon from the Spey, Conon, Halladale, Findhorn, and 

possibly Lord Reay’s Sutherland fishings. Some of this salmon was 

channelled through London merchants or agents, and he had a running 

agreement with English merchants to supply certain quantities of salmon, 

between 1673 and 1678, with penalty if this was undelivered. These 

London contacts included the Messrs Wraughton and Mr James Ffowles, 

with whom he was corresponding in the 1690s (GD44/51/459/4). Calder’s 

trading networks extended across Europe with evidence of cargoes 

despatched to Campvere, Rotterdam, ‘the Straits,’ Dieppe and Lisbon. 

 In addition to purchasing salmon, Calder acquired leases on a number of 

fishings, notably a ten-year tack of the Airlie fishings on the Deveron as 

one of a partnership of six, including his brother William, and William 

Duffs sr. and jr., in return for an advance of £14,000 to help pay the Earl 

of Airlie’s debts. He also acquired leases, and later ownership, of some 

Findhorn fishings, acquired rights to a half coble fishing on the Spey in 

1681 and leased the Duke of Gordon’s Tugnet fishings of Spey from 1689 

to 1705. 

 Calder amassed a large fortune and, in the early 1670s, acquired the estate 

of Muirtown on the Findhorn, together with extensive salmon fishings in 

Findhorn Bay. His hometown of Elgin suffered from the loss of this 

wealthy resident, and in 1676 requested a reduction of cess (national 

taxation), because ‘James Calder, laird of Muirtoune, who wes the great 

merchant, is removed from us.’ In 1680 he made a voluntary contribution 

of £266 13s 4d towards the rebuilding of St Giles’s Church, Elgin, one of 

only five private donations and very nearly the most substantial. Between 

1680 and 1703 Calder gained various lands, fishings and properties, 

probably as a result of unredeemed wadsets, namely the Dreich of 

Pettindriech (Elgin, 1680), Struthers (Rafford parish, 1680), some of the 

Spey salmon fishings and Innes estate lands (1681), Tulloch (nr. Forres, 
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Moray 1686), Garmouth, with feu duties (1688), Ardgye (nr. Elgin 1692) 

and Inchbrock (Spynie, Moray 1703). 

 Towards the end of the seventeenth century, Calder’s fortunes began to 

wane however and, in 1699, he was himself borrowing money from Sir 

Adam Gordon of Kilcalmkill, later of Dalpholly. Debrett alleges his 

downfall was due to his earlier commitment to James II/VII, for which he 

had been awarded his baronetcy, but the reasons appear to have been more 

complex. He would have been hit hard by the destruction of much of his 

Muirtown estate, including the old village of Findhorn, in 1702 when the 

river changed its course and, to add insult to injury, he later faced the 

expense legal challenges from Brodie of Lethen who alleged that Calder’s 

attempts to rebuild the village and harbour were disrupting his salmon 

fishings in Findhorn Bay. By 1705, Calder’s affairs had become so 

disordered that he was forced to sell some of his property, with Muirtown 

being acquired by creditors ˗ namely Hugh Rose of Kilravock, Alex 

Dunbar of Moy, James Sutherland of Kinsteary and William Brodie of 

Coltfield (all interests were acquired by Kilravock in 1711). It was later 

said that his embarrassed financial state had a considerable knock-on 

effect, and ‘caused the downfall of many a northern family and shook to 

its foundations the credit of others.’ One such family were the Sutherlands 

of Kinsteary in Nairnshire ˗ their estate was lost, and the family ruined, as 

a result of James Sutherland having acted as cautioner (guarantor of loans) 

for Sir James. 

 Calder’s money lending and mercantile activities during the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries made him a wealthy and 

influential man, and his connections with the local landowners and other 

merchants of the region meant that his sphere of influence extended from 

Caithness to Banff. In the end he may have over-reached himself and his 

‘empire’ collapsed. The locally-based mercantile network of which he had 

been part was not replicated at any other point in the period. 

 Sources: George Bain, The river Findhorn from source to sea (Nairn, 

1911); Bain, Nairnshire; Debrett’s Baronetage; Robert Young, Annals of 
the parish and burgh of Elgin from the twelfth century to the year 1876 

(Elgin, 1879); Dunbar, Social life and Documents ; Shaw,  Province of 

Moray 3rd ed.; Calendar of state papers (domestic) 1680-1681, 1695-5; 
William Cramond (ed.), An Elgin factor and merchant and his accounts 
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1661-1700. Typescript extract from the Elgin Courant and Courier, April 

1903; Cramond, Records of Elgin I; RPCS (1682, 1685, 1687); Tenth 

report Historic Manuscripts Commission; James T Calder, Sketch of the 
civil and traditional history of Caithness from the tenth century (Glasgow, 

1861); John Malcolm Bulloch, The families of Gordon of Invergordon, 
Newhall, also Ardoch and Carroll (Ross-shire, 1906); Petition for William 

Duff of Braco 2.12.1730; Genealogical history Rose; Decisions Lords of 

Session to 1712; Letter from a gentleman 1709; Fasti Ecclesiae 
Scoticanae, synods of Aberdeen and Moray 1560-1900; Forres Gazette 

24.6.1908; RPS online: 1681/7/137, 1685/4/121; NRS: GD305/1/149/108, 
GD305/1/139/7,8,9, GD305/1/150/115, GD305/1/160/65, 

GD305/1/139/9, GD305/1/149/54, GD44/35/1/2, GD44/51/459/4, 

GD44/51/459/4, GD44/35/1/1, GD16/26/1/146, GD16/41/722, GD87/2/3, 
RH1/2/638, E72/11/2, E72/11/3, SIG1/24/41; SIG1/25/58; SIG1/26/7; 

SIG1/26/84; SIG1/26/121; SIG1/26/140; SIG1/28/41; MHC: ZBFo 

A37/1/66; HA: D538/D18/7/17.  

Calder, Thomas Of Sheriffmill (Elgin). Son of James Calder, younger son of the family of 

Asswanly (Aberdeenshire). He was the father of James of Muirtown and 

William of Spynie.  

 He settled as a merchant burgess of Elgin and became prominent in the 

community, serving as bailie and treasurer, one the burgh’s earliest Deans 

of Guild in the 1640s and 1650s, Provost 1665-9, 1672, MP and 

Commissioner to the Convention of Royal Burghs.  

 Calder was involved in general trade, importing salt and exporting grain, 

but he was also involved in the salmon trade and money lending. He lent 

money locally to Innes of Leuchars and the Mavers of Maverston, but his 

most significant loan was of £10,000 Scots to Sir George McKenzie of 

Tarbat and Sir John Urquhart of Cromartie in 1669. The loan agreement 

stipulated that repayment should be through the sale of eight lasts of 

salmon from the Conon fishings, at £16 per barrel, every year until the debt 

was repaid. Following Thomas’s death, and also that of Sir John Urquhart, 

Thomas’s son, Sir James Calder, spent a considerable number of years, 

and funds, attempting to enforce these terms.  

 Sources: Cramond, Elgin factor; Sir Thomas Innes of Learney, Inventory 
of the principal progress-writs of the barony of Innes 1225-1767 

(Edinburgh, 1948); Debrett’s Baronetage; HA: D538/D18/17; NRS: 
GD305/1/139/7,8,9, GD305/1/152/16, GD305/1/152/94; MHC: ZBEl 

A2/7; EGCB. 

Calder, Sir Thomas (D. 1760) Of Muirtown. 
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 Sir Thomas, son of Sir James of Muirtown, was not engaged in trade to the 

same degree as either his father, or grandfather, Thomas of Sheriffmill, 

possibly because of his negligible inheritance. However, he may have had 

ambitions to emulate his father’s early success as he took on the tack of 

the Earl of Dunfermline’s Spey fishings in the early 1700s and here he 

came into conflict with Sir Harry Innes regarding his refusal to employ, 

exclusively, the people of Garmouth (Sir Harry’s tenants) as fishers, curers 

and packers.  

 Sir Thomas is known to have had a partnership of some sort with 

Edinburgh merchants in the 1710s, and purchased the Earl of Moray’s 

Findhorn salmon in 1714, but by the 1720s he may well have given up 

trading on his own account as we find him selling his salmon to Bailie John 

Steuart of Inverness in 1725 and 1726.  

 He was implicated in a customs scandal in the 1710s in which he was 

accused of smuggling wine in collaboration with the tacksman of the 

customs of the Inverness precinct, Adam Gordon, second son of Sir Adam 

Gordon of Dalpholly (merchant and money-lender). Gordon was 

eventually dismissed from the post in 1714. 

 In 1716, Sir Thomas was imprisoned in Carlisle as a Jacobite and supporter 

of the Marquis of Huntly following the rising of 1715, but was released 

and pardoned after extensive petitioning. 

 Sources: Memorial for Innes; Bulloch, Gordons of Invergordon; Mackay, 

Bailie Steuart; NRS: GD36/134; MHC: ZBFo A37/1/66. 

Calder, William (D. 1692) Of Spynie, near Elgin.  

 Son of prominent Elgin merchant and provost, Thomas of Sheriffmill, and 

brother of Sir James Calder of Muirtown. He became Dean of Guild in 

1687, and Provost in 1689, but his untimely death meant he did not have 

long to make his mark. He was, however, briefly partner of prominent 

Elgin merchant William King of Newmill, and was, alongside his brother 

James, one of six partners in the tack of the Earl of Airlie’s Deveron 

fishings from 1686 – possibly rather as an investor than an active 

participant. He married Elspet/Elizabeth Duff, sister of William Duff of 

Dipple, but she died within a year of their marriage. 
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 Sources: NRS: GD16/28/646; GD16/26/1/146; Debrett’s Baronetage; 

Baird, Memoirs of Duffs.   

Cockburn, Alexander Master cooper and burgess of Berwick who in 1763 acquired a patent 

for spiced salmon kitted in England, Wales and Berwick for export. He 

was undoubtedly a member of the Berwick Co., and it seems likely that he 

was half of the partnership of Messrs Cockburn and Hogarth of Berwick 

who became joint tacksmen of the Ness fishings from 1756 and introduced 

kitting there. Alexander Cockburn had apprentices in Berwick named 

James and George Hogarth in the 1760s and 1770s, and it is likely that 

they were related to his partner in this lease. 

 Sources: Roll of burgesses; London Gazette; NRS: GD23/3/47 

Duff, James 1729-1809, 2nd Earl of Fife, son of William, Lord Fife, grandson of 

William Duff of Dipple and Braco.  

 He was involved in salmon fishing as the proprietor of Deveron, and later 

Spey, fishings, and provided active encouragement of the industry by 

establishing kitting facilities at his ‘new town’ of Down (later Macduff) 

which were used for processing the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fish (1782) as 

well as those from his own fisheries. He constructed a new harbour at 

Macduff and established a flourishing white and herring fishing industry 

there. Although his bid was unsuccessful, Lord Fife used the success of his 

salmon curing facilities to apply for funding from the British Fisheries 

Society to encourage white fishing at Macduff in 1787. 

 Sources: Alistair and Henrietta Tayler, Lord Fife and his factor: being the 
correspondence of James, second Earl of Fife 1729-1809 (London, 1925); 

‘The making of a Banffshire burgh’; NRS: GD44/52/111/1. 

Duff, William  (D. 1715) Merchant of Inverness  

 William Duff was of the family of the Duffs of Clunybeg and Keithmore 

(Banffshire). He was heavily involved in the salmon trade and money 

lending. Duff was very prominent in the local community, serving as burgh 

Councillor, Bailie, Treasurer, Provost, Dean of Guild, and Commissioner 

to the Convention of Royal Burghs almost continuously between 1665 and 

1712. In 1689 he was one of the farmers for the customs of the northern 

shires (Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin, Nairn, Inverness, Ross, Cromarty, 

Sutherland and Caithness). 
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 Duff was the uncle, mentor, and later partner, to his namesake, William 

Duff, later of Dipple and Braco, to whom he taught the merchant (and 

money lending) trade. William jr. could not have had a better tutor as it 

was said of Duff sr., ‘he could take charge of a commission for groceries, 

or advance the price of a barony, on good security – and was the first man 

in the north who dealt in money on a large scale, and he laid the foundation 

of a very noble fortune.’ He developed extensive connections across the 

region ˗ northern barons were happy to consider him their ‘loving friend’ 

and were said to depend on him for both supplies and funds.  

 Duff’s connections on the north shore of the Moray Firth were extensive. 

Between 1669 and 1682 he was Chamberlain of the Earldom of Ross, 

Ardmannach, Delnies and Meddatt and between 1688 and 1691 he was 

joint factor with Thomas Forbes of Fortrose to James, Bishop of Ross. His 

duties as Chamberlain of Ross included the collection of the feu-duty of 

Conon fishings pertaining to the Crown from Sir John Urquhart of 

Cromartie and Sir George Mackenzie of Tarbat, and these were not always 

readily paid. The relationships Duff established in this role probably paid 

dividends however as, during the time of his tenure he loaned a 

considerable sum of money to both men ˗ 6000 mks to Sir John Urquhart 

and an unknown but substantial amount to Sir George Mackenzie. In 1681, 

Duff was deputed to collect the feu-duties owing to Mackenzie, probably 

in partial repayment of the monies advanced. Some of this debt had also 

been paid in kind, with victual and salmon, but at least some of the sum 

loaned was still outstanding in 1696. By 1697 Duff had secured an 

agreement that gave him the right to receive either the income from 

Tarbat’s Conon salmon (sold by pre-contract to an Aberdeen merchant), 

or the salmon itself, in order to repay this debt. In 1705 an accumulated 

sum of £4372.18s 6d Scots was still owed, and the continuance of the loan 

was secured on Tarbat’s Conon salmon fishings which, by 1714, were 

wadset to Duff.  

 Some of Duff’s other notable creditors included David Ross of Balnagown 

and Kinnaird of Culbin. The latter who, having borrowed money from 

Duff in the 1680s, found himself unable to repay the debt following the 

sand inundation of his estate in 1695 and as a result Duff acquired the 

Culbin estate, with its Findhorn fishings, for his son Alexander. 
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 Although William Duff was heavily involved in money lending, 

particularly in the latter part of his career, he was also an active merchant 

and trader. He had active partnerships and dealings with others and he, his 

nephew William Duff jr, and Sir James Calder of Muirtown were said to 

have carried on ‘almost all the foreign trade north of Aberdeen.’ He also 

traded alongside other merchants, notably William Cuthbert of Inverness, 

William King of Newmill (Elgin), and held shares in the ship Unitie of 

Inverness with Inverness merchants Charles McLean and Robert Barbour 

(in 1667 the trio agreed to sell a sixteenth-part share to Sir George 

McKenzie of Tarbat). Whilst he dealt in a variety of goods, supplying local 

landowners such as Campbell of Cawdor with wine and miscellaneous 

goods from Europe, his main interest does seem to have been in the export 

of fish, including Gairloch herring, but especially salmon. Some of this 

salmon was acquired as part of loan repayment agreements but he also 

purchased fish from the Earl of Seaforth’s Conon fishings during the 1670s 

and 1680s, held the tacks of Urquhart of Newhall’s Conon fishings (1679-

1682), some of the Spey fishings (1680s), and was joint tacksman of the 

Earl of Airlie’s Deveron fishings from 1686 (see Sir James Calder). He 

also possessed his own fishings on the Ness and at South Kessock from 

c.1670. 

 Duff’s money lending and mercantile activities during the late seventeenth 

and early eighteenth centuries made him a very wealthy and influential 

man, and his connections with the local nobility and other merchants of 

the region meant that his sphere of influence extended from Cromarty to 

Banff. The locally based mercantile network of which he was part was not 

replicated at any other point in the period. As a result of his money lending 

activities, Duff acquired a number of properties and fishings, and this 

appears to have been a family trait. Of the extended Duff family it was 

said, ‘they dealt largely in wadsets and mortgages which were never 

redeemed, or were foreclosed, or their rights of reversion purchased’ ˗ not 

always in the most scrupulous manner  ̠ and they grew very rich in the 

process. This family network included his brother Alexander Duff of 

Keithmore (1623-1700), nephews Alexander of Braco (1650-1704) and 

William Duff jr. (more below), and grandson Peter/Patrick and they were 

particularly notable for their suspect means of acquiring property. 
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 Sources: Baird, Genealogical memoirs; Alistair and Henrietta Tayler, The 

book of the Duffs (Edinburgh, 1914); Rampini, Moray and Nairn; Innes, 

Thanes of Cawdor; Mitchell, Reminiscences of my life in the Highlands; 
Fraser-Mackintosh, Antiquarian notes (1865); Richards and Clough, 

Cromartie; Macgill, Old Ross-shire; Cramond, Elgin factor; Decisions of 
the Court of Session; RPCS; NRS: GD305/1/152/94, GD305/1/152/14, 

GD305/1/152/40, GD305/1/167/50, GD305/1/152/129, 

GD305/1/152/152, GD305/1/152/39, GD305/1/167/60, 
GD305/1/152/205, GD305/1/152/236, GD305/1/152/263, 

GD305/1/153/47, GD305/1/153/10, GD305/1/149/164, 
GD305/1/149/150, GD305/1/162/253, GD305/1/152/107, GD23/3/36, 

GD305/1/139/5, GD305/1/156/112, GD305/1/152/112, GD16/26/1/146, 

E72/11/3.  

Duff, William jr. (1653-1722) Later styled ‘of Dipple and Braco.’  

 Merchant in Inverness, later banker in Elgin. Of the family of the Duffs of 

Clunybeg and Keithmore, and ancestor of the Earls of Fife. 

 William Duff jr. was the nephew and apprentice of William Duff sr., 

merchant, money lender and Provost of Inverness. He later became his 

trading partner, along with Sir James Calder of Muirtown, and these three 

are said to have carried on ‘almost all the foreign trade north of Aberdeen.’ 

It was said there was hardly a cargo of ‘Aberdeins or Elgin pladin, allmed 

leather, salmon, tallow, winter foxes, otters or other country product 

shipped from Findhorn, or consignment of Rhenish wine, sack, tobacco, 

spices, ‘muslen’ or ‘mowrning creapp’ landed there in which Dipple was 

not concerned,’ and he made ‘much money in tobacco pypes’ in particular.  

 Duff was from a landed background but as a younger son he could claim 

little, however, perhaps with his uncle’s support, he gained some standing 

in the local community and served as bailie and treasurer of Inverness 

during the 1680s. He is said to have made his money as a merchant in 

Inverness, by which he acquired lands in Moray, however his money 

lending was probably more lucrative than trade, and the wider Duff family 

are said to have ‘dealt largely in wadsets and mortgages which were never 

redeemed, or were foreclosed, or their rights of reversion purchased.’ By 

this means he acquired, amongst other properties, Dipple, Essil, 

Pluscarden, Oldmills, Coxton, Quarrywood, Aldroughty, Mosstowie, 

Sheriffmill, Inverlochty which, together with extensive estates amassed by 

his father and brother which he later inherited, made up very extensive 

holdings of land and fishings in Moray and Banffshire. These fortunate 
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inheritances, coupled with his own gains, meant that, although ‘he began 

with younger son’s patrimony of £500… at his death, rent of (his) heritable 

property was £6500 a year, and he left £30,000 cash.’ His wealth and 

estates were noted by visitors and moved John Macky (1723) to comment 

that commoners in the region held some of ‘the best estates in Scotland.’ 

 From his brother, Alexander of Braco, William jr. inherited his Elgin 

home, 7 High Street (1718), which later became known as ‘Braco’s 

banking house’ as a result of his money lending activities. Not a great deal 

is known regarding these activities, but he did obtain the wadset of part of 

the estate of Muirtown (on the Findhorn) in exchange for money lent to 

Hugh Rose of Kilravock in 1710, and previously his sharp practice had 

resulted in his being found guilty of ockery and usury in 1703 in 

connection with a loan to Hugh Lord Fraser of Lovat of 44,500 mks Scots 

(£29,666 13s 4d). This malpractice resulted in a forfeiture of funds, but a 

fortune was, nevertheless, amassed which provided the foundation for a 

powerful north-east trading network which encompassed himself, his son 

(later Lord Fife), and the Duffs of Craigston and Drummuir, with his 

nephew Patrick/Peter of Premnay, (a lawyer by training, political fixer and 

agent in the north-east of Scotland for Islay) as the network’s business 

manager.  

 Duff’s main motivation was making money, and the salmon trade was one 

effective way of doing so. In 1682 he became joint tacksman of some of 

the Spey fishings with his uncle William Duff sr. and James Calder of 

Muirtown, and in 1685 he can be found exporting a cargo, which included 

salmon, from Inverness to Holland. In 1686 he joined with these gentlemen 

again, along with three others, to share the tack of the Earl of Airlie’s 

Deveron fishings. Airlie had been anxious to lease these fishings as he was 

in considerable debt, and he wadset and later sold at least some of them to 

William’s father, Alexander Duff of Keithmore. Just a few years later 

(1700), ‘due to his straitened circumstances,’ the Earl disposed of his 

whole estates to William’s brother, Alexander of Braco. Alexander 

acquired further Deveron fishings in 1705, including those belonging to 

Sir Patrick Ogilvy of Boyne, Alexander Leslie of Kininvie and Walter 

Stewart provost. Alexander of Braco thus consolidated and added to his 
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son, William’s, inheritance, but this son died young in 1718, leaving his 

uncle, William Duff of Dipple, the fortunate heir. 

 Through inheritance, fortunate investments and money lending William 

Duff of Dipple thus accrued considerable land and capital. Duff’s spell as 

merchant-tacksman of fishings may have been short-lived but by the time 

of his death he was the principal proprietor of the fishings on the Deveron, 

and his descendants were later to acquire substantial fishings on the Spey 

through the purchase of the Innes estates. Not all of his investments were 

sound ˗ he invested £260 in The Company of Scotland (Darien scheme) in 

1696 ˗ but there were not many shrewder businessmen in the region.  

 His descendants built on this legacy, while remaining shrewd and self-

serving. James, 2nd Earl of Fife, was known as an improving, though 

ruthless and self-interested proprietor who was able to ‘wind the bailies of 

Banff around his finger.’ The 2nd Earl also tried to cover up the family’s 

relatively humble origins by moving old funerary monuments for other 

places to his mausoleum at Duff house, altering their inscriptions and 

claiming them as family pieces! 

 Sources: Rampini, Moray and Nairn; Records of Inverness II; Miller, 

Gathering Stream; *Cassillis, Earl of, The rulers of Strathspey: a history 
of the Lairds of Grant and Earls of Seafield (Inverness, 1911); Shaw, 

History 3rd ed., I;  Macky, Journey; Mitchell, Reminiscences II; 

Genealogical history Rose; Calendar of state papers (domestic) 1703-4; 
Scottish notes and queries X; Macinnes, ‘Union, Empire and global 

adventuring’; RPCS;  Cramond, Banff  II; Grant, Seafield correspondence; 
Darien, list of subscribers; Nigel Tranter, The Queen’s Scotland: the 

north-east (London, 1974); Hall, Travels; NRS: E72/11/11, 

GD16/26/1/146. 

Fall, James Trading as James Fall and Brothers of Dunbar, James Fall and his three 

brothers, William, Robert and Charles, became fish merchants and 

tacksmen of salmon fishings across Scotland. James was the son of Robert 

Fall, whose family possibly hailed from North Berwick but who served as 

bailie, MP and Commissioner to the Convention of Royal Burghs for 

Dunbar. Captain James Fall followed in his father’s footsteps as a 

prominent member of the Dunbar community, serving as Provost and MP 

for the burgh, and his brothers also served on the Council at various times. 

He is said to have had interests in the Tweed salmon fishings.   
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 James was well known beyond Dunbar and in 1726 (styled Captain and 

described as a fish merchant and tacksman) he offered advice to the burgh 

of Elgin regarding the harbour of Lossiemouth. He was probably tacksman 

of the (west bank) Spey fishings at that time, and certainly was during the 

1730s, although by 1743, Fall and Co. were noted as former tacksmen 

there. His company’s interest in fisheries extended beyond salmon and in 

1737 he was involved in shipping fish from the Shetland Isles.   

 Sources: https://www.johngraycentre.org/people/movers_shaker/the-

falls-of-dunbar-1692-1796/ ; Cramond, Records of Elgin, I; Grant, 

‘Landlords and land management’; NRS: GD44/51/478/6; RH15/38/86.  

Fall, Robert  (? - 18.11.1796) 

 Son of James Fall, Robert also served his community as Provost of Dunbar. 

He had close links for over 40 years with Coutts bank, and married the 

daughter of Mr Stephen, one of their partners.   

 Robert, with cousin, Charles, as partner, traded as Charles and Robert Fall 

and Co. although Robert was the main, and later sole, proprietor of the 

firm. The firm had close links with America, and particularly Charlestown 

c.1765-1774, appears to have owned its own ship(s), owned a rope works 

in Dunbar, and was in partnership with John Stevenson merchant in Hull 

and Thomas B Bryant sailcloth maker in Yarmouth in the Dunbar Canvas 

Co. 

 Fall and Co. were originally corn and general merchants, but they became 

heavily involved in the fish trade of the north of Scotland, particularly in 

the Moray Firth, Caithness and Sutherland. The Company’s interests in 

salmon fishing were apparently limited, its main interests being in the 

capture, curing and sale of herring, white fish, lobster and whales. Robert 

Fall was credited with introducing the red herring cure to Scotland and at 

one time the Company had nine red herring houses in Dunbar alone. 

Robert was instrumental in the foundation of the Lothian and Merse 

Whale-fishing Co. based at Dunbar, of which he was also a director. The 

Company’s interest in white fishing was strong and it was contracted for 

cod sales to a London company who paid quarterly according to the size 

of the fish. The Falls were involved in the cod and ling fisheries at 

https://www.johngraycentre.org/people/movers_shaker/the-falls-of-dunbar-1692-1796/
https://www.johngraycentre.org/people/movers_shaker/the-falls-of-dunbar-1692-1796/
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Eyemouth, Coldingham and along the Fife coast and, by the 1770s, they 

were said to have been buying cod and ling from Caithness for some time, 

possibly at the instigation of John Sinclair. The Company was credited 

with contributing substantially to the development of this Caithness fishery 

which had been greatly neglected prior to their involvement, and they 

established curing facilities there. By the 1770s Fall and Co. had also 

begun to buy herring from Caithness, initially transporting them back to 

their curing facilities in Dunbar before establishing their own red herring 

houses at Staxigoe. Three herring curing houses had been built there by 

1778 ˗ and more had probably been established in Wick in the 1780s. The 

Company was also involved in the mixed fishings of Avoch (Easter Ross) 

and the herring fishings of Sutherland and in 1786 Robert Fall claimed to 

have more than 100 boats under contract in Caithness and Sutherland 

fisheries alone.  

 Robert Fall had links with lobster merchants Kittermasters, and Selby and 

Cresswell of London and, by 1780, the Company was attempting to 

establish a lobster fishing for the London market along the Banff coast, 

asking the Earl of Findlater for a lease of a small space of ground hard by 

the highwater mark at the shore of Findochty to erect a place to keep their 

stores. In 1787 we learn that ‘Mr Fall of Dunbar is establishing new 

fisheries and making herring nets at Buckie,’ and a successful herring 

fishery was carried out there that year, although it was ‘dropped’ after one 

year, obviously as a result of their bankruptcy.  

 David Loch wrote of Charles and Robert Fall in 1778, ‘Remarkable 

instances of industry, perseverance and public spirit in those respectable 

merchants who, far from being discouraged at a scanty fishing for a season, 

look forward to the next in the hopes of better success, and never lose sight 

of the object in view.’ Robert Fall was well-regarded in the industry and 

was the author of Observations on the report of the committee of the House 

of Commons appointed to enquire into the state of the British fishery 

(London, 1786). The Company was certainly important in the development 

of the Caithness fisheries but it is likely that it overstretched itself and, in 

January 1788, the partners were sequestered for bankruptcy ˗ as partners 

and individuals. The Company’s failure came as a shock and when it 
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became public knowledge this led to a run on Coutts bank, as, at the time 

of their collapse the Falls owed the bank £17,000.  

 Sources: Sir William Forbes of Pitsligo, Memoirs of a banking house 

(Edinburgh, 1860); Gray, Fishing industries; Mowat, Easter Ross; 
Hamilton, Economic history; Loch, Essays on the trade; Fall,  

Observations; Wight, State of husbandry; Scots Magazine; Caledonian 

Mercury; OSA XVI; NRS: SC40/13/3/5/7, GD1/616/231, GD248/591/2, 

GD44/43/300 

Forbes and Co.   NB: Forbes and Co. may have been used as shorthand for Forbes, Hogarth 

and Co. and it is not known if Forbes and Co. definitely operated as a 

separate company.  

 In 1797, the Conon stell fishings belonging to Dingwall were leased to 

Forbes and Co. of Aberdeen. These fishings had been poorly managed for 

several years and it is likely there was some uncertainty over their value as 

they were let for just £25 a year. The Company refused to agree to supply 

the town with fish at a privileged price, and Dingwall reluctantly 

acquiesced when threatened with the loss of the contract. The only other 

mention of Forbes and Co. is in 1842 when they were noted as being the 

lessees of the Findhorn fishings belonging to Forres. 

 Sources: MacRae, Romance; NSA Forres.  

Forbes, Hogarth and Co. See also Hogarth and Co. and individual entries for the 

Arbuthnots, George, James and William Forbes, Alexander, George, and 

William Hogarth. 

 Forbes, Hogarth and Co. was a salmon fishing company comprised of 

various members of the two Aberdeen families of Hogarth and Forbes, 

along with, for at least for some of the time, the Arbuthnots of Peterhead. 

The members of this company individually, or as family groups, had 

possessed leases of many of the region’s fishings prior to the formation of 

any partnerships, and collectively they leased most of the region’s salmon 

fishings for around 200 years from the late eighteenth century. The dates 

of partnerships are unclear and, as they may have joined forces on some 

fishings but not on others, some of the information may refer to only some 

of the members.  

 It is not known when Forbes, Hogarth and Co. was founded but, in 1791, 

John Richardson and Co. reached an agreement with George Hogarth of 
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Berwick, Thomas Arbuthnot and James Arbuthnot of Peterhead and 

William Forbes of Aberdeen, operating as Forbes, Hogarth and Co., to 

obtain leases of the salmon fishings in the rivers Ness and Conon, and Stell 

fishings in that region, for their mutual advantage in the salmon fishing 

trade. At around the same time the OSA entry for Dyke and Moy (Moray) 

stated that the fishings of the lower Findhorn were set to an ‘Aberdeen Co.’ 

‘who took leases of all the fishings they could get throughout the north and 

bought up the fish caught by other lessees.’ This Aberdeen Co. was, in all 

probability, Forbes, Hogarth and Co., particularly as they are known to 

have held the lease of these fishings by the early nineteenth century. The 

Company probably also had white fishing interests at the time, and are 

likely to have been the ‘merchants of Peterhead’ who along with some men 

from Aberdeen had ‘made considerable profit ‘ from white fishing off the 

Hebrides noted by White in 1791. 

 In 1803, William Forbes, George Hogarth, Thomas and James Arbuthnot 

as Forbes, Hogarth and Co. took on the lease of the Duke of Gordon’s Spey 

fishings at the substantial rent of £6,300 a year. In 1816, the Company, 

with a slightly altered membership but drawn from the same families i.e. 

James Arbuthnot of Dens, George Hogarth of Marshall Meadows, William 

Forbes of Echt, George Hogarth of Woodhill and James Forbes merchant 

in Aberdeen, extended its lease of these fishings.  

 Elsewhere in the region, during the 1810s and 1820s, the Company held 

leases of other rivers, namely on the Ness (with John/James Richardson 

and Co), Findhorn Bay and the Nairn, and they probably also held the lease 

of the Earl of Moray’s Darnaway (Findhorn) fishings from 1817. By 1824, 

when George Hogarth gave evidence to the Select Committee of the House 

of Commons enquiring into the state and means of improving the salmon 

fisheries, he claimed he was, with Forbes, Hogarth and Co., lessee in 15-

20 rivers in the north of Scotland, with current interests in the North Esk, 

Bervie, Dee, Don, Ugie, Ythan, Spey, Findhorn, Nairn, Ness and 

neighbouring stations in the Moray Firth, the Shin, Coille, rivers draining 

into the Dornoch firth, Brora, Helmsdale, Berriedale, Thurso, Naver and 

Forss.  
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 The family members involved in this company changed over time and, in 

December 1831, shortly before the death of George Hogarth sr., the 

London Gazette announced that the co-partnery of James Forbes, George 

Hogarth, George Hogarth jr, George Forbes, George Arbuthnot and Robert 

Arbuthnot, trading as Forbes, Hogarth and Co., was to be dissolved, at least 

as far as they were concerned in the Spey fishings (where the lease was 

due for renewal). It is not known if their combined interests in the other 

fisheries continued.  

 Sources: Robertson, Salmon fishers; White, Observations; London 
Gazette; Tytler and Fraser v Forbes Hogarth; Inquiry into improving 

salmon fisheries (1827); OSA Dyke and Moy; NSA Edinkillie; Aberdeen 
Journal; Inverness Courier; NRS: GD44/35/8/23, GD44/35/7/2; MHC: 

ZBFoA37/1/68; PA: MS101/Bundle 32. 

Forbes, George Merchant of Aberdeen 

 Almost certainly of the family of Forbes of Echt. Co-partner in the 

company of Forbes, Hogarth and Co. with George Hogarth, George 

Hogarth jr, James Forbes, George Arbuthnot, Robert Arbuthnot when the 

partnership was dissolved in Dec 1831 (London Gazette)  

Forbes, James Merchant of Aberdeen, later ‘of Echt,’ son of William Forbes of Echt and 

father-in-law of George Hogarth of Woodhill who married his daughter, 

Jane, in 1797. 

 In partnership with his father William, operating as W and J Forbes and 

Co., he held the Duke of Sutherland’s fishings of Naver, Torrisdale, 

Helmsdale and Brora until 1807, and probably introduced kitting there in 

the early1790s. Also with his father, from at least 1803, and later as a 

partner in Forbes Hogarth and Co., James was joint tacksman of the Earl 

of Moray’s Darnaway fishings on the Findhorn and the Duke of Gordon’s 

Spey fishings from 1803 until the partnership was dissolved in 1831. 

 Sources: London Gazette; Caledonian Mercury; MHC:  ZBFo A37/1/68; 

NRS: GD44/35/7/2.  

Forbes, William (1748-1820). Of Echt. Aberdeen merchant. 

 Although distantly related to the landed family Forbes of Tolquhoun, 

William Forbes’s immediate ancestors were professional men. His father, 

James, was a physician in Aberdeen, his grandfather William Forbes an 
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apothecary and surgeon and later minister of Tarves, and his maternal 

grandfather, James Gregory, was a professor at Aberdeen University.  

 In 1774, William Forbes married Elizabeth Arbuthnot, daughter of 

Thomas Arbuthnot, a doctor in Montrose, and niece of the 6th Viscount 

Arbuthnot. Through this family he was distantly related to Thomas and 

James Arbuthnot of Peterhead with whom he later formed a partnership. 

Their son James inherited the Echt estate, and one of James’s daughters, 

Jane, married George Hogarth of Woodhill in 1797, strengthening the links 

with that family still further. 

 William Forbes was a merchant of Aberdeen and heavily involved in 

salmon fishing in the north and north-east of Scotland. From the 1770s he 

was involved in the Findhorn, Ness, Shin and Spey fishings, initially 

alongside John Burnet, as manager or possibly as a partner, and later on 

his own account. In 1782, whilst still working with Burnet on the lower 

Findhorn fishings, William took on the Earl of Moray’s Darnaway fishings 

on the Findhorn. In 1783 he joined forces with Thomas and James 

Arbuthnot of Peterhead to take on tack of the Duke of Gordon’s Castle 

Shot fishing on the Ness, and in 1790 this partnership took a 21-year lease 

of the Shin. These were minor fishings, obtainable at relatively low rents 

(£90 (Scots?) a year for the Findhorn and £7 10s St. for the Ness), but they 

gave the partners a good start in the business. William was possibly helped 

on his way by former employer, John Burnet, to whom he owed money at 

the time of Burnet’s death in 1784. 

 In 1788, and again in 1803, Forbes’s lease of the Earl of Moray’s 

Darnaway fishings was renewed, and in 1793 he obtained fishings of his 

own when, following legal wrangling with John Burnet’s heir (brother 

George), he inherited John Burnet’s half-coble salmon fishing on the Ness. 

By 1800, Forbes possessed all or part of the Raik fishings on the Dee and, 

in 1803, as a partner in Forbes, Hogarth and Co., he took on the tack of the 

Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings, renewed in 1816. In partnership with his 

son James as W and J Forbes and Co., he held the Duke of Sutherland’s 

fishings of Naver, Torrisdale, Helmsdale and Brora until 1807, and 

probably introduced kitting there in the early1790s. 
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 By the early nineteenth century William Forbes had amassed a substantial 

fortune. He bought the estate from Alexander Duff, later 3rd Earl of Fife 

c.1801-2, along with the estate of Springhill, probably with profits from 

his involvement in salmon fishings. Another family named Forbes had 

previously owned the Echt estate but were not directly related. At the time 

of his death (1820) he was living on his estate of Echt and conducting his 

merchant business from Aberdeen quay. 

 Sources: Appendix 23 of 3rd report, July 1785 of Inquiry into the state of 

salmon fisheries; Aberdeen Journal; Caledonian Mercury; Adam, 
Sutherland estate; Tayler, House of Forbes; MHC: ZBFo A37/1/66; NRS: 

GD44/22/32/3, GD44/43/26, GD44/22/32/3, GD23/3/49-58, 

GD44/35/8/23, GD44/35/7/2, GD42/C/52-54; GD42/C/86; OSA XVIII; 

National Archives: PROB 11/1132/28; Burke’s Peerage. 

Forster, Anthony Of Jordanfield  

 Forster was a cooper, merchant, and was admitted burgess of Berwick in 

1744. In the 1750s he was joint tacksman with James Duncan of Tay 

fishings at Mugdrum, and between 1755 and 1782 he owned a boiling 

house for salmon kitting in Montrose. He probably managed these ventures 

from his base in Berwick, from where, in 1771, he was negotiating with 

John Richardson for the sale of salmon from the Tweed fishings. In 1782, 

in association with William Berry, he took on the kitting of the Duke of 

Gordon’s Spey salmon at Portsoy. Although this venture was short-lived, 

the friendship must have endured as Berry received a legacy from Forster 

when he died in 1798. 

 Sources: Roll of Burgesses; Fo(r)ster v Adamson; Walker, ‘Full reid and 

sweit’; Robertson, ‘Tay fisheries’ (thesis) and Tay fisheries; NRS: 

GD44/43/271; GD44/43/267; GD44/43/272. 

Fraser, James Merchant, Bailie and Provost of Inverness.  

 Son of Provost John Fraser, brother of Duncan (who held Ness fishings), 

and a relative of Lord Fraser of Lovat. During the 1740s, he dealt with the 

export of Lovat’s Beauly salmon and the imports of various goods for him, 

including salt for his fishings. Following the forfeiture of Lovat’s estate he 

leased the Beauly fishings from 1747 to 1772, not always with successful 

results or great returns. 

 Sources: Millar, Forfeited estates papers; NRS: GD1/730/1-29. 
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Gordon, Sir Adam Of Kilcalmkill, later of Dalpholly 

 Adam served as MP for Sutherland 1689-1700, and was knighted in 1695. 

A merchant who made substantial fortune, largely through his money 

lending activities but also through trade. He owned one-eighth share of a 

ship called the Bon Accord, and leased Lord Strathnaver’s Sutherland 

fishings. His creditors included Sir James Calder of Muirtown, Duncan 

Forbes of Culloden, and Edinburgh merchants, and when he died in 

Edinburgh in September 1700, £63,769 13s Sc. was owing to him. 

 Sources: www.historyofparliament.org ; Bulloch, Families of Gordon. 

Gordon, James Of Rosieburn. 

 A merchant of Portsoy who had close links with John Richardson of Perth 

and James Robertson and Co. of Portsoy. In 1767, with James Robertson 

sr., Alexander Robertson his son and others, trading as James Robertson 

and Co., he became involved in the Brora coalfields and saltworks. In 1771 

he proffered an expression of interest in the lease of the Lovat Beauly 

fishings on behalf of John Richardson and James Robertson and Co. of 

Portsoy. Trading as The Spey Fishing Co., between 1782 and 1803 Gordon 

was leaseholder of the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings with John 

Richardson, probably simultaneously leasing the Earl of Moray’s Spey 

fishings, with George Robinson of Banff acting as sub-tacksman. 

 Sources: Hooper and Aitken, Back Beach, Brora; NRS: E769/86/2, 

GD44/35/8, GD44/51/195/3, GD44/52/121-2. 

Hogarth and Co. Hogarth and Co. was a co-partnery of George Hogarth sr. (d. 1832), 

George Hogarth jr., and William Hogarth, ‘formed with the purpose of 

taking leases of salmon fishings and purchasing salmon at Aberdeen and 

other places, and sending the same to London and elsewhere for sale.’ 

Formed in 1829 and due to last 16 years, this Company took over some of 

the leases previously held by George Hogarth sr. personally e.g. Dee, Don, 

Findhorn, and, following their dissolution in 1831, also some of those 

previously held by Forbes, Hogarth and Co.  

 It was said that, during the 1830s, this company ‘controlled most of the 

fishings’ in the Cromarty area, and in 1831 they took on a 14-year tack of 

Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings at a rent of £10,000 a year. George 

http://www.historyofparliament.org/
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Hogarth had previously held the tack since 1803 as part of Forbes Hogarth 

and Co. By c.1842 their interests also included the Earl of Moray’s 

Darnaway fishings on the Findhorn, the bag-net fishing in Cullen bay, 

stake nets at Petty and Berriedale and the Langwell fishings in Caithness. 

 Sources: Alston, My little town; Decisions Court of Session to 1835; 

London Gazette; NSA. 

Hogarth, Mr ? From Berwick and probably a cooper. 

 Mr Hogarth, along with fellow Berwick man Mr Cockburn, John Burnet jr 

of Aberdeen and Thomas Wilkinson, fishmonger of London, became joint 

tacksman of the Ness fishings from 1756 until the early 1790s. The 

forename of this gentleman is not known but he may have been David 

Hogarth (master cooper of Berwick by 1752). His fellow tacksman of the 

Ness fishings is likely to have been Alexander Cockburn, Berwick cooper 

and, from 1763, holder of an English patent for spiced, kitted salmon. This 

partnership, which became known locally as The Berwick Co., introduced 

kitting to Inverness. This Mr Hogarth was very probably the same 

gentleman who was John Burnet’s partner in his kitting operations at 

Findhorn and who, in 1776, was consulted by the Duke of Gordon 

regarding what would be required to establish a kitting facility at the Spey.  

 Sources: Roll of burgesses; Culduthel v lower Ness heritors; NRS: 

GD23/3/47, GD44/43/165. 

Hogarth, Alexander Aberdeen salmon merchant and tacksman who, in 1885, was the latest 

member of the well-established Hogarth family of Aberdeen to hold the 

lease of the Findhorn fishings 

 Sources: MHC: ZBFoA37/1/68 

Hogarth, George sr. 1749 -1832. Of Marshall Meadow 

 Possibly the son of David Hogarth, George was a cooper burgess of 

Berwick. Although officially childless, he may have been the father of his 

‘kinsman,’ George jr, of Woodhill, who married Jane, the daughter of 

James Forbes of Echt, and thus grandfather of William Hogarth.  

 George sr. was  originally from Berwick but early in his career he seems 

to have become established in Aberdeen as, in 1810, he exaggeratedly 

claimed he had been involved in salmon fishing there for some 50 years. 
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Typical of Berwick coopers of the time, George was also merchant, 

principally dealing in salmon, and became a tacksman of salmon fishings 

in the north of Scotland. He, his family, and partners were to dominate this 

trade in the north and north-east during the late eighteenth and nineteenth 

century. A posthumous court case stated, ‘The late Mr Hogarth had been 

long engaged in salmon-fishing by which the greater part of his fortune 

was realised’, and this fortune enabled him to purchase estates in both 

Aberdeen (at Foresterhill) and Berwick (Marshall Meadow). He shared his 

time between the two places, spending the salmon fishing season in 

Aberdeen and the close season in Berwick. 

 George Hogarth was a principal member of Forbes, Hogarth and Co. and, 

in addition, he formed George and George Hogarth and Co. with George 

jr., and from 1829, with the inclusion of William Hogarth, traded as 

Hogarth and Co. These companies took on salmon fishing leases 

throughout the north and north-east of Scotland.  

 In 1791, John Richardson and Company reached an agreement with 

George Hogarth of Berwick, Thomas Arbuthnot and James Arbuthnot of 

Peterhead and William Forbes of Aberdeen (Forbes, Hogarth and Co.) to 

obtain leases of the salmon fishings in the rivers Ness and Conon, and stell 

fishings in that area, for their mutual advantage in the salmon fishing trade. 

When Hogarth gave evidence to the Select Committee of the House of 

Commons enquiring into the state and means of improving the salmon 

fisheries (1824), he claimed a lifelong involvement in salmon fisheries, 

and was at that time lessee in 15-20 rivers in the north of Scotland with 

Forbes, Hogarth and Co., with current interests in the North Esk, Bervie, 

Dee, Don, Ugie, Ythan, Spey, Findhorn, Nairn, Ness and neighbouring 

stations in the Moray Firth, the Shin, Coille, rivers draining into the 

Dornoch firth, Brora, Helmsdale, Berriedale, Thurso, Naver and Forss. He 

also possessed half of the Nether Don fishings and one-eighth of the Don 

cruives, and had formerly managed one stake-net at the mouth of the Don 

and two at the mouth of the Spey. 

 By 1810, when he gave evidence regarding proposed alterations to 

Aberdeen harbour, George was also involved in whale fishing, was part 
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owner of a West India man, (one of 3 or 4 belonging to town), and also 

part owner of a Greenland ship that operated out of Berwick.  

 Several contemporaries of George Hogarth, appearing alongside him as 

master coopers in the Berwick Directory of 1806, also became involved in 

the salmon trade in the region as merchants and/or tacksmen, namely 

William Berry, John Steavenson, James Landles, and Philip Redpath. The 

influence of Berwick coopers was very strong in the region. 

 Sources: Tayler, House of Forbes; Roll of burgesses; Decisions Court of 

Session to 1835; London Gazette; Scottish notes and queries; Papers 
relative to the projected improvements of the harbour of Aberdeen 

(Montrose, 1810); Inquiry into the state of salmon fisheries; NRS: 

GD44/35/8/23, GD44/35/7/2; MHC: ZBFoA37/1/68; National Archives: 

PROB 11/1813/66; PA: MS101/Bundle 32. 

Hogarth, George jr. 1775-1848. Of Woodhill   

 Kinsman and possibly the illegitimate son of George Hogarth of Marshall 

Meadow of whom he was business partner and the major beneficiary in his 

will. He married Jane, daughter of James Forbes of Echt in 1797. 

 George Hogarth was a member of Forbes, Hogarth and Co. from at least 

the early nineteenth century and, with George sr., of George and George 

Hogarth and Co., and with the inclusion of his son William from 1829 in 

Hogarth and Co. All of these companies took on salmon fishing leases 

throughout the north and north-east of Scotland, including the Spey. In 

1849 it was said, ‘the Messrs Hogarth of Aberdeen have for many years, 

on the east coast of Scotland, been known as the most extensive tacksmen 

of river fishings, and they have of late years entered the equal spirit  into 

those of the sea or coast.’(Thomson) 

 Sources: Tayler, House of Forbes; London Gazette; Alston, My little town; 

Thomson, Value of Scottish fisheries;  Decisions Court of Session to 1835; 

Reports 1860; National Archives: PROB 11/1813/66; NRS: GD44/35/16. 

Hogarth, William Of Aberdeen. 

 Son of George Hogarth jr. of Woodhill and Jane Forbes, grandson of 

William Forbes of Echt and probable grandson of George Hogarth of 

Marshall Meadow.  

 As partner in Hogarth and Co., and later individually, he was involved in 

the leasing of a number of salmon fishings in the north and north-east of 
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Scotland from 1829. In 1847 he was tacksman of the Berriedale (rent 

£275/year) and Spey fishings (rent £6000/year, previously £8000). In 1849 

it was said, ‘the Messrs Hogarth of Aberdeen have for many years, on the 

east coast of Scotland, been known as the most extensive tacksmen of river 

fishings, and they have of late years entered the equal spirit  into those of 

the sea or coast.’ By 1860,, when he gave evidence to the Select Committee 

regarding Scottish salmon fisheries, he had ownership of or leases on the 

Dee, Don and neighbouring coast, Deveron, the Moray Firth coast from 

Deveron to Spey, the Findhorn and coast, Moray Firth above and below 

Fort George, the Cromarty coast, the Thurso and coast, Marquis of 

Stafford’s Ross-shire fishings, Gairloch, and Gruinard. He had previously 

also leased the Spey fishings. He also bought fish from Sutherland rivers, 

including the Shin, where he ‘had an establishment.’   

 Sources: Alston, My little town; Decisions Court of Session to 1835; 
Reports 1860; Stoddart, Angler’s companion; Thomson, Value of Scottish 

fisheries; National Archives: PROB 11/1813/66. 

Landles, James Cooper, and admitted burgess of Berwick 29 Jan 1779.  

 By 27 April 1792 Landles was a master cooper in Berwick and, in 1808, 

he entered into a partnership with Philip Redpath cooper and George 

Ridell, merchant of Berwick, to take on the lease of the Sutherland estate 

fishings on the rivers Naver, Torrisdale, Helmsdale and Brora. The 

Company was known as Landles and Redpath, so Ridell may have been a 

silent or short-lived partner.  Cautioners for the Company in this agreement 

were George and William Redpath, London fishmongers, suggesting firm 

and familial links with the lucrative London market. This partnership may 

have been dissolved by the late 1810s, and James, along with John 

Landles, launched a claim for damages before the Court of Session against 

Philip Redpath in 1820.  

 By 1813, Landles had also leased Dingwall’s stell and yair fishings, and a 

few years later he entered a partnership with David Calder to take on the 

lease of the Helmsdale fishings and boiling house. Calder was another 

cooper burgess of Berwick but based in Aberdeen. Unfortunately, by 

February 1821 Calder and Landles were declared bankrupt, as partners and 

individually, and there followed a sale of their property in Berwick and 

materials in Helmsdale. 
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 Several contemporaries of James Landles, appearing alongside him as 

master coopers in the Berwick Directory of 1806, also became involved in 

the salmon trade in the region as merchants and/or tacksmen, namely 

George Hogarth, John Steavenson, William Berry, and Philip Redpath.  

  Sources: Roll of burgesses; Adam, Sutherland estate; Graham-Stewart, 

Salmon rivers; Macrae, Romance; Carlisle Patriot; Edinburgh Magazine; 

Inverness Courier; London Gazette; NRS: CS239/L/19/25, CS906/2063. 

Redpath, Philip Cooper and merchant of Berwick  

 In 1808 Redpath entered into a partnership with James Landles, cooper in 

Berwick and George Ridell merchant of Berwick, to take on the lease of 

the Sutherland estate fishings on the rivers Naver, Torrisdale, Helmsdale 

and Brora. The Company was known as Landles and Redpath, so Ridell 

may have been a silent or short-lived partner.  Cautioners for the Company 

in this agreement were George and William Redpath, London fishmongers 

who owned one of the most substantial companies dealing in fish in the 

capital at that time, and they were very likely to have been relations of his. 

This partnership may have been dissolved by the late 1810s, and James 

and John Landles launched a claim for damages before the Court of 

Session against him in 1820.  

 He seems to have retained an interest in the Sutherland fishings after the 

end of his partnership and held a 99-year lease of herring and curing houses 

at Helmsdale from 1819. In 1822 Redpath was approached to take on the 

lease of the Conon fishings but declined, advising that they should be set 

to a single substantial tenant. In 1830 Redpath was involved in litigation 

with the Marquis and Marchioness of Stafford regarding his Sutherland 

fishing interests, but it was not until 1837 that the Helmsdale buildings 

were put up for sale. 

 Several contemporaries of Philip Redpath, appearing alongside him as 

master coopers in the Berwick Directory of 1806, also became involved in 

the salmon trade in the region as merchants and/or tacksmen, namely 

George Hogarth, John Steavenson, William Berry, and James Landles.  

 Sources: Adam, Sutherland estate; John O’Groat Journal; Inverness 

Courier; NRS: CS239/L/19/25, GD46/1/222, CS46/1830/3/221 
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Richardson, John Of Perth and later of Pitfour. ‘The great fishmonger of the Tay.’ 

 John Richardson was a general merchant but became heavily involved in 

the salmon trade as both merchant and tacksman from the 1750s until he 

retired in 1806. His career has been the focus of considerable research, and 

publications, by A R B Haldane and Iain A Robertson.  

 In his early career Richardson’s focus was on purchasing salmon from 

fishings across Scotland, including from the Tweed, Forth, Deveron, 

Findhorn, Spey, Beauly, Cassley, Conon, Oykel, Shin, Stornoway, Lochy 

and Awe. His company had ‘interests in salmon fishing round nearly the 

whole coast of Scotland,’ as purchasers of catches, and later as 

leaseholders.  

 Richardson managed his business, at least during the early part of his 

career, by establishing regular contact with others involved in the trade at 

home and abroad, to gauge the market, make deals, and fix prices. His 

regular correspondents included his agent in Banff, Samuel Douglas, John 

Burnet of Aberdeen with whom he discussed the state of the European 

markets and to whom he suggested a joint enterprise to buy up Irish salmon 

to lessen competition. In the 1770s he was also corresponding, and dealing, 

with Cromarty merchant William Forsyth, and James Robertson and Co. 

of Portsoy to whom he suggested establishing cartels for purchasing 

salmon from proprietors to sell in foreign markets. In 1771 he entered into 

an agreement with the Robertsons to the effect that the produce of all the 

fishings acquired from fisheries north of Montrose by the two companies 

should be held on joint account. 

 In 1771 Richardson stated in a letter to Peter Martel, his merchant contact 

in Lille, ‘we have a great part of the Scots fishery of salmon in our own 

hand.’ Richardson sold most of his accumulated stocks of salted, barrelled 

salmon in Europe using his own sloops, and in chartered vessels, with key 

markets  in France, Spain and the Mediterranean, such as Bilbao, Leghorn, 

Bordeaux and Venice. Later his trade would be focused on the London 

market ˗ with salmon in a fresh state from fisheries in the south of 

Scotland, then in kitted form and preserved in ice from across Scotland. 
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 Richardson is likely to have held leases of fishings in the Tay from an early 

date, and he held a half share in a lease of the Awe fishings as early as 

1763, but it was not until he had firmly established himself as successful 

salmon merchant in the 1770s that he appears to have decided to move into 

taking on the leases of fishings to any great extent, and thus guaranteeing 

good management and a supply of fish for export. In 1771 he made a bid 

to be joint tacksman of Lovat’s forfeited Beauly fishings with James 

Robertson and Co. of Portsoy, with James Gordon (of Rosieburn?), 

merchant in Portsoy acting on their behalf. Although he later withdrew in 

favour of General Fraser, he stayed on as manager and seems to have 

acquired the lease there from around 1782. Although in 1781 Richardson 

expressed an unwillingness to do anything more than purchase the Duke 

of Gordon’s Spey salmon, in 1783 he took on a 21-year lease of these east 

bank, stell and upstream fishings with Portsoy merchant James Gordon of 

Rosieburn, trading as The Spey Fishing Co. The pair seem to have 

simultaneously leased the Earl of Moray’s (west bank) Spey fishings 

simultaneously, although George Robinson of Banff also had an interest 

in these and they may have been sublet to him. In 1785, as John Richardson 

and Co., he applied for the lease of Perth’s Tay fishings and was probably 

successful.  

 In 1791, John Richardson and Co. (incorporating James Richardson and 

William Stewart, merchants) reached an agreement with William Berry 

and James Bell, coopers of Berwick ‘to obtain leases of all the fishings 

which fell out of tack in the river Tay,’ and in 1800 they did acquire the 

lease of Lord Wemyss’s Tay fishings. Also in 1791 Richardson and Co. 

agreed with George Hogarth of Berwick, Thomas Arbuthnot and James 

Arbuthnot of Peterhead and William Forbes of Aberdeen to obtain leases 

of the salmon fishings in the rivers Ness and Conon, and stell fishings in 

the area for their mutual advantage in the salmon fishing trade. Between 

1782 and 1809 Richardson and Co. succeeded in gaining, at various times, 

leases of some, if not all, of the fishings on the Awe, Beauly, Conon, Ewe, 

Lochy, Ness, North Esk, South Esk, Spey, Tay and tributaries, and the stell 

fishings of adjacent to the Spey and Lossie and at Kessock and 

Clachnaharry (Ness). 
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 From July 1785, John Richardson experienced a major change in his 

fortunes when he received a letter from George Dempster in which he 

suggested a trial of transporting salmon in ice. The first trials probably took 

place from Perth, but the Spey fishings were involved from a very early 

stage with the transportation of chilled salmon on a commercial scale. 

When Richardson began constructing an icehouse on the Spey in autumn 

1786,  there was already a lath and plaster structure in use, suggesting the 

process had already been tried for 1786 season catches. The introduction 

of ice-preservation substantially altered the nature of the salmon trade and 

was widely adopted at salmon fisheries across Scotland, although it was 

probably not widespread in the Moray Firth region until reliable fast, steam 

transportation was introduced. Richardson readily paid tribute to Dempster 

for his suggestion and presented him with annual gifts by way of thanks. 

 In 1803 John Richardson chose not to renew his lease of the Spey fishings 

and, in 1806 he retired in favour of his son James. He was certainly 

extremely successful, but contemporaries held mixed opinions of him. The 

author of the OSA report for Kilmorack cannot speak highly enough of his 

character and treatment of the local people and his kindness during the 

famine of 1782-3, and in Speymouth in 1795 he donated 20 guineas to the 

poor, and especially decayed fishers and their widows. However, writing 

in 1807 the Rev James Hall condemned Richardson’s monopoly of the 

salmon fishing trade which prevented people of Perth enjoying salmon 

caught of their doorstep, mocked his ostentatious furnishings and attempts 

to appear to come from ‘old money,’ and dubbed him, ‘the great 

fishmonger of the Tay.’ 

 Sources: NLS biographical summary, www.nls.uk ; Haldane, Great 

fishmonger; Robertson, ‘Tay salmon fisheries’ (thesis), Tay salmon 

fisheries, Salmon fishers; Macgill, Old Ross-shire; Victor Gaffney, The 
lordship of Strathavon: Tomintoul under the Gordons (Aberdeen, 1960); 

Millar, Forfeited estates; OSA Kilmorack; Cramond, Speymouth; Hall, 
Travels; NRS: E769/86/2; GD44/43/259; GD/35/8/1 et al; GD44/35/8; 

GD112/11/2/5/93; GD44/51/121-2; PA: MS101/Bundle35, 
MS101/Bundle32; MS101/Bundle22, MS101/Bundle23, 

MS101/Bundle67, B59/25/3/122. 

Robertson, James and Co. Probably founded by James Robertson sr. (d. 1777), merchant 

in Portsoy and continued after his death by James and Alexander 

http://www.nls.uk/
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Robertson merchants in Portsoy, probably his sons. James sr.’s brother, 

William, was a merchant in Rotterdam. 

 This company was involved in a general import and export trade, thread 

manufacture, limestone quarries, ship ownership and banking. James sr. 

worked with Coutts brothers of Edinburgh and London in the mid-

eighteenth sourcing grain from the area.   

 From the 1760s the company had extensive dealings with the Duke of 

Gordon, supplying materials for his Spey salmon fishings, and from at 

least 1770 regularly purchased his salted salmon for export. In 1780 and 

1781 they also purchased the Duke’s fresh salmon for kitting at Portsoy 

and Down/Macduff. 

 The company was primarily interested in purchasing salmon rather than 

leasing fishings but, in 1771 they made a bid to take the lease of Lord 

Lovat’s forfeited Beauly fishings in partnership with John Richardson of 

Perth, with James Gordon of Portsoy acting as their representative. John 

Richardson was a regular correspondent of theirs and in 1771 he suggested 

they should establish cartels for purchasing salmon from proprietors to sell 

in foreign markets, and in the same year Richardson entered into an 

agreement with the Robertsons to the effect that the produce of all the 

fishings acquired from fisheries north of Montrose by the two companies 

should be held on joint account. 

 Although the Company was heavily involved in the salmon trade, between 

1767 and 1777 the Robertsons, along with James Gordon and John 

Williams, leased the Brora saltpans, and in 1769 also leased the coalfields. 

These leases also entitled them to harvest kelp on the seashore, which they 

did. The Company also engaged in white fishing, being awarded a 

premium for cod catches by the Trustees of Manufactures and Fishing in 

1776. 

 James Robertson and Co. were perhaps just too ambitious and over-

stretched themselves. In January 1782 the Company, and James and 

Alexander Robertson as individuals, were declared bankrupt, with 

Alexander spending some time in Banff prison in May that year as a result. 

The writing had been on the wall since summer 1781, and their venture 
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into kitting may well have been too much for this ambitious company as 

they seemed to cope poorly with its demands. 

 Sources: Forbes, Memoirs banking house; NRS: GD44/52/110, 

GD44/52/111, GD44/43/267/3, GD44/43/165, GD44/43/259, 
GD44/43/271, E769/86/2; Millar, Forfeited estates; Robertson, ‘Tay 

fisheries,’ and Tay fisheries; Hooper and Aitken, Back Beach, Brora; 

Caledonian Mercury 

Robinson, George  Merchant, and Provost of Banff for 23 years between 1784 and 1828.  

 The Robinson family was descended from the Robertsons of Struan but 

changed the family name to avoid associations with these staunch 

Jacobites. This branch had moved to Nottingham before 1745 but was 

persuaded to establish a thread and stocking manufactory in Banff 

sometime before the 1760s. David Loch said of George Robinson, he was 

‘a real friend to industry, and an eminent encourager of every useful branch 

of manufactures.’ His main interest remained linen and stocking 

manufacture but he was also involved in salmon fishing as the long-term 

tacksman of the Deveron fishings (at least 1782-1821), and as purchaser 

of salmon from other fishings including the Spey. He had interests in the 

Earl of Moray’s Spey fishings prior to 1804 and may have sublet these 

from John Richardson and James Gordon. In 1803 he made a bid to take 

on the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings, but was unable to find the 

necessary security. 

 Sources: OSA Banff; Loch, Essays on trade; Tayler, Lord Fife; NRS: 

GD44/43/265, GD44/35/8/24, GD44/35/10. 

Steavenson, John (1758-1831) Cooper, and burgess of Berwick (1781).  

 John Steavenson established himself as tacksman of fishings in the Moray 

Firth region in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, although 

he continued to live in Berwick where he was several times Mayor and 

Collector of Customs, and listed as a master cooper in 1806.  

 By 1797 Steavenson had the lease of the Lochy fishings, to which he had 

added the fishings of the Chanonry of Ness by 1816 and the stell and yair 

fishings of the Conon, and some of the Findhorn fishings, by the 1820s 

(the later tacks may have been undertaken by his son John Carpenter 

Steavenson). 
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 Sources: Roll of burgesses; Fraser-Mackintosh, Antiquarian notes (1897); 

Macrae, Romance; Alston, My little town; Tytler and Fraser v Forbes 

Hogarth; Inverness Courier. 

Steavenson, John Carpenter  Born in Berwick in 1795, son of John Steavenson.  

 He became burgess of Berwick in 1816 but had settled in Fortrose by 1827, 

serving as Provost there in 1837. He was a general merchant, fish curer 

and manager and tacksman of fishings. He probably served his father as 

manager, and later took on his tacks of fishings, and when, in 1827, he 

gave evidence to Select Committee of the House of Commons regarding 

salmon fisheries, he stated that he had been a salmon fishery manager for 

16-17 years on most rivers north of Spey: Spey, Findhorn, Nairn, Ness, 

Beauly, Conon, Alness, Oykell, Shin, Helmsdale, Brora, Berriedale, 

Thurso, Bighouse (Halladale), Ewe, Lochy and tributaries. In 1827, his 

current interests were in the Ness, Findhorn, Conon, Alness, Berridale, 

Thurso, Ewe and Lochy. If his claim of 16-17 years’ experience is correct 

this would have made him very young as either manager or tacksman. 

 In 1831, he was involved in a lengthy legal case regarding the Conon 

fishings of which he was tacksman, and subsequently was declared 

bankrupt in 1831.  

 Sources: Fraser Natural history; Claims re. Caledonian canal; Select 

Committee 1827; London Gazette. 

Steuart, John Merchant of Inverness. Councillor (1703-16) and Bailie of Inverness 

(1713-15), and widely known as Bailie Steuart 

 Steuart, described by Fraser-Mackintosh as, ‘an ardent Royalist and a keen 

Episcopalian,’ was involved in the uprisings in both 1715 and 1745. He 

was one of the region’s most substantial merchants in the early years of 

the eighteenth century, as a general trader who dealt in salmon but also in 

other fish and general wares. Local historian George Bain wrote that he 

was ‘a merchant on an extensive scale’ who ‘buys up the season’s grain, 

salmon, codfish and herring all over the north and finds markets for them 

in foreign parts.’ He owned or had interests in more than 12 ships and was 

active in the smuggling trade. 

 He had extensive connections with the landed proprietors of the north of 

Scotland, served as factor for Earl of Moray (c.1715-1734), and the Laird 
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of Culloden. He dealt in salmon from the estates of these gentlemen, and 

also from many estates on the Moray Firth and the west coast of Scotland, 

belonging to proprietors including Lord Lovat, Sir Thomas Calder of 

Muirtown, Urquhart of Burdsyards, Rose of Clava, Mrs Mackenzie of 

Assynt, Laird of Sand in Gairloch, Lord Seaforth (Kintail), Lord 

Mackinnon, the Duke of Gordon and Sir Harrie Innes. His network of 

trading contacts stretched from the Orkneys and Hebrides, encompassed 

Montrose, Leith and London, as well as European and trans-Atlantic 

contacts in Danzig, Stockholm, Gothenburg, Copenhagen, Hamburg, 

Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Holland, Le Havre, St Martins, Bordeaux, 

Marseilles, Bilbao, Barcelona, Leghorn, Barbados and Jamaica.  

 Within the region Steuart formed partnerships with other merchants such 

as William Mackay and William Fraser of Inverness and William Dawson 

of Forres, and dealt with large merchant houses such as that of George 

Auchterlony (Edinburgh and London), Patrick McHattie (London), 

William Carmichael (Edinburgh), Ramsey and Strachan (Montrose).  

 In spite of his extensive dealings and contacts, Steuart did not make a 

fortune, and his letters are full of minor setbacks and disasters. 

Nevertheless, he was an important figure in the region’s salmon trade in 

the first half of the eighteenth century. 

 Sources: Mackay, Bailie Steuart; Fraser-Mackintosh, Letters of two 

centuries; Mackenzie, History of the Frasers; Bain, Petty; NRS:  

GD23/5/219;  MHC: ZBFo A37/1/66.  
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Appendix D: Salmon fishing methods and terms 

This Appendix focuses principally on methods identified as having been used in the inner 

Moray Firth region. There were probably as many variations in equipment as there were 

communities and rivers and, although similar methods and equipment will have been used 

in other parts of Scotland, as they had distinctive local names and were possibly of slightly 

different construction, it is not always possible to identify equipment which was employed 

universally. Most of the methods relied on the knowledge and experience of the natural 

history and habits of the fish acquired over generations, and the skill of the fishers was 

paramount. Many methods detailed here became illegal under 1862 and 1868 salmon fishing 

legislation. 

 

Fig. 13: Fishing at Glenmoriston, showing various fishing methods employed in some of the most challenging 

locations e.g. A clip,  leister and hoop net. Engraving by Peter Mazell from Charles Cordiner Remarkable ruins 

and romantic prospects of North Britain (London, 1788) 

 

Baggot Female fish which have failed to spawn or only partially spawned, caught 

in spring full of ova.  

Bait Bait was not widely utilised for catching salmon but it was reported by Sir 

William Jardine that, in the early nineteenth century, salmon were captured 

in the firths of Sutherland using sand-eels ˗ ‘a (baited) line is attached to a 

buoy or a bladder and allowed to float with the tide up the narrow 
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estuaries,’ and the OSA account for the Moulin parish (Perthshire) 

mentions the use of bait in the Tummel and Garry (OSA XII, p.750). 

Salmon were also sometimes caught on cod lines when sand-eels or 

herring were used although this is not likely to have been employed on a 

commercial basis (Stoddart, Angler’s companion, pp.181-2)  

Baskets Also creels, cruives (2). Wickerwork traps of varying construction were 

used in many locations, and particularly in simple forms, to catch salmon 

which failed to make the leap up waterfalls and obstructions. The disturbed 

and frothy water at waterfalls was believed to hamper visibility, causing 

the fish to ‘mistake their direction,’ and making them more inclined to fall 

into these baskets which were placed on neighbouring banks and rocks or 

in the stream itself (falls of Shin) (OSA XVIII pp.334, 453). Pennant (1772 

p.423) wrote that, at the falls of Faskally on the River Garry, Perthshire ‘a 

hamper, fastened to a wicker rope, pinned into a cleft of rock by a stick, is 

flung into the stream: now and then a fish, in the fall from its efforts to get 

up, drop’d into this little ware.’ This method was still in use there and on 

the River Almond in the 1790s and, on the Tummel and Garry, baskets 

were set in the stream to intercept salmon as they passed upstream, acting 

in a similar manner to cairn nets used elsewhere. (OSA XII pp.440, 750).  

 Specially constructed wickerwork traps were also used in tidal waters 

where they were integrated into yairs, and Hector Boece and Bishop Leslie 

identified these as being in use in the region in the sixteenth century. 

Wickerwork barriers called kiddles were frequently used in English rivers, 

and complex arrangements of specially constructed basketwork traps 

known as putchers were a feature of Severn fisheries. 

Beastie Also beastie fish, foolish beast, red beastie. Superstitious name for salmon 

used by white and herring fishers who considered it unlucky to utter the 

word ‘salmon.’ 

Ben Small spring-run salmon 

Black-back  Possibly spring-run fish (in contrast to greybacks which are caught in 

autumn). MHC: ZBFo A37/1/68 

Black fish Salmon caught out of season and/or kelts.  
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Black fishers Those guilty of catching black fish. Scrope incorrectly attributes the name 

to the habit of Tweed poachers of dressing in black and blackening their 

faces as a disguise. (Scrope, op. cit., p.200-1) 

Blazing the water Night-time communal poaching activity engaged in on the upper waters 

of salmon rivers during close time using torches and leisters. The fish were 

targeted whilst on the redds in the act of spawning (see Appendix B). 

Bradan (Gaelic) Salmon  

Brae Also wauch, carry (Ness), caull or cauld (Tweed, S. Scotland) stem 

(Sutherland and Caithness). Artificial gravel and stone bank or dyke 

constructed across a river and used to stall salmon in their progress 

upstream. Fishing was carried out in the water below by net and coble 

and/or with nets attached to the structure. Of ancient origin but dubious 

legality, these were objected to but rarely tested in courts until the 

eighteenth century. (Cramond, ‘Old Spey,’ Grant v Gordon, Culduthel v 

lower heritors).  

Branches Placed on rocks near waterfalls, usually by poachers, to entangle salmon 

which failed in their attempts to leap the falls. e.g. Kilmorack/Red Linn at 

Kiltarlity OSA. Bushes and branches, together with stones, were also 

placed in rivers in spate to check the progress of salmon upstream (Legal 

Culduthel v. lower heritors), and broom or gorse was placed in cruive 

boxes to block the hecks (NRS: GD44/52/110/1; Reports 1860). 

Breast Hecks of a cruive box or chest. (Culduthel v. lower heritors)  

Cairn Also croy. Mound of stones etc, natural or artificial, within the river used 

as stance from which to fish for salmon which like to lie in the pools 

created below. Also used as a location for a fixed net (Grant v Gordon; 

Stewart Treatise, p.164). Cairns might be adjoined to the banks, or placed 

within the stream, although those not attached to banks were later 

prohibited by legislation. Stoddart described them thus: ‘River cairns, or 

heaps of stone raised by the tacksmen of salmon fishings for the purpose 

of inveigling running fish into a certain description of net attached to them’ 

(Angler's Companion p.xvi ). Similar structures are still built by gillies and 

used by anglers (P D Malloch,  ‘The gamekeeper as fishing gillie,’ in Sir 

Peter Jeffrey Mackay, The Keeper's Book: a guide to the duties of a 
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gamekeeper (London, 1924), pp 373-391, p.375; W J M Menzies, Salmon 

fishing (London, 1935), pp. 217-231).  

Caltrap  Also crowfoot, and similar to (or as?) rake hook. Spiked instrument 

consisting of four spikes, with one always upright, attached to a rope or 

cord and thrown into the stream to catch salmon. Pennant observed their 

use at the Falls of Faskally (1772 p.423)  

Canacis Probably alternative spelling of cannases, coarse open weave hempen or 

canvas sheets which were applied over cruive boxes to prevent fish 

escaping or made into bags to carry the fish away. Used by 

poachers/fishers on the Ness. (Mackay, Records of Inverness I, p.8) 

Canar As kenner.  

Carry As brae. Origin Gaelic caraidh.  

Cauldron Possibly apocryphal. Cauldrons of boiling water were allegedly set on 

rocks at waterfalls to catch salmon which have failed to make the leap and 

fallen back. The salmon were immediately cooked in the pot and eaten on 

site. This method was reported by Hector Boece and Richard Franck, and 

there is an oft-repeated tale that one of the Lords Lovat employed this 

technique at the falls of Kilmorack on the Beauly to entertain and impress 

his guests.  

Cavel A division or share of a fishing which pertained to several proprietors, Dee 

and Findhorn. 

Chest Also water chest or kist (Ness), as cruive box. (Mackay, Records of 

Inverness, Culduthel v. lower heritors) 

Clip Also clep, cleek, cleik. (See Fig.13  Glenmoriston). A very long pole with 

a sharp hook or hooks on the end which were jabbed at salmon while at 

rest in pools at the base of waterfalls, or in rocky, shallow upper waters. 

The poles could be up to 16 feet long, and might have up to eight hooked, 

barbed prongs. Short-handled versions were known as gaffs. 

 Clips are known to have been favoured by poachers across Scotland, but it 

is remarkable that this method persisted even in commercial fishings until 

the late nineteenth century. In addition to their use at Glenmoriston, they 

are known to have been employed at Knockando on the upper Spey, to 
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remove fish from the cossacks on the Ness, at waterfalls on the Roy, 

Beauly and Cassley, and at the Earl of Moray’s Ess fishings on the 

Findhorn where they were still used commercially in 1862 (OSA XVI 

p.578 XVII p.179; NSA XIII p.66; Macfarlane, Geographical collections 

I, p.202; MHC: ZBFoA37/1/68; Campbell, Raid of Albyn, pp.100-101; 

Culduthel v. lower heritors). The NSA (XIII p.189) report for Edinkillie 

(Findhorn) described the method thus:  

 At the Ess, or fall, which is about six feet in height…a man is 

employed by the Company to fish with an instrument called a clip, 

which has a handle ten feet in length, and two or three crooked 

prongs. The man placing himself upon a rock immediately below the 

fall, and holding his clip about six inches under the water, and eight 

or ten inches from the rock where he is seated, watches the 

opportunity of the fish being driven to the water’s edge by the force 

of the fall, and by a sudden jerk with his instrument, seldom fails to 

place it on the rock beside him. 

 This method could be dangerous, as Charles St John reports, ‘the capture 

of every fish is only attained by a struggle of life and death between man 

and salmon, for the least slip would send the former into the river, whence 

he would never come out alive,’ and Stoddart reported that one of these 

fishers did indeed lose his balance ‘and was overwhelmed in the foaming 

eddies underneath.’ It is not surprising that the Earl of Moray’s clip fishers 

at the Esses were issued with a pair of shoes as part of their payment. This 

crude method must also have damaged the fish, and many of the salmon 

caught on the Ness by clips and leisters were said to be worth less and 

often unfit for curing and packing, with one eyewitness stating in 1746, 

‘the fish thus catch’d are nothing near so good as those catch’d with the 

drag net.’ (MHC: ZBFoA37/1/68; St John, Wild sports, pp.305-6; 

Stoddart, Angler’s companion pp.376-7; Culduthel v. lower heritors, 

Journey through England and Scotland (with) the Duke of Cumberland 

p.170). 

Coble Small, flat-bottomed, clinker-built rowing boat (later motor-driven) used 

by fishers in rivers, estuaries and inshore. Ideal for use in shallow water 

and easily dragged ashore onto riverbanks and beaches. Fishing by net and 
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coble was by far the most common method employed for salmon fishing 

across Scotland and was used in all commercial fishings, either on its own, 

or in conjunction with other methods. One end of the coble net was held 

on shore by one or more fishers, whilst the other was paid out from the 

stern of the coble by a fisher or fishers as it was rowed out into the river. 

The coble was then rowed back to the bank, having completed a circular 

path across the river, and the net was hauled ashore. The size of the coble 

and the number of fishers depended on the size of the river and the fishery. 

 Cobles were made locally, with several generations of the Winchester 

family of Garmouth being responsible for making and repairing the Spey 

boats in the eighteenth century. In 1704 the Earl of Moray had a new coble 

made for his Darnaway fishings by Robert Watson, boatwright in 

Findhorn, and they continued to be made in that village until the 1980s. 

These boats were worked hard, and often required re-dressing and 

replacement oars were purchased frequently. E.g. NRS: GD44/52/110/1, 

MHC: ZBFo A37/1/68. 

                                                                        

Fig. 14: Findhorn Bay coble.  Detail from a nineteenth century postcard, licensor 

SCRAN, www.scran.ac.uk 

Cossack Origin Gaelic còsag meaning small cavern or cell. A salmon trap in the 

form of a stone enclosure whose walls incorporated wooden/wattle 

inscales which permitted no escape. The salmon which entered were held 

in a pond from which they were removed using leisters or clips. Used in 

some numbers (exclusively?) around the islands of the River Ness until the 

mid-eighteenth century. Culduthel v lower heritors; Journey (with) the 

Duke of Cumberland, p.170). 

Croy As cairn 

http://www.scran.ac.uk/
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Cruive(s)   

 

      

                   Fig. 15: Remnants of the cruive dyke on the River Beauly © Jane Thomas 

 Various spellings (and names). Pronunciation is far from clear. Also crovis 

(Latin), crives, croves, creus, crws, crues, cruves, crooves, cruffis, cruifis, 

crubs, creaves, cruowis, cruuis, curves, kruves. And creels, cribs and 

hatches (Ireland), gored (Wales), weirs (widespread), waterworks and 

carries (Inverness). Large barriers, braes or dykes, placed across rivers to 

stall salmon in their ascent upstream. They incorporated cruive boxes 

which served as salmon traps and, apart from a gap known as the King’s 

gap which was required by law (declared unenforceable from 1665), these 

traps were the only points in the structure through which water flowed 

freely and to which the salmon were naturally attracted. The larger fish 

were trapped in the cruive boxes while a limited number of small fish were 

able to escape upstream via the rear hecks. The term cruives frequently 

refers to the combination of the dyke and traps together, but it is also 

applied to the traps, or cruive boxes, alone.  

 Cruives were lawful only with a specific royal grant so were limited in 

distribution, and their precise location was usually stipulated. They were 

originally permitted in tidal zones but later restricted to upstream locations, 

usually being situated just a few miles up the river where the banks and 

riverbed were suitable. They were not, as suggested by Kate Buchanan, 

positioned where they could be seen from the proprietors’ castles, but 

where it was most expedient (‘Wheels and creels.’)  
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 Cruive dykes were originally made of timber, and in the seventeenth 

century the Conon cruives were constructed of large timbers ‘fortified’ 

with stones, clay, heather ‘and uthers necessarie for filling up the werk’ 

(Macgill, Old Ross-shire p.180). Later, they were generally constructed of 

loose, and even mortared, stones, although the latter were challenged as 

illegal (Sir James Grant et al v Duke of Gordon 1776 etc.). Plans for 

replacement cruives on the Conon in 1756 stipulated a dyke made from 

quarried stones, 280 yards long, 6 to 8 feet high, at least 20 feet broad at 

the base, narrowing to 10 feet at the top. (Adams, Peter May pp.17-18). 

Cruive dykes were substantial structures, usually spanning the entire river, 

raised above the normal level of the water, and constructed in such a 

manner as to make it unlikely that salmon would be able to leap over 

except at very high water.  

 The following extract from the Appeal from Scotland in the House of Lords 

by James Earl of Fife appellant against William Lord Banff and Peter 

Gordon of Dalgaty. Cases for appellant and respondents, 2 May 1781, 

describes their mode of operation: 

 The Cruive Fishing is carried on in the following manner: A strong 

bulwark or wall is built across the river, which is called the cruive 

dyke. The side which fronts the stream is nearly perpendicular, the 

lower side is built with an easy slop. In this wall certain openings or 

gaps are left, in which are placed the engines for catching the fish, 

called the cruive boxes; and which are so constructed as to serve the 

purpose, not only of catching fish of the proper size, but also of 

suffering the salmon fry, and even salmon of twenty pounds weight 

to pass up the river. For these purposes, the two ends of the cruive 

box are made with hecks or racks of a certain wideness. The hecks 

at the upper end, which receive the stream, are all fixed and 

unmoveable, except for so many of them as are made to draw out to 

make an opening of an ell wide, which is done every Saturday’s 

evening at sunset, and continues till Monday morning at sunrise. The 

racks or hecks at the lower end are like two folding doors placed 

angularly towards each other, and sloping into the cruive box, where 

they are sharpened at the points, and both upper and lower hecks 

stand three inches asunder. The lower hecks are constructed to yield 
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on the smallest pressure, in order to let into the cruive the largest fish 

ascending the river, but prevent them from getting back by the 

sharpness of their points, and being shut by the stream. They are 

called inscales. These inscales are likewise taken out on Saturday at 

sunset, at the same time with the upper hecks, and remain so till 

Monday morning at sunrise. This is called the Saturday’s slap. 

 In practice few dykes were operated in the theoretical manner as described 

above and the effectiveness of this method lay not in the cruive boxes 

themselves but in the barrier that was formed by the dyke. Most cruive 

dykes were modified significantly to create solid, impassable structures 

and even with the cruive boxes removed, as they were in the close season, 

they formed substantial barriers for the ascending fish who by early 

autumn were weak and heavy with roe and easily caught. Persistent abuse 

and lack of adherence to the regulations resulted in ever more impenetrable 

structures. Neither were they positioned, as Alex Hale suggested, in a 

manner which demonstrated that they ‘obviously knew the value of 

allowing some fish to reach their spawning grounds,’ (Hale, ‘Fish 

traps,’p.126), but rather to ensure there was no free passage for the fish 

upstream, as seen in Fig. 16 where the cruive dykes are shown blocking 

each of the channels or ‘strins’ of the river.  

 Abuses increased in the eighteenth century as high salmon prices increased 

fishing effort and such ‘unregulated cruives’ were widely blamed for 

declining stocks. John Knox (1787) stated the abuse of cruives might be 

‘compared to the good old woman who killed her hen in order to get at the 

eggs all at once.’ (Knox, Tour p.121). The OSA abounds with complaints 

on the subject and disputes between proprietors kept the law courts busy 

throughout the eighteenth century. 
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Fig. 16: Spey cruives plan view. Petitions of Alexander Duke of Gordon to the 

Lords of Council and Session, 20 Nov 1776 and 3 Dec 1777 

 Cruive dykes are known to have been in place at various times during the 

period on the following rivers in the north and north-east of Scotland: 

Alness, Beauly, Berriedale, Brora, Cassley, Conon, Culag, Deveron, 

Dinard, Dunbeath, Don, Ewe, Helmsdale, Hope, Inver, Kirkaig, Laxford, 

Lochy, Naver, Ness, North Esk, South Esk, Shin, Spey, Strathy, Thurso, 

Urie, Ythan.  

Cruive (2) Long tapering open-ended wickerwork trap used as the largest of a series 

of three to trap fish in tidal waters at Culross, the other two being called a 

bung and a weal (Forsyth, Beauties IV, p.204). Also used at Tulliallan 

(NSA X p.870). These appear to be similar to putchers used on the Severn 

and may be the type of traps identified as being in use in the region in the 

sixteenth century by Hector Boece in Moray, and Bishop Leslie at the 

mouth of the Beauly. 

Cruive box Also cruive, chest, water chest or kist, and fish lock (England). Fish trap, 

possibly originally basketwork but generally constructed of wood (on the 

Ness this was said to be mostly fir, being resinous and more water resistant, 

with a top plate of ash). The cruive box had a gridded back or heck with 

rungs (which by law should have been spaced a minimum of three inches 
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apart), and doors, or inscales, at the front These were inclined to permit 

entry to the trap but bar exit as described above and illustrated below. As 

they were constructed of wood, the components were inclined to swell, 

further narrowing the gap between the rungs of the hecks. Cruive boxes 

were sometimes locked to deter thieves (NRS: GD44/52/110/1). 

                     

                                 Fig. 3: Duke of Gordon’s cruive box, Spey. Petitions of Alexander Duke of Gordon to 

the Lords of Council and Session, 20 Nov 1776, 3 Dec 1777. 

Currach           Also curroch, coracle, curragh. Small, light round manoeuvrable boat 

made of basket work covered with hide. Used to fish for salmon, to guide 

timber floats, and as a ferry boat in the upper reaches of Highland rivers 

(Spey, Findhorn, Tay, Spean, Lochy, Nethy and Ross-shire rivers) and on 

the Dornoch Firth. Sir Robert Gordon of Straloch, quoting a first century 

Roman source, describes their construction: ‘First white willows, with 

twigs wetted, are woven into a little skiff, and being covered with a neat’s 

leather it carries its passenger and overtops the swelling river,’ and adds, 

‘no man in his senses or without experience would go on board such 

coracles, but practised men boldly and safely trust themselves to these on 

the wild river swollen beyond measure.’ (Macfarlane, Geographical 

collections II, p.458; James Hornell, British coracles and Irish curraghs 

(London, 1938) 

 The Rev. Lachlan Shaw describes the construction and operation of a Spey 

currach thus: 

 It is in shape oval, near three feet broad and four feet long; a small 

keel runs from the head to the stern; a few ribs are placed across 

the keel, and a ring of pliable wood around the lip of it. The whole 

machine is covered with a rough hide of an ox or horse; the seat is 

in the middle, it carries but one person; or if a second goes into it 
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to be wafted over a river, he stands behind the rower, leaning on 

his shoulders. (Shaw, Province of Moray (1775), p. 164) 

 Currachs were made locally, with fishers crafting their own in sixteenth 

century Dunkeld and at least one Strathspey fisher, Donald Grant Moir, 

doing likewise in the eighteenth century. New currachs were probably built 

regularly and ox or stag hides were purchased annually ‘to the Curroch’ 

for use on the Earl of Moray’s Darnaway fishings during the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries. The hide coverings were also repaired, sometimes 

while in use of the rivers, and the Elgin Museum example (Fig.17) shows 

signs of repairs and patching. Currachs were light enough to be carried 

and, once timber floaters on the Spey had delivered their load downstream 

at Garmouth, they would walk back to the forests of Glenmore and 

Abernethy with their currachs on their backs ˗ possibly over 50 miles. 

(OSA XVI pp.435-6). In Wales and the Welsh marches treated canvas was 

later substituted for the hides making the coracles easier to carry and 

cheaper to make.  

 A grant of a currach fishing was less valuable than that of a coble fishing, 

on the Spey being equivalent to half a coble fishing. Currachs were 

employed all along the Spey ˗ in the upper reaches, on the estuary, as well 

as some 5 miles upstream at Ordiquish. They were also used on the 

Findhorn on the Earl of Moray’s Darnaway fishings (some 10 miles 

upstream) and on a feath net fishing on the lower reaches near the town of 

Forres. On the upper reaches of rivers, a single currach might be employed 

and might even be used with a spear or leister, but commercially, on the 

lower reaches of rivers more than one vessel was used as described here 

on the Spey:  

 the currach fishings…were plied in the night-time beginning 

between sun and sky and leaving off when the lark began to sing in 

the morning. They had the privilege of going once a night-time 

through all the shots of the river down to the sea and the form of the 

fishing was they had three currachs, one at each end of a short nett 

in the middle of the stream and one behind the nett for taking out the 

fish that stuck and hanged in it. Such a fishing could not kill salmon 

with day light for they would banish from the nett and be driven out 
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of one fishing into another. This therefore made the use of the 

currachs to be restricted to a night fishing. NRS: GD44/35/12/1. 

 Two currachs were employed of the Forres feath net fishing, which also 

operated only at night, with the feathers permitted three shots per shift, 

probably in the same manner that paired currachs were employed in 

Ireland and Wales. Currachs were also used for rod fishing in the upper 

reaches of Scottish rivers. 

 Currachs continued to be used on the Findhorn during the early part of the 

eighteenth century and were still in use on the Spey in the late 1750s at 

Cromdale, Ballindalloch, Bellyforth, Boat of Bog, Castle Grant, and 

Inverallan. They probably survived in this area longer than anywhere else 

in Scotland, with the example below being discovered in a farm building 

at Advie in Strathspey in the nineteenth century.  

                     

Fig. 17: Spey currach at Elgin Museum. Rights Elgin Museum, licensor SCRAN, 

www.scran.ac.uk 

 Currachs were also employed in salmon fishings in Ireland and Wales, and 

on the Severn and Wye in England, with different styles of construction 

from region to region, and were used on Welsh rivers into the twentieth 

century for commercial fishing and angling.  

 (NRS: GD44/35/12/1; MHC: ZBFoA37/1/68, ZBFoB2/1, 2, 

ZBFoA37/1/22; Hannay, Rentale, Jenkins, Nets and coracles; Hornell, 
British coracles; Sixth report of the Royal Commission on Historical 

Manuscripts, I (London, 1877), p.650; Cramond, Church of Speymouth 
pp.5, 8; Grant v Gordon; Campbell, Raid of Albyn pp.96-9; George Agar 

Hansard, Trout and salmon fishing in Wales (London, 1834), pp.184-7; 

Helen J Simpson, ‘The salmon of the River Wye,’ in Harlan Walker (ed.), 
Fish: food from the waters (Totnes, 1998), pp.283-298, p.287; Grant v 

http://www.scran.ac.uk/
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Gordon; MacIan, Gaelic gatherings; Alexander Fenton, ‘The currach in 

Scotland: with notes on the floating of timber’. Scottish Studies, (1972), 

pp.61-81) 

Dreg Weight or anchor to keep nets static in the water. Used on stell nets and 

hang nets.  

Drumuck  Also drimuck and possibly water ball. This device sought to negate the 

effects of clear waters by introducing a mud or clay mortar ball which, 

when thrown into the water, broke apart, temporarily reducing oxygen 

levels, and rendering the water cloudy. The salmon, oxygen-starved and 

unable to see approaching nets and spears, are easier to catch. This method 

was often deployed at waterfalls such as those on the rivers Isla and Ericht, 

further decreasing the visibility in water that was already disturbed and 

frothy. This device was probably similar to, or the same as, the water ball 

used by a convicted poacher on Findhorn in 1730.  

 (MHC: ZBFoB32/730/11; OSA XII pp.122, 801; NSA X pp.244-5, 920; 
George Alexander Cooke, A topographical description of the middle 

division of Scotland AND A topographical description of the northern 
division of Scotland (bound together). (London, n.d.),pp.142-3; (T A 

Stuart,  The leaping behaviour of salmon and trout at falls and obstructions 

(Edinburgh, 1962)); von Brandt, Fish catching methods pp.39-40, Forsyth, 

Beauties IV p.224). 

Drylochis Equipment for catching/killing salmon used by poachers on the Ness 

(1615). Nature not known (Mackay, Records of Inverness II, p.136) 

Ess Waterfall. Origin Gaelic ˗ eas  

Finnock Young sea trout, sometimes called salmon peal, a name which was also 

applied to grilse. 

Fixed engine Stationary equipment used for salmon fishing. Fixed engines were not 

necessarily permanent, or even semi-permanent structures such as cairns, 

yairs, cruives and braes and the term also encompassed static and set nets 

such as stell nets, feath nets and cairn and brae nets,. Fixed engines were 

widely condemned as destructive from an early date, and many were 

always of dubious legality. The lack of legislation and poor enforcement 

resulted in their widespread use until the nineteenth century when 

legislation stipulated riverine and estuarine nets must be constantly in 

motion, and held be fishers, rather than stented and static. 
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Fleak Also flake, flack, flaik. Weir constructed as a hurdle or lattice fence and 

placed in the river to stop the passage of salmon e.g. at mill lades (Mackay, 

Records of Inverness II pp.81-2). Also used to refer to inscales in cruive 

boxes (Macfarlane, Geographical collections I p.201) 

Float rope Also head-line. Light rope attached to the upper end of coble and stell nets 

onto which floats were attached to ensure the upper end remained on the 

surface of the water. Most ropes used in the Duke of Gordon’s Spey 

fisheries in the eighteenth century were obtained from ropeworks in 

Aberdeen but some were purchased from Nairn. NRS: GD44/52/110/1 

Floats Floats were attached to the upper or float ropes of nets to keep them 

correctly positioned in the water. These were usually made of cork but 

bladders and inflated animal skins were used for some fishing nets. These 

latter were large and were probably for herring fishing, but they may well 

have been employed with bag nets in the sea. In Lossiemouth and Cullen 

dogs were specifically bred for the purpose and seal skins were also used. 

E.g. NRS: GD44/52/110; GD44/43/117; GD23/3/38; Hall, Travels p.355; 

Southey, Journal p.87 

                                    

         Fig. 18: Dog skin float from Lossiemouth. Courtesy of Nairn Museum 

Forbidden time Close season for salmon fishing, intended to coincide with spawning time 

and for much of the period ran from 26 August to 30 November.  

Fry First stage of development of salmon in fresh water but sometimes also 

used to refer to fish which have reached the parr stage of development. 

Gaff Also cleek in some regions. Short-handled, hooked, hand tool used mostly 

for landing, but also for catching, fish. Often used by poachers, some had 

detachable hooks and so could be disguised as walking sticks.  
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Green salmon Uncured salmon 

Greyback  Large autumn run salmon. 

Grilse Also gilse, salmon peal. Salmon which return to rivers to spawn after just 

one year at sea. Smaller and less valuable than more mature salmon but 

found a ready market in the Mediterranean during the eighteenth century. 

Thought by some to be a separate species into the nineteenth century when 

experiments proved otherwise. 

Ground rope Also lead rope due to the lead sinkers attached. Heavy rope attached to the 

bottom of draught nets such as coble and stell nets to keep them vertical in 

the water. Weights or sinkers were attached to this rope to ensure it was 

kept stable and as close to the riverbed as possible to prevent fish escaping 

underneath, and it might also be effective in frightening the fish upwards 

into the net. Most ropes used in the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fisheries in the 

eighteenth century were obtained from ropeworks in Aberdeen but some 

were purchased from Nairn. (NRS: GD44/52/110/1; GD44/35/1/3) 

Hair rope A type of rope used in the Duke of Gordon’s Spey salmon fishings in the 

eighteenth century although its specific application is not known. Probably 

made either from flax or hemp fibres or horsehair. Horse or cow hair ropes 

were used for headlines/float ropes by Welsh fishers in the twentieth 

century, being preferred as they were non-absorbent and subject to less 

stretch and shrinkage. As with most of the Duke of Gordon’s other ropes 

these were usually sourced from Aberdeen suppliers, but also from Leith. 

(NRS: GD44/52/110/1; Jenkins, Nets and coracles p.122; Hornell, op. cit., 

p.18). 

Hauling  Also hawling, hailing, bat (Tweed). Noun: place where nets are drawn. 

These were often cleared or constructed to make the ground smooth and 

free from stones to allow nets to ‘sweep fair,’ or built up to make working 

the nets easier. This caused disputes as the hauling places were often on 

land not pertaining to the proprietor of the fishings, but rights of access 

and the use of the banks for the purpose of fishing activities, regardless of 

ownership, were implied in fishing rights. (Stewart, Treatise pp.138-142; 

Reports from Committees 1860; Findhorn legal case 1820s; Fraser, 

Sutherland book I pp.83-6; MHC: ZBFo A37/1/68). 
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Heck Grating or grid on a fish trap or cruive box. Also used to stop the movement 

of fish for their protection e.g. at hydro-electric dams 

Hemp Plant fibre spun and used in the manufacture of nets and ropes for salmon 

fishing.  

Inscales Also purse (Ness),  fleak (Shin). Gratings or racks constructed as partially 

open doors at the lower end of salmon traps or cruive boxes, angled 

inwards to allow fish into the trap but prevent them from escaping.  

Intimidation     Salmon were known to be easily startled, even responding to the shadows 

of fishers, and this resulted in the use of methods of capture which sought 

to use this characteristic. One of these methods involved ‘beating the 

water,’ forcing or driving salmon into nets by agitating the water around 

them, as on the North Esk at Arnhall, where stones were thrown to frighten 

salmon into stent nets, also at Rosehall, and on the Oykell and Cassley 

where Pococke observed, ‘they catch salmon here by holding nets and 

driving in the salmon as described in Kilmare in Kerry.’ This particular 

Irish example has been difficult to trace but in County Antrim ‘cannonades 

of stones,’ and even dogs were used to drive salmon into nets, and dogs 

were similarly employed on Devon rivers. Similar tactics were used to 

encourage salmon to enter cruive boxes and other traps. (NTS NRAS 

770/Box22; Pococke, Tours p.114; John Pinkerton, A general collection of 

the best and most interesting voyages and travels in all parts of the world. 

III. (London, 1809), pp.885-7; Saunders, Compleat fisherman p.55).  

 Also designed to intimidate and deter was the use of white objects which 

were known to scare salmon and deter them from passing upstream. White 

boards or painted stones were employed by night-time leisterers on 

English rivers (Cornish, op. cit., p.62), and when strategically placed in the 

rivers white objects forced salmon into nets and traps or away from rivals’ 

fishings. Animal bones, frequently horse bones, were used as net sinkers 

on the upper Spey undoubtedly for this purpose (Grant v Gordon), and 

bones were also suspended from strings across rivers (Statement…Tay) 

while, on the Tweed, horse skulls were attached to cobles to direct the fish 

into nets (Scrope, op. cit., pp.221-2). Also on the Tweed it was claimed 

that:  
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 it had been a frequent practice to place stretched cords, stuck full of 

white feathers, running across the river, which continued waving and 

moving and prevented the salmon, being a timorous fish, from 

approaching those parts of the river where these waving feathers 

were placed (Appellants’ case - Tweed 1774).  

 The deterrent effect of white objects was widely understood, and 

gamekeepers’ handbooks advised them not to wear white cuffs to avoid 

startling the fish.  

 The use of items intended to frighten or deter salmon, including ‘beating 

the water’ and the use of white objects, was covered by the Tweed Act of 

1771, and prohibited under nineteenth century Scottish legislation. 

(Drummond, op. cit., p.397; Malloch, op. cit., p.384; Menzies, op. cit., 

p.218)   

 Kelt Also kipper and (British) regional variations liggar, mack, shiag. A salmon 

which has spawned, or is ‘spent.’ Kelts were generally in poor condition 

and referred to as foul salmon as opposed to clean, unspawned fish. 

Although some became ‘well-mended’ after a period of recovery, as a rule 

kelts were considered unwholesome, unpalatable food, and, in order to 

render them saleable, they were often heavily cured by smoking. Taking 

their name from these smoked spent fish, smoked salmon, rather than 

herrings, were the original kippers.  

Keltage Found in an Inverness fish market price list and probably the collective 

term for kelts. Ness fishers are known to have received kelts as a perquisite 

and to have sold these privately and at the town’s market (Mackay, 

Records of Inverness I, p.8; Culduthel v. lower heritors; Fraser, Natural 

history pp.118-9). 

Kenner Also canar, cainer, caner. Orig. Gaelic, cain.  Originally responsible for 

paying the kane/cain fish ˗ rent in kind or custom duty ˗ to the proprietor, 

this term was used throughout the north of Scotland for the leader or 

overseer of a team of salmon fishers.  

King’s gap A gap, stipulated to be equivalent to the size of a well-fed adult pig, to be 

left in the mid-stream of cruive or other dykes. Introduced by law under 

Alexander II (1214-49) to allow some fish to ascend upstream, this law 
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was held to be in desuetude by 1665 and could no longer be enforced. A 

similar Irish act was enforced into the nineteenth century. 

Kipper As kelt 

Kist As cruive box (Ness) 

Lax Also lachs. Salmon. Derived from the Norse, other words for salmon share 

a similar etymology: leax (Old English) and lachs (German). Lax is found 

in place-names such as Laxford, Laxdale and Laxay. Although an ancient 

term lax was still used in the north and north-east of Scotland during the 

early modern period e.g. the fishers of Dee and Don were frequently 

referred to as lax-fishers in the town’s records, at Maviston (Moray) (1744) 

(NTS NRAS770/Box14/Bundle8), on the Deveron where one of the 

fishings was called the Syse Lax Fishing. It is probable that lax was used 

in these mixed fishing communities in order to avoid using ‘salmon,’ 

which was deemed to be an unlucky word by white and herring fishers. 

See also beastie, red fish. 

Leister Fish spear, from the Old Norse, ljóstr. Also wasper, waster, vauch spear, 

waach spear, and Gaelic morghath or muirgheadh. 

                             

   Fig. 19: Selection of salmon leisters at Highland Folk museum, courtesy of High Life Highland. 

 Fish spears are of ancient origin and world-wide usage. Those used in 

Scotland varied enormously and were usually made by the local 

blacksmith or the spearman himself. They might have had any number of 

iron prongs, or grains, ranging between one and seven, and these were 

sometimes barbed to ensure the fish stayed on the prongs securely. The 

multi-pronged versions, which are said to have been later, enabled the 
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spearman to catch smaller fish and required less skill. The shafts were 

wooden, sometimes cut on the riverbank, and were commonly made of ash 

or fir. These shafts might be up to 16 feet long, which is, apparently, the 

maximum depth at which fish can be seen in clear water. Most leisters 

were designed to be jabbed at the fish, although some were made for 

throwing and called clodding or casting leisters. These were attached to a 

cord or lyams, sometimes made of goats’ hair, to ensure they could be 

easily retrieved. There is evidence of throwing spears of this type being 

used at the falls of Invermoriston and on the Tweed (Robertson, General 

view Inverness p.310; Scrope, op. cit., pp.206-7).  

 Leisters were particularly used in shallow water, from the bank or by 

wading into the river itself, but there is also evidence of them being used 

from currachs on the Spean and Lochy. Leistering always required skill, a 

quick hand and eye and the ability to judge the refraction effects of the 

water. Leisters were also employed at waterfalls where salmon might 

linger in the pools at the base for some time, particularly as disturbed and 

frothy waters were believed to hamper visibility and, as salmon would not 

leap if unable to see their way, they where they were easy prey for the 

leisterer (Stuart, Leaping behaviour).         

 Leistering could be dangerous  - the bravery of a currach leisterer on the 

Lochy being compared to that of soldiers on the battlefield  (James 

McDonald, ‘Mo soiraidh gu Lochaidh’ in Campbell, Raid of Albyn pp.96-

99). John Hill Burton described spearing at the falls of Kilmorack as ‘a 

perilous occupation, since it added to the shock and struggle with a nimble 

strong animal the natural hazard of clambering among precipices,’ and the 

leisterer witnessed by Pennant at the falls of Faskally was wise to take the 

precaution of securing a cord around his ankle before launching his leister 

(Burton, Lovat and Forbes pp.142-3; Pennant, 1772 p.423). 

 Leisters were widely associated with poaching and ‘blazing the water,’ 

(see Appendix B), however, they were used legitimately, including on 

commercial fishings, on the Findhorn, Spey, Ness, Tummel, Garry, and on 

the upper reaches of the Dee and Don well into the eighteenth century. 

Their use was prohibited under nineteenth century legislation. (OSA, NRS: 

GD44/40/6/1; Culduthel v lower heritors; MHC: ZBFoA27/1/68, 
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ZBFoB2/1; McIan, Gaelic gatherings pp.185-190; Alexander Fenton, 

Scottish salmon fishing spears (Edinburgh, n.d).)                                                        

Lights The use of lights for night fishing is a world-wide practice. Leonard 

Mascall (1590) advocated using a glow-worm in a bottle to attract fish to 

nets, and it is no coincidence that ‘blazing the water’ made use of the strong 

light of blazing torches (Appendix B). A considerable amount of salmon 

fishing took place at night, using lights of some kind (see night fishing) 

and the 607 cruisies (lamps or torches) listed in the 1783 inventory of the 

Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings are very likely to have been employed for 

that purpose (NRS: GD44/35/8/12). 

 Although opinion is divided as to whether salmon were attracted to, or 

fearful of, lights, it may be that the good night-time catches were not 

merely due to the fact that the salmon were less able to see their captors 

but also because the fish were attracted to lights (von Brandt, op. cit., 

pp.115-7; Leonard Mascall, A booke of fishing with hooke and line (1590) 

(London, 1884), p.38; Cornish, op. cit., p.85; Pitcarne, Retrospective view 

p.109). 

Line Angling line was generally made of multiple (18-24) strands of fresh 

horsehair, pre-soaked and worked into a line c.60 yards’ long. Silk and gut 

were sometimes incorporated into parts of the line by the nineteenth 

century (Stoddart, Art of angling (pp.18-20). Poachers’ lines, used with 

thick, sturdy rods, were not so fine and were more likely to be made of 

twine or cord. 

Linn Waterfall. Gaelic and Old English 

Muirgheadh Also morghath. Gaelic, salmon spear 

Nets Nets were essential for any commercial fishing operation and although 

they varied in size, construction, purpose, and nomenclature from region 

to region, they shared many characteristic features.  

 During the early modern period, the majority of Scottish salmon fishing 

nets were made of hemp twine, some of which was spun by local women 

in the early part of the period (Hannay, op. cit.). By the eighteenth century 

the bulk of the hemp twine used in the fishings of Findhorn and Spey was 

imported from outside the region ˗ direct from Holland, from Aberdeen 
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(where much of it was made by the inmates of the Poor Hospital), Keith, 

and from or via Portsoy, Banff and Inverness (e.g. NRS: GD44/52/110, 

GD44/43/271/19; Dunbar, Social life (1865), p.53; Bremner, Industries of 

Scotland, pp.312-319). By and large it was the fishers who ‘knitted,’ 

‘netted’ or ‘wyved’ this twine into nets themselves (‘braided’ in Wales - 

Jenkins, Nets and coracles). During the eighteenth century, Spey fishers 

made the bulk of the nets used there, working them during the close season 

and in quiet periods. This was time consuming work and it was estimated 

that it might take ‘five weeks close application’ to produce one net, but 

unfortunately, the fishers were paid by the fathom and not an hourly rate 

for their labours. Although cotton and artificial fibres were introduced 

later, hemp continued to be used for salmon nets in the Tay and Earn 

fisheries until at least 1949. (Leitch, Roger, 'Working lives of the Tay and 

Earn salmon fishermen'. Review of Scottish Culture, 7, 1991. pp.67-72.) 

 Nets were also bought ready-made, particularly from the Black Isle 

peninsula of the inner Moray Firth. Some of the nets and ropes used on the 

Ness and Spey fishings were purchased at markets at Redcastle, Fortrose 

and Chanonry and they could also be found at Ferintosh. The fishers of 

Avoch, a thriving commercial fishing settlement on the Black Isle, used 

locally grown and foreign hemp to manufacture herring and salmon nets 

for sale as well as local use (OSA XV p.308). Avoch nets were sold in 

Caithness, Lochbroom and other fishing stations and it seems the net-

making skills of the people of the Black Isle were held in high regard over 

quite an extensive area in of the north of Scotland (Sinclair, General view 

northern counties p.64; NRS: GD23/3/36; GD44/51/459/4; Grant v 

Gordon; Hugh Miller, Tales and sketches (Boston, 1863), p.132).  

 The Black Isle nets may have been of a particular type beyond the skills of 

local fishers as this certainly seems to have been the case with the stell nets 

and the ‘Nairn swing nets’ which were consistently purchased by the Duke 

of Gordon from Nairn for use on both his Ness and the Spey fishing 

(NRSGD44/43/117, GD44/52/110/1). Andrew Wight noted in 1781 that 

nets were made in Nairn on quite a large scale. Attempts were made to 

grow hemp locally, with the support of the Trustees of Fisheries and 

Manufactures, but the climate was unsuitable and Baltic hemp was 

generally used at Nairn (Wight, op. cit., IV, I, p.99). Nets were also 
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produced in the east of the region at Buckie, Banffshire, where hemp 

dressing, and net manufacture were underway by the early 1790s and, 

although their twine and nets were probably destined for the growing 

herring and white fisheries, some may well have been supplied to local 

salmon fisheries (OSA XVI p.368). 

 Hemp nets were durable and long lasting, with an expected life of five or 

six years, but constant exposure to water caused the fibres to swell and 

reduced the size of the mesh. They required careful drying and proofing to 

prevent rotting and this added to the cost of what were already expensive 

items. From the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings records it is evident that 

the cost of twine, carriage, and the making and proofing of nets accounted 

for a substantial proportion of costs incurred by fishery proprietors. In 

every inventory of the Duke of Gordon’s, and other, fishings, nets are the 

single most valuable items, exceeding the cobles, curing vats and even 

buildings. When a full inventory of the Duke’s fishings was taken in 1783 

the total valuation, including buildings at three locations, boats, livestock, 

curing vats, household furnishings and equipment amounted to £615 14s 

7½d, of which the nets, ropes, twine and floats, at £259 5s 1½d, made up 

around 42% of the total. Used nets were typically valued at £5 each, 

compared with a new coble valued at only £2 16s. (Gordon Hutcheson, 

Days of yore: or Buckie and district in the past (Buckie, 1887), pp.55-6; 

Bremner, Industries of Scotland pp.312-9; NRS:  GD44/35/8/12).  

 As expensive and valued items, the theft, loss or damage of nets was taken 

as great hardship, and even quite old nets were considered worthy of repair. 

Nets were also symbolic. From an early date they were transferred 

symbolically, along with a salmon spear, coble or currach, when fishings 

changed hands. When disputes arose regarding rights, the cutting and 

removal of nets was indicative of protest and interruption. Nets were 

clearly of great importance to salmon fishers, not only because of their 

utility and intrinsic value.  

 Some of the terms used and types of net used in the area are detailed below: 

 Barking Also tanning. Nets and ropes were proofed against weather and 

saltwater by boiling with bark, usually from oak but sometimes from alder 

trees. Bark was imported for use at the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings 
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and in some parts of Wales tannery waste was used. Barking was carried 

out, by women, at the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishing quarters three or four 

times a season in the 1720s, and a Bark House, with ‘1 large copper kettle 

with iron crane and stool,’ is detailed in the 1783 inventory of these 

fishings. (Southey, Tour p.86; Jenkins, Nets and coracles, p.79; NRS: 

GD44/52/110/1; GD44/51/478/1; GD44/35/8/12) 

 Bag net A floating gill net for salmon fishing offshore introduced in the 

nineteenth century. It was located in deep water and supported by anchors, 

and floats such as sealed empty casks or possibly inflated animal skins. 

Bag nets were used singly or in rows with the mouth of the net supported 

by a frame and positioned according to the current and state of the tide. 

Catches were periodically removed by fishermen in cobles. As stationary, 

fixed, engines they were controversial and, along with stake nets, were the 

subject of disputes, litigation, and legislation in the nineteenth century. 

 Bigging (Spey) At the beginning of the fishing season, the different 

elements of the nets needed to be combined to form a complete net. The 

bosom would be ‘knitted’ into the main body of the net, and the ground 

and float ropes, with sinkers and floats, would be attached, creating a 

‘biggit’ or built net.  

 Bob net Also hang net, feath net, feeling net. Long, static (fixed) gill net 

used in riverine locations which trapped the fish by their gills rather than 

enclosing them. These nets were not drawn but fish were retrieved from 

them by fishers who rowed out to the net, lifted it and removed the fish 

and returned it to its position. These nets were novel in the area when used 

on the Findhorn 1750s and 1760s and illegal under nineteenth century 

legislation. (E.g. Dunbar v. Lethen) 

 Bosom The centre of a net made of a finer mesh than the main body. It 

bulges and forms a pocket to enclose the fish. 

 Brae net Used to fish for salmon from a brae (Grant v Gordon). Probably 

fixed. 

 Cairn net Small net used to catch salmon from a cairn or croy, or in pools 

behind stone piles in a river. Probably fixed and unmanned this was 

commonly used on the Spey. Also croy net or pot net. (Grant v Gordon) 
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Fig. 20: Net and coble fishing, Duhamel du Monceau, op. cit. 

 Coble net Also sweep net, drag net, wear shot net. Seine or draught 

bosomed net most commonly used with a coble in rivers and estuaries, 

constructed with a ground rope weighted with sinkers and an upper float 

rope incorporating floats. The length varied according to the river 

condition and size. It was operated thus: having been alerted to 

approaching salmon by a sightman, the coble, laden with its net, was rowed 

out across the river towards the opposite bank as far as the right of fishing 

extended. One end of the net was held by fishers on the bank, the rest was 

paid out to its full extent from the stern of the coble as it was rowed and, 

describing a circle, the coble returned to the bank where the net was drawn 

by all the fishers. This process was known as ‘raiking’ the river. Supporters 

of stake-netting in the nineteenth century alleged that the movement of the 

heavy ground rope over the riverbeds disturbed spawning grounds but 

these allegations were probably groundless as these nets were not used in 

upper reaches where spawning takes place. It was also alleged that fish 

moving together in the nets, and being hauled ashore, became bruised and 

damaged with lost scales. Reports 1824 pp. 50, 66, 80     

 Currach net Small net used for fishing from a currach, or more usually 

suspended between a pair of currachs as described above (MHC: 

ZBFoB2/2; NRS: GD44/35/12/1).  

 Draught net A net which was dragged and drawn such as a coble net. 

 Drift net See hang net 
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 Fathom net Possibly also tug net. Noted as in use on Duke of Gordon’s 

Spey fishings in the eighteenth century, and it is likely these nets were 

designed to fish in deeper water which would have been appropriate in the 

Duke’s coastal tug net fishings.  

 Feeling net Net which is kept vertical and static until a salmon is felt to be 

entangled in it and then the fish were retrieved without the net being drawn. 

(Grant v Gordon; Dunbar v Lethen) 

 Feith net Also feeth, feath, feyth, feiff net, or feith-set, and corrupted as 

scythe, seith, seeth net or set. Resembling a cairn net, or bob net this was 

a gill net fixed on stakes, or from a rock, and stretched into the bed of a 

river and used in Findhorn Bay, and on the Dee and Don as set nets in this 

manner (Concise Scots Dictionary, DSL, Jamieson, Reports 1860). Those 

in Findhorn Bay, said to be 7-8 fathoms long, were fixed at ‘little flood’ 

and removed when left dry by the ebb tide. (Dunbar v Lethen). As fixed 

engines, static feiths became illegal under nineteenth century legislation. 

 Feith net (2) Resembling, or same as, a currach net. Forres possessed a 

feith net fishing on the Findhorn which was fished by two currachs from 

the sixteenth century. The nets used on this fishing were not static, as 

above, but ‘shot’ during night fishings. (MHC: ZBFoB2/1 and 2, 

ZBFoA37/1/13, ZBFoA37/1/68).  

 Fly net Type of stake-net used in coastal waters from the nineteenth 

century. 

 Gill net Catches fish by the gills rather than enclosing and retaining them. 

Often fixed and static. 

 Hang net Also bob net, drift net. Long gill net for salmon fishing. Hangs 

in stationary position at 90˚ to flow/tide anchored to boat at one end and 

stake at other. Cork floats on head-line and a weighted base line. Illegal 

under 1862 legislation (Grant v Gordon; Dunbar v Lethen; J Geraint 

Jenkins, ‘Fish weirs and traps,’ Folk Life: a journal of ethnological studies 

12, (1974) pp.5-19; Stewart Treatise p.161). A short version was used on 

the Findhorn where the river-bed was too rocky for net and coble fishings. 

(MHC: ZBFoA37/1/68)  
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 Herrie-water net Also herry. To herrie:  to take all the fish from a stretch 

of water. This was a fine mesh, destructive net that caught even small fish. 

Possibly similar to pock net. Action was taken by the burgh of Stirling in 

the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century against users of these nets 

as prejudicial to their fishings, and the proprietor of Findhorn Bay fishings 

met with opposition when they were introduced there in the 1750s. 

(Dunbar v Lethen; Extracts from the records of the royal burgh of Stirling, 

II (Glasgow, 1889), p.76; Stirling v. Erskine (1762)) 

 Hoop net Small hand-held net used in pools and at waterfalls where the 

river and riverbed were unsuitable for boats and draught nets e.g. at 

waterfalls such as in the upper pools on the Findhorn and at Invermoriston 

as in Fig. 13  (MHC: ZBFoA37/1/68; OSA XVI p.578).  

 Jumper net Type of stake-net used in coastal waters, nineteenth century. 

 Lozen Mesh of the net (Grant v Gordon) 

 Pock-net Also poke net. Pocket or bag shaped set net, or used in such a 

way as to form a pocket to enclose the fish. These were usually stented or 

staked to form a fixed barrier. The term is variously used to describe 

different styles of net used on the Forth, Tay, Tweed and Ericht and, 

although there is no evidence of any of these forms being used in the rivers 

of the inner Moray Firth, they may well go under a different name. They 

were destructive, could be easily carried and used by poachers, and were 

the subject of legal action in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries. NSA X p.920; Extracts Records of Stirling II pp.76, 95 ; Stirling 

v. Erskine (1762); Lillie v Turnett (Tweed); Fenton, Fish traps p.124).  

 Pot net As cairn net 

 Pout net (As hoop net?) Similar in shape to a landing net but larger. Used 

by poachers on the Tweed. (Scrope, op. cit., p.200)  

 Scythe net Also seethe net. Corruption of feath net. (OSA XIX p.217, 

MHC: ZBFoA37/1/68.) 

 Sheet net A type of gill net used in the Spey fishings in the eighteenth 

century 
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 Seine net Also beach seine. Generic term for a large net the ends of which 

are brought together and hauled, e.g. coble net. This term was not used in 

the region in the early modern period. 

 Skeinzie  Also skenzie, skainie, shingie, skinie, skeengie . String, twine or 

pack thread used to make a particular type of net ˗ skeinzie net. Used on 

lower Spey fishings in the late eighteenth century, these nets were likely 

to be fine and lightweight. (NRS: GD44/52/111/1)                        

 

 Fig. 21: Stake nets at Findhorn back shore. Courtesy of Graham Broadley 

 Stake-net Also fly net, jumper net, tide net (Eng.) Scotch weir or net 

(Ireland and Wales), Scotch stell (Wales). Complex arrangement of long 

fixed nets set at right angles to the coast or beach, comprised of a leader, 

up to 75 yds long, supported by lines of guyed poles. These nets 

intercepted salmon swimming close to shore en route to their spawning 

rivers. Salmon trying to get out were trapped by an arrowhead shaped net. 

Fishermen retrieved salmon at low tide by walking along a rope which 

formed part of the net. A nineteenth century innovation which spread from 

the Solway northwards to the Tay by 1798, and there is evidence that they 

reached the Moray Firth in the early 1800s, with some located off Findhorn 

by 1809 and in the Beauly Firth by at least 1816. (HA: D358/D/16, Reports 

1824.) These nets were very effective but regarded as very destructive by 

many. Their proprietors initially operated these nets without any prior 

rights and were not obliged to observe the Saturday slap. Their interception 

of large quantities of salmon on the coast was prejudicial to river fishings, 

and proprietors, tacksmen and possibly the public, were divided into pro- 
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and anti-stake-net factions, leading to legal action and reviews of 

legislation from the 1820s. 

 Stand net Fixed net which was set and left. Possibly as stent net or cairn 

net. Evidence of use by poachers on the Findhorn (sixteenth century) and 

on the Spey estuary (seventeenth century). Cramond, Church of 

Speymouth p.48; Sixth report of Royal Commission p.623) 

 Stell net Also toot net (Tay - Robertson), sight net (Tay – Report 1860). 

Bosomed draught net used to catch fish at a stell. Slightly different 

methods were employed in different areas, but the main characteristic of 

this mode of fishing was that the net was not dragged through the water as 

in net and coble fishing but operated as a static, fixed engine and, as such, 

was prohibited under nineteenth century legislation. See also stell and stell 

fishing for mode of operation. 

 Stent net Also staff net. Set net fixed on poles or stents within a river, 

sometimes to create an enclosure or stell (2). On the North Esk fish were 

driven into these nets by the throwing of stones, and  a similar method may 

have been used on the Cassley and Oykell (see Intimidation) (NTS NRAS 

770/Box22). Possibly also stand net. 

 Stoup net Also stowp net. Hand-held, pocket shaped, net attached to a 

frame. Bag shaped net fixed to triangular frame at end of long pole held 

motionless in water so a fixed engine. Similar to herry-water net and pock 

net. During the eighteenth century these were used on the Forth as part of 

a series of nets from cobles stationed along a rope in a line across the 

breadth of a river, with nets being raised individually as salmon were 

caught within. (Stewart Treatise, pp.161-2; Stirling v. Erskine 1762). 

There is no evidence of these having been used in Moray Firth rivers, but 

they may have gone under another name. 

 Sweep net As coble net 

 Swing net Type of specialist net ˗ nature unknown. Purchased as swing 

sheet nets and swing fathom nets for use on the Spey fishings. von Brandt 

describes English swing nets as of the same nature as the later bag nets  ̠

anchored static nets for use in the sea ˗ but it does not seem likely that the 

swing nets used within Scottish rivers were of this nature, although they 
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may well have been stationary nets of a type. (von Brandt, Fish catching).  

Some swing nets were made by fishers on the Spey, but in the later 

eighteenth century the Duke of Gordon also purchased many described 

specifically as ‘Nairn swing nets,’ sourced from that town and used on his 

Spey and Ness fishings. (NRS: GD44/43/117; GD44/52/110; 

GD44/52/100/9).  

 Tug net Also tugnet, drag net and possibly fathom net. Large fishing net 

drawn through the water behind a boat along the coast at the mouth of a 

river (Spey, Nairn and Aberdeen). Aberdeen banned the use of this net, at 

least temporarily, in 1444 (Elizabeth Gemmill (ed.), Aberdeen Guild Court 

records 1437-1468. (Edinburgh, 2005), p.93), and Nairn does not seem to 

have exercised the right granted in its charter (E Patricia Dennison and 

Russel Coleman, Historic Nairn: the archaeological implications of 

development. Scottish Burgh Survey. (Edinburgh, 1999), p.22). Specific 

grants for tug net fishing were actively exploited on either side of Spey 

mouth date from at least the sixteenth century (NRS: GD94/76; Gordon v. 

Earls of Moray and Fife). 

 Vauch net Also watch net, waach net. Type of hanging net (Spey) used as 

a set net at a vauch, brae or dyke. Probably as or similar to a cairn net. 

Night fishing  Fishing at night was not unusual, and fishers on the Spey and Ness worked 

round the clock, in 12-hour shifts. The practice was so commonplace that 

tiredness from night-fishing on the Spey was not accepted as an excuse for 

missing preaching in seventeenth century Speymouth since ‘all in the 

water might pretend the samen.’ (OSA XVI p.668; Culduthel v lower 

heritors; Cramond, Church of Speymouth p.27). During the eighteenth 

century, night-time catches on the Ness were reported to be better than 

those in daylight hours so night fishing was often preferred there, as it was 

on the upper reaches of the Spey, ‘because the fish then took best, and in 

the daytime fled from the… net’ not least because ‘the water thereabout 

was so clear in the day-time that they could not have fished with success.’ 

(Grant v. Gordon). On the River Findhorn in the nineteenth century most 

of the fishing was said to have been conducted at night, with daytime 

fishing only possible when the water was ‘high and muddy’ as otherwise 

‘the salmon would have been frightened away’ by the net (MHC: 
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ZBFoA37/1/68). The cover of darkness in the clear waters of Findhorn and 

Spey was also necessary for the feath fishing by currach. Coracle fishing 

in Wales was also a night-time activity.  

 Night fishing may have been the only possible method of catching salmon 

in the clear Scottish waters where nets, traps and fishers would be more 

easily detected in daylight hours. Salmon also tended to be more active at 

night, resting in shaded pools during the day, and would have been more 

susceptible to capture when on the move. They also appear to have been 

attracted to lights which may have served to lure them into nets. (Hornell, 

op. cit., p.18; Jenkins, Nets and coracles p.119). 

Parr Intermediate stage of development of salmon in fresh water between fry 

and smolt. Parrs were generally considered a separate species until the mid-

nineteenth century and, as such, were not protected by law. Parr were 

caught in large numbers and used as animal feed, and parr tails were 

employed as lures/bait by anglers, even for catching salmon (Scrope, op. 

cit., p.235; Stoddart, Art of angling, pp.23, 46, 56-7, 61). 

Pot Deep pool which salmon frequent and therefore good fishing ground. 

Often used as the name of a fishing ‘shot.’ 

Purse As inscales. 

Rake Also raik. Method of salmon fishing where the net is dragged through the 

water and a section ‘raked’ or ‘draughted’ to gather fish within the draw 

of the net, as with net and coble fishing. Also frequently the name given to 

a stretch of river used for this type of fishing, e.g. on the Spey, Deveron, 

Dee. 

Rake hook Also raik hook, snatch, strokehaul (Ireland). An arrangement of hooks, 

often three fastened back-to-back, usually attached to very sturdy rods and 

thick twine and used with weights. These were dragged through the water 

in the hope of snagging a fish at some part of body and fish were often 

maimed rather than killed outright. These were widely used in Ireland by 

poachers and there is evidence of their use at the falls of Orrin, Ross-shire, 

in the nineteenth century (Stoddart, Angler’s companion p.351). 

Anonymous traveller ‘W A’ (Journal pp.75-6) encounters this method in 

use at Killin, Perthshire, as recounted below: 
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 He had a very strong rod about four fathom(s) in length. His line was 

wound on a wooden reel, being a rope somewhat thicker than a 

penny cord. To this was attached an iron hook as big as one’s hand, 

and he used more than a pound of lead as a plummet to sink his hook 

in the water. His tackling being prepared without bait of any sort, he 

threw his line into a deep tumultuous pool…after he perceived by 

his plummet that his hook had reached the bottom he drew it forth 

again with a sudden jerk. This he repeated till he hook’d a salmon, 

and he told us he seldom drop’d a dozen times without catching one. 

Rawner Also roaner. Unspawned fish full of roe. 

Red fish  Male fish at spawning time due to its red colour. The brightness of the 

colour of the male fish at this time meant they were sometimes referred to 

as ‘sporting the tartan.’ 

Red fish (2) Ancient colloquial name for salmon in general. Also used as a superstitious 

name for salmon by white and herring fishers who considered it unlucky 

to utter the word ‘salmon,’ and this is possibly the reason why the salmon 

fishers of Banff were known as ‘reid fishers’ in the burgh records well into 

the seventeenth century (Cramond, Banff I p.147, II p.252). See also lax. 

Redd Also ford, rade. Salmon spawning bed prepared by the female fish in 

gravel in the upper reaches of rivers. 

Rod  Also wand. Rod and line salmon fishing was practised in the upper reaches 

of rivers where conditions were not suitable, and rights insufficient, for 

other methods. Also favoured by juveniles and poachers. The mode of 

fishing is uncertain, but it is probable that although flies, lures and even 

bait were employed by anglers, these were not generally used by those who 

were not fishing for sport. Rods favoured by poachers were probably those 

described in accounts as long, very sturdy with a ‘line’ was made of thick 

twine, and used with weights and large hooks known as rake hooks.  This 

line was dragged through the water in the hope of catching something on 

a hook at the end. (Fenton, Fish traps p.131). By the nineteenth century 

angling rods were made of ash, hickory or lancewood (from the Caribbean) 

Stoddart, Art of angling p.24 
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Salmon peal Applied both to grilse and young sea trout or finnocks so some uncertainty 

as to their exact nature.   

Saturday slap  Also slop. Term applied to the weekly close time for salmon fishing, 

originating from the gap or slap which, by law, should have been left in 

cruive dykes between sunset on Saturday to sunrise on Monday. The 

motivation behind this legislation is unclear but, if enforced, it would have 

allowed the fish a day of respite from fishers in the lower reaches of rivers 

where cruives were situated. However, the motivation for the legislation 

was widely viewed not as being to allow some salmon to escape upstream 

to spawn but rather to allow upper heritors a share of the fish. The 

regulation was frequently ignored or evaded by paying compensation to 

upper heritors for fish foregone.  

Sett Gap in a waugh or brae through which salmon are directed to be netted or 

speared. (Spey ˗ 1836 legal case) 

Shot Named stretch of a salmon river e.g. Rake shot, Cherry shot, Friars’ shot 

(Ness). These were often named in grants and charters although their 

boundaries were frequently vague.  

Shot (2) The action of casting a net. 

Sights Structures used in coble and stell fishings as stances for sightmen or fishers 

to warn others of fish approaching. These were sometimes natural features 

(such as the castle ruins at Berriedale, Caithness observed by Pennant) but 

were more usually artificially constructed for the purpose. They could be 

substantial, resembling dykes and braes, and they thus acted as barriers and 

aided fishing. On the lower part of the river Findhorn it was said, ‘When 

the water was little they used to raise a ridge of stones or sight athwart the 

tail of their pools, to discover when the fish came into the pool, and to 

prevent their daubling in the water and drawing their nets by chance, and 

to keep the fish from falling back.’ (Dunbar v Lethen). These structures 

were also used as stances for fishers to allow them to ‘stand dry’ outside 

the coble to manage nets in stell fishing and at least one example of these, 

used on the stell fishings in Findhorn Bay, is still visible at low water. 

Known as ‘The Sturdies,’ these stances in Findhorn Bay were constructed, 

at least in part, using stones from Kinloss Abbey and were evidently 
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substantial enough to survive at least 250 years of weathering and tides. 

(MHC: ZBFo A37/1/20; Dunbar v Lethen.) 

                                        

Fig. 22:  One the sights (Sturdies) in Findhorn Bay. Courtesy of Tim Negus, Findhorn 

Heritage. 

Sightmen Also watchers. Fishers who alert the salmon fishing crews to approaching 

fish.  Sometimes positioned in the coble itself, or on the bank, but often 

from raised natural or man-made vantage points known as sights. A sharp 

ear as well as a sharp eye was necessary and experienced fishers were 

skilled at listening out for approaching fish. This report relates to the 

Findhorn: 

 There is a ford or a place where the water runs thin: they can see the 

fish. A man stands and looks there, and there is a coble and net 

above, and whenever he sees a fish moving over this ford he calls 

out to cross with the nets; he (the coble fisher) crosses and sweeps 

him ashore, taking in all the river. (Reports 1860 p. 226). 

Sinkers Weights attacked to the ground rope of a net e.g. coble or stell net, to 

ensure it hung vertically in the water and was as close to the riverbed as 

possible to ensure fish did not escape under it. These might be purpose 

made lead weights, but stones, slates, horse bones or old nets wound in 

tight bundles were also used. 
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                Fig. 23: Granite sinker for a salmon net. © University of Aberdeen, Museums 

Skegger As smolt 

Slap  Also slop. Space or gap left in cruives, dykes and braes to allow salmon 

free passage up and down stream, permanently or at set close times, and 

also to allow free navigation e.g. of timber floats on the Spey. 

Smolt Salmon in its final stage of maturity before it leaves fresh water to mature 

at sea. Also used as a nickname in Scotland for ‘children of small growth,’ 

indicating the ubiquity of the term in common parlance (Knox, British 

Empire p. 308) 

Spey codling Superstitious name for salmon used by white and herring fishers who 

considered it unlucky to utter the word ‘salmon’. 

Stell Also Still. A place, often a fixed and named location in tidal waters of 

estuaries or coastal locations over which stell nets were drawn to catch 

salmon e.g. on the Findhorn Outwater stell, Sheriff stell, Elvin stell. 

Estuarine stells were described as ‘deep ponds, pools and ditches in the 

river where the salmon haunting (them) are taken in nets spread beneath 

them.’ (Dunbar v. Lethen; Decisions of the Lords of Session 1761).  

Stell (2) Compound or enclosure made of stakes and nets which was constructed to 

permit salmon to enter but not exit, also described as stent net enclosures. 

(Decisions Court of Session 1808.) Possibly an alternative name for a  yair 

as coastal stells were often found in similar locations to yairs and fishing 

rights were frequently conveyed along with rights to yairs. This was 

particularly the case on the northern shores and inner firths of the Moray 

Firth e.g. ‘stell and yair’ of Bunchrew, ‘stells and yairs upon the sands of 

Milton and Nigg, ‘yair of Balconie and stell of Ardtoy.’ (RPS online, 

various) 
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 Stell fishing Rights to stell fishing, usually in fixed named locations, was by specific 

grant. The method may have varied but it always involved the use of a 

stationary net, either forming an enclosure as at stell (2) or involving the 

casting, fixing and managing of nets, generally at particular stages of the 

tide.  This latter type of stell fishing was conducted in the following manner 

in Findhorn Bay, and on the coast adjacent to the river mouths of the Nairn, 

Lossie and Spey: 

 The nature of stell fishings is, by a coble and net, wrought by two 

persons, one upon the shore holding one end of the net, the other in 

the coble having the other end of that net…and which stell fishings 

can only be practised at particular times of the flood, that is to say, 

till about half flood, which is called the Flood stell, and thereafter 

about half ebb, which continues till about low water, and is called 

the Ebb stell.(State of process…Dunbar v. Lethen). 

 Once paid out across the river from the coble, the stell net, with a float 

rope and weighted ground rope, was anchored in the river with a dreg or 

anchor and held still on the bank by a stake. In Findhorn Bay structures, 

known as The Sturdies, were created in the mid-stream to allow fishers to 

‘stand dry’ outside the coble at the river end whilst they managed the net, 

and to watch for approaching fish (see Sights). The stell net was always 

manned, unlike a yair or later stake net, and the fishers, ‘continued and 

stood still in their station … until they either saw a fish or were obliged to 

shift their station by the approach of the tide.’ The net was drawn back to 

the bank by means of a rope attached to the ‘dreg’ end, along with that 

attached to the stake end, only when a salmon was seen within its draw. 

(Dunbar v Lethen). Stell fishing was believed to be especially effective in 

dry weather when fish lingered in estuaries and along the coasts waiting 

for sufficient water in the rivers to allow ascent (J MacKenzie, Natural 

history pp.385-6; MacKenzie, View of salmon fishery, p.49).  

 Stell fishing was introduced quite late (1770) along the coast east of the 

Spey and operated only during a very limited part of the season (mid-May 

to late August)  - the reason for this is unclear (NRS: GD44/52/111/1). 

 In all types of stell fishing the net was not dragged through the water as in 

net and coble fishing but operated as a static, fixed engine, and as such 
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stell fishing was prohibited under nineteenth century legislation. Stell 

fishing was undoubtedly the forerunner of the later coastal stake nets. 

 Stell fishings identified as being active in the region in the early modern 

period: Ardersier, Ardmoir, Ardross, Awe, Balconie (stell of the Ness), 

Banff, Boyndie burn mouth, Bunchrew, Dingwall, Dunskeith (Nigg), 

Findhorn Bay (8 named stells), Innerathie, Inverlochy, Inverness (Redpool 

or Roads west of Kessock ferry), Kiltearn, Kintail, Lossie(mouth), 

Maviston, Nairn, Newhall, Petty, Poyntzfield, Rathven (Tynet and 

Gollachy burn mouths), Redcastle, Speymouth.  

Stem Stone-built enclosure into which fish are guided or driven with a large 

seine net to be scooped out with a hang net. Possibly unique to Sutherland 

and Caithness although perhaps similar to stream fishing (OSA XVIII 

p.282; John Brand, A new description of Orkney, Zetland, Pightland Firth 

and Caithness (Edinburgh, 1703), p.151). 

Stream fishing Method of fishing employed in the Spey in the early nineteenth century 

using dykes, wauchs, cairns or possibly stems placed across the stream to 

form an enclosure. Salmon were directed into the enclosure through a gap 

where they were trapped to be netted or speared with very large spear. The 

dykes were substantial structures, and incorporated huts as shelters for the 

fishers (Spey legal case 1836 – Reports ... Supreme Courts) 

Strokehaul As raik hook (Ireland).  

Wand As rod 

Wasp Probably salmon damaged by a spear, or wasper, and unfit for curing. Sold 

in Inverness market, probably by the fishers themselves, along with 

keltage. (Mackay, Records of Inverness I p.8). 

Wasper Also wawsper, vauch spear, wauch spear. As leister. 

Waterfall Also ess, eas, linn. As obstacles to the ascent of salmon to spawning 

grounds waterfalls, which required salmon to perform the leaps from 

which they acquired their name (Salmo salar), were prime locations for 

salmon fishing as indicated in the image of Glenmoriston (Fig. 13). The 

falling water is believed to stimulate the fish to leap but, when disturbed, 

frothy or cloudy, it also hampers visibility and causes the fish to ‘mistake 
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their direction,’ making them more inclined to fall prey to the leisters, 

clips, baskets, branches even cauldrons which were regularly deployed at 

falls in the region. On occasions these falls were crafted into even more 

insurmountable objects for the purpose of fishing by artificially 

heightening the fall or deepening the pool below to further obstruct the 

ascent of the salmon upstream. As early as 1584 the famous Linn of Keith 

on the River Ericht in Perthshire was described as having been at least 

partially ‘biggit,’ or artificially constructed from ‘time immemorial.’ The 

Linn fishings of Shin were conveyed separately in charters and must have 

been considered of significant value. (Stuart,  Leaping behaviour; RPCS 

2nd series, VIII, pp.247-9; NSA X p.904; Forsyth, Beauties V, pp.283-4).  

Wauch  Also waach, wauch, waugh, vauch. As sight ˗ a bank or mound of stones 

set up in a river as a kind of salmon trap and sight or watching post. In the 

early eighteenth century a separate payment was made to fishers on Spey 

for waach fish, probably caught by spear and/or net launched or paid out 

from a wauch. NRS: GD44/40/6/1.  

Yair  Also zair, yare, yaar.  Coastal fish trap set in the intertidal zone and 

probably derived from Old Norse yarum meaning enclosure for catching 

fish. Elsewhere known as weir, gored, cored or goreddau (Wales), 

cairadh, doach, cora (Ireland), coret (Brittany). Possibly also 

interchangeable with Stell. 

 This type of coastal fish trap is of ancient origin and used by indigenous 

people from North America to Africa. They were located on the seashore 

or in tidal reaches of river estuaries and were designed to take advantage 

of the ebb and flood of the tide, allowing the fish to enter at high tide but 

be stranded in the trap as the tide ebbed. They took the form of a single or 

multiple enclosures formed by barriers of stone, wood, wicker, and 

combinations of all. They sometimes incorporated a net. They could be a 

very effective and destructive fishing method and in Scotland they required 

a specific grant from quite an early date. 

 At least seven different types of yairs have been identified by Bannerman 

and Jones (‘Fish trap types’), and David Alston describes one of these, 

common to the Cromarty Firth, as follows: 
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 These…salmon yairs or fish traps (were) barriers made from wooden 

uprights driven into the sand every twelve or eighteen inches, 

interwoven with branches; out from the shore they turned back on 

themselves in a dogleg creating a V- shaped trap at the juncture into 

which salmon swam as they followed the tidal flow down the firth 

(Alston, My little town p.25). 

 Alder thinnings and saplings of other trees were used in the construction 

of yairs at Dingwall and Kincardine (Macrae, op. cit., p.223; OSA XVII 

p.511). The construction and upkeep of yairs was laborious and time 

consuming and at Kincardine and on the Findhorn the tenants of the 

proprietors were obliged to repair and maintain the yairs, with the tenants 

on the estate of Muirtown (Findhorn) being ‘bound in the carriages of stone 

and wood for repairing and keeping up the zairs’ on the estate (HA: 

D538/D18/7/17). These Findhorn yairs were in a state of disrepair in 1763, 

as those belonging to Dingwall also frequently were, but when correctly 

positioned, well-constructed and maintained, yairs possibly were ‘the 

simplest and cheapest mode of fishing that can be devised.’ The catches in 

the Kincardine yair contributed to the survival of local people in years of 

poor harvests such as 1782-3 (OSA XVII pp.488, 511). 

 Some yairs were manned constantly, but others just checked periodically 

depending on their location. Whilst other fish would have been caught in 

these traps, notably whales and sturgeon on rare occasions, their location 

meant that they were particularly effective in catching salmon as they 

approached river mouths to spawn. The tenants of Sir Charles Ross in 

Kincardine who maintained his yairs were allowed the small fish caught 

there, and sand eels, sprats, shrimps, flounders and white bait were 

frequently trapped alongside salmon (OSA XVII pp.427, 511). Their 

location and construction were believed to result in the capture of smolts 

en route to the ocean as well as mature fish and they were blamed by some 

for the reduction in salmon stocks. (MacKenzie, View of salmon fishery 

p.92; Sinclair, General view northern counties p.118).   

 Yairs were especially common on the shores and at the river mouths of the 

inner Moray Firth, particularly in the innermost firths  ̠  the OSA report for 

Killearnan on the Beauly firth describing yairs as ‘a contrivance so 
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common as not to require description.’(OSA XVII p.427). Tom Dawson, 

Alex Hale, and Alistair Stenhouse have carried out extensive historical and 

archaeological research into fish trap sites in the inner Moray Firth, and 

Stenhouse is continuing to uncover new sites in the region. However, their 

ancient origin, and the consistency in their style of construction, mean 

these structures are difficult to date. Nevertheless, from historical records 

it has been possible to identify yairs that were in use, at least at some point, 

during the period, as detailed below: 

 Beauly firth – Bunchrew, Carriencoir, Corrislowack, Inverness (Redpool 

or Roads - west of Kessock ferry), Killearnan, (Kingillie, Kirkhill parish), 

Drumchardine, Rhinduie 

 Cromarty Firth – Alcaig, Balconie (particularly prized), Kiltearn (4 or 5 

as per OSA), Ness of Dingwall, Nigg, Obsdale, Pontzfield/Newhall, Udale, 

Urquhart and Logie Wester 

 Moray Firth – Ness of Fortrose 

 Dornoch Firth - Kincardine 

 Findhorn Bay – 3 at the southern end – Meikle, Middle and Cultyre yairs 

 Nairn coast – Ardersier and others location unknown 

 Spey Bay – at entrance of the mouth of Pottie burn  
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Appendix E: Pickling and kitting 

 

Salted salmon: Extract from John Collins, Salt and Fishery (London, 1682) pp.91-2 
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Kitting: Extract from Edinburgh Evening Courant 18 October 1828  
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Appendix F: Fish processing and storage 

Barrel  Also tree. The authorised gauge and standard were regulated by Parliament 

and the Convention of Royal Burghs, although it was widely departed from 

with local variations persisting throughout the period. The official capacity of 

the salmon barrel also varied over the period, and was distinct from both the 

herring barrel (which was generally smaller) and English barrel in size.  

 In general, the sizes were set at :-  

 1478 ˗ Hamburg* measure. Capacity not known but  ‘after the old assize of 

Aberdeen’ (A. of P)  

 1487 ˗ 14 **Scottish gallons  

 1536 ˗ 11½ gallons (Confirmed in Aberdeen registers 1562, and Dundee 

burgh laws 1562)  

 1570 ˗ 12 gallons of the Stirling pint (1570 - RCRB, and 1573 - RPS online: 

A1573/4/) The herring barrel was set at 9 gallons. 

 Confirmed in 1584 (RPS online 1584/5/25) when Aberdeen and Elgin were 

set as the staple ports to ensure compliance with the standard gauge, branding 

requirements and for the export of salmon north of the Dee, although no ports 

were set for fishings south of the Dee (separate ports were set for the export 

of herring and white fish). Not known if this was ever put into effect and this 

gauge was not adhered to by all burghs, including Forres which routinely used 

the ‘bind of Leith’ in the later sixteenth century. 

 c.1600 ˗ 10 Scottish gallons. Exact date not known, but used in Aberdeen 

(where the gauge was kept) c.1610s. e.g. RPCS 1st series, XII, pp.16-17; 

Anderson, Charters and writs pp.187-8 ; ACL II, p.137 

 1693 ˗ 10 Scottish gallon measure confirmed by Act of Parliament. RPS 

online: 1693/4/42. In the pre-1707 Union negotiations the Convention of 

Royal Burghs advocated retaining the smaller sized salmon barrel as being 

better for the preservation of the fish, and because there was a lack of wood 

for making them larger.   

 1719 ˗ A British standard barrel was finally agreed at 42 Imperial or English 

gallons (1719), equivalent to c.14 Scottish gallons.   
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 *It appears that the Hamburg barrel originally denoted a large barrel, and a 

herring barrel a small barrel. (Gemmill and Mayhew) 

 ** A Scottish gallon was the equivalent of just over 3 English gallons 

Bay salt Foreign salt made by solar evaporation. ‘Bay’ probably originally referred to 

the Bay of Bourgneuf in northern France, the Bay of Noirmoutiers at the 

mouth of the Loire, or the Bay of Biscay, but the term was used generally to 

refer to foreign salt from France, Spain and Portugal. This foreign salt was 

also called great salt as the process of solar evaporation formed large crystals, 

or grey or black salt from its colour. 

 Bay salt was said to be a powerful antiseptic, sharp and sweet to the taste and 

was proven to be more effective for fish curing,  especially when destined for 

export and for warmer climes, than Scottish salt,. The large crystalline 

structure of Bay salt penetrated the fish gradually whereas Scottish small or 

white salt contained impurities and was prone to liquefy quickly and lie on 

the surface, causing ‘salt burn’ and cured fish imperfectly. The use of foreign 

salt for the curing of salmon and herring was prescribed by the Convention of 

Royal Burghs from 1692, by Act of Parliament from 1693, and confirmed in 

the 8th article of the Union 1707 (although controversially this precluded the 

use of English rock salt which could have been a viable alternative.)  

Bilge The belly or widest part of a barrel 

Bind An indicator of the capacity of a barrel, ‘the bind of Aberdeen’ being the 

standard measure for salmon barrels. 

Blown The act of sealing a barrel? Acts of Parliament of 1641 and 1661 stipulated 

that a barrel should be branded as soon as it was ‘blown’. 

Boiling house Building where salmon were par-boiled before being preserved in small 

wooden, coopered vessels or kits. 

Brand Also burn. The mark made by a branding or burning iron on salmon barrels 

made for export. From the time of James III each barrel made for exporting 

salmon was required to be branded using an official mark of the (nearest) 

royal burgh to confirm it was of the legal size and construction. From the 

early sixteenth century each cooper was also required to apply his own mark 

to barrels made by him to confirm their sufficiency and legal size. 3 marks 
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were required ˗ one on each end and one on the stave next to the bung. The 

modern branding of goods as an indicator of provenance and authenticity may 

have its origins in the branding of salmon barrels and, as a method of 

guaranteeing quality, it was implemented by the Scottish linen industry in the 

eighteenth century through the ‘stamp.’ 

Bung Plug in the side of a barrel which could be removed to allow the pickle and 

oil to be drained off. 

Burn  Also burn mark. As brand  

Chine The part of the staves of a barrel which project beyond the head. 

Chine 2 Backbone of the fish 

Corf house Also corf, corfe, corfhouse, corffhouse, fish house. Salmon store where the 

fish were salted in vats before barrelling, and where nets, cobles and 

equipment were stored out of season. Some corf houses were converted for 

use as boiling houses and there is evidence that the corf houses of the Moray 

Firth region often doubled up as estate girnels to store grain rents. 

Crimp To cause the flesh of fish to contract and become firm by gashing or cutting 

it before rigor mortis sets in ˗ sometimes carried out while the fish was still 

alive. In the nineteenth century widely thought to be necessary when eating 

salmon fresh.  

Debenture Also drawback. From the time of the Union in 1707 foreign salt used for 

curing fish for export was exempt from duty. The duty had to be first paid and 

then reclaimed as a drawback, a protracted and cumbersome process and 

subject to considerable fraud. 

Dreg salt Also drig salt, or ware salt. Uncertain but assumed to be waste salt. This was 

payable to the fishers and curers at the Duke of Gordon’s Spey fishings in the 

1760s and 1770s as a perquisite and was commuted to a monetary equivalent 

if none was available.  

Gauge Also standard. Official measure which regulated the quality, size, capacity 

and measurement of salmon barrels. According to Acts of Parliament ‘three 

hoop irons…one at each end of the barrel and one in the middle to measure 

the barrel’ were required to ensure barrels were of the correct size. Aberdeen 

was the keeper of the national gauge and standard for salmon from at least 
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1478 (A of P), while Edinburgh kept the herring gauge. Other burghs had 

copies of the gauge but, as keepers of the official gauge, Aberdeen benefitted 

from ‘all fees, duties, advantages…of and for the keeping of the…measure, 

the gauge and standard, and for stamping of the said measures, barrels and 

salmon vessels.’  

Gild Also gilt. The yellow phosphorescent colour assumed by salmon if not cured 

quickly or effectively. Due to incipient decay. See roustie. 

Girds Also girth. i) Iron guide hoops used as a standard measure to gauge the size 

of barrels and ensure conformity across the country. Standard kept at 

Aberdeen with copies in each royal burgh. Three hoops required to measure 

the top, bottom and middle of the barrel. 

 ii) Strip of wood (later iron) used to bind barrel staves together and tighten 

the barrel to create a full seal. Also hoop, sting or girthsting 

Gouries Salmon waste and debris resulting from processing. Sometimes sold cheaply 

along with roe (Spey 1780s) possibly for manure. 

Great salt As Bay salt. 

Grey salt As Bay salt.  

Gully knife  Knife used for splitting and gutting salmon. 

Hamburg barrel Standard measure used for salmon in Scotland for much of the early 

modern period. Capacity not known. See Barrel 

Hogshead Barrel of large capacity of c.62 English wine gallons, or c.21 Scots gallons. 

These were probably more generally used for herring and in 1595 their 

capacity was reduced from 18 Scots gallons to 15 or 14½ gallons by the 

Convention of Royal Burghs due to a lack of timber in the west of Scotland. 

There is no evidence that they were used for salmon from the Moray Firth 

region and the Convention proscribed their use for salmon south of the Forth 

from 1608. 

Hoops Used to bind barrel staves together and ‘ticht’ (tighten) the barrel to create a 

full seal. These were usually made of hazel or willow imported direct from 

Norway/Sweden or via the Low Countries, or grown locally. Later, in the 

nineteenth century, these were made of riveted iron. Also girds, stingis or 

girthstingis 
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Hooping Applying the hoops to barrels 

Kinken Also kinkin. Small barrel, probably equivalent to a quarter barrel. Not 

generally used in trade but kinkens of salmon might be presented as gifts or 

gratuities. 

Kipper Term originating from the common name of spawned fish or kelts which 

came to mean salmon treated by smoking and/or with a saltpetre and sugar 

mix and kiln dried. The flesh of kelts was rendered palatable by this process, 

although the result was fish that were generally hard and salty, unlike modern 

smoked salmon. NB: smoked herrings were not called kippers until the 

nineteenth century.  

Kit Small wooden coopered vessel which was used as a container for small 

amounts of goods, including salmon, from at least the seventeenth century. 

From the beginning of the eighteenth century these were used almost 

exclusively for packing small quantities of par-boiled, vinegar-cured salmon 

and lent their name to the preservation process ˗ kitting. 

Kitting The processing of salmon by par-boiling and packing them in a solution of 

boiling liquor and vinegar in small wooden coopered containers called kits. 

This method became known as the ‘Newcastle method/cure’ and the finished 

product ‘Newcastle salmon,’ regardless of the place of origin. It is known to 

have been in use in Berwick from at least the 1720s and was introduced to 

Scotland by the 1730s. A specific version of the cure, with the addition of 

herbs and/or spices and known as spiced salmon, was patented for kits 

destined for export to the East and West Indies and for provisioning. Patent 

registered to Alexander Cockburn, fishmonger of Berwick 29.7.1763 no 793.  

Knapholt Also knappel. Oak staves for barrels, the use of which was compulsory for 

salmon barrels by Act of Parliament of 1641. 

Last Accounting measure with 12 barrels to the last and six to the half last.   

Pickle The brine solution in which salmon was packed in barrels following initial 

curing with salt in vats. 

Pine Also pyne. To cure fish. 

Pipe Barrel the size of two hogsheads or c.3 Hamburg barrels. Often used for wine. 

Powdering A light sprinkling of salt to cure for salmon for a short time  
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Rouse To sprinkle fish lightly with salt 

Roustie Rancid or decaying. Applied to incorrectly cured salmon which turned yellow 

and smelled unpleasant. This yellowing was a sign that the salt was not 

sufficiently strong and the fish had been cured imperfectly - Wealth of Great 

Britain p.53. See also gild 

Salt on salt Method of refining salt by dissolving it in brine solution and re-boiling to 

improve its strength. Originally a Dutch innovation, and the finished product 

was stronger and purer than Bay salt and was suitable for fish curing. From 

the seventeenth century attempts were made to perfect this method in 

Scotland using Bay salt or English rock salt but producers faced opposition 

from salt masters who feared their monopoly was being threatened. There is 

no evidence of its use in Moray Firth fisheries. 

Scowis Also skowis. Lengths of wood which could be used for barrel staves, but 

might also be employed in construction etc. The import of scowis does not, 

therefore, necessarily indicate coopering activity. 

Small salt Fine grained, often white, salt produced in Scotland by boiling sea water over 

coal or peat fires. The rapid, crude system of crystallization of this native salt 

impaired both its flavour and strength and the resulting product was said to 

be alkaline and full of bitter earthy salts. It contained impurities such as 

calcium, vitriolated and muriated magnesium, sulphate of magnesium, 

sulphate of lime and even bitumen, some of which were said to act with the 

fish proteins to delay the penetration of the salt into the centre of the fish. This 

salt lacked strength, which impaired its ability to cure fish effectively. It 

liquefied quickly and failed to penetrate the flesh of the fish, causing ‘salt 

burn.’ 

Spiced salmon A form of kitted salmon which included different spices/herbs  

Stave A narrow length of wood with a slightly bevelled edge which interlocks with 

others to form the sides of barrels, tubs, kits and vats. Ideally these were made 

of oak (knappel), and this was stipulated by Act of Parliament from at least 

1641- RPS online : 1641/8/210. These were imported in a pre-cut state from 

northern Europe, mostly from Norway and the Baltic. 

Stingis Also girds, hoops. Hazel of willow strips/saplings used for barrel and vat 

hoops but also for various other purposes, building etc.  
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Stone A stone of salmon weighed 18lbs 10½ oz which was more than that measure 

for other goods and must have made things complicated, viz: 

  

 Pennant Zoology p. 290 

Tichting Also tighting i.e. Tightening. The application of barrel hoops to draw together 

the staves and create a leak-proof barrel. 

Tierce One-third of a pipe and thus at c.35 gallons slightly less than one Hamburg 

barrel. Frequently employed as a measure in North American fisheries 

Ton Irish fisheries tended to assess and sell salmon by the ton, but it is not known 

how this equated to Scottish or English tons, or the Scottish Hamburg barrel 

and American tierce. 

Tree As barrel 

Tun Equivalent of 2 pipes or 6 Hamburg barrels or half a last 

Vats Frequently written as fats. Large, coopered vessels used for the initial curing 

of salted salmon with salt before barrelling. Used both domestically and 

commercially. 

White salt Also small salt
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Appendix G: The method of payment of Spey fishers October 1726 

 

NRS: GD44/35/1/4/12 

‘The method of paying the fishers on the three fishing shots on the River Spey called the 

Haven the Raik and the Pott fishings 

The method of paying the said fishers for the salmond which they catch att a tide, being 

twelve hours time in which one band consisting of eight men continue at work without being 

changed or relieved. 

In prim: If they catch two salmond at a tide they get one of them for their work and no more 

till they catch eight at a tide 

Item: If they catch eight salmond they gett two and no more till they catch fifteen 

Item:  If they catch fifteen they gett three and no more till they catch twenty-one 

Item:  If they catch twenty-one they gett four which is called Gi’n lax and then they get 

no more till they catch thirty-five 

Item: If they catch thirty-five they gett five and no more till they catch forty-two 

Item: If they catch forty-two they gett six and no more till they catch fifty-seven 

Item:  If they catch fifty-seven they gett seven and no more till they catch sixty-three 

Item: If they catch sixty-three they gett eight salmond 

Item:  Of every twenty-one salmon they catch over and above sixty-three they gett one so 

that if they catch sixty-three and twenty-one more which is eighty-four they get nyn 

salmond for their work. 

They are paid conform to the above method from the beginning of the fishings till the 

nynteenth day of June and after that day they get no more payment of salmond but get three 

grilses for ca…(missing portion)  salmond that falls to their share conform to the above 

proportion from the said nynteenth of June to the end of the fishing. 

The method of paying them for Grilse from the time they begin to take Grilses to the 

nynteenth of June the fishers get a fourth fifth sixth or seventh pa…(missing portion)..grilses 

taken att the tide being twelve hours’ time as above in manner following viz. 
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If they catch twelve twenty thirty or fourty they get a fourth part in the beginning and for 

any number above fourty to two thousand they get a fifth or sixth or seventh part as the 

kenners think fit. 

After the nynteenth day of June to the end of the fishing they are paid as follows at every 

shott 

In prim: If they catch two or three atta shott they get one and no more unless they catch eight 

and iff they catch eight they get two but if at any time within the tide they catch 

eight again they get but one 

Item: If they catch fifteen they get 3 and no more till they get twenty-four, if they get 

fifteen again during the tide they get just two 

Item: If the catch twenty-four they get four and no more till the catch thirty-five or forty 

Item: If the catch thirty-five or forty they get five and no more till the catch fifty or fifty-

six 

Item: If the catch fifty or fifty-six they get six and no more till the catch sixty-six or sixty-

seven 

Item: If the catch sixty-six or sixty-seven they get seven and no more till the catch 

seventy-eight or eighty 

Item: If the catch seventy-eight or eighty they get eight and no more but eight for any 

number they catch atta shott above eighty 

What they catch for their work preceding the nynteenth of June should be worth eight 

shillings Scots each and the grilses they get in place of their salmond after the nynteenth of 

June should be worth two shillings (added: six pence Scots each). When they are paid for 

catching grilses if two fall to their share the master has the first choice of two out of the hail 

number caught and the fishers have the second for their payment and if three falls to their 

share the master has the first choice of thrie and they have the second choice of three out of 

the whole and so on to eight and this they call the second draught. 

Every man has two pecks meal in bread and two pecks malt in ale each week during their 

working all the fishings with as much fish* as can sufficiently serve them if they be caught 

and this is for their meat and drink besides the above paid them for their work. 

We, John Stewart in Cullriach James Gordoun Couper in Garmouth Patrick Taylor in Nether 

Dallachy and Alexander Taylor in Nether Auchinreath who have been for the season last 
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bypast and for several preceding seasons Kenners and overseers of the above mentioned 

three fishings called the Haven, the Raik and the Pott belonging to the Earle of Murray, Sir 

Harrie Innes of that ilk and Sir James Suttie of Ballgown, do hereby declare that the above 

is the exact and true method used and observed in paying the fishers for their work and meat 

and also that each fisher man’s share will amount to more or less conform to the goodness 

or badness of the seasons fishings But we reckon that each man’s share of fish given for 

meal and wages will (communibus annis?) come to one barrel and three quarters of a barrel 

or two barrels of fish and this we declare to be truth and can make faith thair upon if required. 

Written by John Gray servant to the Duke of Gordon at Cullreach 10 October 1726 (signed 

and witnessed) 

Addendum: The fishers of the Currach coble get one third part of the fish caught thereat for 

their work and for the two seasons last bypast these men’s share has come to five last four 

barrel of fish which at the common computation is six hundred merks Scots for the last of 

salmon and four hundred and eighty merks money for the last of Grilses.’ 

 

*This may refer to either salmon or grilse, or perhaps other fish caught e.g. trout. 
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of Kelso and William Mitchell, tacksman of the fishing of Mackerston against Charles 

Earl of Tankerville, and David Erskine, clerk to the signet and his attorney and factor. 

1768. 

Petition to the Lords of Council and Session of His Grace John, the Duke of Roxburgh, 

proprietor and Thomas Lillie, tacksman of His Grace’s fishing at Kelso and William 

Mitchell, tacksman of the fishing of Mackerston.13 July 1768. 

Answers for Alexander Earl of Home, Charles Earl of Tankerville, and David Erskine, clerk 

to the signet, his attorney, and William Turnet, tacksman of Fairburnmill and fishings 

thereof to the petition of John, the Duke of Roxburgh, and Thomas Lillie and William 

Mitchell, tacksmen of the fishings of Kelso and Mackerston. 15 Nov 1768. 

Case referred to the House of Lords – John Duke of Roxburgh and others, appellants and 

Alexander, Earl of Home, Charles Earl of Tankerville and others, respondents. 

Respondents’ case. Hearing date 3 May 1774. 
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Case referred to the House of Lords - Alexander, Earl of Home, Charles Earl of Tankerville 

and others, appellants and John Duke of Roxburgh and others, respondents. 

Appellants’ case. To be heard 10 May 1774. 

 

 


